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EX

INTRODUCTION

Presentation of the Genetal Report for r97o

and ptogtamme of the Commission for r97r1

Tbe decisions of 9 February 1971

On 9 Febtvry 7977 the Council took a numbet of majot
decisions concerning economic and monetary union. These are

a m^tter fot great satisfaction to the Commission, which should
be fhe first to tecognize theit far-teaching political implications.
A speiial word of thanks must go to Mt tWetnet, whose Repott,
following on the Commission's own operational plans, ptepated
the way for this drive to get EuroPe once more on the move.
The debates in the Council were based orl proPosals submitted
by the Commissiol. Once again at an important iunctute in
the process of Eutopean unification we have seen the political
value of the intellectual give and take between the institutions
and of the absolutely odginal role assumed by the Commission
within the Community.

The Commission is well awate how difficult it will be to put
into practice thiq scheme for athotough tecasting of the Communi-
ty. But it would be a grave political error to underestimate
the impotance of the Council's decisions, which can without
exaggeration be described as histotic in the life of the Com-
monity. Unquestionably the new Commission has made a wise
choice in piacing economic and monetary union attheheat of its
poiitical programme.

The Commission explained its choice to the Padiament on
15 September 7970,2 and now confirms it, strong in the political

t Thtr t"""d"ctiron to the Fourth General Report on the Activ.ities of the Communi-
ties is based on the address delivered to the European Patliament on 10 February
1970 bv Mr Franco Maria Malfatti, President of the Commission, in presenting
the Report and outlinins the Commission's plans for 7977.

2 Battetii of tbc European Cimmrnitiet No. 9/10-i970.
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consensus that has emetged in the Council. There wete many
sceptics, within the Community and without; doubtless there will
continue to be many. The Commission is convinced nevertheless
that thete is a common political denominatot, given which the
objectives the Community has set itself need not be put down
as untealistic. They are ambitious objectives-the cteation in
ten years of a Commqnity that can ensure within its boundades
vigorous development, full employment and stability, can eliminate
imbalances between sectors and between regions, can conttibute
as a single unit to economic and monetafy cooPeration in the
wodd. None the less the$e objectives ate attainable and tealistic.
They cannot fail to open the doot to greatet political cohesion.
Perhaps since the signing of the Treaty of Rome no choice has

been of such impottance to the future of the peoples and countdes
of the Community. The Commission knows that the difficulties
to be overcome afe no less great than when the Treaty of Rome
was devised, or when the Community passed from the first to the
second stage of the customs union. Yet in its view the general
and political situation is such that it can look forwatd with
reasonable optimism to the futute. The Commission does not
say that "Europe" is an established fact. But it does say that
a long stdde has been taken towards making it so.

Presentation of tlte | 970 General keport

A latge pa:,t of 1970 was devoted to implementing the aims
laid down at the Hague Conference of December 1969. The
"spirit of The Hague", the sign of a rediscovered political will
of the six lVlembet States, made it possible to take a" gteut numbet
of steps and achieve vatious objectives which the Commission
had long been advocating"

Important political decisions were taken, marking the end
of the transitional period. The process of reflection rq/as carded
furthet, and led to a plan for the consttuction of the Europe of the
Seventies. The way by which the Community can 

^ttzur. 
greater

dimensions and move iowatds wider horizons was opened.
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For this reason it is worth having a look at the salient points
in this succession of activities.

The decisions taken dudng the night of 27 Aprt.1970 wiil
enable the Community progressively to acquire its own resources,
and petmit the European Padiament to extend its powers over
the budget. It should be emphasized that to the Commission
these impottant decisions are not a goal, but merely a first, though
a big, step forward. The Commission considered it regrettable
that they did not take suffrcient account of the Parliament's
tecommendations, or of its own proposals. On this point it
renews its undertaking to prepare in the next two years a proposd
for the futher teinforcement of the Padiament's powers.

The undetaking given at The Hague on the enlargement of
the Community has been met in full. From Commission propo-
sals the Council worked out a common basis for negotiations;
talks were duly opened between the Community and each of the
applicant countries, and discussions are also proceeding with the
other EFTA countries concerned wh-ich want to talk matters over
with the Community. It is certainly not necessary to stress the
importance of this great event of 1970.

Lastyeat, too, Eutope, which is seeking a fresh dimension,
showed the wotld a new face. A genuine, though as yet in-
complete, common commercial policy came into being tn January
7970. The basic instruments, particulady those concetning
exports which have been cteated since the end of 1969, and the
oppotunities offered by implementation of the EEC Treaty,
especially its Article 113, allowed a start to be made in 7970 on
carrying thtough this Community policy.

At the same time the policy of association in Africa saw
the entry into force on the date scheduled of the second Yaound6
Convention and the Arusha Agreement. Consequently the
links alrcady established u'ith those countries have been not iust
maintained, but reinforced.
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In the outline of its future plans given to the European
Padiament on 15 Septembet 1970, the new Commission gave

pride of place to economic and monetary union, as a catdina'I

element in the consttuction of Europe and a priority task of the
Commission.'

Having defined its genetal obiective in the light of the
political will expressed at The Hague, the Commission in Match
1970 formrrlated the principles it deemed essential and the btoad
lines of the stages it ptoposed fot the move towards-economic
and monetary union.

The Council asked a grouP of experts headed by Prime
Ministet 'Wetner to undertake a study of the subject. On 29

Octobet the Corirmission put befotethe Council a memorandum,
a dr#t tesolution and two dtaft decisions. There was at the time
some contfovefsy ovef the ptoposals, but it must be recognized
that. the Commission's apptoach was consistent and realistic,
se'eking not iust any solution to the problem but a positive one,
one that would ptovide a wotking basis fot implementing the
Hague decisions while ensudng the organic and global cha;r^cter
of the plan.

To the progress on the plan for economic and monetary
union were added in late 1970 two furthet successes which also
concern the intemal development of the Community-the start
of Euratom's comeback and the Council's decision on the refotm
of the European Social Fund.

The year 1970 therefote enabled a beginning to be made on
giving practical shape to the conclusions of the Hague Conference,
and provided in particulat the basis fot development of the Com-
monity and the Council's histotic decision of Febtuary 1971. on the
establishment of economic and monetary union.

Progranme for / 97/

Nineteen seventv-one will be a yeat of fundamental im-
portance in the life of the Community : the decisions on economic
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and monetary union ate sufficient reminder of that. The Com-
munity has experienced crises, even sedous ctises, in its time;
it has gone through equally serious periods of stagnation, of
political doldrums, of fading in the grand design to which it has
all the time slowly but sutely to telate its day-to-day work.

But it has also to realtzethat the situation today is objectively
different. There is an external'political .situation driving us
faster and faster towatds political awateness of out responsibilities
as a unit at woild level. \Tithin the Community subjects ate being
discussed which are of histotic impotance fot our future and
have a far from marginal impact on wotld equilibtium. These
discussions do not represent vague hopes for an indeterminate
futute, but are the vehicle of political decisions, sorne of which
have already been taken by the Community institutions while
others, sirnilarly far-reaching, will be taken in the course of 1977.

Vhat significance can otherwise be attributed to the current
negotiations with Btitain and the other Qountries that have
applied for membership in otdet to build up a ten-nation Com-
munity? Does the aim the Community has set itself not perhaps
signify an important political contdbution towards a better balance
of forces in the wodd? Is it not an event pregnant with signifi-
cance ior the future of the Community ? In this connection the
Commission feels that in face of the difficulties still ahead in the
flegotiations insufRcient attention is being paid to what has
already been achieved and is important if . the Community's
nature and its development as an enlarged Community ate to be
ensuted. The acceptance by the United I(ngdom of the Treaties,
of the Community's achievements and development-note the
impoftance of the repeated assertions by the British that Britain
is ready to go as far as the others arc rcady to go-of the system
of "own fesoufces", are so many elements contributing to a

design in which enlargement is a factor reinforcing, not watering
down, the Commuqity.

Moreovet, the coflversion of the Community into an econo-
mic and monetary union is pethaps the most ambitious European
project entertained since the Trcaty of Rome.
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Internal strengthening oJ the Connunities

Such is the general political backgtound against which the
Commission's programme for the curent year has been developed.
A summary of that programme follows, though it is not possible
here to touch on all its multiple aspects.

Special mention should be made of two developments in the
field of social poliry : fitst, the proposals the Commission is

preparing to submit to the Council for the launching of the new
Social Fund, and secondly, a more thorough and comprehensive
appraisal providing a basis for the promised memotandum on
social policy.

In addition, the Commission is about to frnilize the first
instruments for implementing the Council's basic decision of
26 November 7970 on the refotm of the Social Fund.

'J he Social Fand

As already stated, the putpose of the new Social Fund is to
provide the Community with a suitable insttument fot ensudng
the much desired cottelation between social policy and the othet
common policies. Today, when the Community is about to em-
bark tesolutely on the road to economic and monetary union and
the immense structure being created will establish an economic
solidarity that it will be impossible to undo, it would be unthink-
able if the Community wete not provided with the machinery
which would enable it to bear its responsibilities, including its
financial tesponsibilities, in face of the iocial tepercussions of the
different decisions which will be adopted in widely vary'rng
fields.

Tbe memorandum on social policl

The Commission ittends to catry a stage further, and extend
to embmce the areas morit directly concerned, the apptaisal which
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must precede the final formulation of the memorandum on social
policy. The memorandum will have to take into account the
progress made towards economic and monetary union and the
indications furnished bv the Thitd Medium-term Economic
Policy Ptogramme, whiih was also adopted by the Council on
9 Februaty 1971.

Its puqpose will be to dovetail social policy into the ge.neral
framework of Community policy, to outline the features of the
present situation and to- indicaie the general objectives to be
attained.

The Commission trusts that the memotandum will set off
and stimul^te ^ detailed discussion, so that the political will
which is essential if intentions are to be put into action can be
formed and can make itself felt at Community level.

'Tlte enaironnent

As regards the protection of the environment in the Com-
munity, a study and tesearch ptogramme to identify causes of and
possible temedies for environmental difficulties will be a prominent
pat of the Commission's ptoposals fot scientific research.

Furthermore, the EEC Treaty provisions on the approxima-
tion of laws can, in cettain specific cases, serve as a basis for
hxmotizztion of national measures.

But this kind of retroactive intervention lacks effectiveness,
sirlce the individual States are under increasing pressure to prepafe
legislative measures against pollution, and sometimes to adopt
them as a matter of urgenry. Such measufes must be adopted in
a Community setting in order to ensure that they do not distort
tompetition or create fresh obstacles to trade. The Commission
plans to submit proposals on these lines in 1971, perhaps making
use of the possibilities afforded by Aticle 235 of the EEC Treaty.
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Agriculnral policl

As regards the common agticultutal policy, the activities

of the Commission and the whole Community will, it is to be

hoped, be matked fi 7971 bj' the new- proposals which the

Cornmission will submit to the Council for supplementing and

amending the texts ab.eady submitted on agticultutal structures.

. The Commission wishes to stress the fact that it sees the

agricultutal policy as an indivisible whole, that is to.say fb pricg

a-id market orgarization side is closely bound up with the social

and the structural sides. The subject is not an easy one to deal

with, but that is no reason for the Community to sidestep its'
political responsibilities. \fle cannot and must not balk at the

iecisions tteided to get the markets into equilibdum and to make

a rcal contribution towards the rationalization of Community
agdculture and cortection of setious economic and social im-
balances.

The advance of the Community should be guided on such

lines that it strengthens a style, a quality of life that will not be

belied by pockets bf depression and underdeveloPmenl and which
would depdv'e entire classes of ptoducets of any cleat-cut' re-

assudng piospect of progress) .T[is is alsothe way to give miilions
of people an interest in the construction o{ Europe, to bdng ho.-.
to ?he- what is being done and to put forwatd the construction
of Europe as a qualitative leap beyond the existing limits on the

distribution of wealth and the smooth growth of our econornies.

In the Commission's view, the economic strength attained
by the Community is sufficient to translate into Pta:ctic I action

the objectives juit referred to-obiectives which, it must be

recalled, are also obligations imposed by the Tteaty of Rome.

Industrial policl

Integration of production structutes and betteq tettitorial
distributio-n of inveitment ^re 

essenlial if ptogress towards
economic and monetaty union and the hatmonizttion of economic
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policies ate to take place against a background of rapid, balanced
gfowth.

It is necessary, fitst and fotemost, to expedite and round
off the Commission's ptogramme for the elimination of technical
obstacles to trade.

Another fundamental component of a common industrial
policy is the establishment of modern rules and regulations on
freedom to tender fot public contracts, a matter in which there
are still substantial limitations and restrictions of a nattonal
chatactet The Commission appreciates the complexity of this
fieid, and is accordingly seeking realistic solutions which can
make a practical contdbution to the implementation of a common
industrial policy.

It must be emphasized that industrial policy cannot be
regatded solely as an instrurnent for achieving the maximum
quantitative gfowth of industry.

It needs to be dovetailed into a set of regional and social
measures which teduce the cost of development, spread its benefits
among all the inhabitants of the Community and safeguard the
natural envitonment-a point which brings out the connections
between industial policy and theprbgratnme for protection of the
environment.

An industrial programme with such complex poiitical
implications must however be subjected to the fullest possible
political debate.

The Commission therefore plans, as announced in Sep-
teinbet last;reat, to convene for 7972-and ptepare during 797L-
a major confetence on Industry and Society in the European
Community, for the purpose of discussing what action the Com-
munity can best take to link industrial growth with social and
regional requitements and with the tteedto imptove the quality
of life of its peoples. The conference would ptovide a forum
for a full confrontation of ideas among the Commissioir, Govern-
ments, trade associations, ttade unions and figutes from the acade-
mic wodd.
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Appr o x i n a t i o n of I egi s k t i o n-fr e e do n of e s tab I i s h n e n t

The prospect of economic and monetary union is also of the
highest televance to the settiflg of priorities for the Commission's
work on the apptoximation of legislation, freedom of establishment
and freedom to supply services.

Absolute priodty is given to the progressive harmonization
of taxation. Also of outstanding importance 

^te 
the liberalization

of capital movements and achievement of fteedom of establish-
ment and freedom to supply services in respect of banks and
financial institutions, md l"yrtg the legal foundations fot the
policy on capital matkets. To these must be added the Euro-
peantzation of company law and the abolition of legal obstacles
to intra-Community trade.

As a result of this new slant to its wotk, the Commission
will in a good many cases be unable to show tangible results
un1971. It is nevetheless awate of the need to cre te and guaran-
tee the essential pterequisites for attainment of the final aim and,
concurrently, to PrePare in good time the various stages in the
move towatds economic union. In this connection it would
emphatically stress the 

'Council's undertakings with resPect to
tax harmonization, free movement of capital, and the correction
of imbalances between industdes and between regions; fqr its
own part the Commission will, during the fitst stage of economic
and monetary union, use its povrer of proposal and initiative in
close confotmity with this vital political decision of the Council's.

The Joint Kesearch Centre-researcb and technologlt

In the field of research and technology, the Joint Research
Centre, reorganized in accordance with the Council's decisions
of last December, lvill operate n'irh a large measure of indepen-
dence (within the general guidelines laid down by the Commission
and Council) as lregatds its own internal organizttion and the
prePafation and execution of teseatch and teaching Programmes.
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The Commission is rapidly pushing ahead with the prepara-
tion of a multiannual research programme which should allow
Euratom to emerge from its inactivity of recent years and con-
duct research in both nuclear and non-nuclear fields.

\7hile the decisions of December 1970 constitute an initial
success, the fact temains that they are only a small step in the
direction of a genuine common policy on scientific and technolo-
gical research. For there to be such a policy, three things are
necessary. First, the Community's research activities will have
to be extended to non-nuclear fields, in order to cover fundamental
problems of common interest, such as those of pollution and of
public transport. Secondly, they will have to be linked to in-
dustdal policy. And lastly, the Communiry will have to equip
itself with effective instruments for devising and administering
a common reseatch policy. The Commission seflt the Council
an initial memorandum on these lines in November, and kept the
Padiament informed. During 7977 it will be embodying these
guidelines in conctete proposals.

That the Community should set out to equip itself for this
pulpose does not mean that it is becoming inwardJooking or
seeking technological autarky: its action is the essential condition
for fat-rcaching and open intemational cooperation.

Energl policl

The need for a common European position on energy has
been acutely felt of late. This fact is encouraging the Commission
to continue with its work on ways and means and to make a
start with the measures set out in the outline progmmme of
13 Novembet 1969.

As regards oil and natural gas the Community will in 7977
seek, paticulady in view of the medium-term supply position,
to step up futher its work on security of supply. It is clear that
a common policy is impotant and urgently needed in the matter
both of the maintenance of stocks and of the general pattern of the
Community's supplies of oil and natural gas.
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Futhetmore, the Commission will do its utmost to ensure
that by the end of the year the Council adopts the proposals
submitted on various aspects of energy policy.

Transport policl

The Commission intends this yeat to Propose to the Council
two decisions on transPort policy, one concerning the hatmoniza-
tion of telations between railways and Member States, the other
dealing with the allocation of infrastructure costs.

Concurrently with these two Proposals telating to vital
sectors of transport policy, the Commission will continue' its
effots for the hatmonizzaon of social arrangements, by submitting
concrete proposals in respect of all three modes of transport. In
addition, it plans to lay the foundations for further action on
road safety, coordination of investment, and development
of new transport techniques and methods, and it hopes to submit
ptoposals to the Council for steps to be taken in connection with
sea and air ttanspott.

The Commission v'ill do everything possible to see that
during 1,971, the common transport poiicy is given the ftesh
impetus called for if these ptoposals, and those already befote the
Council, ate to have practical tesults..

kegional pdlic1'

Regional policy is another essential element in the intet-
nal consolidation of the Community. The Councii's decision
on economic and monetary union and the pressure of faqts
confirm the Commission in the views which undedie the proposals
it submitted to the Council in October 1969.

Agtion by the Community should be concenttated on an
ovetall'view of the common policies and based on regional
consftlerations, for as the effective results of the.common policies
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are conditioned by tlle terdtorial and social context in which they
ate applied, they obviously must dovetail with the data of speci-
fically regional impottance. This is a first essential if the Com-
munity is really to be a force for stability and equity; it is a fitst
essential, among other things, fot getting rid of a number of
sttuctural, and hence persistent, causes of inflationary pressure.
In paticuiar, the future policy on agricultural structures and the
activities of the reformed Social Fund will have to be thought
out and putsued in the light of this requirement.

As the Council dghtly affirmed on26 October, the Commu-
nity bears a responsibility in regional 'matters. But to attarin
the objectives just listed it will have in the next few months to
set up the machinery needed if this responsibility is to be made
effective.

Enlargement

' 'Whete enlargement is concerned, the Commission has done
much and has not failed to exetcise its powem of initiative: the
solutions abeady adopted have been based on its ptoposals. The
Commission now faces some months of complex discussion,
fot the ptoblems to be resolved are themselves complex. The
tesults of the negotiations in progress can only be properly
assessed if it is borne in mind that, fitstly, the political objective
is of outstanding impotance, secondly, all concerned are anxious
to keep the negotiations moving at a bdsk pace, thirdly, many
important points have already been settled, and fouthly, it seems
clear that what is wanted in connection with the financial con-
tdbution during the transitional pedod-^qC this is one of the
main issues still outstanding-is an arrangement for gradual
adjustment to the system of "own fesources". On this point,
the Commission takes the view that the machinety must flot be
conttadictory, that it must not make it impossible, when the time
comes, to apply the permanent system fot independent Community
revenue or be such that it hampers the phased adiustment of the
applicant countties to the financing rules of the Community.
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Cleady, in view of what is at stake, u/e are entitled to-hope
that the negotiations will quickly be btought to 

^ 
successful con-

clusion. The fact that they are nou/ concerned not with marginal
but with centrd issues is a guarantee that effott will not be

squandered on minor technical questions but be concenttated

fitorly on the politico-economic cote of the problem.

The Commission consequently feels that its interest and

its duty both tequite it to keep in close touch with the European
Padiament and the appropdate Padiamentary committees. \flhile
the delicate nature of the mattefs under negotiation does neces-

sadly mean that on some questions discretion rnust be the otdet
of tire day, the fact remains that the political implications of
enlargement are of such impoftance that they. call fot. the assis-

tancJof all responsible bodies, in paricular those which Lre 
^n

emanation of the popular will.

The Connunitl in tlte aorld

\fhile the ptospect of enlargement is giving a new dimension
to the Community'J role in the wodd, the Commission is also

aw^re that the Community's internal development is adding to
its international responsibilities. The past months have cieady

shown the ever-increasing importance of the netwotk of relation-
ships between the Community-especially an enlarged and closer-
knit Community-and the rest of the wodd.

The comnon comnercial policlt

Now that the transitional period is ovet, the Community
is required to establish. a common commetcial poliry. The
Commission attaches great impottance to this matter, which will
entail adopting a genuine ovetall sttategy in placeof the somewhat
hzphazard, or 

^t 
iny rate piecemeal, decisions taken hitheto, and

giving a broad inielpretation to Aticles 113 and 116 of the
Trcaty of Rorne.
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The weight which the Community catries in wodd ttade
is such that it demands well consideted long-term political
decisions. 'We cannot on an imptovised, day-to-day basis dis-
charge our responsibilities or translate into the necessary political
action our economic positiofl as the wodd's fotemost ttading
power. Our aim must be on the one hand not so to construe
the Treaty as to confict with the desite and the duty-to say
nothing of the practical advantage-of speaking with one voice
in this matter, and on the othet not to make the mistake of teducing
a trpmendous economic fact to something soulless and lifeless,
bereft of political will,

Only so will it be possible both for national interests to be
given theit due and fot the Community propedy to discharge its
international responsibilities. \fith this end in view, the Com-
mission is now preparing, among othet things, practical proposals
on credit insutance which it intends to submit as soon as possible.

The Conmuni! and tbe international organiqations

Then again, the Community must be tepresented at and take
part in the work of intetnational organizations, in the negotiations,
held under theit auspices, and when international agreements are

concluded. It will be among the Commission's tasks in the future
to see that the Community as such is accotded the position which
undet the Treaty of Rome is due to it aftet the expiry of the
transitional pedod.

Deuelopnent aid

Relations between the industialized and the developing
countdes are a field in which the Community must persevere in
its determination to perform its duties to the full.

The yeal 7977 is expected to see a maior event, the entry
into fotce of the system of genetalized preferences for industdal
ptoducts exported ftom any of the developing countries.
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The Communityls offet of genetalized pteferences on a

wodd scale is a bold contribution to development aid policy.
It is- a fat-teaching offer, which stems ftom the. Community's
conception of the future relations between developed and develop-
ing countries, yet reflects the need to safeguard in ptactice certain
essential Community interests.

Raw materials, which are excluded from the generalized
preferences, will require attention in the future; here the ptoblems
ate more difficult still. But hete too the Commission will pursue,
wherevet possible, a poliry of wotld agreements.

It is apparent that ,what the Community is doing for the
developing countries would be far mote effective if it were not
confined essentially to tariffs and trade and if the Community
had at its disposal a more extensive set of instruments so that it
could react more suitably to each particular situation. According-
ly, the Commission intends this year to propose that ail the
Community authodties deliberate together on jbint or national
measures and operations that will make it possible to move
gradually towards a Community policy on development coopera-
tion.

Generaliqe d preferenns and association

It is in this context that the Community', policy of asso-
ciation with various developing countdes should be viewed.

Its association with the African countties and Madagasca\
as emerged cleatly from the recent stimulating debates at the
Patliamentary Confetence in Yaound6, is the outcome of special
responsibilities arising from history, ftom geographical proximity
and from a complex of ttaditional relations not exclusively com-
mercial in character.

Inasmuch as the association p€+i€frelafes in patticulat tothe
countries of Africa, which are the most underpdvileged in the
Third \7odd, it tends to offset the inequality in development
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potential and is 'hus a factor of equity and equilibdum in the
wotld, which mus: remain a permanent featute in the Community
'vre are building. N{oreover, as has been said again and again,
it is a policy that benefits many and harms none.

The efforts that arc being made to reconcile and adapt to
each othet the tegional and the global aspects of development aid
will be greatly facilitated by the overall deliberations on coope-
ration in this matter which the Commission plans to propose this,
yeaL

Mediterranean policl

Reasons of history, geography and common traditions have
combined with political and economic developments to focus on
the MeditetrarLear' atea a ne'w awareness of the tole the Community
is called upon to play there.

The Commission feels the Community could make a sub-
stantial contribution to stability and development in the area.
It does not den)r, however, that it considets the commercial
policy instruments at present available to it to be insufficient for
its putposes even in the Meditetranean.

Relations witb tlte United States

Still in this same perspective of an active Community
presence in the wodd, the Commission is following with ciose
attefltion the development of relations with the United States.

Ttue, measures such as the Mills Bill ate not exactly con-
sttuctive, and the Commission trusts therefore that the Bill's
reintroduction is mote a tactical manoeuvre than a measure it is
actually intended to implement.

The Commission takes this oppotunity of tepeating its
conviction that zn escalation of teciprocal restdctions between the
European Community and the United States would have dangerous
and unfoteseeable consequences, not only for those immediately
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concerned, but for the whole wodd. It is teady a-nd r:'<ious t';
seek constructive means of preventing the staft of such a ciangetous

Pfocess.

The Commission is persuaded that some divergence of
interest between the two latgest ttading Powefs in the wodd is
in the nature of things, but that this must be teduced to its due

proportions. EffottJ should therefore be made to establish a

new climate of mutual ttust and open-mindedness. The Com-
fnission is certain that this new awafeness could help to festore the

atmosphefe that has traditionally prevailed in relations between
tLe Europe of the Community and the United States.

N egotiations witlt Japan

In the same spitit the Commission has been negotiating,
and intends to continue negotiating in 1971, with Japan. A ttade
agreement between the Community and J^px, could be a notable
contdbution to the libelalizauon of international trade. If both
paties press fotwatd along this path, the negotiations wiil end

in the establishment of a cooperation which will offer additional
assurance that certain fundamental principles of conduct in
world trade will be observed.

fustern European countries

As regards the Eastern European countries, 7977 promises
to be a yeai of ttansition, pending the arrival of 1973 when the
Six are to adopt a common commercial policy towards those

countries too. The Commission considets, however, that in the
intewening tvlo years the Community must act with the fullest
possible cohesion, in ordet that the ftaming of the futute_common
iommercial policy shall not be prejudiced by some fortuitous
step, some unplanned action. Needless to say this is in no way
intended to reitrict possibie commercial, economic and technical
cooperation with Eastern Europe: on the contrary, the Commis-
sion is convinced that cooperation can be bettet developed in this
way.
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Conclssion

Such is the Commission's programme fot 7977, which will
have to be rounded off, in the light of the decisions on economic
and monetary union which the Council took on 9 Februty 7977.

The Communities are going through a time when mete
management of, their heritage is not enough. The Commission
feels, accordirgly, that the tasks it has undetaken to pedorm in
1971 must be seen as part of a single otganic whole; while the
bonds of intetdependence among all the achievements of the
Communities must be cultivated, these achievements must be
looked upon as the expression of a design which it will take the
span of the ptesent decade to complete.

To this end the Commission, pursuing a clear-out political
airq, will make use of its tight of initiative and proposal, and will
seek to ensure that decision-making is not bogged down or
drowned in the quagmires of technical detail or specialization.
This original institution is very much alive to its own role and
function in the Community: even as it teiects analogies which
in effect debase its pterogatives, so it rejects intelpretations which
reduce its tole and function, since it is convinced that the Treaty
of Rome pulposely set out to establish an autonomous institution
independent of the Council and dependent for its maintenance
in office on the ttust of the European Padiament.

In the Commission's view, the construction of the Commu-
nity demands more and more that all should obsetve the rules
which make up the Community heritage. It intends thetefote
to see that such observance is the universal de of conduct, so

that the delicate balance upon which the Community rests may be

strengthened.

It is in the logic of events that the Community will one day
have to make fundamental choices as to its Pattern of internal
development and its position in the wotld. Since this time is
now close upon us, the Commission is convinced that everything
should be done to ensure that these choices ate made in full
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knowledge of the facts and under optimum conditions. The
Community's futute must not be ptejudiced by present action
taken to deal with sectotal stresses or shott-term ptoblems.

The Commission tealizes that the progtess of unification
carries the postulates for tadical and complex changes in the
European scerie.

' The firct timid steps towards political cooperation proposed
in the Davignon Plan are also an expression 

-of 
the dynamism

produced by the present phase of European unification : they
open up new vistas'which are bound to become pat and parcel
of the Community process.

In this connection the Commission considen that it has a
definite duty-one which, incidentally, is also a functional
requitement-to ensure th^t this development can go forward
smoothly, without bteaks and without imbalances between its
different components.

It is in this active, fotwatd-looking loyalty to the spirit of
The Hague that the Commission intends to exercise its tespon-
sibilities.

The Commission is profoundly convinced that it would not
be making.the most of that loyalty and that responsibility if it
did not seek the help and cooperation of all the truly vital forces
in the Community, and above all of the institution in which those
forces find their most authoritative and tepresentative exptession.
It intends, as in the past, to make of the dialogue with the Par-
liament a constant featute of its action, convinced that it will
find in the Padiament the response which, without infringing on
the tesponsibilities of either side, is the reflection of a commitment
undertaken in common.
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CHAPTER I

FUNCTIONING OF THE COMMON MARKET

1. Free movenent of goods

FL]NCTIONING OF THE CUSTOMS UNION

1. From the point of view of the functioning of the customs union,
1970 was characterized by difficulties encountered in the administration
of the union and by positive effects resulting from the existence of Com-
munity legislation in certain customs fields.

In exercising the powers conferred on it by the Council in 1968 and
1.969 as regards the application of the common customs tariff nomencla-
ture, valuation, origin, transit of goods through the Community and in-
ward processing traffic the commission ran into difficulties because the
'work to be performed at Community level has grown constantly. As the
Member States no longer have the power to take binding measures in
these fields, they have turned increasingly to the Commission for the
solutio,n of the problems facing them, and so have trade cides in con-
nection with their problems. This appreciably added to the burden on
the Commission's staff, which has to prepare the implementing measures
to be adopted and coordinate the administrative steps to be taken by the
Member States. The C-ommission gave priority to these tasks of admini-
stration, which directly influence the functioning of the customs union,
at the expense of the vrork on harmonization of customs legislation, which
had to be internrpted for lack of specialized staff. The commission will
make every endeavour to remedy this state of affairs.

The administration of current community legislation calls for close
collaboration between the commission's customs department and the cus-
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toms departments of the Member States, and also frequent consultation of

the trade associations organized at Community level. The Commission

is glad to observe that boih collaboration and consultation have developed

satisfactorily and have become a feature of the Community. Ditect con-

mcts between the different customs offices in the Member States are

proving increasingly indispensable in the application of ,the new_customs

"rrurrgJt.ttt. 
Under the system of transit of goods through the Com-

munity, for example, the officials of the custorns department in o1e country

u"ry oft.t have io act directly or indirectly on behalf of the department

in another country. In this way, a spirit of Community solidarity is being

created.

TIIE COMMON CUSTOMS TARIFF1

2. The Commission and the Member States have continued to take care

that the common customs tariff is propefly administered and, in particular,

that its nomenclature is applied and interpreted uni{ormly. The tariif
classification not only determines the rate of customs duty to be applied,

but also serves other prfposes' such as the levy of domestic taxes, the

preparation of trade statistics and the precise designation of goods in many

administrative documents. This classification is therefore not Without
economic repercussions and, if carried out correctly and uniformly, is

bound to.contribute to the harmonious functioning of the customs union.

The Commission referred to the Common Customs Tarif{ Nomen-

clature Committee, set up by Council Regulation (EEC) No. 97/69 of
1,6 Januaty 1969,2 a considerable number of proposals regarding tariff
nomenclature, mostly concerning products, the classification of which had

been found to give rise to difficulties or divergences in the Community.
In the light of the approval expressed by the Committee, the Commission

adopted regulations to deal with ten or so of these casesf while in some

forty other cases the drawing up of classification notes proved to be an

adequate solution. Atticle 4 of Regulation (EEC) No' 97/69, referred

I Tbe Cu$oms Tarif of the E.ropeafl Commanities, published by the Commission in the
four Community linguages,- lists the customi dutijrs applicable at .1 July 1968'
7 January L970:1 January 7971 znd 7 January 7972. This- work is kept up to
daie with all the arirendm-ents or suspensions occurring in the course of the year
(ihe 10th series is dated 1 January 7971).

2 fournal otffcielNo. L 14,21 January 1969.
t "See. for'Lxample, footrnal otfuei N6. L 76,22 lanwary 1970, No. L 32,70 February

197'0, No. f.36,-14F"brrr?ry 1970, No. L 114, U *?t 1!70, No. L740,27 Jlune
1970, No, L763,25 July 1970 and No. L767,30 JuIy 1970.
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to above, also empowers the Commission, after consulting the Committee,

to decide on the conditions governing the admission of goods to certain

headings or subheadings of the tariff. After consultation with the Nomen-

clature Committee, the Commission adopted sevefal regulations concerning

subheadings with reduced duties ot levies for meat or live cattle origina-

ting respectiveh in Yugoslavia, Denmark and Austria'l It is in this

Committee that the Member States work out a consensus with a view to
the work of the Customs Cooperation Council in the field of nomenclature.

Great efforts have also been made by the Commission and the Mem'
ber States to ensure that the elaboration of the explanatory notes to the

comnlon customs taiff. advances as satisfactorily as possible. Indeed,

these notes are impatiently awaited by rade circles and the official de-

partments concerned as a commentary on the different subheadings of this

i;ritt. By 31 December 1970, they were almost completed for a total
of 70 chaptets of the 93 for which such notes are planned. Their
progressive publication was decided as early as t969;50 of these chapters

have now been printed, to which others will be added in the near future
as soorl as they have been finalized in the four Community languages.z

It must be admitted, however, that this is a long-term task, requiring
research into and compilation of abundant technical and scientific in{or-
mation material. Doing this in several languages is bound to raise big
problems.

3. The common customs taiff. as applicable at 1 January 1971 was

adopted in its entirety by Council Reguiation (EEC) No. 1/71 of 17 De-

cember 197}3 Its main feature was that the {ourth instalment of. taiff
reductions agreed upon as. a result of the last round of GATT negotiations

became effective. It should be noted, however, that this new instalment-
like its ptedecessor m61sovs1-las not been applied to the majority of the

chemical products, as the condition to which it was subordinated, i.e. the

abolition of the American selling price system of customs valuation, had

not been met. By comparison with the version of 1 January 1970, the
common customs tariff as applicable at I |aillary 1971 contains certain

rectifications or arnendments, in general on matters of form, and also

amendments resulting from new agricultural regulations adopted in the

course of I97O (e.g. organization of the vine products market and the

I foarnal offciel No. L 95,29 April 1970 and No. L 166,29 July 1970.
2 Exblanitory Notet to tbe Ctasiomt Tarif oJ tbe Earopean Commanitie4 published as

th"v becofre available, in loose-leaffoirn-(3rd partill publication on 1 July 1970).
3 toainal oficielNo. L 1, 1 January 1971.
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fishery sector). Moreover, it might be as well to recall that the common
customs tariff had been affected in 1970 by several Council regulations,
in particular: three regulations, datd 17 February L970, restoring the
customs duty on silk and silk yarn, but at the same time opening a

Community quota for these productsl and a regulation of. 29 June L970,
reducing to 32Vo and 30Vo respectively the duties applicable to polyethy-
lene and fabrics of regenerated textile fibres originating in the United
States of America.2 fn connection with unwrought aluminium, it should
be pointed out that a new duty at 77o came into {orce on I Jannary I97I,
replacing both the conventional rate of 97o and the tariff qvota at 5Eo.

in the course of 1970 common customs tariff duties were suspended
in whole or in part for various products, which were thus added to the
list drawn up by the Council for that year in December 1969. For 1971,
the Member States had lodged with the Commission some 170 applications
for suspension of duties relating to nearly 160 products or groups of
products. As in the past, they invoked in this connection the absence
or inadequacy of Community production of these goods, considered as raw
materials or semi-finished products for the manufacturing industry. The
agreement of all Member States was obtained for 119 of them, of which
108 had already benefited from an identical measure in 1970. On a
propooal from the Commission, the whole of these products formed the
subject of Council Regulation (EEC) No. 2635 of 17 December 1970,
which is based on Article 28 of the Treaty.B Again acting on a Commis-
sion propoaal and in order to fatl in with the. wishes expressed by the
developing countries, the Council likewise decideds on certain taiff. ad-

iustments in favour o{ products of tropical origin (coffee, cocoa, palm oil,
etc.), and also an accelerated implementation of the resuhs of the Kennedy
Round for certain products of interest to Latin America.a These various
provisions too were inserted in the common customs tariff which came
into force on L January l97l by virtue of Council Regulation No. 1/71
already quoted.

'$Taivers to the application of the common customs tariff under
Article 26 of. the EEC Treaty were limited by the commission to certain
kinds of manufactured tobaccos and coffee for the 'Benelux countries.E

I Jomttal oficicl No. L 43,24 February 1970.
2 lbid. No. L 742,30 June 1970.
3 lbid. No. L 283,29 December 1970.I lbid. No. 258,27 November 1970.
6 lbid. No L 13, 19 January 1970 and No. L 153, 14 Jily 1970.
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vinegar and Algerian wines for Germany,l and certain kinds oi fish and

potatoes fot France.z

4. \il7ork on the comparison of customs tariffs was mainly dictated by

tlre negotiations between the Community and the four States which are

candidates for membership. This activity took the fotm, inter alia, of
the elaboration of the table of equivalence between tlre common customs

tariff and the United Kingdom's customs tariff. Work on the customs

tariffs of the other three candidates is in progress. Once completed, these

tables of equivalence will sgrve as a basis for the adiustment of the candi-

date countries' national tariffs to the common customs tariff.

TARITT QUOTAS

5. Pursulng its efforts since L961 to elirninate the greatest possible

number of. taiff waivers in the form of the national tariff quotas allowed

by Article 25 of. the Treaty and the protocols to the agreement on the

drawing up o'f part of the common customs tariff for the products of List G,
the Commission gtanted only nine quotas in 1970, out of sixteen applied

for by the Member States. Othet applications became superfluous as a

result of the Council's adoption of draft regulations submitted by the

Commission inffoducing Community measures such as reductions or sus-

pensions of customs duties or Community tariff quotas' By continuing
its action in parallel with the implementation of the last regulations on the

commo,n organizatio,n of markets, the C,ommission considers that it will
be able to achieve an even more appreciable reduction, if not the elimi-
nation of national tariff quotas.

As regards the opening of Community taitf. quotas, proposed or
draft regulations relating to thirty-four products were submitted by the

Commission to the Council and adopted. In thirty-one of these cases,

the opening of Community tariff quotas was in accordance with obliga-

tions contracted by the Community either in GATT or in agreements con-

cluded with non-member countries (contractual quotas), while the others

were to meet certain needs of the Community (autonomous quotas under

Article 28 of the EEC Treaty).

| lonnal oficiel No. L 19, 26 lmuary 1970, No' L 772, 25 May 1970 and No. T. 214,
29 September 1970.t I&/. f.{o. L79,26 January 1970.
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In the matter of these Community quotas, the Commission has made

progtess towards the choice of uniform methods of administration and is

continuing its endeavours to make a real advance towards harmonization
of these methods of administration, without losing sight of the approxi-
mation of domestic legislation on the subject, which is indispensable in a

customs union,

CHARGES TT]TH EQUIVALENT EFFECT

6. The Commission's action to eliminate charges with effect equivalent
to that of customs duties made it possible, in the course of 1970, to settle
9 cases of such charges and to take steps in 33 other cases with a view to
rcgulaizing or abolishing them. The latter cases neady all concern the
duties, charges and dues for animal and plant controls and for quality
inspections which many ptoducts must undergo when imported into or
exported from the Member States. Other residual cases of the same kind,
numbering 23, arc still being examined by the Commission.

Apart from the cases refened to above, certain pemniary charges the
compatibility of which with the principle of {ree movement of goods

among the Member States seems doubtful but which do not appear to
have the characteristic features of a charge with equivalent effect are being
studid in the light of the provisions of the Treaty relating to these
charges and of the recent uend in decisions of the Court of Justice on the
subject.

DUTY.FREE ENTRY

7. The fact that customs duties constitute resources for the Communi-
ties merely reinforces the need for uniform conditions in which these
duties are not charged in certain cases.

On this point, apart from a draft regulation concerning the system of
airport shops and sales on board aircraft, which is to be submitted to the
Council in the near future, no progress has beerr made. As a result the
numerous duty-free systems, other than those governing the aviation and
shipbuilding sectors, continue to present disparities between Member States
and to have an uncertain legal basis. The Commission plans, once it has
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the necessary means at its disposal, to &aw up an exact list of the domestic
provisions in force in this field and to take all necessary steps, account
being taken of Article 234 of. the Treaty, to remedy the present abnormal
situation.

CUSTOMS VALUATION

8. Efforts to fill the gaps in existing Commuqity legislation have con-

tinued. The Commission's staff and the Committee on Customs Valuation,
instituted by Council Regulation (EEC) No. 803/68,1 vrere faced with a

particularly delicate and difficult task, that of replacing by a Community
system the standard values for citrus fruits applied by the majority o{
the Member States in very different u/ays. On 3 August 1970, after la'
borious studies and consultations with the trade circles concerned on several

occasions and with unanimous approval of its draft by the C,ommittee on
Customs Valuation, the Commission adopted Regulation (EEC) No'
1570/70 setting up a system of average values for citrus fruits.z It
should be noted that administration of this regulation is a permanent task
and involves, inter alia, the fortnightly fixing of average values by tlre
Commission on the basis of data supplied by ttre Member States. 

:

Among other implementing measutes, mention should be made o{
the Commission regulation fixing the- details regarding the exclusion from
value for customs purposes of the transport costs incumed in Switzerland
or Austria for goods biought into the *ttomt territory of the Community
for onward uansmission to another place in the Community via the temi-
tory of the countries named.'3 These provisions will enable the traditional
trade flows between the north and south of the Community to tie main-
tained.

Another regulation concerns the exchange rate to be applied for
determining the customs value as regards the Canadian dollar,a which
*as fluctuating beyond the limits laid down by the International Monetary
Fund.

I tournal oficicl No, L 148,28 June 1968.
2 lbid.No.Ll7l,4 August 1970.
3 Regulation (EEC) No. 1150170 of 18 June 1970 relating to the point of introduction

to be tahen into consideration in pursuaoce of Art, 6(2) of Regulation (EEC)
No. 803/68; Journal oficiel No. L 134, 19 June 1970.

a Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 1970170, 30 September 1970; tomnal oficiel
No. L 216, 20 October 1970.
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In view of the fact that the majority of Member States did not have
available, at central department level, services'with sufficient structure
to cope with the requirements arising from application of the new Com-
munity rules, the Commission addressed to Member States, with the aim
of harmonizing certain valuation practices and in order to ensure the
$ficacy of the Community measures to be executed, its recommendation
of. 23 January L970 on the organization of the services of the central
customs departments responsible for applying provisions regarding the
value of goods for customs purposes.l

The measures advocated in this recommendation will, mor@ver,
make it possible to improve the collection of the information necessary
to tackle the harmo,nization of certain divergent practices in the Mernber
States, for instance in cases where the invoice price is not available or
has been influenced by factors alien to the notion of a normal price. In
order to achieve the required degree of harmonization in this field, it will
be essential to work out as raprdly as possible a procedure which is both
simple and equitable for solving at Community level the problem of
adjusting invoice prices where they do not correstrnnd to normal prices.

CUSTOMS LEGISLATION

9. The inadequ^cy af the means of action available was especially fdt
in the field of customs legislation, where all harmonization activities have
remained in abeyance. As will be seen from an examination of the dif-
ferent sectors, it was possible to administer the existing Community arrange-
ments only with very great difficulty, though a particular effort was made
to launch the Community transit system. The Commission recognizes the
highly abnormal character of this situation, which constitutes a danger
that is likely to jeopardize seriously the desired consolidation of the
Customs union, especially since the appropriation of customs duties as
"own resources" to the budget of the Communities makes it essential to
align numerous sectors of customs legislation (customs clearance proce-
dure, collection of duties, cl.lstoms arrangements on economic. grounds,
settlement of disputes, etc. ). It should also be noted that customs legis-
lation applies to the collection of agricultural levies, so that almost the
whole of the Communities' budgetary resources are concerned by the
question.

I Journal offciclNo.L27,4 February 1970, p. 10.
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The activities for 1970 may be analysed as follows in the different
sectors:

Application of dirutiues relating to tlte placing under customs

control and proaisional deposit of goods,L deferred palnent
of custons duties, agricultural haies and cbarges witb
equiaahnt efect,z bonded pareltousess and free qonesr

10. An e:raminatio,n is now in progress of the laws and regulations
introduced by the Member States to comply with these directives as from
1 October 1969.

As regards bonded warehouses and free zones, the Commission was
only able to mansmit to the Council with several months' delay the pro-
posed directive relating to the usual handling operations likely to be per-
formed under these customs arrangements.

Application of tbe directiae on inward processing tralfci

11. It has not proved possible to undertake a tlorough examination of
the extemely numerous and complex domestic measures put into effect
by the Member States to comply with Community rules. The Committee
on Inward Processing Traffic was able to hold only five short meetings
(10 days in dl), in the course of which it worked out the first implemen-
ting measures. The aim is the adoption by the Commission or the
Council of three initial important directives. Numerous other questions
have, unfortunately, not yet been tackled (e.g. problem of coordinated
manufacture, slilization of s,tatistical information).

Origiu of goodsa

12. Among the numerous implementing measures that have to be drawn
up, the Commission adopted, after a favourable opinion by the Committee

\"*"tl ,frritl No. L 194, 6 August 1969, p. 13.
2 lbid. No. L 58, 8 March 1969, p. 14.
s IIZ No. L 58, 8 March 1969, p. 7.
a Ibid. No. L 58, 8 March 1969, p. 11.
6 lbid.No. L 58, 8 March 1969, p. 1.
8 lbid. No, L 148,28 June 1968, p. 1.
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on Origin, a regulation determining the origin of spare parts for equipment

dispatched earlier.l

The national measures adopted to implement the regulation on a

common definition of the notion of otigin have not yet been studied.

The Committee on Origin was able'to meet for only 8 days in 4

sessions. It continued, as a matter of priority, to work on the criteria
for establishing the origin of certain "sensitive" products. In this field
the Commission should be able to adopt a regulation concerning radio
and television receivers by the end of the year,

The little progress made in the administration of the Community
regulations once again stems from inadequate means, but also from the
fact that the Commission has had to draw up, as a matter of priority,
provisions on the origin of goods, such provisions appearing in different
trade or association agreements2 or being necessary for their implemen-
tation. It has also had to look after the functioning of the customs

cooperation committees set up under such agreernents,B In addition, the
Commission has taken an active part in work on the same subject in
OECD and UNCTAD with a view to setting up the generalized system of
preferences.

Conauni$ transit

L3. The entry into force on l January 1970 of. the Community transit
system has shown how difficult it is to ensure the proper functioning of
a Community procedure when it involves subsequent action by the admin-
istrative departments of several Member States.

The regulations necessary for the application of the new system had
been adopted in time, but it still rested with each national department
to prepare fot the application of the new rules on its territory, both at
the practical level and in the matter of information. From the very first

. days of the application of the system, the Commission found that in
certain Member States preparations had not been completed in good time,
with the result that there were, for lnstance, insu{ficient stocks of forms
or a lack of information both in the customs departments and among

I Jomnal oficielNo. L 7, 10 January 1970, p. 6.
2 Yaound6 Convention and Arusha Agreement, agreements with Israel, Spain and

Malta.
3 EEC-Morocco and EEC-Tunisia Customs Coopetation Committees.
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users. l07hat is more, the instructions drawn up in the different Member
States prese.nted, and sometimes still present, considerable disparities.

The Commission gladly acknowledges rhar the merit for the fact
that the movement of goods was not impeded during the initial period
belongs to the national departments which, without exception, displayed
a remarkable caparrty for improvisation and adaptauon.

The situation has gradually revertd to normal, mainly thanks to the
work of the Committee on Goods in Transit, in which the Commission
and representatives of Member States endeavour to administer the new sys-
tem at Community level, thus remedying the fact that the practical appli-
cation of the system is the responsibility of the six national departments.

The trend of events in recent months strengthens the Commission's
conviction that, although the Community ransit system is still far from
being generally applied, it will take an increasingly firmer hold owing
to the advantages it offers the users. Since the replacement of existing
procedu::r-s by the new system necessitates major adjustments on the part
of the users and affects a variety of interests, it is only normal that the
success of the exercise will require a certain time,

It is particularly encouraging to note that, because of the reduction
in border-crossing formalities, several Member States have already been
able to authorize freight transported under the Community transit sysrem
to cross their frontiers outside the hours fixed for goods traffic without
any special dues.

14. Parallel with this, the Commission referred to the Committee a
number of proposals aimed at simplifying Community transir procedures
for certain types of transport and for certain consignments.

For rail traffic, the proposals include the use, for the purposes of
Community transit procedures, of way-bills instead of documents T1 and
T2 and overall supervision on the basis of records kept in the railways'
accounting centres. The absence of any formality for rail transport under
the Community transit system when crossing frontiers within the Com-
munity has enabled the railway authorities to eliminate the halt at border
stations for'a considerable number of international goods trains, thus
reducing transit times very appreciably.

A further proposal aims at simplifuing formalities on departure and
arrival of goods, so that firms can dispatch or take delivery of goods.
outside the office houn of t}re crrstorns otfice at the place of departure
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or destination. This simplification would be of great interest to establish-

ments operating round the clock, for trade in perishable goods and to firms
located at some distance from the clrstoms office, especially as seneral

Member States have already laid down simplified import and export
procedures for these categories of firms.

In order to obtain these initial results, the Commission has con-

c€ntrat€d the greater part of its dforts on this particulrr socor of cus-

toms legislation. Other improvements will be achievd if these efforts can

be continued and stepped up with increased means of action, for experience
shows that, if it is to be administered effecdvely, this procdure calls

for constant attention and the possibility of propocing original solutions
adapted to the steady development of transport techniques and modern
a.{ministrative methods.

Otltar sectors

(e.g. outward processing uaffic, temporary import enangem€rrts, customo

dcarance prcodurc, conditio,ns for collection, rdund and re[oaaive levy
of duties).

15. As work on harmo,nization is in abeyance, no proPcals have been

dnawn up, but the Commissio,n is nour finalizing a prcgramme of work,
requestod by the European Parliament, to permit complete harmonization
in customs rnatters and it intends to take the ncessary steps to remedy
the present situation and to make it possible to carry out the prqgramme.

QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTIONS AND MEAST]RES

TTITH EQUIVALENT EFFECT

16. As was emphasized rn the Third C'eneral Report, measures with
equivdent effect to quantitative restrictions have all been prohibited since

the end of the transitional period by Article 30 of the EEC Treaty.

fu required by Article )3(7) tbl Commission issued five directives
in the course of the transitional period v"ith a view to the abolition of such

measr.res and sees to it that this ban is observed; this it does in fulfilment
of tlre task confened upo'n it by th. Trcaty and in the light of the principles
of interpretation set out in these directives.
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In this cunnection, stress should be placed on the very specid
importance which the c,ommission attach€s to the abolition of restrictions
on the supply of products required by the State, regional and local authori-
ties and other public bodies, whose cons'mption repres€nts a considerable
and constandy growing slice of total consumption.

The C,ommissio'n, well aware that the froe movernent of goods cannot
be 'translated into reality unless these restrictive mea6'res arc abolished,
is engaged prirnarily in constant action to this end.

REMOVAL OF TECHNICAL OBSTACLES TO TRADE

17. The general programme o[. 28 May 1969 fat the removal of technical
obstacles to trade rcsulting from {isparities among the traws and regulations
of the Meinber States, comprises four resolutions and an agfeement
concerning the status quo and. information to be supplied to the Co,rn-
mission.l

One of these resolutions relates to the programme for eliminating
techqical obstacles industdal products; it breahs the programme
down into three stages, the last to be completed by 1 July l9j0 at Com-
mission level and by 1 January t97l at council level. It is definite,
howevet, that the delay in t}re execution of this programme which had
already arisen last yqr carurct be made up in the courssof 1971.

The conqission hept almoat entircly to dre time-table for the first
stage and, to a substantial degree, to that for the second stage by submitting
31 propoad directives to the council, which adopted in 1970 the g direc-
tives on motor vehicles listed below:
(i) dirctive of 6 February 1970 concerning the accqrtance of moto,r

vehicles and ffailens for such vehicles;

(ii) directive of 6 February 1970 concerqing the permissible noise level
and the enhaust system of mobr vehicles;

(iii) directive of 20 March 1970 on the measures to be taken against pol-
lution of the air by erqission of noxious gases from rp"tk-rgniiion
engines fitted in motor vehiclc;

, flii C*o.t Rcport,sec.26.
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(iv) directive of 20 March 1970 concerning the fuel tanks and the reat

bumpers of motor vehicles and ttailers for such vehicles;

(v) directive of 20 March 1970 on the positioning and fitting of rear

registration plates of motor vehicles and trailers for such vehicles;

(vi) directive of 8 June 1970 on the steering devices of motor vehicles;

(vii) directive of.27 July 1970 regarding the doors of motor vehicles and

of tlreir nailets;

(viii) directive of. Zl Juty 1970 regarding motor vehicle horns.

These directives fotm part of the first stage of the programme, on

which the Council was to decide by 1 January 1970; two exceptions are

the third and sixth items on the above list, which come under the second

stage and on which a decision by the Council was required by 1 July 1970'

A Council directive of 6 Match 1.970 amended the directives of
27 June 1967 and 13 March L969 on dangetous substances, postponing
their entry into force until 1 January 1971, as they cannot be implemented

in the absence of a supplementary directive concerning dangerous prep-

arations.

18. The Commission submitted to the Council proposed directives on

driuing mirrors of motor vehicles and electrical €qulpment utilizable in an

explosive atmosphere.l

It also forwarded to the Council, under Article 149, second para-

graph, of the Trcaty, proposod amendments to the oudine directive on
"measuring instruments", the directive on direction indicators of motor
vehicles and the directive on certain components and features of agricultural
tractors (steering gear).

The elimination of technical obstacles to intra-Commuqity trade
makes it possible to progress simultaneously towards several goals, such as:

(a) eliminating technical obatacles and, throrrgh the agreement on the
status qao, preventing the creation of new obstacles;

1 By the end of 1970 certain proposed directives will probably be submitted to the
Council concerning:
(i) units of measure;
(ii) supplementary devices for liquid meters;
(iii) aerosols;
(iv) methods of sample treatment and analysis of binary mixtutes of textile fibres.
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(b) enabling firms to benefit fully from the dimensions of a genuine
common market by making it r,nnecessary to have various production
lines to cater for the different regulations in the Member States;

(c) protecting the consumer by requidng producers to give clear and' 
honest indications about t}re natrfe of the goods marketed;

(d) safeguarding the natural environment by compulsory minimum rules
with respect to pollution.

EURONORM

19. The results of the work of several working parties of the Coordinating
Committee on the nomenclature of iron and steel products took concrete
shape in 1970 with the publication of a large number of Euronorms: in
addition to the 3 revised standards for wire rod, the first edition of which
dated from 1957, f.av standards have been publisH covering the dimen-
sional tolerances of flat products.

In the group of quality standards, the first five Euronorms concerning
alloy and non-alloy high-grade steels used in mechanical engineering have
been published, and also two Euronorms on physical tests and the general
Euronorm on the agreed designation of steels, which is the revised edition
of a text dating fuom 1962.

\07ork has boen actively continued in all fields: parallel with the
standardization of high-grade and special steels, standards are also being
drawn up for physical and chemical tests for these types of steel, several
Euronorms being in the final stage of prepatation, and so are the Euronorm
on non-grain-oriented eleqtrical sheets and plates and the Euronorm on
tolerances for bars and rods and on dimensions of hexagons.

The subgtoup of experts set up for this purpose has prepared a list
of modern fine-grained steels, with their characteristics, which should be
standardized at European level; this problem, which is important for the
competitive capacity of both the iron and steel and mechanical engineering
industries, still has to be discussed by the working parties concerned.

Revision of the two most important quality Euronorms from the
angle of tonnages produced was startd in t970; these are the Euronorm
on structural steels {or general use and the Euronorm on steel sheets for
pressing or cold-bending, which together cover nearly half the production
of finished products in the Community.
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SPECIAL RULES APPLICABLE TO TRADE IN PROCESSED AGRICI.]LTTJRAL

PRODUCTS NOT COVERED BY ANNEX II TO T}IE TREATY

20. Implementation of the single-price system for basic agricultud prod-
ucts led the Council in 1969 to recast its Regulations Nos. 160/66/EEC
of 27 Ocrober L9661,s and" 2t7 /67 /EEC of 27 June 1967,2,8 which were
respectively replaced by Regulations (EEC) No. 1059/69 of 28May 1969
laying down the trading arrangements applicable to certain goods rcsulting
from the ptocessing of agricultural productsa and (EEC) No. 204/69 of
28 January L969 lay'ng down, for certain agricultural products exported
in the form of goods not listed in Annex II to the Treaty, general des
on the granting of export refunds and the criteria for fixing the amotrnt
of such refunds.s The rules recast in this way now concern only imports
from and exports to non-member countries.

Implementation of Regulation (EEC) No. 1059/69 gave rise to no
difficulty in 1970. In order to take account of the experience acquired
in this field, however, it was deemed advisable to amend slighdy the stan-
dard quantities serving as a basis for calculating the variable components
as regards sugar con{ectionery products (heading No. 17.04 of the common
custorns tariff) and malt extract (headinC No. 19.01 of the common
customs tariff ). Application of the trading arrangements to casein has

ag'fn been postponod so that the incidence of aid to liquid skim milk
utilized for the manufacture of this product can be assessed pro,perly ( see

Regulation (EEC) No. 987168).

As regards exports, some amendments have also been made to Regu-
lation (EEC) No. 204/69. These amendments were mainly for the pur-
pose of enabling a differentiation to be made according to the geographical
destination of casein and caseinates and of ovalbumin and, in the case of
goods partly manufactured with agricultural products imported from non-
mernber ccnrntries under processing uaffic arrangements, of limiting the
application of refunds to Community agricultural products.

I Jornal oficiel No. 195,28 October 1966.t Ibid. No. 135, 30 June 1967.
E First Gexeral Re1,ort, sec. 25.I Jonnal oficiel No. L 141, t2 June 1969.
5 lhl. No. L 29, 5 February 1969.
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2. Competition policy

GENEML

21. In 1970 the trend towards industrial cooperation and concentration
became more marked. Accordingly, the Commission's policy necessarily
consistd in preserving effative competition in the common market while
at the same time encouraging schemes for cooperation, reorganization and
combinatio'n calculated to render Community ente4rrises as competitive
as poscible both inside and outside ttre Common Market. A competition
policy on these lines is a first essential to the success of the industrial
policy.

In view of the trend to combination, the Commission was obliged
to keep a patticularb careful eye on developments in the oligopolistically
structured markets, in order to detect any cases which might fall under
Article 85 of the EEC Treaty. It also issued a communication entided
"Oudines of competition policy on the structures of the iron and steel
industry",l setting forth for the information of enterprises the criteria
it will be adopting in the application of Article 66 of. the ECSC Treaty.

In addition, for the Fgrpose of evaluating the reasons for industrial
concentfation and quantifying its impact on competition, the Commission
is engaged in working out a common method for the statistical analysis
of the trend towards concentration in the main sectors of economic activity;
these sector-by-sector Studies are being conducted in cooperation with
research centres and experts in the different- Member States.

rVith tegard to Article 85 of the EEC Treaty, concerning agreements
between enterprises, the Commission generally speaking continued its
policy of encouraging firms to cooperate where this was economically desir-
able and no major handicap to competition within the Common Market.
fn a communicatio,n of.27 lvlay 1970 on minor-scale agreements not coming
under the prohibition on restrictive agre€ments, the Commission set down
the practical position under the case law on the subject, which is to the
effect that agreements are forbidden by Article 85 only if they appreciably

r'Jo*nal ofichl No. C 12,30 larnnry 1970.
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restrict competition and trade between Member States;F vrhether an agree-

ment is "minor" in scale is decided by reference to two quantitative
yardsticks taken together, turnover and share of market. The legal and

economic cladfication thus provided should serve to encourage cooPera-

tion, in particular among small and medium-sized enterprises.

The Commission has also submitted to the Council proposed regu'
lations to facilitate cooperation in the case of classes 'of agteement o{
economic importance, such as research and specialization agtrements.

Notable individual decisions included a number relating to the

distribution sector, and in particular to the general terms of sale agreed

between producers and dealers; the Commission accepted that, while deal-

ers might be required to abide by certain conditions, subject to these they
should be free to sell anywhere in the Common Market, at such prices
as they should themselves see fit to charge.

22. The Commission examined the Member States' re,plies to its recom-
mendations of the previous year that they adjust their trading monopolies
in line with Article 37 of. the EEC Treaty, and in some cases decided to
institute proceedings under Article 169.

Vith regard to aid for particular sectors, the Commission endeav-
oured to ensute greater consistency among the different national affange-
ments and to combine care that these should be effective with care that
they should not distort competition and trade in a manner prejudicial to
the common interest. Similarly with regard to all-round aid for particular
regions, it continued to work for the establishment of. a general method
of examination making for greater ffanspcrency and for some harmoniza-
tion of the volume of aid furnished, and so affording mote assurance that
the arangements are compatible with the Common Market.

Mention should be made in this connection of the important judg-

ment delivered by the Court of Justice on the financing of national aid
by para-fiscal charges on national production and imported products.

\"**t ,frritl No. C 64,2 June 1970.
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APPLICATION OF THE TREATY CLAUSES RELATING TO RESTRICTIVE
AGREEMENTS, MERGERS, DOMINANT POSITIONS AND CASES OF

PRIVATE DISCRIMINATION

Indiaidual cases

Position at 3L Decenber 7970

Articles 85 and 86 ol the EEC Treaty

23. Table 1 shows developments in 1970 with respecr to cases dealt with
under Articles 85 and 86 of the EEC Treaw.

TABLE,
Ardcles 85 and 86 of the EEC Treaty

(31 Decembet 1970)

Complaints

Cases in hand at 1 January 1970 9 266

New cases taken up during 1970 56

106 9 506

from
fums

from
Member
States

Notifl- |
cations Iand. I

applica- |tions Ifor i
negative 

I

clearance 
I

I

Cases disposed of during 1970:
(a) settled by decision
(b) settled following exhaustive

procedure, but not by decision
(c) settled following simplified

procedutel

Total cases disposed of

15

t3

2 085

6

t9

15

27

2 728

,r l ztTo

rr I 7:116Cases in hand at I Januaty 1971

I Termlnatlon ofrestf&lnt ofcompetltlon, adjustment brlnglng csee uhder a block exemption reguletion,
cases of minor lmportance.
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Of the 7 336 cases pending at I January 1970, the largest single

group (some 1500) is concerned with licensing agfeements. The first
test decisions in this connection are expected shortly.

As has been the practice for more than t yeaf, new notifications

are examined on receipt, and usually given priority treatment.

24. Table 2 shows the poeition for cases taken up undet Articles 65 and

66 of the ECSC Trcatv.

TABLE 2

Atticlcs 65 and 6'6 of the ECSC Ttcaty
(31 December 1970)

Cases in hand at 1 January 1970 25

t3

38

New cases taken up during 1970

Total case load 70

22
Cases disposcd ofduring 1970:
(a) sealed by decision
(b) sctded oiherwise (exempt under Article

66(3) ptoceedings discontinued, consoli-
dated cases)

Ma*et suraeillance, checks and inaestigations

25. As in past years, the C,ommission assembled particulars and conducted

investigations on combinatio,ns and proposd combinations of enterprises

to establish whether they were permissible undet Article 86 o{ the EEC

Trcaty.

15

Cases in hand at I Jenuzry t97t
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Its activities in this regard concerned in particular firms in the metal
packaging, motor tyre and electrical equipment sectors.

Numerous investigations were also made under Articles lj and 14
of Regulation No. 17 to obtain the information which the Commission
requircd to appraise agreements notified to it or to check, on its own
initiative, the existence of restrictive agreements or other infringements
of Articles 85 and 85.

The inquiry which the Commission put in hand in the margarine
sector in 1965 under Article 12 of Regulation No. 17, in order ro ascer-
tain inter alia the reasons for the persistently low level of Community
trade in this product, was completd in 1970. It showed that exclusive
dealing agreements corrcluded by the biggest European producer had been
in force earlier, but that these had been terminated at the beginning of
1969. It also brought to light the adverse effects on inta-Community
trade of differences in the legislation of.the Member States, which were
impeding the growth of the uade among them,l

A number of checks were carried out at German steel enterprises in
accordance with the Commission's decision on a procedure under Article
65 of the ECSC Treaty with respect to agreements and concerted practices
in the German scrap market.z

The surveys required under Decision l/67, on coking coal and coke
for the Community iron and steel industry,8 were completed for all the
Community countries for 1967, and work was begun on those for 1968 and
1969.

Indioid.ual cases and.er Articles 85 and 86 ol the EEC Treaty

Decisions

26. In 1970 the Commission delivered fifteen decisions on individual
cases taken up under Article 85 of the EEC Treaty.

r The Commission submitted to the Council on 28 November 1968 a proposed
tegulation to harmonize this legislation.

2 Jotrndl oficiel No. L 29, 6 Februaty 1970.
8 llal. No.36,28 February 1967.
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Four agreemenm batween enterprises were given negative cleamnce.

These related to:

(a) The Kodak group of photographic supplies companies in the Com'

mon Market.l These companies' general conditions of sale had since

1 June 1963 contained clauses to which the Commission took excqp
tion, inasmuch as they forbade reselling of products fot export and

fixed resale prices. The rest of Kodak's conditions of sale pooed no

problems from the point of view of Article 85, and since Eastman

Kodak sub'sequendy instructed its Common Market subsidiaries to
operate from L January 1970 on the basis of amended conditions
in which the clauses objected to had been remodelled to make them

compatible with Article 85( 1) the Commissio:r's finding was that the

new arrangements gave no grounds for invoking the Treaty's rules of
competition;

(b) The Association syndicale belge de la parfumeie,z a rade association

of Belgian manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers of toileries form-
ed to protect its members' commercial interests in such matters zrs

brand names and unfair competition. The group had instituted ar-

fangemearts imposing adherence by all concerned to set prices and

disribution channels, thereby causing definite restriction of compe-

tition; these have, however, been withdrawn, so that the association

is now compatible with the proper functioning of the Common
Market;

(c) The Asbls du tube d'acier soudd 6lectriquelhent,4 a non-profit-rnaking
association formed by Belgian and Luxembourg producers to priomote
the quality and use of electrically welded tubes by joint publicity and

a joint quality mark guaranteeing compliance with ISO5 standards.
The negative clearance given to this body well o<emplifies the Com-
mission's attitude as expressed in its communication on inter-enter-
prise cooperation;G

(d) The Supe:<ie company? set up by French producers of phosphatic
fertilizers to take charge of the export madceting of their single
superphosphates. Supexie, in addition to holding what were in

I Joarnal oficiel No.L 147,7 July 1970; Bilhtin of tlx European Commmitiw (hete-
after Bulletin) No. 8-70, Part Two, Ch. I, sec. 15.

z Jo*nal oficielNo. L 148,8 July 1970; Bt'iletin No.8-70, Part Two, Ch. I, sec. 14,
E Association sans but lucratif.
a Jomnal offciel No. L 153, t4 July 1970; Ballelin No. 8-70, Part Two, Ch. I, sec. 12.
6 International Standards Otganization,
8 Jowxal o.lfciel No. C 75,29 July 1968; Bulletin No. 9/10-68, Ch. II, sec. 4.
1 Jomnal oficiel No. L 10, 13 January 197t; Bnlhtin No. 2-71, Part Two, Ch. I.
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effect sole trading rights, made a practice of carrying out a yearly
overall equalization of the amount of all sales both inside and outside
the Common Market. Following the Commission's intervention,
the agreement was amended so as to ensure that Supexie would
hencefort} not undertake joint selling of single superphosphates except

in non-Community countries.

A fifth decision in favour was the exemption from Atticle 85(1)
grantd on 28 October L970 to Omegal in respect of its selective distri-
bution system for the sale of its watches in the Common Market. The
Commission took the view that the limiting of the number of approved
resellers, though appreciably restricting competition at the disuibution
rtage, could be authorized in this instance on grounds of objective neces-

iiry. Moreover, Omega distributors in the Common Market'were free
to obtain their suppliei from any of the five sole importers, and to sell

to the other EEC countries; there was, therefore, sufficient competition
in distribution.

27. The first unfavourable decision, handed down on 28 October in the

Julien and Van Katwijk case,l forbade a rnarket-sharing agteement between

the Belgian SA Tuberies Louis Julien and the Dutch Van Katwijk's In-
dustrie€n NV, whereby the former undertook to limit its shipments of
cardboard tubes to the Nethedands and the latter to sell no paper tubes

at all in Belgium. The two firms had been required by the Dutch courts
to abide by these undertakings pending the Commission's ding on the
agreement.

By a decision of 28 December 1970 the Commission declined tc
grant exemption to an arrangement whereby the Interessengemeinschaft
der dzutschen Vand- und Bodenfliesenwerke,z a German trade association

of manufacturers of wall and floor tiles, planned to operate an aggregated

rebate system based on purchases from German producers only, which
would have resulted in a concentration of orders at the expense of sup-
pliers of competing products in other member counties. The Commission
found that this case did not quali{y for exemption, since the benefits which
might accrue as regards range and variety of dealers and specialization of
manufactudng plants were not sufficient to offset the grave impairment
of intra-Community competition.

I Jomul ofichl No. L 242, 5 November 1970; Bilhtin No. 12-70.
t Jonnal offcielNo. L 10, 13 January 1977; Bulletin No.2-71, Part Two, Ch. I.
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Cases disposed ol uithout a lormal decision

28. A large number of oth.r cases were settled amicably and closed
inasmuch as the agreements concerned had been terminated or amended
while the Commission's investigations were in progress or after the parties
had been informed of the objections. Among these casesr were:

(a) The generd conditions of sale applied by photographic supplies firms
such as Agfa-Gevaert and Zeiss Ikon-Voigddnder.z Like Kodak (see

ser'. 26 above), these companies have introduced as from I lan,mry
1970 conditions of sale which no longer place restrictions on the

. export or re-import of their products within the Common Market,
and have also scrapped resale frice maintenance in Germany;

(b) The agreements of the Durch association De Rijwiel- en Automobiel-
Indusrie and the Belgian Chambre syndicale du commerce automG
bile de Belgique.s These associations of dealers and importers of
caf parts and accessories have released their respective mernbers from
obligations which afforded absolute territorial protection through
individual exclusive dealing contracts with suppliers abroad. Th.y
have also terminated their agreement barring their members from
shipprng to the other country any product for which a member of
the sister association was sole concc-ssionaire;

(c) A number of agreemenb ard concerted practices in the flat glass
industry,a whiqb have been terminated-by the parties where not al-
ready sefapped completely or in part. These include:
(i) an agreement adhered to by the maiority of European produ-

cers, requiring them to respect members' home markets and
established poritions in e:rport markets;

(ii) a series of agreements between these European producers and
producers outside the Community, requiring the latter not to
export to the Common Market;

(iii) a special agredment between the producers in one Member
State and a producer in another Member State whereby all the
latter producer's deliveries to the home market of the others' were to be by way of. assignment to them under a fixed quota;

t O,h* ..*t are recorded in various issues of Bullerin of tbe European Commanitict.
2 Bulletin No. 2-70, Part Two, Ch. I, sec. 6.
8 lld. No.7-70,Pa:.t Two, Ch. I, sec.6.I lbid. No,8-70, Part Two, Ch. I, sec. 8,
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(iv) an agreement between two producers in two Member States,
both operating under licence from one non-Community enter-
prise, to harmonize their sales policy in the area covered by
both licence agreements;

(d) Concerted practices among makers of window glassl in Germany and
Italy, who have undetaken to refrain in future from all restrictive
action with regard to their shipments to the other country. Trade
between the two States had been restricted by both parties' adjust-
ment to the conditions of sale obtaining in one another's markets,
and the conclusion of sales agreements tacitly barring all direct ex-
ports;

(e) The Association belge du superphosphate,z which has been dissolved
by the enterprises belonging to it. Its rules laid dourn sales quotas
for each member's operations within Belgium and in the export
trade, and it also each year equalized prices in respect of all sales

by each member and by the association, so that in the upshot each

affiliated firm was paid the surrc pro rata pnce;

(f) An agreement and concetted practices among makers of sanitary
fittingss in two Member States, whereby they standatdized their prices
and conditions of sale, sold as a rule only to a particular group of
wholesalers in each of the two countries, alloured these wholesalen
an aggregated rebate system, and acted in concert in face of quota-
tions from elsewhere at competitive prices. Following the Commis-
sion's intervention the firms in question terminated the agreements
and returned to unrestricted operation in the markets concerned.

Some of the above agreements were never notified to the Commission
and so did not qualify to rate, as notification would have entitled them
to rate, as valid pro tenpore. Howorer, since the offending arangements
had been voluntarily &scontinued and proper conditions of competition
quickly restored in intra-Community trade in the products concetned,
the Commission considered there was no need to fine the enterprises for
their past infringements.

Articles 65 and 66 ol the ECSC Treaty

29. r0fith Community steel production being expanded and rapid organi
zaaornl c}anges in prqgress, the Commission has felt it necessary to for-

t Bt tktl, N- 8-70, Part Two, Ch. I, sec. 9.

' Ibid., No. sec. 10.
E Ibid., No. sec. 11.
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mulate the oudines of a competition policy with regard rc the structure of
the steel industry.l

Movement towards an eventual pattern in which there would be some

ten maior groupc or enterprises, the large,st of them accounting each fot
about 13 Vo of Community crude-steel production, would accord with the
Commission's view that the aim must be to preserve effective competition
in the Common Market while at the sime time helping to keep steelmaking
cornpetitive.

The main decisions in this connection n 1970 w€f,e as follows:

(a) Under Article 65, the Commission fined 25 German steel enterprises
a totil of 189 000 units of account for operating over several years

a system of agreed quotas and prices for purchases of scrap; z

(b) Under Article 65, it authorized the acquisition of rolling installations
by August Thyssen-Hiitte AG from Mannesmann AG, the joint for-
mation by the t'dro groups of Mannesmannr6hrcnwerke AG as a

combination of the tube-making and assembly plants of both, and
their acquisition of blocks of one another's shares in tube-producing
enterprises.

This project being primarily concerned with production of steel tubes,
which do not come under the ECSC Treaty, its implications fot
competition in this sector were examined to see whetler it was of
the kind prohibited by Article 86 of the EEC Treaty, i.e. whetlet
the Thyssen-Mannesmann link-up on tubes constituted abuse of a

dominant position. The Commission concluded, howwer, that this
was not the case.B

. General measilres

30. In order to delimit the scope o{ Article 85 of the EEC Treaty more
satisfactorily and facilitate inter-enterprise cooperation in the Common
Market, the Commission decided, firstly, to publish its communication of
27 May 1970 on minor-scale agreements not coming under Anicle 85( 1),a
and secondly, to propose to the Council:

I Jo*aal offciel No. C 12,30 Jznua;iy 1970, pp. 5 et nq.t lbid. No. L 29, 6 February 1970.
8 Bulletin No. 3-70, Part Two, Ch. I, sec. 5.
a Journal olfciel No. C 64,2 June 1970.
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(a) A regulation amending Regulation No. L7, of 6 February 1962,1 to
er<tend the exemption from compulsory notification allowed by Arti-
cle 4(2) to all joint reseatch and development agreements, and to
specialization agfeements where the turnover on the products

concerned does not exceed L0 7o of. the market therefor;

A regulation empowering the Commission to make regulations for
the bloch exemption of agreements undet Article 85(3),1 the Com-

mission's idea being that it should thus be authorized to exempt from
the prohibition on restrictive agreements whole classes of agreements

on application of standards and types, on research and development
and the utilization of the results, on specialization, and on joint
b,ryine and joint selling.

3L. To allow enterprises in the coal and steel sector to adjust mote
floibb to the actual conditions in their respective markets than they are

able to do under the present implementing decisions on Article 60 of the
ECSC Treaty, the Commission is revising the terms of these decisions.

32. The C-ourt of Justice delivered a number of judgments concerning
application of the rules of comp€tition which should be mentioned briefly
in this connection. In Case 4349,2 the Court ruled that the "authorities
of the Member States" rcfered to in Amicle 9(3) of Regulation No. 17

included the national courts, which were entitled to apply Article 85(1&2)
immediately to non-notifiable agreements which had in fact not been
notified.

fn Case 1-70,8 the Court held that agreements which were patterned
on a standard contact concluded before Regulation No. 17 came into force
("old agreements") and duly notified as such qualified f.ot pro tenpore
validity, and that a standard contract, even if pan of a network of parallel
arrangements, rated for the purposes of Article 5 of Regulation No. 17
as an agreement hween two enterprises only.

The Court's judgments in Cases 4l-69,4 44-695 and 45-696 are of
particular relevance to the competition policy of the Community. In the

L Jo*aal oficiel No. C 92,20 July 1970.
2 Bilger a. Jehle.3 Rochas z. Bitsch.{ Chemiefarma z. Commission.
6 Buchler a. Commission.
c Boehringer z. Commission.

(b)
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main, they confirrn the first penalizrrg dcision whereby the Comrhission
fined Common Market firms belonging to the quinine agreement. The
Court recognized tle Commission's right to impose large fines in cases of
major infringement of the prohibition on agreements, and also its right to
publish penalizng decisiohs although Regulation No, 17 does not acmally
require it to do so.l

APPLICATION OF ARTICLE 
'7 

OF THE EEC TREATY
TO STATE TRADING MONOPOLIES

33. The Commission has followed with close attention the reactions of
the Governments in the vatious Member States to tle recommend,ations it
addressed to them monopolies and other affangements coming
under Article 37.s

With regard to the French and Italian manufactured tobacco monG
polies, the Council did not adopt the C,ommission's prq>osal of 19 July
1969! It did, however, at its 102nd session aAopt a resolution whereby
the French and Italian Governments undertook to take all necessary steps to
do away with discrimination arising out of the State trading monopolies
and to abolish sole import and wholesale rights by not later than 1 January
1976j The Council noted at the same time that the resolution was not
to be taken as in any way affecting the application or otherwise of
Article 37 d. the EEC Treaty.

Tlre C-ommission wrote to the two Governments on 4 August
indicating in which respects it co,nsidered the present affangements to
require alteration. It should be added that, following tlre Council's resolu-
tion, ftom 1 January l97l the French State monopoly will market all
brands of manufactured tobacco from the other Member States.

In the case of the spirits mono,poly, the French Government h'as

announced its willingness to change the import surcharge system, which
involves discrimination against spirits from the other Member States, and
the German Govemment is also ready to abolish the quantitative restric-

1 Chemiefarma r. Commission.
2 Tbird Ceneral Re1,orl, secs. 40 and 47.r lbid,, secs. 5l and 774.

' The resolution was formally and finally adopted by the Council on 21 April 1970;
see Joarnal oficiel No. C 50 of 28 April'7970, p.2.
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tions still remaining; neither Government, hosrever, is prepared to adjust
its monopoly on non-agricultumlly derived spirits so long as thete is no
corlmon organization of t}e market in spirits of agiicultural origin.

Regarding the French on matches, on gunpourder and
exploaives and o,n petroleum pducts, the French Government has in-
formed the Commission that it is preparing statutory provisions to modify
these in accordance with the Commission's reco,mmendations; the definitive
remodelling of the potash and basic slag monopolies, however, poces
problems, inasmuch as it is thrugh them that fertilizers are sold at the same
prices throughout France. rVith regard to oil, clauses in certain recent
French Govertrment decreesl represent an active response to the. recom-
mendation of 22 December 1969 on the adjustment of the Frenctr arrange-
ments concerning the importation of peffoleum products.

The Italian Government forwarded to the Commission a draft law
to abolish the sole import, export and wholesale rights of the monopoly
on pipe and cigatette lighters. !7it} regard to the other monopolies, it
informed the Commission that it was planning to act on the recommenrla-
tions; some &fficulties remained, however, in the case of cooking and table
salt, whidr for social reasons is sold at identical prices throughout the
country.

]REATY RULES ON AID

Aids to specifc indastriesz

34. As was noted in the 1969 General Report, several Member States
have felt obliged in view of the Community textile industry's current
difficulties to make or consider making affangements to provide assistance.

The outstanding o<ample in the year under review was an Itdian draft
law to furnish aids fo,r the restructuring, reorganizationandconversio,nof the
textile industry, conceming which the Commission on 27 May took a first
partid decision requiring the draft to be amendd in a number of respects.
The final full decision, hourever, cannot be taken until the Italian Govern-

t D"*"" l{- 70-839 and Decree No. 70-840 of 28 August 1970.
2 For aids to agriculrure, see Ch. II, Part Two, 1.
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ment has formulated and notified to the Commission the criteria for
granting the aids envisaged.

The Commission is anxious that the various State aids for the textile
sector should be more effective, while at the same time they should not
distort competition and trade in a manner injurious to the common interest.
Assistance to the industry must not be allowed to escalate. Accordingly,
the Commission has co,nsulted the Mernber States with a view to taking
steps, should it be necessary, to coordinate at Community level the dif-
ferent national aids which may be provided in this connection'

In June the Court of Justice delivered its judgment on Case 47-69, arr

appeal by the French Government against the Commission's decision of
July 1969r that the financing of French aid to the ter<tile industry by
means of a pam-fiscal charge must be terminated or modified. The Court
dismissed the action, upholding the Commission's view that the aid thus

financed by a para-fiscal charge on both home production and the products

of the other Member States had a protective effect going beyopd that of
the aid arrangements proper.

The Commission called upon the Member States, having regard to the
case law of the Court, to modify like machinery in their own countries so as

to make it compatible with the EEC Treaty.-

Concerning aids to the film industry, the Commission devoted its
attention during the period under review more eq>ecially to aids to produc-
tion. These are given both because the Governments consider the industry
to fulfil 

^ 
very important and valuable cultural fuirction, and because it is

finding itself in difficulties by reason of keEn competition from the film
production o{ non-member countries and from other forms of entertain'
ment.

The Commission is now concentrating not, as formerly, on ironing
out the main disparities between the different national aid arrangements,
but on a progressive extension o{ the Member States' aids to one another's
film production. This would furthet the growth of intra-Community
cooperation.

Accordingly, practical proposals under Article 93(l) of the EEC
Treaty for the institution of Community arrangements were submitted by
the Commission to the Mernber States in September; these are shortly to
be discussed bilaterally between Commission and national officials.

t f lira Ct*rol Report, sec. 42,
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\)fith regard to sulphur, the Commission decided on 1 July not to
oppose the projectd Italian aid to make up the operating loases of the
Sicilian sulphur mines, on condition that the Italian Government:

(a) took stq)s, in view of the steadily growing loeses being incurred
(novr some Lit. t2-15 000 million a yar), to close the loss-making
mines in advance of the original schedule;

(b) supplied pardculars of the measures to set up successor industries to
which it intended to give first preference, tlese industries to be of
the kind best calculated to absorb the workers becoming redundant.

The Cornmission took this line because, firstly, the nature of the
deposits is such that there is litde prospect of the mines ever becoming
satisfactorily competitive, and secondly, because sulphur mining is the only
industrial activity in the areas concerned and needs perforce to be kept
going by State aid pending the establishment of successor industries which
will pay their way.

Ceneral aid schemes

35. In July 1969, the Commission decided to jntroduce an alternative
to the condition it had posed a year eadier for passing major aid schemes
as compatible with the Common Market: where previously it had insisted
that it be informed in advahce of notable individual instances, in accordance
with Article 93(3) of the EEC Treaty, ir now lays down that, alternatively,
schemes should be adjusted to give them more transparency and a more
definite concern with specific regions or specific industries, so that the
Commissioor is able to establish whether they are or are not compatible
with the Common Market.l

The Commission thus showed itself willing to explore the practical
possibilities of the two ways of making a prior assessment of the main
general aid schemes, wit}out altering its basic stance: it is not here
concerned to select one particular way of going about this, but to stqr the
leapfrogging of aid and secure prop€r implernentation of tle Treaty.

lfith this end in view, it has continued its work with the various
Government q(perts to hammer out a procedure for the prior enamination
of the main general aid schemes designed to benefit regions; ar a series of

' ftt;ra Ct*rol Repo,:t, sec. 43.
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meetings, the orperts have sought to evolve a common technique for
appraising the aid arrangements, and have studied the problems entailed
in adjusting them.

In the light of their findings, and of the conclusions reached by the

national directors-genetaJ, at a multilateral meeting which was arrangd by

the Commission in Daember 1970, it should be possible in the months

ahead to settle how the pre-examination of the aid schemes concerned is

in futurc to be conducted. \0hatwer method is finally adopted, tlre gteat

thing is that it should lead to some measure of harmonization in the vol-
umes of regional aid furnished in the Communityn as well as rendeting the

aid schemes sufficiently transpar€nt, for the C,ommission to ascertain

whether they are compatible with the Common Market.

J6, Meantime the Commission has also reacted to recent regional dwelop
nent moves by the DutcJr, German and Belgian authorities.

As regards the Netherlands, the Governmexrt has stated that in the
event of particularly serious unemployment it plans to take the same action
outside the scheduled dwelopment and tedevelopment arezls as it is 

^It*dydoing under the IPR investment grant sdleme (inuestering;premierege'
lin).

This being an extension of the existing scheme concerning which the
Dutch Governrnent had undertaken to supply all necessary particulars to
the Commission in advance, the Commission decided that the procedure
initiated by it in respect of the original scheme under Article 93(2) of. the
EEC Treatyl should also apply to the new arrangements.

As regards Germany, the period of entidement to investment grants
under section 32 of. the Coalmines Adaptation and Reorganization Law o{
15 May 1968 has been extended for two years, the er.piry date being put
back from 1 January L970 to 1 January 1972, following a move by mem-
bers of the Federal Parfiament.

The Commission, hovrever, takes the view that, considering the
gr€nter stability in the coal sector and the satisfactory trend in the economy
of Land North Rhine/IUfestphalia, it is not compatible with the Common
Market to contkrue providing non-selective investment grants to the col-
liery areas of the'Land: the grants must be deirnitely selective, designed
to neet tlre actual or foreseeable difficultiea of particular areas, and based

I Second Gercral Report, sec. 47.
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on up-tdate regional and structural. data and on detailed information as

to the place, date and scale of intended colliery closures and of the lay-offs
tesulting.

As this w'as not the case here, the Commission asked the German
Govetnment to see to it that no more grants were made in Noth Rhine/
Westphalia ftom L December 1970. To this end, it decided to initiate the
procedure laid down in Article 93(2) of the EEC Trcaty in respect of the
measure in quertion.

It also went ahead with its investigation of the German measures
connected with the remodelling of regional policy concerning which it had
initiated the Article 93(2) pracedure in January 1970.1 Having s,tudied
the additional particulars supplied, it came to tlre conclusion that the
principle of regional action programmes was to be approved inasmuch as

the adoption of this new style of development programme was a step
towatds a coordinated regional policy, to be framed jointly by the Federal
and Land authorities; however, in order to make its final appraisal, it
asked the Federal Government, as part of the same procedure, to indicate
the criteria employed to determine enlargements of the development areas
which are covered by the twelve existing action proglammes.

\7ith regard to the Belgian draft Economic Expansion Law, which is
to supersede the regional aid laws at present in force, the Commission is
waiting to see the draft implementing decrees establishing which areas are
to be entided to the regional aids and what criteria and procedure are to
be adopted for the aids to industries, before it gives its mling. Meantime
it is initiating the Article 93 ( 2 ) procedure in respect of the draft Law.

37. Concerning e:<port aids, the Commission requested the Italian Govern-
ment to do away with the State assistance given to Italian exporters in the
form of a preferential rate for the financing of medium-term credits for
intra-Community trade : with the customs union already in being since
1968, this arrangement is incompatible with the C,ommon Market and not
entitled to exemption.

The Commission's view was borne out by the judgment of the Court
of Justice in consolidated Cases 6/69 and 11/69 concerning preferential
rediscount rates in France. The Commission accordingly decided to initiate
the Article 93(2) procedure against the Italian arrangements in question.

t fn;ra Ctooot Report,sec. 44.
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INFORMING AND PRO]ECTING THE CONSUMER

38. D"ri.tg 1970 the C,ommission continued its work to ensure better
consumer information and consumer protection.

IDTith regard to general consumer information, it arranged an initial
fr"t-poolitg meeting of organizers of television prograrnmes on consumer
matters in the different rnember countries.

\7ith regard to consumer protection, one matter it has beerr consider-
ing with the Member States is hire purchas+a field in which the consumer
is sometimes liable to come to grief from inocperience or ignorance, more
especially conceming the real rate of interest charged and the actual amount
of the experlses incurred, and also the risli of impulse bny-g in the case

of door-todoor sales. Quite a numbet of the Commission's other activities
are co,ntributing to consumer protection, including, for instance, much of
its work to eliminate technical obstacles to trade, in which matters con-
nected with the labe[ing and packaging of goods are very much to the fore.

The increrasing importance of consumer problems is also reflected in
tJre work of other international organizations. The Commission has been
taking an active part in these efforts, notably those of the Council of
Eurqre, which is studying the protection of the consumer against publicity
and the need for consumer education, and also of OECD, whose provisional
Committee on Consumer Policy, set up in November 1969, held two
plenary sessions in L970,
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3. Taxation policy

ELIMINATION OF TAX DISCRIMINATION

The C-ommission continued its examination of legislation in the Mem-

ber States with a view to checking conformity to the EEC Treaty, in par-

ticular Articles 95 to 97.

Tarnoaer taxes

39. The Member States-Belgium and Italy-which had not yet adopted

the common system of value-added tax gave qn undertaking, by an agree-

ment among the Member States concluded in the Council on 9 December

1969, following the decision to postpone the date of introducing this
system until 1 January 1972, to reduce from 1 April 1970, in accordance

with a given scale, the average rates of countervailing charges on imports
and refunds on exports which vrere in force qn 1 October 1969 and

exceeded 100 7o of the general rate of turnover tax.1 This agreement

contained an escape clause. A Member State which provided specific proof
that for certain products the linear rcduction distorted, with reference to
the most highly integrated producet, the tax neutrality determined on the

basis of the common method of calculation set out in the Council directive
of 30 April 1968, could be authorized by the Commission to maintain the

average rates in force. Paragmph 5 of the agreement in question invited
the Commission to report to the Council by 1 June 1970 on the action

taken in respect of the commitments it contained.

Italy complied with the terms of the agreement by the date laid down
without invoking the escape clause.

Belgium had confined itself to carrying out the linear reduction on

1 April (or 19 products, invoking the escape clause for avety large number.

On 2 June, in the report requested, the Commission indicated to the Coun-

cil that it was unable to take a decision on the Belgian request for applica-

tion of the escape clause, owing to disagreement which had arisen as to
its interpretation. Subsequendy, the Belgian Govetnment reduced the rate

levied on imports for a further 50 products and on 9 Novembet 1,970

submitted fresh proof for the remaining products in order to obtain autho-

I Third Cexeral Reqort, sec. 50.
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ization to apply the escape clause. In the light of qhese new data, the
Commission approved the Belgian Government's proposals and reported to
the Council on the matter on L0 December 1970.

40. The Commission continued to exarnine certain special cases of discri-
mination in the light of Articles 95 and 97 of the Treaty, in particular:

Belgium: The Commission had initiated the procedure under
Article 1,69 agunst Belgium after ascertaining that there was discri-
minatory treatrnent of purchases of imported products sold directly
to private individuals. On 19 March 1970, Belgium amended its
legislatioar, thus putting an end to the discrimination in question. As
regards the different tax affangernents applied to imported wood,1
the Court handed down its judgment on 5 May 1970 noting, in sup-
port of the Commission's arguments, that Belgium had failed to meet
the obligations,laid down in Article 95 of the Trcaty.

Italy: On 11 February 1969 the Commission had addressed a directive
to Italy under Article 97 of the Treaty concerning the average rates
of refunds on exports and countervailing charges on imports of refined
seed oils. Since Italy loviered these rates as a result of the agreement
of 9 December L969, the Commission decided not to go ahead with
the procedure under Article 169 of. the EEC Treaty vrhich it had
initiated meantime for non-observance of the directive. Furthermore,
t}e Commission had referred to the Court of Justice the two sets of
tax arrangements for imports of wool products. In the course of this
case the Itdian Government had amended its legislation by decree-
law of 2 July 1,969 to bring it into line with Article 95 of the Trcaty.
The Court of Justice, by its judgment of 10 March 1970, ruled that
as regards the effects of the above decree-law, fresh procedure under
Article 169 would possibly be necessary since the object of the
conttoversy had been modified in the course of the procedure.

Indirect taxes otlter tban turnoaer taxes

4L. The Commission established contact with the ltaiian Government
in connection with execution of the judgment handed down by the Court

I Third Gcneral Report, sec. 47.
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on 19 November 1969r relating to certain aspects of Italian law No. 539
conceming drawback on engineering products.

Italy is planning to amend tle law in question, as rcgards drawback
to be granted vis-)-vis the Member States, on the basis of a new method
of calculation which should eliminate the offending points noted by the
Court.

Excise duties

42. At legislative level, Italy adopted the measures which had previously
been taken at administrative levelz to eliminate the discdmination existins
in sugar taxation.

By decree-law of 27 October t970, the Italian Government complied
with the Court of Justice's judgment of 15 October 1,969 imported spirits
will henceforth be taxed according to their real alcoholic content and no
longer on the,basis of a standard alcoholic strength.

The Commission is continuing its examination of the other examples
of discrimination still existing in connection with the tasation of matured
wine spirits, marc brandy, vermouth and wines exceeding 12o imported
into Italy. Concerning t}re latter two products, an agreemeht was reached
whereby Italy undertakes to apply to imported products the legislation
governing domestic products.

At the Commission's request, Italy abolished by decree-law of
27 October 1970 the discrimination affecting foreign motor vehicles on
trial, 'trhich were taxed at the full rate of road tax whereas domestic vehicles
of the same nature enjoyed a reduction.

The Commission had instituted the procedure under Atticle t692
against Germany because of the excise duty arrangements for acetic acid
imports. As the German Government recogirized the validity of the Com-
mission's case, a draft law has been submitted to the Federal Padiament
for the purpose of eliminating the &scdmination in question.

The Commission is now examining two cases at issue concerning the
duty on coffee in Germany and France.

I Tbird General Report, sec. 48.
2 lbid.. sec.49.
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Dug-Jree entry for traaellers

43. The Commission noted that Belgium, France and Luxembourg have

interpreted in restrictive fashion the term "traveller" as used in Council
Directive 69/1,69/EEC of 28 May 1969r on the harmonization of laws

and regulations relating to exemption from turnover taxes and excise duty
on goods imported in passengers' luggage. The Member States in question

have limited the grant of such exemption to a minimum stay of 24 hours

by means of the "24-haur clause". The Commission decided to initiate
the procedure under Article 169 in respect of these countries.

APPROXIMATION OF MEASURES CONCERNING INDIRECT TAXES

44. The draft resolution passed on to the Council by the Commission
following the report dr"wn up by the \Terner Working Partyz requires
that in the course of a first stage of three years counting from L Janwary
!971, the Council, on a Co,mmission proposal, should adopt measures

making it possible to lower the tax barriers in the Community by aLgning
qhe rates and basis of assessment of VAT and excise duties.

In the course of the same period and by the same procedure, measures

are to be adopted to abolish all checks on individuals at intra-Community
frontiers.

This resolution is exactly in line with the policy followed by the
Commission so far on harmonization of indirect taxation, and its adoption
will help to speed up the pace of t}e work in progress.

Turnoaer taxet

VAT

45. Four countries of the Community were already applying the common
system of value-added tax and were joined by Belgium on 1 January 1971.
In Italy it is due to come into force on 1 January 1972, the deadline fixed

' f ttira C*ol Report, sec. 50.
2 Bsllelin No. 11-70, Part One, Ch. II.
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by the thitd directive of 9 December 1969r for the setting-up of VAT in
all Member States.

However, the application in the six countries of the common rules
set out in the first two VAT directives, while bdnging about an appreciable
improvement by comparison with the former taxation systems of the
Member States, will not make it possible to eliminate, for the purpose of
creating an economic and monetary union, the difficulties resulting from
the maintenance of tax frontiers within the Community.

This is why Article 4 of the first ditective, confirmed by the Council

resolution adopted on 9 Decembet L9692 at the same time as the third
directive refered to above, instructs the Commission to submit to the
Council proposals to abolish drawback on exports and charges on imports
for trade among the Membet States; and it is why Article 19 of the second
directive requires the Council to ado,pt $rhen the time comes, on a Com-
mission proposal, appropriate measures in order to supplement the common
VAT system and to restrict or abolish any steps taken by the Member
States out of line with the system so as to arrive at the convergence of
domestic VAT systems necessary for the implementation of Article 4 of
the first directive.

Furthermore, the Council decision of 21 April 1970 on the replace-
ment of the Member States' financial contributions by the Communities'
own resourcesB lays down that part of these resources vrill be provided
from L Janwary L975 by the value-added tax and obtained by the applica-
tion of a maximum rute of l7o on a basis determined uniformly
throughout the Member States in accordance with Community rules.

5itr.s aligning the basis of VAT, for the purposes of providing the
Communities' own resources, consists in deciding on a common field of
application of the tax-fot example, who is liable to the tax, which opera-
tions are taxable and which exempt, special arrangements, and methods of
establishing the bases of assessment-the drawing up of Community rules
in this respect fits in neatly with the harmonization of the domestic VAT
systems in order to abolish tax frontiers.

Consequently, the Commission has actively pursued its work on the
standardization of the basis of assessment, the harmonization of the other
structures of value-added tax and the gradual alignment of the domestic

1 Tbird General Report, sec, 50.
2 Joarnal olfciel No. L 320,20 December 1969.
3 lbid. No. L 94,28 April 1970.
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rates of this tax in order to do away with charges levied on imports and

drawback on exports for trade among the Member States. As such reorga-

nization measures are likely to involve budgetary, economic and social

consequences for the Member States, the Commission has aTready under-
taken, with the collaboration of government experts, the necessary research
in an attempt to quanti-fy these consequences. The Commission believes
that the initial results of this research will be in its oossession in the course
of next year.

46. In this context, it should be pointed out that the Commission has

noted with concern a tendency in certain countries to use the VAT system
in order to favour or disfavour certain products or persons liable to the tax,
which is contrary to the goals of tax harmonization.

Dug-free entry for traaellers

47. Article 6 of the directive on duty-free entry for goods, imported in
travellers' luggage of. 28 May i9691 stipulating a ban on drawback for
goods qualifying for the exemption from duty in question has given rise
to implementing difficulties. The Committee of Permanent Representatives
has therefore invited the Commission to undertake a thorough examination
of the matter and to make any necessary proposals.

In the near future the Commission intends to submit a second
directive on duty-free entry for ravellers to enable Article 6 of the first
directive to be implemented at Community level and to settle the matter
of drarvback for exports.

Excise duties

48. The Commission is exarnining the possibility o{ referring to the
Council a proposal listing excise duties to be maintained and harmonized
and the conditions in which other taxes on products-apart from value-
added tax-can be levied after the date fixed for the abolition of tax
frontiers.

1 Joarnal oficiel No. L t35, 4 June 1969; see also sec. 43 above.
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As regards the harmonization € excise duties on manufactured
tobacco, the Council has not reached in agreement on the basis of the
proposed regulation submitted on 4 July 1967 by the Commission. For
this reason, the Council adopted a resolution on the subject on 2L April,l
on the basis of which the Commission drew up an amended proposal for a
directive on the harmonization of these excise duties and ransmitted it to
rhe Council on 20 November L970.

For the beverages sector, the Commission has completed its work
preparatory to drawing up proposed directives for the harmonization of
the excise duties on these products.

\(ork on the harmonization of excise duties on mineral oils has been
continued with reference to the links between these duties and the energy
and transport policies. A proposed directive on harmonization of excise
duties on oil and natural gas utilized as fuel was forwarded to the Council
on 28 December 1970.

Otber indirect taxes

49. In comection rvith Article 7(2) of the Council directive of 1Z July
1969 concerning indirect taxes imposed on the raising of capital,z the Com-
mission drew up a propo,sed directive on the fixing of common rates for
capital duty. This proposal will be submitted by the Commission to the
Council in the very near future.

For indirect taxes on transactions in secr:rities, the Commission has
completed the necessary preparatory work and a draf.t directive has been
drawn up.

Work in the field of indirect taxes on bills of exchange and cheques
has been continued and considerable progress made, which will f.acilitate
the drafting of a proposed directive on the subject.

\fork has been resumed on indirect taxes applied to insurance con-
tracts.s The Commission and all the government experts, except one

, l*rr"t "frtitl No. C 50, 28 April 1970.
2 lbid. No. L 249,3 October 1969.
3 Tentb (EEC) General Report, sec. 83.
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delegation which reserved its position, were against incorporating insurance

operations in the scope of Community VAT. This established the principle
of maintaining a special tax on insurance contracts and a dtaf.t directive on

the harmonization of the structures and rates of this t,x was prepared.

APPROXIMATION OF MEASURES CONCERNING DIRECT TAXES

50. The Commission's main concern n L970 continued to be the elimi-
nation of obstacles to arnalganation of companies in different Member States

intthe folrif<ljPmefgetsland acQuisitions ofiholdings, and to capital move-
ments.

It is in a third field, howwer, that of the Statute of the European
Company, that formal proposals were submitted. The proposed regulation
concerning this Statute does not, fot tax neutrality reasons, lay down a

special tax system for European companies, but it does settle a number of
points, e.g. :

(a) how to establish the tax domicile of a European Company;

(b) the possibfity of tax-free transfer of this tax domicile from one Mem-
ber State to another:

(c) the possibility afforded a European Company of taking into account,
in the country of tax domicile, the losses suffered by its fixed
establishments situated in other Member States and, in certain cases,

even those suffered by its subsidiaries.

The two proposed directives on industial combinationl submitted by
the Commission in 1969 are now being examined by the Council. In spite
of the favourable Opinions of the European Parliament and the Economic
and Social Committee and despite the Commission's efforts, the Council
has not yet taken any decision on these proposals.

The drait resolution on capital movements forwarded to the Council
following the \Terner Report proposes that the tzx arrangements for
interest on bonds and dividends should be harmonized in an initiaL 3-yeat
stage beginning on 1, January 1,97L.

L Third Ceneral Report, sec, 53.
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More precisely, the essential points are:

(a) for interest accruing from fixed-interest securities:

to harmonize withholding tax affangements;

(b) for dividends:

to settle the problems stemming from tlle diversity of systems in the
Menrber States in order to lighten the double tax burden on dividends,
which are taxed first at company level and then at the shareholder's
level;

to harmonize withholding tax affangements.
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4. Right'of eetablishment, freedom to supply sewices and approximation
of legislation on ptofessions, trades and cmfts and on company law

REMARKS

51. The fact that the transitional period is over does not mean that the

C,ommission can no longer pfopose directives to the C,ouncil in connection

with the inroduction of freedom of establishmeat and freedom to supply

services.l In the case of a grcat many activities the removal of restrictions
and enactment o{ transitional measures has to be accompanied or followed
up by further measrre$ to ensure mutual recognition of degrees and

diplomas and coordination of occupational regulations' This work is

among the matters which the Commission considers should be given

priority rzlttng to promote balanced economic and social development in
the Cornmunity.z

PROFESSIONS

52. During the period under review, the Council adopted Directive 70/
45L/CEE of 29 Septerrber 19704 on freedom of establishment and freedom
to supply services for self-employed activities in film production.

53. The C,ommission laid before the Council the following five proposed

directives:

Veterinary surgeons: three proposed directives, on removal of restric-
tio,ns on freedom of establishment and freedom to supply services, on
mutual recognition of degrees and diplomas, and on cootdination of
occupational regulations;

Chartered accorurtants and financial and business consultants: two
proposed directives, on removal of restrictions on freedom of establishment
and freedom to supply services, and on transitional measures in respe'ct of
access to and pursuit of these activities.

The Commission also submitted to the Council two further draft
recommendations, on the lines of those already put forward for a number

I Tbird Gcneral Rebort. sec. 56.r Draft Third Meaiuni-term Economic Policy Programme, submitted to the Council
on 21 Octobet 1970.

s Joarnal oficiel Nct. L 218,3 October 1970.
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of other professions,l concerning Luxembourg nationals holding certain
degrees and diplomas awarded in non-member countries,

The following developments occurred during the period with regard
to certain proposed directives already before the Council:

Engineers,z doctors, dentistsp male nurses,a midwivess: the European
Parliament and the Economic and Social C,ommittee formulated Opinions
on the proposals;

Lawyets,G pharmacistSo: the Economic and Social Committee
formulated Opinions on the proposals.

Generally speaking the Padiament's and the Economic and Social
Committee's Opinions were in favour.

INDUSTRY, COMMERCE, CRAFTS

54. For the bulk of selfemployed activities in industry, commerce and

crafts, restrictions on freedom of establishment and freedom to supply ser-

vices were removed More the Common Market entered upon its final
stage.? 29 of. the 34 directives to this effect which were adopted by the
Council related to these activities. Freedom of establishment and freedom
to supply services have thus novr been achieved for approximately 75 7o

of self-employed activities in industry, commerce and the crafts.

During the period under rwiew the Council adopted three directives:

Coal wholesalers and middlemen: Directives 70/522/CEE and

70/523/CEE of 30 November L970,8 removing restrictions on freedom
of establishment and freedom to supply services, and laying down the
ffansitional measures on access to and putsuit of these activities.

The European Padiament and the Economic and Social Committee
formulated Opinions in favour.e

1 Third General RePort, sec. 54.
z Journal offciel No. C 51,29 April 1970, and No. C 708,26 August 1970.
s 1&r/. No. C 101, 4 August 1970, and No. C 36, 28 N{arch 1970.
a lbid.No. C 65,5 June 1970, and No. C708,26 August 1970.
6 lbid. No. C 101, 4 August 1970.
8 lbid. No. C 36,28 March 1970.
7 Tbird Ceneral Report, sec. 55.,
8 lournal offciel No. L 267,70 December 1970.
0 IIZ No. C57,25 April 1970, and No. C 108,26 August 1970.
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Ancillary agricultural and horticultural activities: Directive 7l/I8/
CEE of 16 December 1.970,r laying down procedures for t}re introduction
of freedom of establishment.

The European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee
formulated Opinions in favour.z

The Commission submitted to the Council fiveproposeddirectives, on:

Self-employed itinerant activities: two proposed directives (removal
of restrictio,ns, transitional measures );

Transport: three proposed directives ( removal of restrictions ) ,

concerning self-employed haulage of -goods by road, sel{-employed cariage
of passengers by road, and self-employed cariage of goods and passengers

by inland waterway. These proposals link up with three proposed regula-
tions on coordination of conditions of access to transport activities laid
before the Council earlier.

The Commission continued, and in part completed, the drafting of
proposed directives on a number of other activities not yet liberalized. In
the matter of removing restrictions on freedom of establishment in deep
sea fishing, there is a special problem with regard to the national law of
the flag, and the Commission has thought it well to have a study conducted
on this before d-rawing up proposals.

During the period under review the European Parliament and the
Economic and Social Committee formulated Opinions in favour of the
proposed directive covering a vaiety of self-employed activities on which
Council directives have not yet been adopted ( the "comprehensive
directive" ).3

BANKING AND INSURANCE

55. The Commission on 24 June submitted to the Council a proposed
directive abolishing fronti,er checking of international insurance cards ( the
"green card" ) for vehicles having their home base in the Community.a The
directive provides that insurance against tortious liability should be made
compulsory for motor vehicles in all Member States, and also that policies
should cover damage caused on the territory of the different Member
States in the manner and measure required by their respective laws. The

I loarnal oficiel No, L 8, 11 Ja;ntary 797!,
I Ilid, No, C 739,28 October 7969, ar'd No. C 10, 27 Jaruary 7970.
s lbid. No. C 107, 4 August 7970, md No. C 146, 11 December 1970.
a lbid. No. C 105, 15 August 1970.
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green cards of the vehicles concerned will no longer be checked either at

the internal or at t}re external frontiers of the Community. The geen
card will not be abolished as suchr under the systpm of national compulsory

imr,rrance papers, which will remain in force, it will still be n€cessary

eviderrce of the vehicle's being pfopefb insured. All Member States must,

however, recognize one anorler's insurance papers, and each Member State

must have an official body to which injured parties may apply for redress

should the vehicle which caused the damage not be covered by compulsory

insurance,

56. On 4 December 1970 the Commission submitted to the Council two
further directives concerqing insurance, for the liberalization of access to
the occupations of insurance agent and insurance broker, the first making

provision for the rernoval of restrictions on freedom of establishment and

the second laying down the transitional measures to facilitate the liberali-
zation process.

57. Under the programme adopted by the Council in 196I for the removal

of restrictions on freedom of establishment, freedom of establishment for
administrators of insurance should have been introduced by the end of
1,965. This would have meant, howwer, that conditions of access to
activities in direct insurance, other than life insurance, also had to be

coordinated by that date. Two proposed directives in this connection

were submitted to the Council, in June L966 and February 1'967: that ar

freedom of establishment raised no problems, but in that on coordination

some points have still to be settled' \7hen the Council does adopt these

directives, freedom to supply servic€s in the capacity of insurance admi-

nistf,ator will present a decidodly thorny problem in view of the terms of
the general programme of. tg6t. Coordination of the laws and regula-

tions governing'insurance contfacts, where they contain differences preju-

dicial to insured persons and thfud parties, is a sine qua non. At the same

time the prograrnme requires that the question be considered "whether
the removal of restrictions on freedom to supply services should be pre-

ceded, accompanied or followed by the cootdination of the laws and

regulations concerning those services".

58. These matters were carefully gone into during the period undet
review.

It emerged tlat differences in conditions of access and pursuit do

indeed hamper, limit and &stort Community competition among insurance

firms. The contracts have to be drawn up exclusively in accordance with
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the law of the country in which rhe insurance company has its registered
offices, and may cover only risks in that country. Those taking out
insurance are not permitted to sign contracts drawn up under the law of
another Member State, but afe tied to the particular national market in
question. In practice, neither in supply nor in demand is there any inter-
penetration or progressive integration of the markets. In the Commission's
view, now that the transitional periid is over it is unthinkable that freedom
of establishment and freedom to surrply services should be conJined to non-
discrimination in respect of foreigr, insurers in the different national mar-
kets. To establish without delay ' genuine conrmon market in insurance
with operating conditions similar io those in a national marlet, in place
of the existing compartmented national markets, it will be necessary, simul-
taneously with the introduction of freedom to supply services, to sweep
away all factors arising out of the Member States' laws and regulations
which manifestly distort competition at Community level.

Basing itself on these conclusions, the Commission is now engaged
in the preparation of various directives-on coordination of control of
insutance firms, on harmonization of tax strucfures and rates of taxes with
respect to insurance conffacts, on coordination of provisions concerning
statutory minimum reserves, on coordination of mandatory provisions of
private law relating to insurance contracts, where these result in the terms
of the contracts differing from one Member state to another, and on har-
monization of the affangements for affording cover to insured persons in
the event of their insurance company going out of business.

59. The proposed directive on removal of restrictions on freedom of
establishment and freedom to supply services in respect of self-employed
activities in banks and other financial establishments, which vras laid before
the Council on 30 July l965,Iaild, to win adoption in 1970. Over and
above certain technical difficulties, the monetary problems which several
Member states consider would arise from freedom to supply services in
connection with movements of capttal were still felt to be insuperable. On
9 June the Council decided to re.fer these problems to the Monetary Com-
mittee.

COMPANIES

National conpanl law

60. Two proposed directives dealing with coordination of company law
were submitted to the Council by the Commission n 1970.
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The first, of 9 March 1970, concems tfie formation of joint stock
companie.' (soci6t6 anonynes) and the maintenance and variation of their
capital. lt seeks in the first place to ensure that all interested parties can
obtain particulars of the manner in which the companies are being formed.
In addition, it is designed to ensrue that the registered capital is fully
preserved. In the event of a capital increase, shareholders will have a right
of subscription proportionate to their holding; the provisions on capital
reductions require that the rights of creditors be specially safeguarded.

The other is the proposed third directive, of 16 June 1970, on mer-
gers of such companies within one and the same Member State. Those
Member States where mergers have hitherto been unknown will be required
to make legal provision for them. Adequate inforrnation must be fur-
nished to all interested parties on all the main features of the merger,
inter alia by publication of the draft of the terms of merger and of the
final terms themselves. The shareholders' rights are to be safeguarded by
notification to them of the opinion to be obtained from outside expens as
to whether the propoaed ratio of share exchange is a fair one. The em-
ployees of the firms concerned must be informed of the mefger's implica-
tions for them, and creditors are to be afforded special guarantees safe-
guarding them against any inftingement of their rights.

This directive on "national" mergers is an important prerequisite to
the introduction of rules for "transnational" or cross-frontier mergers.
lfork has continued meantime under Article 220, paragtaph I of the Treaty
of Rome, on the preparation of a convention on transnational mergers, and
the group of government experts hopes to submit a first draft to the
Council and Commission some time in 1971.

61. Further work has been begun with a view to promoting cooperation
among enterprises by the ordinary processes of company law. The Com-
mission is aware what a usefrrl step it would be to institute mea.ns to
encourage intra-Community cooperation, notably among small and medium-
sizd enterprises, and is studying in particular whether the groupement
d'action Acononiqae which has been successfully tried out in Fiance could
suitably be taken as,a model.

Earopean compaflJ

62. On 24 June 1970 the C-ommission adopted a proposed regulation
on the statutes of Euopean cornpanies, which it submitted to the Council
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on 30 June. The Council theranpdn referred the draft to the Parliament

and the Econonric and Social Committee for their opinion.

The object of t}le proposal is to institute a European system of law

on companies of the socidt| aftonym'e type, that is, to rnake it possible to
form companies of this kind governed by Community law, whose legal

relationships are based on a urriform statute valid throughout the Com-

munity.

The pro,posal is put forward under Article 235 af. the EEC Treaty
("cases not provided for" ). The operation of the Common Market and

its dwelopm€nt into an economic and monetary union demand that there

should be a specifical\' Community form of enterprise meeting specifically

Community requirements, which, inasmuch as it will have to surmount the

legal and psychological divisions within the Common Market, must be

independent of the national systems o{ law. The Treaty does not expressly
provide for this, but it does regard company law as a necessary means to
the achievement of the aims of the Common Market: consequendy it has

been felt both right and necessary to invoke Article 235 f.or this purpose'

The proposed regulation provides that a European company may be

formed only by way of merger or of the setting-up of joint holding compa-

nies or subsidiaries by two of more enterprises abeady existing as soci4tds

anonymes under national law-meaning in effect under the national law
of two or more different countries-and not simply by national-law com-

panies "going European." Arrangements fot workers' participation are to
consist in the establishment of a European works council, and the allocation
of one-third of the seats on the company's supervisory board (or more if
the statute so provides) to the workers' representatives. The workers'
terms of employment may be settled by collective'bergaining agreement

between the company and the trade unions whose members are employed

at its plants. In view of the great economic im,portance of the mergers

of enterpdses, it has been felt necessary also to regulate the law on groups

o,f companies. In pamicular the proposed regulation makes provision for
the protection of the shareholders and the creditors of enterprises controlled
by such a group.l

IMPLEMENTATION OF DIRECTIVES ADOPTED

63. At the $tage now teached in the introduction of freedom of establish-

ment and freedom to supply services, the Commission's task under

I For the tax aspects of the proposed regulation, see sec. 50 above.
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Article 1.55 of the EEC Treaty, of ensuring compliance with Community
law, extends to the laws and regulations enacted by the Member States in
implementation of direstives, their observance of the standstill provisions,
the supervision of administrative practice, and case law in this connection.

The Commission submitted on 18 June ta the Council, and on
26 June to the Parliament, a progress report on the implementation of
Council directives for the introduction of freedom of establishment and
freedom to supply services in the Member States,l recording the imple-
menting action taken in the different countries and indicating that, although
a good deal of delay had occurred in giving of{icial effect to the directives
adopted to date, b'y and large the Member States had discharged their
obligations satisfactorily. Where directives had not been embodied in
national law, or not in the proper manner, or fresh restrictions had been
introduced by national measures, the Commission availed itself of its power
under futicles 155 and 169 of. the EEC Trcaty. During 'J.970, in two of
the nine cases of infringement in hand proceedings were dropped, and in
four others the Member States concerned expressed willingness to fall in
with the Commission's requirements; in t}le remainder, the proceedings
continue.

t C"-"ttrrt"" Doc. SEC(70)277.

TABLE 
'

The table in Section 81 of the First General Repott (amended by Table j of the
Second and Table 12 of the Third General Report), which showed the progress made
in removing restrictions on freedom of establishment and freedom to supply services
affecting the nationals of other Member States, should be amended or 

-amplified 
as

follows:

Legal nature of the
measue and reference

Production actiaitict

Agricalture

Aacillary agticultural and
horticultural activities

dir.77l78 ad. t6.72.70
IO L 8,7L

(i) Art. 54
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5, Vbohnh ard retail trade

rJ7holesale trade in coal

Itinerant activities

6. Servicet

Cinema
Film production

7. Profesiont

(b) Medical, paramedical and ltbar-
mace#ical profesiont
Veterinary surg€ons

(c) Legal profesiont
Chatered accountants and
financial and business consul-
tants

Transport

Road haulage

Cartiage of passengers bY
road

Cartiage of goods and pas-
sengers by inland waterway

Companl lant

Publication of particulars,
validity of commitmeflts,
nullity'of association

Coastitution and capital of
limited companies

Company mergers

8.

9.

Legal nature of tho
measure &nd reforenco

Arts. 54, 63

Arts. 54, 63

Arts. 54, 63

Arts. 54, 63

Arts. 54, 63

dir.70l5?2 ad.30.11.70
IO L 2671r4,70

pro. dir. sub. 30.6.70
JO C89lt2,70

dit.70l45l ad.29.9.70
JO L 218137,70

pro. dir. sub. 1.6.70jo c azl,3 et rcq.,70

pro. dir. sub. 6.7.70
IO C Llllt et seq.,7O

Att.54

Att.54

Art. 54

Art. 54

Art. 54

Art. 54

pro. dir. sub. 31.3.70
IO C 72110,70

pro. dir. sub. 31.3.70
ro c72112,70

pro. dir. 31.3.70
JO C72115,70

dir. 68/151
ad.9.3.68
JO L 6518,68

pro. dir. sub. 9.3.70jo c 4Bl8,70

pro. dir. sub. 16.6.70
lo c89l2o,7a
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5. Approximation of legislation and the cteation
of European law by conventions

GENERAL

64. Table 4 gives a picture of the work done during the period under
review on the approximation of legislation.

\fith a view to simplification, the table has been made less inclusive
in scope than its counterparts in prwious General Reports.l It shows only
measures which have actually appeared in the official garotte, and not
drafts still in prqraration in the departments. Also, it includes no regula-
tions, since these go beyond merely harmonizing domestic laws: thus it
does not record the draft regulation on the statute of the European com-
pany, but does record the &aft directives harmonizing municipal company
law.

A fresh recapitulatory table of work carried out between 7 January
1958 and 11 December 1969 was drawn up on this new basis some months
ago, and, published.2

Table 4 updates this to the end of 1,970, and shows ttrat during 1970
a tstaJ. of 22 directives, one decision and one resolution were adopted with
respect to approximation of legislation, while l3 proposed directives vrere
submitted to the Council.

Between the entry into force of the Treaty of Rome and,3l December
1970, 88 directivess (including four Commission directives), 10 decisions,a
22 recommendations and three resolutions were adopted harmonizing laws
of Member States. In addition, two convenrions were signed in the
Council.'5

t Fir$-General keport, sec. 85; Second General Repolt, sec.75; Third Gexeial Report,
sec.63.

2 Il was issued in June 1970 as a brochure, entitled Approximation of Legislation,
C-ommuniry Mearuiet (1958-1 969), Supplement to Bullitln 6-1970 of-the European
Communitiet.

3 Actually, 90 directives were adopted, but this figure should be reduced by two,
as_ one-.repealed another outright. It should be noted that directives amending
other directives are counted as new measures,

a This does not include a number of decisions granting waivers or special authoriza-
tions to cetain Member States in agricultuial matt-ers, although these decisions
were shown in the recapitulatorv table for t958-69,

5 Totals calculated on the'new basis adooted.
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TABLE 4

Approximation of legislation

l,egal
basis

Legal nature of approximation
measure and state of progress

I - CUSTOMS LEGISLATION,
EXTEIiNAL TR,ADE

Inward Drocessinq tramc in cer-
tain oro^ducts under CCT head-
inss i8.06 and 27.07
RJutine handling likely to occur
at bonded warehouses and in free
zones
Standard form of ctedit insur-
ance policy for medium- and
longterm transactions with in-
stitutional Durchasers
Standard fbrm of credit insur-
ance policy for medium- and
longte?m.tlansactions with pri-
vate purcnasels

dit. 69173

Art. 100

.?'rt. 773

Art. 113

Arts. 54(2),
s7(1),63(2)

and 66
Arts. 54(2),
s7(1), 63(2)

ard 66

Arts. 54(2),
s7 (7), 63(2)

and 66

rep. dir. 70/538
ad.75.12.70
Jo L 276170, p.2e
pro. dir. sub. 22.10.70
JO C 141170, p. 23

dir. 70/509
ad. 27.70.70
Jo L 254170, p. 1

dir. 70i510
ad.27.10.70
Jo L 254170, p.26

pro. dir. sub. 4.6.70
Jo C 8e170, p. 16

Jo C 115170, p. s

dit.701523
ad. 30.11.70
lo L 267170, p. t8

III - ESTABLISHMENT AND
SE&VICES

2, Accett to and. pursait of aclittitiet
in tradl and indurtrl

Itinetant trading activities (tran-
sitional measutes)

Activities of charteted accoun-
tants and financial and business
consultants (transitional meas-
ures)
Vholesale trade in coal (transi-
tional measures)

4, Acces to afld parrilit oJ thc pro-
fetsiont

Medical professions

- 
Midwives
Recognition of qualifi cations

Coordination

oro. dir. sub.22.72.69
Jo c rcpo, p. +
oro. dir. st$. t2.72.69
Jo c 18/To, p. 6

Arts. 57(1)
and 66

Irtts. 57 (2,3)
and 66
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Legal nature of approximation
measure and. Btate of progress

- Veterinary surgeons
Recognition of qualifications

Coordination

5. Gaaranleet required of companiet

Soci6t6s anonymes, soci€tEs I
t'esDonsabilitd limitee and soci6-
tes en commandite par actions

- Constitution of soci6t6 ano-
nyme, mainteoance and al-
teration of caoital

- 
Mergers of s&i6tds anonymes

oro. dir. sub. 1.6.70jo c oz1to, p. zt
oro. dir. sub. 1.6.70jo c oz1to, p. z+

Arts. 57(1)
and 66

Arts. 57(2,3)
arrd 66

Art. 54(3g)

Art. 54(3g)

pro. dir. sub. 9.3.70
JO C 48170, p.I

. dir. sub. t5.6.70
C 89170, p.20

dir. 70/388
ad.27.7.70
Jo L L76l7o, p. 12
dir.70l156
ad. 6.2.70
Jo L 4ft0,p. t
dit.701157
ad.6.2.70
JO L 42170, p.76
dit.7O1387
ad.. 27.7.70
d'l.70l37l
ait. 8.6.70
Jo L 133170, p. 10
dir.701220
ad.20.3.70
lo L 76i70, p. 1

dir.701222
ad.20.3.70
Jo L 76170, p. 2s
dir.70l22l
ad.20.3.70
Jo L 76170, p. 23

pfo
lo

V - COMPETITION AND X'N,SE
MOVEMENT OF GOODS

l. Tecbnical ob$acles to trade

Motor vehicles
_ Hofns

- 
Acceptance

- 
Noise level

- 
Ease of access and exit (doors,
running-boards, etc.)

- 
Steering systems

-. Noxious gases from spark-
ignition engines fitted in mo-
tor vehicles

- Rear registration plates

- Liquid fuel tanks and rear
bumpers

Art. 100

Art. 100

Art. 100

Art. 100

Art. 100

Art. 100

Art. 100

Art. 100
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Elecftical equipment for use in
explosive atmospheres
Standard provisions on measur-
ing instruments and metrological
verification methods
Third-party insutance in con-
nection with use of motor vehi-
cles, and checking thereon at
frontiers

6. Patent lau

- European system for grant of
patents

- European patent for the Com-
mon Market

14, Tax law

Taxes, other than turnover tax,
on consumption of manufac-
tuted tobaccos

YI - SOCIAL IAW

3. Id*trial safe! (protection
against accidents)

Dangerous substances and prep-
arations

- Classification, labelling and
packaging (substances)

VII - AGRICULTURE

1. Food hgislation

Colouring matters

Art. 100

Art. 100

Art. 100

Art. 100

Arts. 100,
n7Q)

preliminary draft of convention,
Community Publications Office,
Luxembourg, 1970
preliminary draft of convention,
do., 1970

Legal nature of approximotion
measute and.etate of progress

pto. dir. sub. 19.10.70
Jo C 141170, p. 20
Dro. dir. sub. 19.10.70jo c rtslto, p. tt
pro. dir. sub. 24.6.70
JO C 105ftA, p. 14

Council tesolution, 27.4.70
Jo c 50170, p. 1

dir. (amdt.) 70/189
ad,6.3.70
Jo L 59170, p.33

dir. (amdt.) 70/358
ad. I3.7.70
lo L 157170, p.36
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Legal natue of approximtion
measure &nd Etate of progress

Preservatives

Antioxidants

Mayonnaise

Caseins and caseinates

Low-sodium dietary foods

Non-alcoholic beverages

Natural minetal watets

Beers

Icecreamand similat edible prod-
ucts

2. Veterinarl hgiilation

Health requirements in intra-
Community trade in cattle and
pigs
Health problems of trade in fresh
meat

4. Legislation on seeds and teedlingt

Marketing of beet seed
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Legal nature of approximation
measure and stete of progress

EEC catalogue of varieties of
agricultural plants

6. Aninal feed legiilation

Establishment of a Feed Com-
mittee

Additives in feed

Community methods of sampling
and analysis for the official con-
trol offeed

7. Reforn of agriculture

Modernization of holdings

Encouragement to give up farm-
ing, and making-over of area fot
structural improvement
Social and economic information
and vocational training
Limitation of area

Additional provisions

8. Miscellaneoas

Finaacing of publicity campaigns
on growing plants and products
of foriculture
Surveys to be conducted by
Member States on production
potential of orchards
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PUBLIC LAW

Public works contracts

65. In the course of three successive Council meetings, in March, April
and May, the basic ptoblems with regard to the proposed directive on

coordinating procedures for awatding public works contractsl were over-
come. The problem of concessions, howwer, has still not been settled.
The concession system is employed in two countries for a ceftain class of
civil engineering operations, more especially motorway construction: in
one the concessions go to consortia, made up of banks and finance houses

in association with firms of contractors, which themselves finance, carry
out and manage the schemes, and in the other usually to bodies which as

a rule farm out the operations, dlotting a given peraentarge to small and

medium-sized firms. The C,ouncil is still not agreed on this last point.

Public stpplJ contracts

66. By reason of the difficulties over the directive on public works
contracts, the Commission has not been able to lay before the Council a

twin directive on coordinating procedures for awarding public supply
contrncts; it will, howevet, be doing so in any case eady in 197L.

P barm aceutical products

67. On t2 February 1970 the Commission submitted to the Council a

proposed directive concerning approximation of Member States' legislation
on standards and procedures for the analysis and pharmaco'toxological and

clinical testing of branded pharmaceuticals. This supplements eadier har-

monization moves by itemizing the factual details to be supplied on the
properties of products and laying down agreed principles for testing them
and for appraising applications for permission to market them. It is

designed to help ptevent differ,rng appraisals by the different national
authorities, and so faciltate free movement of branded pharmaceuticals;
it will also ensure that manuJacturers only have one set of particulars to
assemble and can thus devote themselves entirely to the testing programme
selected.

I Third Ceneral Report, sec. 64.
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Sflork is on the approximation of legislation concerning
drugs for veterinary purpo6e$, and orl further steps towards international
cooperation in tequiring certain drugs to be supplied only on prescription.

Postal Jeraices

68. A panel of senior officials in the postal services of the six countries
was convened at the instance of the Commission to set matters moving
again on this front. Agreement was reached on a prografirme and time"
table. Atteirtion is being concentrated in the first place on the decisions

taken at the recgnt congress of the Univetsal Postal Union in Tokyo, wit}
the aim of enabling the measures the Member States are to introduce pur-
suant to tlese decisions to be coordinated: whether the work is continued
thereafter will depend on the outcome in this particular nvrtter. A technical
working party is mebting regularb to supervise implementation of the
programme.

Administratiae law

69. The Commission has had, a great deal of work done in connection
with legal scrutiny, on the basis of national law, of major administrative
acts in the economic field. The upshot is that it is both necessaty and
feasible to effect certain harmonizations in particular sectors of the law
governing procedure in administrative cases. Committees of the European
Parliamerrt have several times drawn attention to the need to approximate
legislation on the legal protection of the individual in face of decisions by
national authorities in matters of economic law. Needless to say, the Com-
mission fully intends to do all it can in this direction.

PRIVATE LAW

European patent

70. The first draft for a convention inro'ducing a European system for
the issuing of patents was made public by the Intergovernmental Conference
of seventeen European States meeting on this subject.l

I Third General Report, sec. 67.
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Meantime the o<perts of the Community countries have prepared a
preliminary draft, also made public, for a convention on the European
patent for the Common Market, instituting uniform legd arrangements
to apply throughout the Community to the European patent when issued.l
The experts were careful to ensure that the projected European patent law
dovetails with the broader Pateart Cooperation Trcaty srgned in \Tashing-
to,n on L9 June fo[owing a diplomatic confererrce at which the Commission
was represented.

The work on t}ese e(ceptionally intricate matters is going ahead
activelv.

Priaate international lap

71. On the c<rmpletion of the Commission's studies on disparities in
private international law within the Community, a paneL of government
expefts was set up to prepare a draJt convention unifyfng the rules o,n the
choice of law. It is intended that this should cover tJre law on movable
and immovable property, on contrzlcts and quasi-contracts, on formal require-
ments for legal transactions, on widence, and on the more general mat-
ters of renuoi, classification, application of foreign law, vested rights, public
policy, capacLty and disabilities.

The panel is working, with Commission assistance, by the same
procedure as 'was adopted for conventions under Article 220 of the EEC
Trcaty. Its meetings to date have produced a preliminary draft on the
law with respect to contracts and quasicontracts, and it is meantime also
at work on. the various general matters.

LAV' RELATIN9 TO ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

Law relating directfu to economic actiaities as sucb

72. Some years ago, in 1,964, the Commission set up a panel of experts to
prepaf,e a memorandum on economic policy and competition in EEC and
in the Member States; this docurnent, the Zijlstta Rqrort,z examined the

1 f he dtafts ate avulable in published fotm ftom the Ofrce for OfHcial Publications
of the Eutopean Communiiies in Luxembourg.

2 Nint| (EEC) General Report, sec. 44.
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Membet States' respective stances on economic policy and how these were

likely to be affected by the future course of Community dwelopment'
To supplement and update its findings in the present context of the pro'
jected advance to economic union, it is now proving necessary to establish

what legal factors, if any, are responsible for clashes between national
economic policies, and how the armoury of economic law differs from
Member State to Member State.

Accordingly, studies in comparative law have been carried out in
order to compile as full a list as possible of national lavrs and regulations

in the eco,nomic field. A list is also to be prepared of the general and

specific issues ,arising, to enab,le action to be taken to adjust and extend

eadiet harmonizations. A panel of outside experts has been set up to
report on this subject.

Specfic cases inazluing distortions of conpetition

73. 1970 saw tlle completion of investigations into a number of cases

suspected of faling under Article 101, the Commission mling in eight
instances that distortion was not involved.l

An Italian private member's bill on land leases was also exarnined

for possible distortion within the meaning of Article L02, but the Com-

mission concluded that this was not present.

Price hgislation

74. Cooporatircn irr this field benween the Mernber States a,nd the Com-
mission went ahead further. The Member States are keenly anxious to
be as fully informed as possible on the state of the law in all sectors and

to be notified in good time of any changes in price legislation, and the
planned arrangements for ensuring this, the general principles of which
were agteed in 1969, have now been finalized: from Member States' twice-
yearly reports, a full picture is to be drawn up of the position 'at I January
and 1 July of each year. The Commission also intends to keep the author-

I See Table 5.
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ities concerned (official boards and departments, employers' federations
and trade unions) abreast of developments, by procedures which have still
to be worked out.

Member States are also desirous that the possible economic implica-
tions for the Commo,n Madcet of the differences in national price legislation
should be more thoroughly explored.

Legislation on water pollution

75. The Commission has had further work done in this connection. As
part of a broader concern with conservation generally, it had an itemized
schedule drawn up, witJr thu h"h of a specialized research institute, of laws
and regulations in force on matters to do vrith water fesoufces, and more
particularly with the pollution problem.l

Each Member State has statutory provisions on tlis subject, but they
differ as to the requirements laid down, the manner of their application,
and, especially, the allocation of financial burdens involved. Most of the
legislation is of recent date; in sorne cases the provisions concerned are
contained in different enactments.

There are to the Commission's knowledge major legal di{ferences,
both of form and o{ substance, between State and State; these are par
ticulady outstanding with regard to insistence on prior licensing for projects
to make use of river or lake water, {actors considered in granting or with-
holding such licences, and degree of liability for the costs involved. Any
move for the approximation of legislation ( a working programme for this
purpose is in preparation) would rreed to be in the direction of arrange-
ments affotding maximum protection against water pollution while
preserving a fur balarrce betvreen action by the public authorities and the
opefations of private enterprise.

In any case, in the field of water conservation, and environmental
conservation generally, the legal asp€cts are very closely bound up with
matters of economic, technological and public health policy. The vrhole
subject needs to be gone into without delay; also, each individual measure
contemplated will have to be fitted into an overall medium-term approach.

r See also sec. 159 below.
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TABLE 5

Distortion of competition in specific cases

Germanv: Law on minrmum
stocks o? petroleum products

Member States: arrangements
for stockpiling of crude petro-
leum and petroleum products

Germany: Law on salt tax of
23 December 1938

Germany: 17th Law amending
the turnover tax law of 23 De-
cember 1966

Netherlands : Decree of 1 Jan-
uzry 1968 on tax compensation
at tfonuers

Member States: Iegislation on
publication of fuel oil prices

France: Order No. 24873 of
12. September 1963 on producer
PflCeS

France: Decree No. 25013 of
20 January 1965 exempting
French producers from pegging
of profit margins

Italy: private member's bill
77 1373 on land leases

Examination completed; no dis-
tofflon

Examination completed; no dis-
toftlofl

Examination
tortion

no dis-

Examination completed; no dis-
tofuoll

Examination
toftion

Examination
tortion

no dis-

no dis-

Examination completed; no dis-
toriloll

Examination completed; no dis-
tortion

No risk of distortion

Art. 101

Art. 101

Art. 101

Art. 101

Art. 101

Art. 101

Art. 101

Art. 101

Ltt.702
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CHAPTER II

TOTTARDS ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION

PART ONE

OVERALL POLICIES AND POLICIES FOR INDIVIDUAL SECTORS

1. Gerreral economic policy

THE OVERALL STRATEGY

Eforts towards economic and monetary union

76. On L and 2 December 7969 rhe Heads of State or Governrnent,
meeting in The Hague, considered that further progress should be made
in strengthening economic and monetary links within the Community. This
desire was expressed in point 8 of the final communiqu6 of the conference.
l['hr: provided a mandate for the Community instituticns, which were
instructed to draw up in 1970, on the basis of the Commission memoran-
dum of 12 February 1969, a plan for tlre establishment by stages of eco
nomic and monetary union.

Various suggestions were made early in 1970, and on 4 March the
Commission submitted to the Council a memorandum on the preparation
of a plan for the establishment by stages of economic and monetary union,
in which it laid down the principles which it considered fundamental and
the outlines of the possibie stages.l A summary of these would perhaps
not be misplaced.

1 The complete text of this document appears in the supplemeflt to the Bulletin
of tbe Earopean Commanitiet 3-70.
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From the outset it was clear that a Community solidadty should be

built up on the basis of common policies and that it should allow risks

to be tackled jointly. Accordingly, the measures to be adopted'would have

to be decided in the light of a concept of common interest combining and

going further than the mere juxtaposition of national interests; the Member
States would no longer be in a position to assume alone the responsibility
for the cohesion of the Community.

Great care would also have to be taken to see that the various meas-

ures planned were mutually consistent; this means essentially that work
in the economic field and in the monetary field should be carried out in
parallel, a policy which would ensure both the convergence of economic
policies and the strengthening of monetary solidarity. 'The overall action
could not remain isolated but would have to be supported by a policy aimed
at reducing structural disparities among the member countries.

The process would have to be gradual. The time-table should not
leave too much uncertainty about the length of these stages, yet should
remain flexible enough to allow it to be effeaively adapted to the require-
ments of the plan.

In otder to ensure that the various economic and social organizations
in the rnember countries would contribute to the success,ful conclusion o{
the task, arrangements had to be made for consultations between these
orgarizations and the Community institutions.

In addition to these principles, the Commission listed certain steps
which it felt to be the most important:.
(a) Increased coordination of economic policies;

(b) Gradual developrnent of the Community capttal market;
(c) Harmonization of taxation as far as is necessary for the economic and

monetary union to function successfully;

(d) The strengthening of monetary solidarity in order tb make the Com-
munity a singtre organized unit within the international monetary
system.

77. On 6 March 1970 the Council noted t}e Commission's memorandum
and the si.rggestions made by various bodies, and invited the chairmen of
the Monetary Committee, the Committee of Governors of Cenual Banks,
the Medium-term Economic Policy Committee, the Short-term Economic
Policy Committee and the Budget Policy Committee, as well as a Commis-
sion representative, to meet under the chairmanship of Mr Pierre Verner,
the Luxembourg Prime Minister and Minister of Finance, and to draw up
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a report which would enable the fundamental choices to be made for the
establishment by stages of the economic and monetary union of the Com-
munity. This working party submitted an interim report, the joint.conclu-
sions of which the Council endorsed on 8 and 9 June, and a fnd. report
on 8 October t970.1 The final report sought to dwelop a coherent view
of all the problbms and to make detailed suggestions, in particular for the
first stage.

After describing the starring point and pornting out where it felt there
were gaps in the existing ptocedures, the report defined the elements
without which economic and monetary union could not exist; it considered
that these elernents could be introduced during the present decade. Many
proposals were put forward for the first stage in connection with coordina-
tion of economic policies, opening of capital markets, strengthening
monetary sotdarity within the Community, cooperation o4, external
monetary policy, negotiation of agreements with the two sides of industry,
and taxation policy. Finally the report touched on the institutional anange-
ments that would be involved in the establishment of economic and
monetary union.

On many points, the principles adopted by ihe Commission in its
memorandum of 4 March 1970 were taken over: work along parallel lines
in the economic and the monetary fields, the cofltents of the first stage,

the need to replace national instruments by Community instnrments, nego-
tiation of agreements with the two sides of industry, {lbxibility'of the
time-table etc. On one point, howevet, the vievrs containS in the report
seemed to differ from those of the Commission: the working party under
the chairmanship of Mr Pierre lWerner did not feel that the Commission
was justified in considering regional and structural policies to be fundamen-
tal to the success of the undertaking. But all in all the Commission shared
the report's opinions on the elements which were indispensable for the
existence of economic and monetary union and on the economic consequen-
ces involved in s'r.rch a union; it accordingly based itself laryely on the
lVerner Report in the memorandum and proposals which it submitted to
tlre Council on 29 C)ctobet L970.

78. In its memorandum to the Council the Commission set out the
reasons and reflections behind its proposal that the Council should adopt
a resolution and a number of decisions.z The resolution dealt first with

r These reports were published as supplements to Bulletin Nos. 7 and 11-70.
2 Billetin No. 11-70, Ch. iI.
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the basic objectives to be achieved within ten years and then proceeded to
describe in detail the measures to be taken in the first stage lasting three
yeafs. These measures include: more active coordination of economic poli
cies, in particular by intensifying prior and compulsory consultation; pro-
cedures which make it possible for the Council to lay down thfee times a

year, after prior consultation of the two sides of industry, the broad lines
of economic poliry at Community level, including the main elements of the
public budgets; a gradual, harmonization of national instruments of eco-
nomic poliry, including synchronization of the arrangerpent, for preparing
natioqal budgets; a series of proposals to be ado,pted on tax harmonization;
measufes aimed at settling the detailed rules for a graduaJ. opening of
capital markets; steps in the field of regional and structural policy; an
intensi{ication of prior and compulsory consultations on monetary policy
and the laying down of guidelines in this tield; a strengthening of solidarity
on rates of exchange within the Community and in dealings with non-
member countries; a study of the possibilities of creating a European fund
for monetary cooperation. In preparation for the ch,angeover to the fol-
lowing stage, the Commission undertook to submit to the Council before
I May L973 a memorandum on the progress abeady achieved in establishing
economic and monetary union and on the further steps to be taken to
complete the process; in the case of those steps which cannot be taken
under the present provisions of the Treaty, the Commission is also com-
mitted to submitting a project under Article 236.

This is the outline of a plan by stages which includes concrete steps
for the first three years, a broadly defined final objective and a procedure
which males further progress possible. At the Council sessio,n of t+ De-
cember 1970, when these propoaals were considered, the complex nature
of the plan prevented a InaJ, agreement being reached on all its points and
the Council agreed to continue work on it early in the nev/ year.

Objectiues of economic and monetary union

79. The objectives of economic and monetary union are economic and
social, but its establishment will also involve developments at institutional
and political level which cannot be disregarded.

In order to establish economic and monetary union in its final form,
in accordance with the wishes orpressed in The Hague, the Member States
will gradually have to combine their economic policies to the point where
they can abandon for ever restrictive measures within the Community and
changes in the relationships between the parities of their currencies. The
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purpose of introducing such a union is to produce a lasting improvement
in well-being within the Community and strengthen the Community's con'

tribution to economic and monetary stability in the world.

\Tithin the area crearcd by the establishment of economic and

monetary union, goods and services, people and capital will be able to
move freely and without distorting competition, thus creating an industrial
infrastructure and an internal market of European dimensions. The Com-

munity will then be one economic unit, gtadually replacing the national
economic and monetary areas, and providing all transactors with a new
basis of reference for their decisions.

In order to establish economic and monetary union it will be neces-

sary to improve the coordination not only of short-term economic policies

but also to work out compatible medium-term objectives. Furthermore,
a gteat deal of effort should be devoted to measures in the structural and

regional fields aimed in particular at reducing tensions which might jeopar-

dize completion of economic and monetary union. If this union is to come

into being, excessive disparities must not occur in income tends in the

various member countries; income trends should therefore be watched and

discussed at Community level with the two sides of industry, which should
in general be closely associated with the implementation and the elaboration
of Community p"licy in order to increase the chances of success of the
work they undertake jointly. i

80. Furthermore, the establishment and the running of the economic and

monetary union will necessitate the ffansfer to the Community of certain
powers previously exercised at a national level. The transfer, however,
must be limited to what is necessary for the cohesion of the union and for
the effectiveness of Community action; policies adopted at Community level
must be subject to democratic control by the European Padiament.

Balanced economic growth and a just social development depend
heavily on each other; if economic and monetary union is to be established,
efforts must be made to foster a greater awareness of the exigencies
springing from this interdependence, as they constitute social factors which
must be taken into account:

(a) The satisfaction of public needs, in particular in education, health and
housing, should be improved so that balanced progress may be

achieved and goods and sen'ices, income and property fairly divided;

(b) Social welfare should be adapted to the requirements of the modern
world and to those of its structural and technological changes;
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(c) The fight against pollution of the environment should be intensified
by accepting the economic cost of its protectio,n.

These objectives require a comprehensive strategy which recognizes
the reciprocal effects between the economies of the member countries,
between economic and social afifafts and between domestic aspirations and
international responsibilities; it should also take into account the fact that
the countries differ as to their economic, social and political structures,
their p,owers and institutions and their priorities.

OVERALL POLICIES

Tlte international scene

81. In most industrialized countries a feature of the past year was the
severe and persistent strain on the goods and services market, the labour
market and the monetary and financial markets.

Inflationary tendencies were widespread, against a background of
exlmnsion rvhich varied greatly from one country to another; economic
growth was practically nil in the United States and little higher in the
United Kingdom, at Ieast during the first six months of the year. It re-
mained vigorous, howwer, in the Community arrd in Japan. These di{-
ferences were reflected in the development and the structure of the balance
of payments in these groups of countries.

The year 1970 saw a marked recovery in the United States curent
balance of payments (not including transfens), after a period in which the
surplus had fallen heavily. The expected surplus for this year, howwer,
will not teach the high levels recorded between 1960 and 1965.

The United Kingdom also recorded an appreciable surplus on cunent
operations. But if the pressure of overall demand was largely contained
by a strict monetary and budget policy, cost-push inflation, after slackening
briefly, again advancd at a disturbing tate in L970. It now remains to
be seen whether or not there will be a tendency for the present surplus,
which had abeady begun to diminish appreciably in the second quarter of
the year, to diminish even more, and to an extent which would conflict
with the government's objectives in this field.

The surplus on current operations of the Community as a whole fell
in 1970. Despite this overall trend, differences exist at national lwel;
there was a considerable irnprovement in France and to a lesser extent in
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Belgium, while the situation in the other mernber countries deteriorated,
especially in Italy, and also in Germany where it was mainly services and
transfers which were affected

82. In the field of capital movements, the 1969 trend vras reversed in
1970. For the severe restrictions in the United States' credit policy in
1969 made American banks take steps to raise funds abroad, especially on
the Eurodollar market. Since the beginning of. L970, with the gradual
relaxing of this policy, a notable change has occurred in the flow of capital;
af.ter a substantial outflow of short- and long-terrn capttaJ, tn 1.969, the

lnited 
States' balance has shown a movement in the opposite direction.

The repayment of loans raised by American banks on tl-re Eurodollar
rnarket, one factor in the above ffend, was among the main reasons for a

fall in the rates of interest on the rnarket. The rate for three-month
depoaits, which roae to a record lwel of about L1 7o at the end of L969,
fell to aLxrut 7 7o at the end of December 1970. This rate might have
fallen even funler iI it had not been for demands for credit in the Com-
munity, in particular from t}re non-banking sector in Germany, which was
eager to make the most of the lower rates to increase its holdings on the
Eurodollat market. The trend in capital movements was therefore reversed
in Germany: net exports of DM 16 500 million n 1,969 gave way to
imports of a similar amount in 1970. The inflow of liquid funds from
abroad did much to offset the basically restrictive monetary policy adopted
in order to combat inflationary develo,pments.

The considerable effects elsewhere of the economic policy pursued
by the United States in the light of circumstances, which are peculiar to that
country, place the Member States of the Community before problems to
which individually t}ley are not in a position to find effective solutions.
In 1969, for instance, large sums of liquid money were withdrawn owtng
to the restrictive monetary policy applied by the "Federal reserve system"
as part of the antiinflationary policy which the Nixon Administration had
pusued since its accession to power. This movement disrupted the balance
of payments andf ot the credit situation of various European countries;
some resorted to exchange control measures in order to mitigate the
undesirable consequences for their balance of payments; most had to com-
bat rises in interest rates which were steep enough to make application of
the monetary policy far more difficult. I7hen the changes described above
occrrrred in 1970, the monetary authorities were again compelled to take
factors of external origin largely into account in their policy (inflow of
liquid funds and *re need for central banks to finance burdensome extemal
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surpluses ) . It seems that in 197 | , tn view of the improvement in demand

in ihe United States, most European countries will encounter further dif-
ficulties in solving the problem posed by inflationary pressures coming

from abroad while they are trying to control excess demand arising some-

times from internal, sometimes from external sources.

83. Several important events in the field of international monetary

telations occurred during the year.

In October 1969 at the General Assembly of the International
Monetary Fund, the decision was taken to issue an initial tranche of special

drawing .rights-amounting to $9 500 million spread over three years

(1970-72). In accordance with this decision a sum of $3 400 million was

granted to the member countries of the Fund on 1 January 1970. Further-
more, the quotas of the IMF member countries rose in their five-year

revision from $21 300 million to 28 900 million. This increase took
effect on l0 October 1970.

At the meeting in Copenhagen in September 1970 a general exchange

of views was held on the problems of increasing the flexibility of the
present system of international payments. There was general agteement
that flexibility should not be pushed beyond the limits of the following
moderate suggestions: more frequent adjustments of parities, a limited
widening of fluctuation margins and a temporary system of floating
exchange rates under closely specified circumstances. Distinct misgivings
vrere expressed about these possibilities of relaxing the present system, but
as a more detailed examination of the subject was to be made, no decision
of substance was taken.

In this context, however, it should be pointed out that at the Council
meeting of 8 and 9 June 1970 the member countries of the Community
decided that in exchange relations with each other they would not make
use of any provisions which might be adopted to make the international
exchange system more flexible

S hort-term economic policl

Objectiues

54. In 1970 the short-term ec^eomic poli ^cs of the member countries
failed in varying degree to atain the objeciives set out in Article I04 of.
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the Treaty of Rome. r00hile figutes for employment grorffth, standard ol
Iiving and balance of payments were generally satisfactory, there was an
unusual upsufge in price levels and pronounced strains were again a feature
of the labour market in several countries.

In spite of the fact that a very large proportion of productive capaaty
was in use at the beginning of the year, there was still substantial economic
growth in 1970; tle gross Community product was about 5.57o above the
level of the previous year, after increasing by more thanTTo from 1968
to 1969.1 The growth of gross national product was, incidentalTy, {airly
uniform from one member country to another: Belgium 5.37o, Germany
4,7Vo, Netherlands 5.87o, and France 5.97o. The countries whose growth
rates appeared at the two extremes were Italy and Luxembourg: despite
indusaial stoppages, t}le growth rate in Italy was almost 6Vo, wtrTe in
Luxernbourg, where the slackening of demand for steel seriously affected
the pace of domestic production, the figure was 4.0%o.

Despite these increases over the previous !e:at, d substantial margin
existed for the greater part of the year between internal production in
the Community and overall demand, for the only moderating influence
on the trend of demand v/as the figure for stockbuilding. The growth
of final demand was much the same as in 1969; a considerable stimulus
was provided by gross fixed asset formation, and consumer spending
again increased slighdy faster than in 1969. Furthermote, the weakness
of the economic situation in the United States and the United Kingdom did
not prevent exports of goods from the Community to non-member countries
from expanding in value at a (astet rate than in the previous year.

Only in the second half of the year were there signs of a let-up in
the severe strains in the economic situation; the joint reasons for this were
a slower expansion of overall demand and an increased elasticity in supply
resulting from progress in major investment programmes which were
abeady under way.

85. The labour market in several countries remained unbalanced
throughout the year, as u/as shown by the acute manpower shortages which
beset a number of important industries and regions. Although at Com-
munity level the number of people in paid employment increased at the
same pace as in the previous yeat (2Vo ), the number of unfilled vacancies
continued to grow for several months and only began to fall later irt 1970.

t Th" 69.-* quoted in this paragraph ate provisional estimates.
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At the end of 1969 unemployment had fallen to practically ireducible
levels, with the result that for most of the year this source of labour could
be tapped only to a limited extent. The gap between the number of
unemployed and the number of unfilled vacancies widened in the first
six months; this trend was interrupted in the second half of the year on
account of a certain reduction in unfilled vacancies, especially in Germany,
and of a very slow increase of unemployment in some member countries.
The development of the labour market.in France was somewhat dif{erent.
The number of people seeking employment increased thtoughout the year;
this was, however, partly due to an improvement in'the statistical methods
for recording the number of people seeking employment and partly to
the rise in the activity rate.

All in all, and apatt from the slight drop in average unemployment
in the Community, immigrant foreign vred<s1s-f1ern non-member
seungriss-and the increase in the total labour force were the main
sources for the increase in emolovment.

56. To judge from the tends in consumption by households, t-he standard
of living improved substantially in 1970. The volume of private consump-

tion per head of population increased by 6%o from 1969 to 1970, as it had
done in the previous year. The most appreciable advances in the standard
of living occurred in ltaly, follovdng substantial pay rises negotiated at
the end of t969, in Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Germany. On the
other hand the increase in private consumption'was below the Community
average in France, where 1968 and 1969 had been exceptional years in
this respect, and in Belgium. In several countries there was also a
tendency for the working week to be teduced in collective agreements.

87: But these improvements in 'the standard of living were achieved in
a climate of extremely serious inflationary strains. There vras an unusually
rapid increase in prices: never since the Treaty of Rome came into force
has the cost of living risen so much in a single year. During the first
six months price increases resulted basically from the pressure of demand
on a supply which had become very inelastic, but in the second half of
the year it was more the increase of production costs which was the decisive
{actor.

From the middle of the year prices in the Community for raw
materials and semi-manufactutes tended to become more slable. The trend
was linked with the weakening in world prices. But this relative lull at
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the lwel of wholesale prices has not yet had any appreciable lmpact at
the level of retail trade and the consumer.

88. The external equilibrium of the member countries was much less
disturbed than in 1969, pat)y because of the favourable effect of the
decisions taken in the previous year to change the parities of the French
ftanc and the German mark.

The balance on current account in France recovered spectacularly;
the improvement in the leads and lags situation, the outflow of speculative
capital and the appearance of a wave of long-term capital imports helped
to provide the substantial surplus on the overall balance of payments.
The German current account, which had shown a considerable surplus in
1.969, was roughly in balance in 1970. The large surplus on the overall
balance was basically the result of the inflow of short-term capital. While
in Italy the many industrial stoppages which slowed dorvn export reduced
the surplus on current account, the figures for the overall balance will
be considerably better in L970 than in 1969 {ollowing a substantial reduc.
tion in the outflows of capital. The current account in the Netherlands
suffered a distinct setback, but the inflovr of capital brought the overall
figures into balance.' Growing surpluses were recorded on the current
balance of payments in Belgium; imports of capital slowed down, but on
the whole an increase in the net reserves of gold and foreign currencies
was nevertheless clearly discernible.

At Community level, the tade balance (cif-fob) continued to
deteriorate, in particular as a result of the growing tendenry to import
in order to help supply meet demand; the final figures will probably show
a deficit of more than $1 000 milion. Consequently there was a drop
in the surplus on current.account.

On the other hand the balance on capital account showed a

considerable surplus, in sharp conmast with the serious deficit recorded
in L969. Outflows of long-term capital were lower than in 1969, and
the main feature was a major inflow of short-term capital, due in part
to the differences between the interest rates available in the Community
and those on the main international markets.

Official gross gold,and foreign exchange reserves increased by
g8 800.million in the first eleven months of. 1970, after falling by almost

9200 million in the corresponding period of 1,969. This increase should,
however, be judged in the light of the appreciable setback in the net
foreign exchange position o{ the commercial banks in the Community.
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Sbort-tern economic policy in 7970

89. In 1970 all the Member States were faced with the major short'
term economic problem of overcoming inflationary trends.

Initiatiaes taken by Conmunity institutions

90. On 22 Decembet 1969 the Commission submitted a memorandum

on the Community's short-term economic policy for 1970. After observing

that the strains due to inflation were still severe, or had even grown worse'
the Commission expressed the f.eat that should the strains persist at the

same level of intensity, expansion might in the very near future be thrown
into total disorder and extremely rigorous resrictive policies would have

to be introduced. It therefore stressed the need for deflation and the

advisability of rapid action. To this end, and in view of the difficulty of
achieving a rzlpid incfease in productive capacities, it proposed to resort

mainly to instruments which would be likeh to slo$r down expansion

of domestic demand. The Commission supported the view that vigorous

use should be made of financial policy to slow down the growth of demand,
that the expansion of the volume.of money and near-money should be

strictly limited in 1970, that savings should be developed and competition
be intensified. Finally it stressed the importance of active participation by
both sides of industry in drawing up and implementing an overall policy,

and the advisability of a joint examination of the chances of increasing

the various types of income and the implications such inceases would
have on price ffends.

These main guidelines for economic p"licy i" 1970 were approved

by the Council at its meeting on 26 January 1970.

91. In a second memorandum on the Community's economic situation
which it submitted to the Council on 7 July 1970, the Commission had

to observe that agratt from some limited improvements, the action which
the Member States had decided to undertake jointly to obtain balanced

growth had not achieved the results which might have been expected.

Furthermore, cost-push inflation was liable to raise sedous problems,

especially if the rate of expansion in some member countries slowed down
at the same time. The instability of the world economic situation, the

danger that in{lationary pressures might spiral, the risk o{ a setious

deterioration in the competitive position of Community industries and

the social consequences of a persistent rise in consumer prices were looked

on bv the Commission as valid feasons for maintaining a policy of inducing
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gteater calm in the economic situation. It was still indispensable to press

ahead with steps that could gradually redress the basic balances, i{ the
Community was to avoid having to regain stability at the cost of a reversal
of the situation which would affect the level of employment.

The Commission noted that Eredit poli.y, which until then had been

the principal pro,p of the process for regulating economic activity, seerned

to have reached the limits of its usefulness and that its effects were liable
to be undermined by an inflow of capital from abroad; it therefore
stressed the importance of keeping down the giowth of government
expenditure. It did not rule out the possibility of an increase in tevenue
from taxation in order to slow down the boom in consumption and private
investment and insisted that the extra revenue be used in such a way th^t
it would tend to reduce intetnal liquidity. The Commission also felt that
financial austerity would have to be maintained in the 1971 budgets and

sressed in particular the harmful psychological consequences of an unduly
mild budget policy, as this would be liable to encourage or renew the
inflationary behaviour of some manufacturers, dealers ot consumers.

Finally the Commission felt bound to reiterate the need for governments
and the two sides of industry to collaborate closely both to ensure that
the trend in the various types of income is more consistent with the
chances of expanding production, encouraging savings and intensifying
competition, and also to pursue an active employment policy.

92. At its meeting on 20 July 1970 the Council endorsed the guidelines

laid down by the Commission and iristructed the Member States to follorv
them when implementing their short-term €conomic policies in the coming
months.

The economic trends visible since mid-1970 show that progress has

been made towards restoring overall equilibrium, while the boom has passed

its peak and the growth of economic activity has slowed down. This
progress must be consolidated to ease the transition towirds more balanced

growth.

The Commission proposes to submit its views on these problems

to the Council at the beginning of 1971.

Action taken in the Member States

93. The persistence of a marked rise in costs and prices was the major
worry of all Member States in 1970. Each of them stengthened the

resrictive nature of its shortlterm economic policy. However, their efforts
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in this matter did not enjoy complete success, one of the reasons no doubt
being that, in all the member countries and more generally at world level,
the pace of inflation had been exceptionally rapid since 1969. The
distortions thus created gave :rise to urgent political and social problems
which limited the governments' margin for manoeuvre. In general the
measures taken by public authorities followed the overall guidelines set

out in the Commission's memoranda of 22 December 1969 and
7 July 1970 and approved by the Council. In this report it is possible
to analyse only the main feaqrres of the policies pursued in the Member
States to regulate ovetall demand. The quarterly surveys on "The
economic situation in the Community" published by the Commission
contain a more detailed analysis and, since the beginning of. L970, provide
a list of the main economic policy decisions taken in the various Member
States.

94. In the uedit field the monetary authorities retained in 1970 the
restrictive lines which they had adopted for their mon€tary poliry in the
previous year. Short-term interest rates avatlable within the Community
had however to be gradually brought into line with the reductions made
during the year on the main capital markets, in particular that of the
Eurodollar. This meant that several times in the second half of the year

most of the Community's centr:al banks were forced to lower their discount
rates and their rates for advances on secr:rities. 'Nevertheless they were
careful not to allow bank liquidity to increase too sharply. In accordance

with this policy, the Bundesbzrnk on several occasions raised the trwel of
the banks' compulsory reserves in order to offset the effects which the
inflow of capital from abroac[ was having on liquidity.

In France the qu'antitative restrictions on credit which were
introduc€d in November 1968 were maintained until mid-1970; after
being eased in JuIy, they were to a very large extent removed at the end
of October. At the same time it was, however, decided to increase the
compulsory reserves and to calculate them on different bases. In Italy
the restrictive conditions for credit which were introduced mainly in
September 1969 were maintained during most of 1970, and the policy of
the Central Bank was to keep interest rates relatively high. Only in
Octobre 1970 did the provisions on compulsory reserves begin to be eased

in order to strengthen credit potential, in particular for the specialized

institutions on which small and medium-sized undertakings depend to a

large extent fot their financing.

In the Netherlands, the measures for limiting credit carried over
from the previous year were sttengthened on several occasions in 1970.
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Belgium likewise maintained its control over credit throughout the
year. The inflow of liquid funds from abroad was the main reason why
the authorized margins were not, however, entirely used up in the first
half of the year. Although it was decided in Septembet 1970 to extend
the restrictions, the margins were widened to be distinctly larger than
in 1969. Consumer credit, howwer, which had already been subject to
relatively stricter selective measures, was to remain at its September level
until the end of 1970.

95. In the field of public finance, the budgets fot L970 generally
contained growth rates for expenditure which were lower than in 1969.
According to provi,sional results fat 7970, however, these rates were
exceeded in most cases. Most of the Member States benefited from large
surpluses on revenue from taxes, with the result that the deficits to be
made up were not appreciably different from.the original forecasts.

The French and German administration, -".r"g.d to keep the State
budgets almost in balance. In the other Member States, with the exception
of Italy, the deficits could be financed almost entirely from non-monetary
sources, unlike the 1969 situation, when these sorrces played a major role.

In 1970 all the Member States took special steps to limit the
stimulus provided by public finance under the current budget or adopted
a more restrictive poliry for the l97L budget.

In Germany the legislative chambem approved in July a stabilnation
programme proposed by the Government which provides in particular for
the temporary suspension, until 3I January 1,971,, of diminishing balance
depreciation, a I07o counter-cyclical increase in income tax for the period
from 1 August 'J.970 to 30 June 1,971 and the postponement to a latet
date of certain tax relief measures which had abeady been planned for
some time. In Italy two decree laws, passed at the end of August and
at the end of October, introduced increases in direct and indirect taxation
in order to produce further {unds to put the sickness insurance scheme
back in a strong financial position and to improve the national health
system. Furthermote, under a law adopted at the end of October, a series

of tax relief measutes of a social nature will come into force at the
beginning of. l97l; they will be financed by increased conttibutions from
other classes of taxpayers. In September, the Dutch Government
recommended in its 1971 budget proposals that there should be a counter-
cydical increase of. 3Vo on incorne tax and corporation tax, and increases
in the special tax on cars and in the ercise duty on petrol. The draft
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Luxernbourg budget also contains heavier taxation measures: a countef-

cyclicat surcharge on company income, institution of a special excise duty
on liquid fuels, increase in the rates of value added tax'

During the year Belgium declined to make use of the contingency

appropriation provided fot in the extraordinary budget of. 197L. On the

oiher hand, France released some budgetary credits which had been ftoaen

in a counter-cyclical action fund.

96. Several member countries adopted new measures to promote savings.

The most notable rilere the passing in Germany of a third law on profit
sharing schemes for workers, which provides in particular for an increase

in savings bonuses; various measures adopted in France, containing tax

exempd;ns and state subsidies to encourage saving to buy a home; in
Belgium the raising of the tax-free ceiling on income paid into a savings

book; and in the Nethedands the introduction of a "save as you eatn"
scheme in several industries.

Finally, an important point to bear in mind is that in view of its
improved external position, France gradually eased during the year some

of the exchange restrictions vrhich were introduced in November 1968, in
particular those on foreign currency allowances for tourists.

Instruments lor cootrdinating sbort-terrn economic policies

97. In 1970 it was possible to strengthen the instruments {or coordinating

short-term economic policies as a result of various Council decisions, taken

on the basis of Commission proposals vrhich were made as part of the

programme proposed in its memorandum of 12 February 1969 on the

.ootdinutiott- of ..ot o-ic policies and monetary cooperation in the

Community.l

At its session of 17 February 1970 the council adopted a decision on

the appropriate procedure fot the consultations provided for in the Council

decision or rz J"ty 1969.2 This new decision fixes the procedural method

to be followed when there is not sufficient time for each of the Committees

having responsibilities in the matter to be consulted. It specifies that

I Tbird General Rebort. secs. 96 ct rcq.
r O.li i"" "" ttr"t""i.ai""tion of the Member States'short-term economic policies

No. 691227IF,EC, Joatnal oficiel No' L 183,25 July 1969'
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when a Member State or the Commission requests that consultation should
take place in the Council, this shall be preceded by a meeting of the
rcsponsible committee or committees except in an emergency. In addition,
the decision expressly provides that in these consultations the membets
of the committees shall act as representatives of Member States. Finally,
it settles the question of the appointment of the committee responsible
for undertaking an examination of the economic situation of a country
making use of the system of short-term monetary support. This examina-

tion shall be canied out by the Monetary Committee; if necessary, the other
committees (Short-term Economic Policy Committee and the Budget Policy
Committee) can be consulted later.

The prior consultations intoduced by the Council's decisions o{
17 July 1969 and 17 February 1970 have, indeed, taken place on numerous
occasions. Since mid-1969, eleven requests for prior consultations on

important measutes or decisions were submitted to the Short-tetm
Economic Policy Committee and the Budget Policy Committee in accotdance

with Article 1 of the Council decision of. 77 July L969.

98. Following the Council's approval on 17 July 1969 of the idea of
creating a system of short-term monetary support in the Community, the
Governors of the Cennal Banks of the Member States signed an agreement

establishing such a system on 9 February; the agreement came into force
on the same day.

99. At t}e end of 1970 the Council had still taken no action on the
proposal fot a decision which the Commission had submitted on
10 June 1970 and which concemed the establishment of machinery fot
medium-term financial supporl; the examination of this proposal has,

however, reached an advanced stage.

100. During the year further prcvisions were .dopt.d to improve the
material instruments of coordination. In the field of information, for
instance, the Council of Ministers agreed to the organization of a survey
among consumers, beginning for an experimental period in 1971; this

v'ill be complementary to the surveys of the Community's economic

situation n'hich are already underhken regularly. Fot its patt, the Com'

mission submitted to the Council a draft directive on the improvement of
statistics on the economic situation. \7ork also continued on drawing
up an overall econometric model for the Community describing in
quantitative tems the economic and financial relations between the

member countries.
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Budget policlt

101. The decision taken in The Hague by the Heads of State or Govern-
ment of the Member States to steer the process of European integration
tovr'ards the transformation of the Community into an economic and

monetary union has opened up a fresh aspect of budget policy. A concrete
sign of this new aspect is the fact that in future the periodical examinations
of the Member States' budgets must be coordinated with the dates of the
Council meeting attended by the Ministers of Economic Affairs and Finance
of the Community countries. This has made it necessary to recast the
Budget Policy C,ornmittee's work programme. Incidentally, the Committee
has made a suggestion for harmonizing the budgetary methods of the
Member States so that decisions in this field can be taken simultaneously.

102. On the basis of the Council decisions of t7 IvIy 1969 and

!6 January L970, and at the request of the members of the Budget Policy
Committee, several prior consultations on budgetary measures have taken
place. The first consultation was held at the beginning of the year; it
dealt with the German programme for stabilizing the business situation,
which vras made up essentially of budget-related measures. The second

consultation was concerned with measures likely to have an immediate
impact, which were taken by the Italian Government with a view to rapidly
restoring balanced economic development. The third and final consultation
took place in October; the subject was a series of meisures, essentially
fiscal in character, included by the Luxembourg authorities in the draft
budget for L97L At this meeting, the Dutch member of the Committee
outlined the measures for a stricter budget poliry proposed by the Dutch
authorities vrhen submitting their draft budget.

As they had akeady agrerd,l the mernbers of the Committee also held
regular discussions on the major problems of budget affairs; this enabled

them to cornment on measures already taken or planned in. their own
countries and to sketch a picture of budgetary rends.

103. The Committee also considered the part of the preliminary draft of
the Third Medium-term Economic Policy Progra.mme drawn up by the
Commission's department which deals with budget policy and fixes the
basic conditions for avoiding clashes between the economic developments
in the member countties. A few words should also be said herc about

' fUra Ctoool Report, sec, 712,
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the activities of the working party on public finance projections, which in
the autumn submitted to the Budget Policy Committee and the Medium-
term Economic Policy Committee an interim report on the public finance
projections of the Member States for the period from L970 to 1975.
The discussions showed the need for examining some problems in greater
detail and for pursuing the projection studies as a whole.

On the basis of a report dravn up by the deputy members, the
Committee studied in greater detail questions arising from the introduction
in public administrations of planning and programming of budget systems.
In view of the importance of this problem, the Committee decided to hold
a colloquium in the spring of '197L, for which certain preliminary srudies
arc akeady 1n progress.

On the basis of wotking docrrments drawn up by the Commission's
departments, the Committee continued the detailed study of how the
budget can be used as an instrument of short-term economic policy. In
this context the discussions mentioned in the Third General Reportl on a

short-term indicator to gauge the impact of public revenue and expenditure
on the economic situation were concluded.

At the periodical examination of the draft budgets of the Member
States in autumn L970, the method for calculating the pressure behind
domestic demand was employed for the first time. This enabled the
Committee to intensi{y an essential part of its regular vrork. In the
summer the Committee also examined the main lines of t[e budget policy
of the Member States for 1971.

In accordance with the Council decision of 21 April 1970,laying
down that the Commission shall each year draw up estimates of Community
expenditure for the three following financial years, the Committee examined
at the end of the year the estimates f.or 1971.-73, including the draft budget
of the Communities for 1971.

In the spring the lVorking Party for Comparison of the Budgets
of Member States submitted to the Medium-term Economic Policy
Committee its teport on financial aid to enterprises and its distribution
according to economic activities for the period fuom 1965 to 1968. The
lVorking Party also continued its comparison of budgets and began to
examine the problems arising from the application of the European system

of integrated economic accounts to the sector of public administration;
the first step taken was to define the limits of the State sector.

, fl;ra Ct*rol keport, sec. 112.
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Tbe Tltird Mediun-tern fuononic Policl Programme

104. The Medium-term Economic Policy Committee, which contains two
members of the Commission, drew up the preliminary draft of the Third
Programme, covering the period I97L-75. It submitted this dtaft to the
Commission, which adopted it without amendment and then submitted
it to the Council on 23 October 1970 with an introduction explaining
the reasons behind the proposals. This Third Programme is very di{ferent
from the first two.

As economic integration has advanced, the interaction of economic
policy decisions has become such that it is now clear that the cohesion of
the Community can be safeguarded only by a genuine coordination of
national economic policies on the basis of concrete steps to concert the
most important economic objectives. The Commission therefore proposed
in a memorandum to the Council on 15 December L969 that medium-term
guide figures should be laid down for'the period from I97I to
1975. After examining this memotandum, the Council requested on

26 January L970 that the draft of the Third Programme should contain
guide figures for the pedod l97L-75 and that it should set out the main
structural schemes which will have to be carried out to this end either
at national or at Communitv level.

Balanced econonic deuelopment in tbe seruice ol nan

L05. The central theme running through the Programme is the balanced

development of the Community. The increase in available resources

sbould allow the expanding pressure of needs, especially public ones, to
be met: it should {ulfil the desite to achieve full employment; it is a

condition for the social reforms demanded by large sectors of opinion; it
also stems from the need to contribute effectively to development tasks in
the Third World.

But the Community's economic policy cannot be limited to the joint
obiectives of growth and stability. Its purpose can be found in the
contribution it makes to better conditions of existence: it must be concerned

both with raising the standard of living and improving the quality of life;
it must also contribute to greater solidarity to the advantage of the less

favoured social classes.

Under the Third Programme, with the apprcach of economic and

monetary union, the general objectives of social development which are
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at present the ambition of national policies will gradually become those

of Community poliry. But even nqw it is important to pick out the
general objectives which are considered to be most pressing in all the
member countries:

(i) Better satisfaction of public needs;

(ii ) The intensification of the struggle against the harmful effects of
growth on the environmentl

(iii) Achievement of greatet equality in the clances offered to individuals
when starting out in life, thanks to improvements in the policy on
education and training;

(iv) Better distribution of incomes and propety;

(v) Adjustment of social protection to the requirements of the modern
world.

The Programme cannot, of course, set out all the means fot meeting
these ambitious but necessary objectives. Its basic task is to make their
attainment easier by sketching out guidelines for the economic policy of
the Community and of the member countries.

Mutually compatible guide figures lor ouerall econornic deuelopnents

L06. Owing to a lack of adequate economic cohesion between the Member
States, the potential advantages offered by the common market have not
so far been fully exploited. This is most evident in the sttiking disparity
between compleqion of the customs union and the limited advances made

in the common policies. Progress has been much more rapid in creating
interdependence between the member counffies than in aligning theit
behaviour, objectives and policies. Consequently they have all been faced

with inceasing difficulties in adjusting their own development to the rest
of the world.

If these difficulties are to be overcome there must be an initial
reconciling of national objectives. Compatibility of overall trends will
mean that better use can be made of the opportunities afforded by the

Community.

The adjustment needed to bring into line national economies

developing at different rates and from different starting levels are usually
obtained through the relative trend of domestic prices, through movements

of capital and labour and, in the case of fundamental imbalance, through
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changes of parity. But in the European Economic Community care must
be taken to see that these adjustments can be made without resorting to
protectionist measures or parity changes in intra-Community relations.

til7ith the gradual elimination of these methods the adjustment process

in the Community is beginning to follow a precise line. The member

countries must now look further than simply finding bettet ways for
adapting independently the expansion of domestic demand to increases

in employment and growth capacities. Each now has the task of har-

monizing the conditions governing its development with those of its
partners so as to lead the economies and above all prices within the

Community to develop along more convergent lines, and so to limit the

factors that can cause disturbance. For this requirement to be met, the

overall guidelines for economic policies must be reconciled in advance at

f,emmuni.ty lwel.

107. Thebasis for these guidelines will be the main indicators summarizing
the results of overall economic p"li.y. The guide figures chosen for these

indicators have been arrived at by confronting national ptojections at

Community level:

(i) External equilibrium (in terms of the balance on current account:
balance on transactions in goods and services and on factor incomes ) '
The guide figures which the member counties have adopted in
respect of the balance on external trade and payments are considered
to be predetermined quantities. They indicate the net amount of
the liabilities (transfers and capital movements ) which the individual
country will have to enter into with abroad and which it will have

to meet by drawing on its real resources.

(ii) Changes in the general price level (GNP deflator) ' The guide figures

for prices are the linchpin of any strategies that are to be mutually
consistent. For the period l97l-75, prices in the Community Ne
assumed to go up at an annual rate of 2.5 to 37o, or slightly slower

than the pu.. "i which prices are expected to rise.at international
level. In choosing this rate the Community therefore expresses its

determination to form an area o{ stability.

The guide figures fixed for the individual counries range around this
average rate, with divergencies from the Community average mainly
reflecting differences in the starting position.

(iii) Economic growth (in terms of the rate of growth of the gross national
product at constant prices). In 1970 the Community experienced
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vigorous expansion of economic activity that began in L967 and
appears to have reached its peak in 1969 and 1970. Growth is
likely to continue in the Community at an annual avenge of. 5
to 5.57o.

(iv) Degree of full employment (in terms of the unemployment rate).
It would be a mistake to think that the guide figures for foreign
tade, prices and growth imply an increase in unemployment. The
work of the Medium-term Economic Policy Committee and the Study
Group on Medium-term Economic Forecasts shows quite cleady that
on the contrary the steps necessary to tackle the unemployment
problem are, to judge from the present outlook, much sooner to be
found in structural action than in an increase of overall demand.
These employment indicators must by no means be considered as

objectives; they rather show the level of employment that would
reflect a satisfactory rhythm of activity. Owing to factors inherent
in the economic and the structural situation, the form and intensity
of unemployment problems vary from one country to another.

Conditions lor completion ol the Programne

108. In adopting the Programme the Community's institutions and the
Governments of the Member States also declared their intention to achieve
the guide figures in the fields of overall management of the economy and
structural adaptation. The Programme also contains recommendations on
conditions for effective coordination by improving and harmonizing
economic policy instruments and by working together in preparing
decisions.

It is clear that price developments will be the major obrtu.l. to th. ;

attainment of the target of compatibility. Although price stabiliry ip an
important objective in all the member counries, whether it is achieved
will depend on a number of factors.

Priority must go to ensuring the success of the scheme for the
management of overall demand and of policies to be followed in order to
solve certain structural problems, by encouraging the necessary changes.

Some countries will have to concentrate their medium-term priorities
directly on the policies which are most likely to clear the blockages
responsible for inflation and'unemployment and to closely coordinate thE-
possibilities of sructural action and the requirements of fundamental
balances.
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In structural poli.y, the Community's task must consist in facilitating
the establishment of a Iarge unified market by outline measures designed

to ptomote the free movement of goods, persons and capital, the right
of establishment, freedom to supply services and the adiustment of firms
to the wider market. Specific measures will also have to be taken to
dismantle certain structural obstacles and to put the spontaneous forces

of expansion at the service of the social objectives. These measures must
be designed to promote nevr operations in the framework of town and

country planning and regional development, and by an active employment

policy. L.ttb, there is a need to use the Community's financial action

rnore efficiently with a view to facilitating the adjustment of economic and

social structures.

Anothet factor governing the achievement of the objective of
compatibility will be the international situation which could stimulate
inflation. If trends towards price rises appeared on the international
scene, this might provoke the risk of inconsistency in the Community
unless it endeavoured to show its independence instead of adapting itself
to the changes voluntarily. If the Community wants to attain economic

and monetary union, it must ensure that its price trends conform with
the objectives it sets itself; then it could, if necessary, hold itself aloof
from international trends

The contents of the overall and structural policies which are to direct
development in coming years are still under discussion in all the member

countries. The approval of the Third Programme by the Member States

is a sign of their intention to take into account the guidelines which have

just been set out, by making whatever adjustments are necessary when

fixing their objectives and policies between now and the completion of
their final plans or programmes for 1971'-7 5.

It will be by no means: easy to follow mutually compatible overall
guidclines. Success will depend initially on the economic policies which
are adopted. Another important factor will be the definition of suitable

methods at institutional level; but in the main, success will depend on

the political will which will be all the stronger for having behind it the
'tnpport of public opinion and the participation in the proposed undertaking
of the various groups active in economic life.
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2. Regional policy

TIIE ORGANIZATION OF COMMT]NITY INSTRUMENTS

109. In our societies, which are rapidly changing under the influence of
technological, sociological and institutional developments, regional policy
is a very important facet of public economic and social policy. The
introduction of the customs union and the implementation of economic

and monetary union involve growing Community responsibility for regional
development.

It was in order to respond to these needs that the Commission,
on 15 October 1959, submitted a proposal to the Council for a decision,
based on Article 235 of. the EEC Tteaty, to furnish the Community with
the appropriate instruments.

During the year under review, this proposal has been the subject
of the consultations provided for by the Treaty, and the Council has begun
the discussions with a view to a decision on the introduction of a regional
policy at Community level.

An analysis of the Commissions proposal of L5 October 1969 is to
be found in the Third General Report.l

On 16 May 1970 the European Patliament gave the Opinion required
by Article 235. The Parliament expressed its concern at the continuing
regional disparities in the Community despite the measures taken by the
Member States and approved the Commission's initiative. This aims at

providing the Community with the instruments necessary to define urgent
regional policy measures, to grant intetest rate rebates or loan guarantees,

to associate the European Investment Bank more closely in the implemen-
tation of regional policy, to achieve greater coordination of measures taken
at national level and, finally, to improve information techniques where
regional policy is concerned.z

The Economic and Social Committee also gave a favourable Opinion
on the Commission's proposal.s The Commission, has, in addition,

I Third Gercral F.dpl't, secs.298 to 302.
, Jomal oficicl No. C 65, 5 lune 1970, p.22.
s Ibid. No. C 708,26 August 1970.
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obtained the views of the Medium-tem Economic Poliry Committee;
the latter stressed the need for increased coordination between the regional
policies being implemented in the Member States and the responsibility
which must be exercised at Community level with regard to certain regional
problems of common interest. Action at regional level was one of the
priority subjects dealt with in the Third Medium-term Economic Policy
Programme which the Commission recently submitted to the Council.

110. lJav'ng concluded its consultations, the Gouncil, on 25 October'l'970,
held a thorough discussion on the principles and procedures for
implementing Community action in the regional policy field. .

The Council con{irmed Community responsibility for ensuring

harmonization of economic development throughout the Six: Community
action in regional matters had become urgent at 

^ 
t:-rlrre when the customs

union, now completed, was exerting &er-increasing pressure on the

orientation of activities, and when economic and monetary union urgently
called for correction of the existing serious regional imbalances.

A large measure of agreement was reached on the main options put
forward. As a result:

(a) The Member States and the Commission will permanently consult

each other on objectives, methods, ptocedures and experience gained

in regional policy matters;

(b) This consultation will lead to the defining of coordinated objectives,

concertd action, and appropriate solutions to regional problems at

Community level, particularly in matters of the following kinds ( the
prioritits remain to be fixed):
(i) problems raised by regio,nal action programmes planned or

already in progress in the Member States,
(ii) the impact of the common policies on regional development,
(iii) problems which, because of their size, nature and urgency are

of common interest, especially in the peripheral regions o{ the

Community (cf. for example, the Protocol concerning Italy);

(c) A common attitude will be defined with regard to aid specifically

aimed at or affecting the regions:
(i) by intensifying the work undertaken under Articles 92 and 94,
(ii) vrithout prejudice to the above, by confronting and comparing

the different aid systems, so ZS to achieve harmonization whrth
shall take into account the intensity and urgency of t}re problems

of regional development;
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(d) Better use will be made of the Communiry's financial mechanisms
to solve regional problems; This involves:
(i) the European Investment Bank,
(ii)' the Guidance Section of the EAGGF,
(iii) the Social Fund,
(iv) the funds available under Articles 54 and 56 of the ECSC

Treaty.

The creation of nerv Community resources for financing regional .

development is to be studied.

It was felt that the Community's own action should be concentrated
on a limited number of priority regions, such as the large peripheral
regions, frontier regions and regions in decline, even if the geographical
arca of. the latter is limited. Generally speaking, priodty in Community
action should be given to regions whose problems are aggravated by the
common market or are, in fact, really common problems.

The setting up of a Standing Regional Development Committee was
recognized as necessary, but its institutional form remains to be de{ined.

In the light of the views thus expressed by the Council working
on the Commission's proposals, the Committee of Permanent Rq)resentatives
will, as early as possible, submit a report to the Council on the basis of
which it will be able to take decisions.

111. nfith this ,aim in view, the Commission, on 5 December 1970,
submitted to the Committee of Permanent Representatives a working
document on the possibilitieq offered by the existing financial resources
to further the solution of the problems of regional development.

This document shows that the existing resources are neither quan-
titatively nor qualitatively adequate to enable the Community to give
appropriate help in the implementation of the measures necessary to solve
regional problems.

These resources, whether provided by the EAGGF, the Social Fund,
or under Articles 54 and 56 of the Tteaty of Paris, may not be diverted
from their own specific objectives. They can make a contribution to
regional development when the action they finance in their relevant sectors
or fields is in line with the development requirements of all the socio-
economic sectors of the region in the setting of the Common Market. But,
with the exception of EIB resources the specific aims of the sectors or
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fields covered by these financing mechanisms necessarily mean that all the

requirements oi regional dev.lopment, which itself is a geographical

dimension of general economic development, cannot be included'

The resources which the EIB can at present mobilize are quantitatively

inadequate as a response to these same requirements.

112. Parullel with these developments of the Commission proposal, the

Third Medium-term Economic Policy Programme stresses the need to

plan regional policies on a community scale so as to be able to cope

iffectively wiih the problems of the coordinating of infrastructures,

sectoral iolicies, and competition between different aids. Apart from the

.orr..rt"iion and coordination of regional policies at national level, the

Community's balanced development requires that Community responsibility

be added io that of the Member States in dealing v'ith certain regional

problems of common interest.

Similarly, in its proposal to the Council on 29 October 1970 on

monetaf,y and economic union, the Commission emphasized the importance

of action in the structural and regional field in order to provide the bases

for overall control of the economy'

The report to the council and commission concerning the inffoduc-

tion by stages of economic and monetary union had itself stressed the

f.act that the achievement of overall economic balance may be endangeted

by structural differences and concluded that structural and regional policies

should include, over and above measures which concern national budgets,

compensatory financial measures at Community level'

Hence one can see progressively emerging all the factors which, in

the essential fields of economic and social life, will constitute the bases

for coordinated action by Member States and the Community each in their

own fields, to ensure harmonious development throughout the Community'

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT STUDIES

Studl of regional deuelopment in the Cortmanitlt

L13. The Commission has continued the study of changing regional

structures within the Community. Special attention has been paid to
changes in national product and incomes in the various regions and to the

problems posed by the lack of homogeneous data on the Community
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plane. In order to respond to the needs for promotion and supporr at
Community level, the aim of the studies has been to indicate the guidelines
and concrete objectives needed to define priorities. For example:

Discussions have begun with the Member States on a set of regional
accounts and indicators, and this should serve as a basis upon which
to prepare harmonized statistics permitting comparisons between
Community regions and counries;

A preliminary study has been made of the different types of regional
data banks already in operation in the Member States and of the
experience gained from them. Further coordination and harmoniza-
tion, particularly as regards the software used, seems to be necessary
if there is to be an exchange of. data and a rational use of the
systems at Community level.

Ceneral studies

114. Under the research programme to define the guidelines to be followed
in certain fields of partic-ular importance for regional policy, the consulta-
tions betvzeen national experts on the conclusions of the report on points
of entry and exit by sea have begun. It has been seen that these consul-
tations-like those on other general studies undertaken at the Commission's
initiative-would fit well within the compass of work which might be
carried out by the Standing Regional Development Committee which the
Commission has proposed should be set up.

In addition, the Commission has decided, as part of the policy for
refotming agricultural structures, to have a study carried out on relaxation
and health requirements as a factor in regional development: creating
jobs, putting agricultural land to new uses, etc.

Spuial studies

11J. These are undertaken at the request of Member Governments.
Besides those already in hand, the Commission decided upon two further
studies in 1970.

On the basis of the regional analysis of the Nantes-St. Nazaire
conurbation, and after the selection of new activities which might be
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introduced there to promote industrial development, the Institute com-

missioned to carry out the reseafch has submitted its field {indings on the

feasibility studies and on the setting up of an industrial maintenance

cofporation.

The institutes commissioned to carry out a survey of the development

of the Sfestmiinsterland/Grajschaft Bentheim/Twente/Oost-Gelderland
frontier region have completed the report analysing the situation, tends
and development problems. The work should be finished Ln 1971 with
the definition of a stfategy for improved coordination in developing this
part of Europe as a whole.

The study on the FriuliVenezia Giulia region, which aims not only

at contributing to the solution of the problems of this region, but also at

providing guidelines for the peripheral areas is almost finished'

Phase J of the study on the economic development of southern

Belgium has been put in hand; the aim is to hammer out concfete measures

for the creation of poles of growth.

The Commission has decided to take part in a study on the economic

development of northem Belgium and another on the development of
the Aquitaine region of France.

The Committee for t}re Lilge/Belgian Limburg/Dutch Limburg/
Aachen frontier region, set up at the end of 1969 to propose precise

coordination measutes calculated to promote the development of the

whole region, has survel'ed the firct fields included in its programme;

infrastructures and employment. Early in l97L it will submit to the

competent authorities its proposals on road, rail and inland waterway
transport infrastructures. The Committee has also continued its work on

the labour market forecasts for: 1980.

The institutes commissioned to carry out studies on promoting the

tourist industry in Calabria have drawn up projects for developing the

areas to be included. Their ttports were submitted to the ltalian Govern-
ment and the Commission at the end of December 1970. In some of the

areas chosen the Italian authorities have begun the promotion work on the

basis of the proposals made by the institutes.

116. Under Article 46(4) of the ECSC Treaty, the Commission has made

its contribution towards studies to faciitate the industrial conversion work
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undertaken by the French authorities ln the cenre-Midi coalmining
afeas:'1

(i) The organization of a new indusrial atea of 200 hectares in the
Sainte-Etienne (Loire) region;

(ii) The provision of new industrial activities to replace those of the
Cdvennes colliedes in the Albs (Gard) region;

(iii) surveys to create new jobs and technologically advanced services
in the Albi-Carmaux region (Tarn).

TIARMONIZATION OF NATIONAL AND COMMON POLICIES

Sector cbanges and regional problens

11-7. The community's main activities in this field during 1970 were as
follows:

on 19 october 1970 the commission submitted to the Council a
document on the community aid system in the Member states on behal{
of the coalmining industry. This system will replace that embodied in
Decision 3/65 of 17 February 1.9652, which expires on 31 December 1.970*.
Articles 2 and 3 of the new decision aim at creating a more direct link
between tj.e authorization granted for financial aid b; the Member states
and regional development prospects and programmes. The commission
must be able to exercice its right of. authornation with full cognizance of
the measures the Member Governments intend to take, especially in their
regional context. Accordingly, Article 2(r.5) of the Jecision obliges
Member States to take into account regional development forecasts wlien
supplying the Commission with data on financial intervention.

under the terms of Article 70 of the ECSC Treaty, the commission
has authorized the application until 31 December j.975 of. a certain number
of special rail tariffs for the transporr of ECSC products from the
C6vennes, Auvergne and Dauphin6 coalmining ur. 

".1

t S". 120 "f this Report.
2 Joarnal oficiel No. 3i, 25 Februarv t965. p. 4g0.3 See also sec.267 of this Reoort. 

-

4 ECSC Decision No. 70/30^l-(Jaurnal .oficiel .N9. L-I2!. 13 June 1970, p.2l) and,
ECSC Decision No. 70/403 (Jounar 1Tilcier No. L r}g, 25" Aug"rt i'liti, pl ill.
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Kelations betaeen regional policl and social policlt

11g. From the regional policy angle, the reformed Social Fund offers

Jstantial possibilities for conirib,tiing to the solution of regional develop-

ment problems, in particular where training and retraining of workers are

concemed.

CREATION OF NEl0( ACTIVITIES AND MEANS

OF REGIONAL DEVELOPMEI{T

kedeuelopnent

11g. Following endorsement by the council, the commission_formally

approved 15 sihemes for which loans totalling more than L5 million units

oi^r..*rr, had been fequested.rr The loans in question will facilitate

investments aggregating more than 220 million u.a. These schemes will

make it potsible to prouid. new jobs for some 11 680 workers'

Approval was given in principle to seven other schemes, for which

lou.r, totulling 2.8 million ,t.". hud been requested. These loans will help

investments totalling some 43 million u.a, The commission has asked

the Council to endorse the grant of the loans'

Government applications have been made to the commission for

24 schemes. The lo.ans involved will facilitate investments totalling close

on 27) million u.a.

120. In Germany the intensive industrial activity and the st-rains on the

labour market must oot be allowed ts lead to a slowing down of the

industrial diversification necessary to respond to the changes in progress in

the dif{erent sectors.

In France the plans for industrial redevelopment begun in 1967 as

part of the objectivJs fixed by- the French Government for the charbon-

o"g., de Fr"nce, were continued and extended during last year' In the

NJrd and Lorraine regions, where the number of redundancies in the next

few years will still bi very high, the task of creating new jobs has been

t p* 6""s 6g these schemes, the ligures given in the total includes only a first instal-
L."i 

"iZ.S 
million ,t.". of u totll fig.t"t" of 25.9 million u.a. decided upon by the

Commission on 17 Dccembcr 1969-and 20 April 1970'
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TABLE 6

Redevelopment schemes scheduled for
Community fnancial aid in 1970

Amount of loan

Location

Nortb Rhine-Ve$phalia

Dinslaken
Huckingen
Hagen
Homberg

Loper Saxonl

Salzgitter

Lorraine

Metz

Nord

Maubeuge
Bouchain
Douai
Carvin

Dltcb Linbarg

Spekholzerheide-Kerkrade
Spekholzerheide-Kerkrade
Maastricht
Maastricht
Heeden

u.a. ('00O)
(routrded

flgures)

Estlmated
number
of new

jobs

L 2t5

60

4 200

180
635
350

50

850
4 000

200
s00

20 875

FI

537
2 212
1 000

800
2 200

3 761 5 550

of,J

80
200
185
1N
50

148
611
276
221
600

17 500

DM

4 000

Ffr

22 200

Ffr

I 325
5 550
4 000
3 000

6 749

11 680
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made easier, with a tendenry for engineedng to predominate in the Nord,
and engineering and coalchemistry in Lorraine. In the Centre-Midi', where
tlere is a relatively large number of miners to be redeployed, the creation

of new jobs gradually speeded up over the course of the year. Amongst
the new activities which have been decided upon or which are to be

introduced, the electro'rrics industry is particularly important in the Cenre-
Midi region.

In Belgium the reduction in the number of mineworkers continues
in the Limburg, Hainaut and Libge regions. The Belgian Govemment's
work of industrial redevelopmetrt has been backed by the Commission,
especially by providing finance for the necessary infrastructures.l

The Commission has made a provisional assessment in a report of
industrial redwelopment in Dutch Limburg. This redevelopment has

followed very closely the guidelines on which the Community and the
Member Governments had agreed for o,perations of this nature. The report
has been submitted to the Council and is to appear as a publication.2
Similar assessments will be made for most of the Community's coalfields
and will also be published. A study decided upon in December 1970 by
the Commission will estimate the cost-benefit of the industrial redevelop
ment operations, particulady for the populations and w-orkers concerned,
using as its basis several of the assessments rEferred to above.

The Commission has received a study on Italy which it had com-

missioned from the ISVET l,Istituto per gli Studi, sullo Sviluppo ed iI
Progresso Tecnico) giving practical indications based on the expedence of
Community countries, on tlle setting up and administration of industrial
estates. This study, which is intended to provide information for the
organizers and promoters of regional development and for firms thinking
of setting up factories in new industrial estates, will also shortly appear in
print. It is a complement to the theoretical work already carried out on
tlie concept and design of industrial estates.B

EIB loans to regions in dfficalties or backward

L27. In 1970 the Commission endorsed 49 schemes, representing a total
investment of. 1787 million u.a. The number of schemes which the Bank

t Su-d Gr*ro! Rerort, secs, 348 and 349.I Collection ,,Iirudes", s6rie ,,Politique r6gionale", cahier No. 3, OfFce des publi-
cations officielles des Communaut€s europdennes.

3 Second General Report, sec, 365.
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submitted to the Commission during 1970 was up 1007o on the previous
year.

The second means of intervention available to the European Invest-
ment Banl(, the ptovision of guarantees, was used this year for the first
time, to enable thtee schemes to be canied out.l

The following schernes, by region, are tlose upon which the Com-
mission was asked to give its opinion (Table 7).

t F- f*th* details on the EIB's activities see Ch. IV, 2 of this Report.

TABLE 7

Country or region

Lidge

Total for Belgim

Saar
Hesse
Bavaria
Lower Saxony
North Rhine-\Testphalia
Baden
(Industriekreditbank total loan)

Total for tbe Fed.eral Rcpablh oJ
Germanl

Franche-Comt6r
Paris region
Alsace
Nord
Limousin
Upper Normandy
Provence/C6te d'Azur
Rh6ne-Alpes
Brittany
Lofue valley ar.ea

Total for France

Total investment Involved
(in million u.a.)

252.00

37.t8
30.20
8.30

34.40
140.48

17.70
10.00

27826

54.00
6.30

16.30
9.90
3.60

33.00
143.00
28.80
4.00
4.00

Number of rcheme8

252.00

71

2
1
2
t
1

2
2
2
1
2
1
1

302.90
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Total investment involved
(in million u.a.)

Satdinia
Apulia
Celabtie
Marehes
Lbruzziz
Latium
Sicily
Campanias
Liguriag
FriullVenezia-Giulia
Trentino-Alto Adiget
Southern Italy (excluding the islands)
Campania-Abtuzzi

Total for ltal1

Luxembourg

Total for Grand Duclry
oJ Laxcmbourg

Geldedand

Total for Nelherlandt

Overall total

I
6
7

2
2
2
7

3
7

7

7

1

1,

5.10
152.60
19.00
25.40
48.50
27.t0

5.00
776.20
163.00

6.40
278.00
30.40
13.00

23 943.70

7.70

49. schemes

7.70

1 787.22 million
units of account

I Including the grant of a gmrantee for an investment" of 42.30 million u.a.t Includitrg the grant of a guarantee for an amount of 43.20 million u.a.t Including the grant of a guarantee for an amount of 133 million u.a.. Including the grent of a guarantee for an amount of 1 63 million q .a .I Including the grent ofa guerantee for an amount of 278 million u.
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3. Social policy

General

122. A number of solid results accrued in 1970 from tlre Commission's

persevering work in the social field. They included the Council's agree-

ment in prinCiple to the revised regulation on social security for workers

and workerc' iamilies moving within the Community, its adoption of a

recommendation conceming the use of a European career brief, the first
of its kind, on the training of skilled machine-tool operators, and the adop-

tion by the Commission itself of a regulation on the right of workers to
remain in a Member State after having been employed there. In addition

to these important practical measures, Community social pohcy_was marked

by numerous moves and developments in line with the commission's

concentration in recent years on employment. Thus, the opinion put fof-
ward by the Commission on the future form of the Eutopean Social Fund,

which devotes a good deal of attention to security and growth of employ-

ment, afforded the basis on which the Council was able to agree on the

main lines to be followed in the remodelling of the Fund to increase its

effectiveness in the sectofs and regions where labour redeployment is

causing difficulties. Employment as such was also a prime concern of
the Commission's, which it took up both with the two qides of industry
and with the Council, organizing a Conference on Employment Problems

and setting up a Standing Committee on Employment to promote coopera-

tion in this regard as a means to ascertaining the scope for Community
action. To enable European social policy to assume its rightful proportions,

and to put fresh edge on it fot that pu{pose, t}re Commission stressed in
several tasic documents that the economic and the social are the two faces

of a single reality, thus operiing up a wide field for action, the particulat
possibilities of which will be worked out in more detail with those

concerned.

Meantime the Commission also, needless to say, did its utmost to
bring the two sides of industty into closer association with Community
policy, artanging more ftequent meetings and consulting them on a wider
range of matters. The establishment of the Advisory Committee on Social

Security for Migrant \Torkers and the Standing Committee on Employ-

ment is a further milestone in the Community's relations with management

and labour.
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Social aspects of tbe connon policies

lD. The Commission duly submitted to the Council its second reporrl
referred to in last year's General Report,l on the correlation between social
policy and the other Community policies, which gives an overall picture
of the Community's manifold economic activities with social implications,
and the work being done in regard to t}em. This included, in 1970, work
on possible ways of harmonizing collective-ba ryanlngprovisions concerning
agricultural working hours and wages, on the social aims of the common
fisheries policy, and, above ,ll; on, working conditions and terms of employ-
ment in the transport sector, in all three modes of mansport, road, rail and
inland watersray: for the latter a regulation is in preparation, while for
road haulage a dralt second regulation on the harmonization of various
social provisions has been drawn up and a regulation on the installation of
recording tachometers in road vehicles was adopted by the Council on
20 Jaly. The social aspocts were also given prominence in the Memoran-
dum o,n Industrial Poliry, more especially those connected with employ-
ment and with the adjustment of labour to structural change, and there
was a similar emphasis in regional policy and the different sectoral policies,
notably that for the textile industry. The social problems of the coal and
steel industries continued to receive attention under a vanety of heads,
noted at the apprcpriate points in the following pages. The policy correla-
tion report brings out, in addition, the social elernents in the short-term
economic policy pursued tn 1970, which sought ro errcourage mobiJity of
labour, active participation by the two sides of industry, and incentives to
wage-earners to engage in personal asset formation of one kind or another.
The general mdium-tem guidelines for economic policy in the Community
( 1971 to L975) are aimed at accentuating the convergence of the Member
States' economic and social policies, and the Third Medium-rerm Economic
Policy Prograrnme, in.which the theme of empl.oyment figures prominently,
lays down an overall strategy designed "to fulfil the eco,nomic, social and
political pnrposes of European unification and secure lasting betterment
of the welfare of the comrriunity's citizens".l In the matter of the arrange-
ments to be made in the statute of the European company for workers'
representation, special provisions were incorporated, altet consultation with
the two sides of industry, in the draft regulation submitted by the Com-
mission to the Council.

I Tbird Gr*rol Rebort, sec. 316.
2 Sec, 104 et nq above.
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Fuller particulars of activities undertaken in connection with the
different common and Community policies are given under the relevant
heads in the pages which follow.

ACTIVITIES IN CONNECTION \TITH EMPLOYMENT

124. The importance attached to matters of employment by the Govern-
ments, the Community authorities and the two sides of industry alike was
brought out at the Conference on Employment Prcblems held in Luxem-
bourg on 27-28 Apil,. The Commission played a prominent part, out-
lining what it is trying to do in order to acfieve a genuine European
gmployment policy, and furnishing a wealth of documentation, including
studies on methds of placement, the use of corrlputers and the forecasting

employment situation and bring the labour into balance quantita-
tively and qualitatively.

The Commission welcomed tlre s call for the establish-

of manpower trends, on developments in the
ber States, and on Community-lwel action to

ment of a Standing Committee on Employment
in the working-out of the organizational basis for
many proposals on such 1rcints as the
workers' repres€f,rtatives and its ovrn role
meetings.

each of the bodies concerned would have on it,
on 26 Novernber. This is undoubtedly a most
the advance towards economic and monetarv

markets of the Mem-
information on the

and took an active share

latter, putting forward
of the employers' and

the preparation of the

setded by the Council
move now that

with all its social

The new Committee's terms of reference. and the number of seats

implications, is putting the whole subject of employment in a new
perspec'tive. The various economic policies, overall, sectoral and regional,
cannot be pursued s€parately from the poliry on employment, whether
focused on tlre ffaditional concept of "full employment" or the more
modern one novr €rnerglng of "better employment." The great object
must be to make possible petsonal self-fulfilment at work, social betterment
and optimum economic efficiency, by ensuring really good vocational
guidance, ongoing training and o,rderly handling of the changes accompany-
ing technological progress. Only so will change come to be seen no longet
as a bane but as an opening towards bettet things both individually and
generally.

ttr7ith regard to employment statistics, the Council decided, on
26 November, that anotler of the C,ommunity's sample surveys on labour
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forces should be carried out. The findings of that conducted in 1968 were
published by the Statistical Office during the period under review, and

those of the 1969 survey will be forthcoming in the early part of L97I.

725. AIso with the growth of employment in mind, the Commission
prepared a number of reports and studies on different aspects of the
operation of the labour market, with indications, which the Council
endorsed, as to the measures 

"vhich 
should be taken, both at national and

at Community level, to ensure closer cooperation among the departments
concerned, in the mattet of placement, in-service uaining, training for
employment exchange officials, and so on. The use of new techniques for

,.. , the purpose, in particular, of enabling placement services to operate more
" effectively continued to engage the attention of the Commission, which

organized a further period of in-service training in Ftance on the use of
. computefs.

The Commission submitted to the Council its eleventh annual report
on manpower problems. This gave a fuller account than its predecessors

of sectoml and regional trends in the labour market, and also provided a

tabulated conspectus of the various measures taken and planned by the
Member States and at Community level in the employment field.

The Commission also laid before the Council a report on employment
forecasting, drawn up in connection with a programme for promoting and
preparing practical steps in this direction.

It will, in ad&tion, shortly be submitting a study on female employ-
ment and related problems in the Community countries, with practical
proposals concerning possibilities for the better integration of women into
the economy, especially of mothers wishing to take jobs outside the home.

ACTIVITIES IN CONNECTION TTITH VOCATiONAL GUIDANCE
AND TRAINING

L26. The second report on vocational guidance activities,l issr.red in 1969,
was discussed on 25 and 26 May 1970 by the Council, and practical
conclusions drawn which will enable the interchange of information
between the Member States to be stepped up. The third report has mean-
time been completed. A further short in-service course for officials of the
public departments concemed was held in Italy on 19-21 October.

!0ith regard to vocational training, the Council on 29 September, at
the Commission's proposal, sent the Member States a recommendation on

I Third General keport, sec. 378.
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the use o{ the European career brief on the training of skilled machine-tool

operators.l The Commission, after obtaining the opinion of the Advisory

Committee on Vocational Training, forwatded to the Council a draft
Council directive on the minimum level of training for drivers of goods and

passenger vehicles.l

On 26 November the Council made known its reactions to the

conclusions and suggestions submitted to it by the C,ommission in April
follo'udng the discussion in November L969 on adult taining.l It accepted

a number of practical conclusions concerning action to be taken at national
level at the instance of the Governments, and action on a Community basis.

To make for clearer knowledge of the position in the different mem-

ber countries, the Statistical Office began the compilation of Community
adult training statistics showing expenditure, facilities and staffing.

In cooperation with the Advisory Committee, the Commission went
ahead with its activities, concentrating primarily on four main matters, the

passage from general education to vocational training and the integration
of the lattet into an ongoing tuition process, the adaptation of training
arrangements to technical, economic and social trends, the harmonization

of tr"ining, and the promotion of modern teaching methods. Particular
aspects dealt with included the state of the law on training, a study on

.hi.h it nearing completion; t}re future of training generally; researches

into job and training 6ends, a field in which the Commission intends to
pfomote some measure of Community-level coordination; multiskills
training-pilot ventures in the Member States were described in a report
adopted by the Advisory Committee in November; the position with regard

to programmed instruction, also the subject of a report to the Advisory
Committee; teaching methods and syllabuses used, on which a report has

just been completed; and correspondence courses, on which the Advisory

Committee has held a preliminary discussion.

\X/ith regard to instructor training, the Commission continued the

work begun last year in cooperation with the Advanced Technical Training
Centre in Turin.l Two further seminars for training cadres were held,

one for those in charge of training in agriculture and rural occupations,

in October, and the other for their opposite numbers in industry, in Decem-

ber. A fourth seminar for African and Latin American executives on

enterprise training policy, arrangements and management was also organzed

in coopemtion with the Cenme in June-July' "Docum.'ntation p6dagogi
que", the bulletin on training, continued to appear quarterly.

L Tbird General Report, sec. 319.
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On the ECSC side, the third volume of the Commission-sponsored
training manual on ne'il/ processes in iron and steel production was
completed and is to apryear n l97l; work on the fourth and last volume
is well advanced.

In November, Commission and British Sieel Corporation representa-
tives met at a session of the Steel Committee of the Commission/U.K.
Council of Association, to compare note$ on basic and advanced training
and retraining for adult steelworkers.

127. On 31 July the C,ommission senr the six Governments a set of sug-
gesld amendments to the first joint programme for the o<change of young
workers in the C,ommunity, to keep the programme an effective means of
promoting youth er<changes; it had been asked ro do so by the Govern-
ments' repfesentatives at their seventh mecting on the implementation of
the prqgramme. From the launching of the programme on I January 1965
dovrn to 11 December 1969, orchanges totalled 73 482, the figure fot 1969
betng 4772,

T}IE SOCIAL FUND, READAPTATION AND REDEVELOPMENT

Tlte European Social Fund

128. Refunds by the European Social Fund in 1970 totalled just over
37 million units of account, broken down as shown in Table 8.

At the end of the financial year, setdement of the Member States'
accounts with the Social Fund involved tansfer of approximateb 11 million
u.a., of which 7.t million wenr ro Italy and 3.9 million to Germany.l

The total amount applied for in 1970 was about 46.2 mil7rcn u.a.,
Gerriany asking in all 19.5 million, Belgium 2 million, France 5.2 million,
Italy 77.9 million and the Netherlands L.6 million; no applications were
received frorn Luxembourg. OnIy 770 078 u.a. was applied for in respect
of resettlement projects.

The estimates submitted by the Member States of the amount of aid
they e:<pect to apply for during the financial yerrr l97l work out altogether
at 55 million u.a.

t Applt..rt"" of Articles 16 and 17 of the Financial Regulation on the methods
and procedure whereby the Member States' contributions are made available to the
Commission: Jomnal ofrciel No. 22,30 March 1961.
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TABLE 8

Aid ftom the Social Fund in 1970

tror retraining f,'or re8ettlemetrt

Number
OI

worken

Number
of

workers

Amount
(u.a.)

173 806

236 693

238 741

1 550

Amount
(u.a.)

Number
of

wotke!g

4L 4sl

7 775

8 326

tt4 569

167 036r

Germany (FR)

Belgium

France

Itdy

Luxembourg

Nethedands

Communiry

15 604 996

L 426 930

3 925 727

14 283 477

t 149 780

27 767

7 775

3 738

99 q6

901

133 587 650 791

r In this total some 20 000 workers flgue twice over, money h&ving been spent on them by two countrles
(resettlement) or two bodies (retrsining), both of which applied for refunds.

129. A breakthrough was achieved in the matter of the long-urged reform
of the European Social Fund: the Council, after taltng cognizance of the
opinion put forward by the Commissibn in accordance with Article 126 of.
the Treatyl and consulting the Parliamentz and the Economic and Social
Committe,s agreed on the principles of the reform on 27 Julya and adopted
the final instrument at its meedng on 26 November.

There is no nd to restate here the substance of the decision, which
has been given in detail elsewhere,a but one important point should be
mentioned. T'he two separate functions now assigned to the Fund, initially
at any rate, with sellafate implementing afrangements, represent a compro,
mise by the Council between the different schools of thought which
emerged in the discussions: on rhe one hand the Fund is to facilitate the

\"*r"l "frtlt{ 
No. C 131,13 October 1969, and Bathtin No. 8-69, Part One, Ch. III.2 lbid. No. C 2,8 lanuaty 1970.

8 lbid. No. C 26, 4 March 1970.
a Balletin No. 9/10-70, Part One, Ch. IIl.

L3 684

4 588

L5 163

l4

t5 778 802

1 426 930

4 t62 42L

t4 522 218

1 151 330

33 449 t37 041 701
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carrying-out of the Community policies, and in this connection will operate

on the basis of ad hoc council decisions adopted on proposal by the com-

mission as the need arises, while on tlre other hand it is to help overcome

current difficulties hindering the smooth development of the Community

and requiring to be tackled by a course of action over a considerable period,

and here *ill op.r"t. on the basis of pre-established principles. In the

initial period, to last not more than five yeafs, at Tast 50Vo of the money

in t}re Fund will be employed for purposes of the saond type, it being

understood that later on the major share is to go to proiects of the first
type.

One large question-mark remains, namely how much money the Fund

is to have. This point was not discussed by the Council of Ministers of
Labour: it will bq considered in due course in the debate on the general

budget of the Communities, of which the Social Fund budget is an integral
part.

It now remains to frame the implementing measures for putting the

Council's decision into effect. The Commission is at work on these, and

hopes in the near future, when it has consulted the Fund C,ommittee, to
submit to the Council a preliminary draft for a regulation laying down the

general rules of operation of the Fund; another draft reg-rlation on the
types of aid to which the Fund may contribute is also in preparation.

The Council has taken steps to ensure that there is no hiatus between

the operations of the present and of the future Fund. The statutes of the

Committee will also be reviewed in the light of the new functions and

responsibilities to be assigned to the reformed Fund.

130. As regards community aid for redundant ItaJtansulphur miners,l the

Comrnission made avulable to t}le Italian Government in 1970 a further
5L4 5tL u.a., bringing t}re total so provided to 2 L48 240 u.a., out of the

appropriation of. 4.2 million authorized by the council to go towards the

reorganization of this industry.

The reorganization process, begun some years back, is now, however,

encountering such difficulties that the Italian authorities are planning to
close the mines outright as and when alternative employment opportunities
are created.

' Third Gt*rol Report, sec' 325.
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Re-enplolnent and readaptation of workers

131. As 1970 proved a very good business year, there was a slovrdown in
the rate of redundancies in the coal and steel indusuies, but no appreciable
decrease in the flow of applications to the Commission f.or rcadaptation aid
and redevelopment loans. At most the trend may have affected the break-
down by countries or by types of area of the aid given under Article 56
of the ECSC Treaty.

Thus, readaptation operations approved were located to a gteater
extent than previously in areas where labour is being laid off by reason

of the longet-term outlook (France, Netherlands). As regards indusrial
redevelopment, the slackening-off in closures and, in particular, the general

tightness in the labour markets may in some places have adversely affected
the creation of new jobs, as for instance in Dutch Limburg, where the
manpower shortage took a sharp turn for the worse as large numbers of
workers took to cross-frontier commuting into Germany, and even into
Belgium. In some cases in Germany, though admittedly exceptional ones,
there were no redundant workers to reabsorb at all, with the result that
investment projects which had originally been supposed to qualify for aid
under Article 56 did not in the end teceive funds ftom ECSC after all.

Nevertheless, as is apparent from the overall figures for the readapta-
tion aid and industrial loans extended, the shift in pattern and stricter
selection have not really resulted in the Community's contributing any less

than in prwious years. On the contrary, thanks to ECSC aid and loans,
enterprises in difficulties have been able to continue shedding their surplus
labour and the redwelopment of their areas has also proceeded at a good
pace.

Re ada p t ation o per a t i on s

132. Readaptation operations in 1970 were, as in L969, on a particularly
large scale, a total amount of 25 21,7 008.05 u.a. being earmarked bet'ween
1 January and 3l December for assistance to 21 747 workers.

Table 9 shows the breakdown by countries and sectors of the
foteseeable number of workers qualifying for readaptation aid and

the amounts of money made available. Again, as in prwious years, the
bulk of the aid was to the coal industry; tle sums fumished and numbers
affected indicate that the colliery reorganization programmes are duly going
forward, though in some countries the production curve is showing signs
of flattening out.
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In Getmany the result of this stabilization of produaion has been

to reduce the number of workers rendered redundant by closures, at any

rate temporarily.

In France the 1968-75 rcorganization programme is going accotd-

ing to plan. The funds provided in 1970 telate to the period 1968-70,

duting which over 8000 workers teceived readaptation assistance; they
also take account of the new flat-rate aids agreed between the French
Government and the Commission at the end of. 1969.

In the Netherlands, over half the colliery labour force has left the
industry, and the Government has decided to discontinue coal production
altogether by 1975. Although, given the state of the labout market, it
would in fact have been possible to advance the date for genetal shutdown,
the closure and rundown plan went ahead as scheduled, so as to let the
oldest men with the smallest chances of re-employment reach pensionable

age and the temainder take up in due course the new jobs created ot to
be created.

The rising trend in readaptation operations in the steel industry
which set in in 1968 and became more noticeable in 1969 disappeated in
L970. The two approptiations made, one for Belgium and one for Italy,
were boostets for aids provided in 1968.

In the iron-ore indusry there were no applications in 1970 for aid
under Article 56; such funds as were appropriated were also intended to
step up assistance granted eatliet.

1.33. The agreements on teadaptation procedures undetwent no changes to
speak of in 1970. They were duly adapted to any alterations in labour
conditions in the countries concerned, and were simplified administtatively,
more especially in the case of Ftance and Belgium, where the management

of readaptation assistance is shortly to be computerized, as it already has

been in the Nethetlands.

Redeaeloprnent and re-ernployment

L34. By assisting 15 investment projects with redevelopment loans, the
Community helped in 1970 to create some 1L 680 jobs in vatious coal-

and steel-producing areas, about 3 500 of them to go on a priority basis
to former miners and steelwotkers by the terms of undenakings given by
the borrower enterprises to recruit these men. For a breakdown of the
amounts furnished, and the locations of the projects, sge Table 6 in the
chapter on regional policy.
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To ensute that the development loans operate to fullest effect from
the point of view of employment, including employment in areas where
there are for the moment more vacancies than applicants, the Commission
is continuing to stress the need for care and method in arranging tansfers
of labour. This aim is variously pursued by direct communication between
the old and the new enterprises, by close cooperation between employ.
ment exchanges, and even, in some counffies, by having advisory or
other bodies exercise surveillance over reabsorption processes.

The combined summary report on the survey which was conducted
on the reabsorption of rvorkers leaving the landl has now been completed,
and will appear early in L97I.

FREE MOVEMENT OF WORKERS

135. Aftet consulting the European Parliament and the Economic and
Social Committe,s the Commission adopted Regulation No. 1251/70 on
the right of workers to remain in a Member State after having been em-
ployed there.s This instrument, adopted under Article 48 of the EEC
Treaty, entitles the worker to stay on in the country where he is living
when he finally ceases to follovr an occupation and to rank as a gainfully-
employed person; the arrangement is that the residence permit he held
when in paid employment is automatically renewed. Relatives living with
him are also entitled to stay on, even after he himself has died.

In its 1970 report on free movement of lvork.r, and the state of
the labout markets in EEC, the Commission examines the inflows of non-
national workers, broken down by origin and occupation, and the applica-
tion in 1969 o{ the principle of priority employment of Community
nationals. Emphasis is laid in the conclusions on the need for coordina-
tion of Member States' policies on migration.

To enable the Community to compare notes on recruitment policies,
as urged by the Council in its findings of 13 March 1969, the Commission
submitted to the Council a preliminary study on the reasons for the rising
intake of non-Community labour at a time when workers are out of a job
within the Community.

A working party on conflict of laws, set up by the Advisory
Committee on Freedom of Movement for \Torkers and consisting of

I Third General Rebott. sec. 330.
2 lbid. sec.337.
s Joarnal oficiel No. L 742,30 Jurie 1970, p. 24.
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representatives of the Governments and the two sides of industty, met to
consider the rules the Commission is intending to propose to the Council
for determining which codes of labour law apply in the case of workers
moving from one country to another within the Community. It is also
planned to submit ptoposals for doing away with discrimination concerning
the holding of trade union office.

The Technical Committee went ahead with its workl for the har-
monization of statistics on foreign manpower and movements of foteign
workers. Its working party on the register of occupations toughed out
a draft set of standardized arrangements for the dissemination of particulars
with respect to vacancies and application for international cleatance sup-
plted by the vatious branches of industty.

HARMONIZATIOI,I OF SOCIAL SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS

Geaeral probhms concerning social securifit

136. The social security indicators (typical figutes and symptomatic
relative values in the social security field ) and the information memoranda
concetning occupational diseases on the European list, provided for in the
Commission's recommendation of 20 Jrly 1966,2 will shortly be
published. \07ork is continuing on the memoranda concerning diseases

on the list annexed to the European list.

Studies on relations between the medical profession and the social
security system, on consumption of pharmaceuticals under social security
arrangements, and on special social security schemes will be completed
during 197L.

Two new studies are about to be undertaken, the first on the cost
of hospital treatment under social security, and the second on ttends in
social security (convergent, divergent and general) since the inception of
the European'Economic Community)

737. Having completed the study on financial problems of social security
giving projections of social security revenues and expenditures in the Mem-
ber States for 1965-70, the Commission went on to tackle the next instal-
ment, giving ptojections for l97l-75.

' fnira Ct*rot Report, sec. 331,
2 townal oficiel N,>. 147, 9 August 1966.
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L38. A study was begun on medium-term social security programming and
forecasting in the Member States, of the kind employed in the French
and German "social budgets", and will serve as a basis, followin! the
Council's decision of 26 November 1970, for the phased preparation of
a "European social budget". This will set out for each Member State

the tevenue and expenditure figutes for the different headings of social
policy, in respect both of past years and of years immediately ahead;

the medium-tetm fotecasts given will be based on economic hypotheses,
namely population trends, wages, prices, national income and gross national
product.

The social accounts, which the Council has decided are to be used
in working out the European social budget, have been reissued in a

detailed breakdown. It has been decided that they are to be updated
more promptly and also extend to cover expenditute on accommodation
and adult vocational ttaining; in addition they are in future to include
a capital transactions account.

139. As in previous years,l the financial aid furnished by Member $tates
in 1970 to help meet the claims on the social security schemes in the
coalmining industry were scrutinized f.or conformity with Article 2(2) of.

High Authority Decision No. 3/65. The steady shrinkage in the number
o{ actively employed minets is resulting in a substantial rise in the ratio
of pensionets to workers, and this is one reason why Govemments are
having to pay out larger and larger sums each year to reduce the burden
of social security contributions. The increase for the Community as a
whole was 9Vo h 1969 and 8.I07o in 1970.

At the request of the Joint Committee on Harmortizaion of Terms
of Employment (Coal), tlre two statements adopted by it at its meeting
on 9 July 19691 were forwarded by the Commission to the Governmerrts
of the Member States, most of which have since resporrded by giving
particulars of the current position and oudook in the matters concerned.

Social secaritl for nigrant aorkers

L40. On 25 May the C,ouncil of Ministem for Social Affairs adopted a

revised regulation on social security arrangements for paid workers and
their families moving from one Community country to another, which will

' fnira Ctr*ol Report, sec, 333.
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supersede the present Regulation No. 3. The main points of the new text
have been analysed in the Bulletin of the European Communities.l It
should be noted that a tiyartite government-union-employer advisory com-

mittee is to be set up. These arrangements will come into force in the
sevent-h month from the issue of the implementing regulation. At the time
of going to press the regulation on the annexes to the new instrument was

still before t}e Council.

L41. The Coun of Justice in 1970 delivered four judgments on the inter-
pretation of provisions concetning social security fot migrant workers.z
The Administrative Committee on Social Security for Migrant l7orkers
concerned itself mainly with the amendments to the draft of the revised
implementing rcgulations which were necessitated by the substantial
changes the Council had made to the revised basic regulation itsel{ as

originally proposed by the Commission. The Committee's audit board
continued its investigations into tlre causes of the increase in sickness

insurance costs in tjre different Member States, the effect of which comes

out at C.ornmunity level wherever benefits are forthcoming from the social

security institutions in one Member State for the account of their opposite
numbets in others. The board is also continuing its study of possible ways

of improving the clearing and payment of migrant workers' pensions.

Beneficiaries under the Community social security regulations in 1968

totalled approximately 2 150 000 (paid workers in all sectors, pensioners

and survivors, I>ersons admitted to medical and health care, including holi-
days, children entitling to family allowances, etc. ). Transfers of funds
between Member States in consequence of these regulations amounted to
some 150 million units of account.

lT/ages and terms of enplolnent

142. As concerns vdgs, the Commission submitted to the Council its fifth
progress report on equal pay fot equal work in the Community (Article 119

of the EEC Treaty). This report for the/irst time incorporated the

results of a Community survey on the structure and breakdown of wages.

The Commission also submitted its own conclusions from the study on

wage drift and the study on incomes and assets in the six counmies, putting

I Bslletin No. 1-70, Part One, Ch. IV.
' Cases 68-69, 3-70, 32-70 and 35-70.
3 Regulation'No. 4, containing implementing provisions on administration and

finallce.
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forward practical pro,posals {or obtaining a fuller statistical picture of levels
and trends in contractual and actual wage rates, in incomes not classd as

wages, and in savings, and asset {ormation iL any, by private households.

The Statistical Office of the Communities publishd the regular twice-
yearly figures on hourly wages and the working week in industry (for
October 1969 and April 1970),1 tJre full results of the October 1966 sut-
vey on the structure and brealdown of industrial weger,,z and the results
of the first (1967 ) Community survey on labour coots in the foad haulage
sector.s Progress was also made in the matter of. yarly updating of the
results of the three-yeady surveys on labour costs.

The report on experience gained in the pilot assernbly and evaluation
of collective-bargaining agreements in two industriesa was favourably
received by representatives of the competent authorities in the member
countries and experts from the employers' and workers' organizations. To
make for better knowledge of developments in the social field, the Com-
mission has prepared, on the basis of this rq>ort, proposals for the
systernatic evaluation of all collective-bargaining agreem€nts in the Com-
munity.

143. In connection with the comparative studies on labour law, a study
on the prevention and settlement of group labour disputes was completed,
and will be issued in 1971.

Two other stu&es made under Articles 117 and 118 of the Treaty,
the one on trends in social welfare law in the Community countries and
the other on provisions for the bene{it of workers in the event'of dismissal
(individual and collective), were laid More the Council, together with
the Commission's conclusions.

Harmonized tables showing the worlcing day and working week,
annual holidays and paid off-days in 10 selected EEC industries and the
two ECSC industries were drawn up for the first time. Two surveys were
begun on particular matters, working hours in continuously-operating ser-
vices and ceftain technical aspects of working hours (exemptions, time off
in lieu, time on). Anot-her survey, on Sunday work in the glass industry,
was completed.

' Stotirt;q*, ,oaalcr, Nos. 2 and 517970,
2 lbid., special series Nos. 1-8.
8 thl., No. 111970.t Third General Report, sec.338.
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144. The Joint Advisory Committee on Social Problems of Paid Agri-
cultural \Torkers was consulted by the Commission concerning the social
aspects of the &aft directives on the reform of agriculture. The Committee
was insistent that favourable conditions should be created for tJre reabsorp-
tion of workers having to leave the land, and also urged that conditions
both on and off the job in agriculture be harmonized by means of collective-
baryurung agreements or European recommendations to be negotiated
between the appropriate employers' and workers' organizations; it is cur-
rently considering the main points for such negotiation. At the same time,
the Committee is continuing its work, in close cooperation with Commis-
sion officials, on the prevention of occupational accidents and diseases'. In
the opinion which it rendered, it pressed for a dialogue between the
employers and workers, the Commission and the Governments.

On 30 June the Commission set up the Joint Advisory Committee
on Social Problems in the Sea-fishing Industry, which it then asked for an
opinion as to the ways to achieve the social aims of the common fisheries
policy and the priorities to be adopted.

!7ith regard to road ha,aIage, it should be recalled that Council
Regulation No.643/69 of 25 March 1969, on the harmonization of certain
social provisions in this sector, has since 1 October 1970 applied to all
haulage, both cross-frontier and internal. In implementation of the regula-
tion, the Council on 20 July adopted, on proposal by the Commission,
Regulation (EEC) 1463/70 requiring the fitting of all vehicles with
recording tachometers between 1 January 1975 and I January 1978. The
Commission also went ahead with the preparation of a draft regulation to
harmonize other social provisions (2nd regulation), and in this connection
in the course of the year obtained the opinion of the Joint Advisory Com-
mittee on Social Problems in Road Haulage.

The Commission continued its work on the preparation of a draft
regulation to hatmonize certain social provisions in tlre inland water
transport s€ctor; the Joint Advisory Committee on Social Problems in
Inland \Vater Transport rendered its opinion, covering both caniage of the
traditional type and semi-continuous and continuous cariage. Preparations
went fonvard for tlre establishment of a Joint Advisory Committee on
Social Ptoblems in Rail Transport.

The Joint Committee on Harmoniz^tion of Terms of Employment
(Coal) adopted two reports, one on statutory and contractual readaptation
and re-employment arangements for miners in the Community countries
(position at Jl March L969) and the other on occupational retraining of
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workers leaving the coal indusry (position at 3L December 1968); both
will probably be published during 1971. The Joint Committee on Har-
monization of Terms of Employment (Steel) issued two studies relating
to the social repercussions of structural and business dwelopments in the
steel industry, the first a combined summary report on the turnover of
manpower in the industry, and the second an account of action taken in
the member countries to coDe with the adverse social effects of the
structural trend.

The two coresponding committees on the terms of employment of
non-manual workers in the coal and steel sectors continued their examina-
tion of questions in connection with the grading of these men; the commit-
tee on the steel side also discussed the enterpriseJwel representation of
non-manual employees, and that on tlre coal side the position in regard to
working hours.

Industrial relations

145. The Commissio,n took stq>s to broaden and intensify its contacts with
all ffade unions, employers' federations and trade associations, at both
occupation and sector level.

A series of meetings were held to obtain the views of these bodies'
representatives on specific subjects such as industrial policy and the &aft
statute of the European company. In advance of the meetings, the whole
range o{ the Commission's activities and efforts was discussed in detail
on L2 February with the executives of the European Confederation of
Free Trade Unions and the World Confederation of Labour, European
branch.

At occupaqion level, closer contact was established with the Union
of Master-Craftsmen of the EEC (UACEE) and the European Trade Union
Committee of Teachers. Meetings were arranged to go carefully into the
specific social problems of these organizations and ascertain their views
on certain aspects of the Commission's policy and efforts in the social

field. The third meeting of the EECllnternational Confederation of
Executive Staffs contact group set up in March 19691 was devoted to
consideration of the Memorandum on Indusrial Policy.

, Tbird General Report, sec. 343,
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At sector level, contact was made with the European builders' and

building workers' associations with a view to organizing a one-day seminar

on the specific problerns of the building trade.

HOUSING

146. A reapitulation of assistance given over the years down to
11 December 1970 to the building of houses fot workers in the ECSC

industries shows that in all 113 029 dwellings had been part-financed by
that date under the two experimental schemes and the six major loan-aided
schemes, 607o of. them for renting and 4A%6 for owner-occupation.
Dwellings completed totalled 106 546.r

147. The whole of the 20 million u.a. made available for Scheme VI
(1966-68) has now been allocated. In France, Germany, Luxembourg
and the Netherlands the Scheme VI funds had been fully committed
since 1968 and have since been entirely used up; decisions were taken in
1970 by the Commission on those for Belgium and Italy.

The Com.mission has decided to ptovide a loan of Lit' 1 600 million
at L%o for 25 years towards the building in Italy of some 700 dwellings
for Finsider steelworkers; the Gestione Case per Lavoratori (Gescal) is

also contributing an interest-free loan of Lit. 1 500 million, and the Finsider
group itself a 4Vo loan of Lit. 1 461 million. The project rvill at the same

time be an application of design studies carried out by Gescal to promote
the use of steel in residential building.

In partial reallotment of 'the Scheme V appropriation for.Belgium,
the Commission granted to the Socidti nationale du logement, Brussels,

against a Belgian State guarantee, a l2-year loan at 4.757o of Bfr. 65 million
(made up paftly from its own resources and partly from borrowings),
which the Socidtd nationale is to match with an equal contribution of its
own. The money is to finance the first 200 ot so of a total4)6 dwellings
to be built in Belgian Limburg for miners of the Campine collieries, with
priority for migrant workers.

148. Following the Commission's decision of. 22 October 1969 to launch

a seventh scheme, with a first tranche of 10 million u'a' to come from

r See Tables 10 and 11, and Graph on p. 120.
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TABLE IO

Operational position of Experimental Schemes I and II' Lnd loan-aided Schemes I-Vl
(at 31 December 1970)

Germany (FR)

Belgium

France

Italy

Luxembourg

Nethedands

Community

Germany (FR)

Belgium

France

Italy

Luxembourg

Nethedands

Community

77 959

6 703

L8 482

5 448

823

3 595

74 142

5 636

17 974

4 607

784

3 403

TABLE 1I

Financial poeition of Experimental Schemes I and II- and loan-aidid Schemes I-VI
(at 31 December 1969)

113 010

Commisslon
advences

Additional
funds

mobilized
at

CommisBion
instigation

Total
cost of

dwellingg
built

Totel
amount

advanced

t70.65

26.30

30.59

21.60

4.48

13.31

X'unds
from
other

sources
(houBing

essociations,
etc.)

676.04

26.63

125.45

27.54

6.22

t2.90

'000 000 u.a.)

846.69

52.93

1s6.04

49.14

10.70

26.n

from owtr
tegourceE

48.20

4.4r

25.53

9.10

2.15

5.20

13.24 | 109.21

19.s9 | 2.30

I s.oe

8.04 | 4.46

1.70 I O.6e

2.t4 | s.97

44.77 | 127.63 1266.93 874.78,
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the special reserve of the L97I-72 budgets,l it has received, from Govern-
ments and from within the ECSC industries, applications for loans in
respect o{ some 23 700 dwellings, representing appropriations of over
4l million u.a. from the special reserve. Most of the building concerned
is in connection with the installation or expansion of steelmaking capacity
in coastal areas. Early in 1971 meetings are to be held in the member
countries to obtain the views of the authorities, the industries and the
unions on the projects to be given priority; the Commission will then
allocate this first 10 million u.a. in accordance with availabilities.

The Scheme VII decision also provides for a new experimental
scheme to help in tackling an urgent housing problem for ECSC workers
and offer a contribution to knowledge in the housing field generally. On
30 June 1970 the Commission decided that the experimental scheme
should deal with modernization of existing dwellings, and adopted general
directives to be followed in conducting it. The object of the scheme is
to devise new, indusuial-type processes calculated to improve productivity,
shorten the time taken to carry out modernization operations, save skilled
labour and reduce costs.

A good deal of ECSC workers' housing is pre-1939; a survey
conducted in 1959 showed that one-half of the men concerned and their
families were occupying accommodation with no inside lavatory, no bath-
room and no central heating. But modernization also poses a general
problem of housing policy, To improve the state of affairs in this respect
it v/ill be necessary to modernize at a rate of something like 750 000
dwellings a year over a considerable period. Now the financial, technical,
social and operational aspects of modernization are quite different from
those of building from scratch, and have for the most part not yet been
systematically studied. By using prefabricated components, planning
carefully and economizing in highly skilled labour, it could be that
modernization could be made a more economic process. The new
experimental scheme is an effon to see how this can be done.

SOCIAL SERVICES AND FAMILY QUESTIONS

L49. The Commission issued its second report on action taken to implement
its recommendation on accommodation {or workers and their families

' fbird Groool Report, sec, 347.
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moving from one Community country to another,l and its third on action
to implement its recommendation on the social services' work for these
people.z In addition, the Governments were asked to send their replies
for the reports covering L969 and 1,970.

The tripartite working party on welfare and accommodation of
migrant wolkers and their familiess set up by the Advisory Committee on
Freedom of Movement for'lTorkers held its first meeting, and agreed on
its working rirethods and priority subjects, the latter to include information,
family regrouping, housing, and schooling of migrant workers' children.

The Commission contributed assistance to the European seminat for
young migrant workers held in Diisseldorf by the European Confederation
of Free Trade Unions in the Community, 'which culminated in a resolution
making mrmerous points and proposals. It also organized in Belgium, in
cooperation with the Libge, Chaderoi, Mons and Namur immigration and
reception services for the respective provinces, a gtoup in-servic6 ffaining
course for welfare workers and leading local officials from some of the
parts of Italy and Belgium between which contact is being formed as a
result of {ree movement of workers, the aim being to study the social

aspects of the process in the light of regional considerations.

The Commission convened a meeting of representatives of the
Ministries responsible for family questions to discuss tecent measures taken
in Member States for the benefit of families, and more particularb to
consider what has been done and what still needs to be done in the matter
of welfare facilities and services (crbches, kindergartens, etc.) to help
mothers who have to go out to work. The studies in hand on social
problems of the elderly and on low-cost holidays for those of modest
means ("social tourism") are approaching completion.

COMMON HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY

150. The Commission &ew up proposals with regard to the medical,
occupational and social reabsorption of handicapped persons, ptoviding for
a Community plan of operations and indicating the fields in which a start
could be made forthwith, 'at the same time it set forth its views on
rehabilitation of the handicapped (coordination, research and develop-

1*r*npArtNo. 137, 27 July 1965.
2. Ibid. No.75, 16 August 1962.
8 Tbird General Report, sec. 350.
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ment). The Community is thus offered a first general objective in the

matter of health, based on a practical conflation of the aims of the three

Treaties,l in accordance with the Council's wish, expressed at its meeting

on 1J March 1969,that the Commission should work out aplan of action

in this connection.

Indastrial health and medicine

151. On the social research side, the second progtamme of physio-

pathological and clinical studies on respiratory disease closed with a

symposium at Wiesbaden on 2-4 June. On 1l October the Commission

decided to make available a sum of 2.5 million units of account for a

third programme,2 on correlations between chronic tespiratory disease

and air pollution, and rehabilitation of sufferers from respiratory trouble.

\flork is also proceeding on the standardization of methods of diagnosis.

300 sets of X-rays illustrating the ILO international pneumoconioses

classification were sent out in the Community to help harmonize the

assessment of these diseases.

152. 'With regard to industrial accidents, the second programme on

traumatology and rehabilitation was completed; the results are to be

disseminated, and the Commission is now preparing a third programme.

A survey was conducted in all Community steel enterprises to assemble

detailed statistical data on the location and natute of injuries incurred at

work. A second programme on human factors in safety (ergonomics) is

in its final stage: the particulars obtained, in particular those concerning

environmental conditions on the job, are being evaluated with a special

eye to the work of the Mines Safety and Health Commission and the Steel

Industry Safety Commission, and other preventive activities.

[ndastrial safefit

153. Work conrinued on the drawing-up of agricultural safety rules.s

In cooperation with experts from the Member States, safety rules for the

use of farm tractofs and motorized equipment have now been finalized

and are to be submitted to the Council to promote the introduction of

I Second General RePort, sec. 430.
2 lbid., sec. 432.
3 Third General RePort, sec. 354.
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measures on these lines in the Member States. Corresponding rules ate
being drafted for the use of other kinds of farm machinery.

The Commission gave its support to the prize contest organized by
the Italian national institute for the prevention of aicidents, ENPI, for
safety devices on agricultural machinery; the board of judges this year

included representatives of all the Member States, and the competition
was open to industry in all six counffies.

The programme of f.actory inspectorate traineeships instituted in
1965 was continued in 1970 in a new form,l some J0 officials each being
given the chance to study in two Member States other than their own
safety problems in connection either with metal scaffolding, or with
dangerous substances and preparations, or with dangerous agricultural
machinery. The object of the raineeships is to give the national experts
who sit on the Commission's technical working parties a broader and fuller
picture of the situation.

A number of the working parties concerned with the implementation
of the Commission's general programme for the elimination of technical
obstacles to trade devoted attention to the needs of industrial safety.

Special safetl and bealth problems in tbe ECSC industries

Steel lndustry Salety Cornmission

154. A symposium on the general theme of accident prevention was

organized by the Commission on 2l-23 October, the topics considered

being those coming within the terms of reference of the Steel Industry
Safety Commission. The occasion was attended by over 500 persons having
to do with such matters in their work, from 17 countries. Much of the
three days was devoted to accident prevention arrangements, safety

training, workets, cooperation and cooperation among enterprises on
safety.z A new panel of experts was set up to study safety in the use

of explosives in blast-furnace operation. The Safety Commission adopted
in their final form papers on shutoff and control devices of oxygen ser-

vices, oxygen pipe connections, selection and training of travelling-crane
drivers, isolation and degassing of gas pipes, the oxygen supply point and

TsuoodGrooolReport,sec.43T.
2 Cf. the Commisiion's recommendatiot of 2O July 7962 to Member States con-

cetning industrial medicine in enterprises (Journal o1ficiel,3t August 1962)'
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oxygen lance for blast-furnace tapping, pig-iron solidification processes, and

oxygen filters. The Safety Commission's first report on its activities was

submitted to the European Parliament at the end of 1970.

The annual survey of accident rates in the steel industry was

accompanied in 1970 by a survey of the location and nature of the
injuries involved.

Industrial .bealth

155. On 18 December the Commission approved the comrnitment of a

total of 888 005 u.a. for eight research projects, the money to come from
the appropriation of six million u.a. made in L964 for the second
programme on dust conffol in mines. The projects, some of which ate to
take two and some three years, will be carried out at four specialized coal

research establishments. Research gtants since the programme was begun
amount in all to 5 590 352 u.a.

To enable research to continue on the same lines after the second
programme ends, the Commission during 1970 had a third programme
prepared, on health in mines, it being essential that progress in this
respect should keep pace with progress in production methods.

Intemational er<changes of experience gained in research on
epidemiology, dust measurement, seam infusion and dust conuol in the
use of winning and tunnelling machines were atranged by the Commission'

156. On 7 October the Commission apptoved the commitment of
428002.73 u.a. for 1J research projects under the second programme on
air pollution conmol in the steel industry, the total appropriation for
vrhich is four million u.a. The projects will be mounted by nine steel

research centres and research bodies.

A project on dedusting in the charging of preheated coal into coke

ovens v/as adopted by the Commission on 11 December, with a gtant of
63 015.50 u.a. Two projects are thus now in hand on the improvement
of atmospheric conditions at coking-plants: the other, begun last year,

relates to coke discharging and quenching operations.

157. \Yith regard to mine safety, the two programmes on rescue of
trapped miners by large-diameter boreholes and on trigger baniers ate

well advanced and yielding practical results. Three meetings of
coordinating committees of experts were held in 1970.
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Mines Salety and Health Cornrnission

1J8. The Commission of the Communities in l97O reappointed M. Copp6,
Membet of the Commission, to be chairman of the Mines Safety and Health
Commission, in succession to M. Levi-Sandri, who had held the post from
7 December 1967.

On 26 June the MSHC approved its 1969 annual reportl, the
contents of which included an itemized record as at 1 January 1970 of the
action taken by Governments in response to its proposals. The repon
was forwatded to the Member States and laid before the European Padia-
ment. The MSHC also took note of desiderata put forward by the
Patliament, and considered the possibility of setting up additional wotking
parties to deal with them. In addition, it studied the circumstances and
causes of a firedamp explosion which occurred on 4 February at

FouquiEres-lez-Lens in France, with the loss of 16 lives, and continued its
deliberations on other, earlier group accidents.

The MSHC adopted two recommendations and a statement of views
on dust control equipment in underground workings, the specialized

services in charge of this, and the design of winning and drivage machinery
so as to teduce dust production; it also adopted a recommendation on the
characteristics and protection of electric cables powering mobile machines,

and fotmulated a number of opinions, on the use of polyurethane foam
in underground workings, on the results of tesearch to improve physio-
logical conditions in breathing apparatus, and on a new way of. building
plaster stoppings by hydromechanical means.

The working pafty on combined accident statistics finished its
studies in preparation for extension of the coverage to include minor
accidents, location of injuries and place of occurence.

The programme of Community safety campaigns is nearing com-
pletion.

Heahh and safel (Euraton)

159. In the field of radiation protection, the Commission went ahead with
its activities on rulemaking and technical harmoni/ation, and extended the
scope of its research and study programme.

t Seyenth Rcport of thc Minet Safety and Healtb Commisdon,
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As concerns the rulemaking side, a number of further ptovisions were

instituted in France, Italy and the Netherlands, supplementing the radiation
protection arrangements established in the Member States in implementa-

tion of the Euratom Basic Standards adopted by the Council of Ministers
in 1959 and revised in 1962 and 1966. A draft decree was communicated

to the Council by the Italian Government in accordance with Atticle 33

of the Euratom Treaty, and an opinion was given on it by the Commission.

The Commission is most anxious to complete the vrork on the

proposal for the general tevision of the Basic Standards. The present

safety level in radiation protection can be held up as a model to other
industries, and must certainly be maintained; for this reason the revision
procedure has been undertaken with circumspection, with the object of
improving the practical arrangements for radiation protection while leaving

the fundamentals of the present Basic Standards intact.

As part of its regular cooperation with tadiation protection

specialists in the Member States, the Commission on 10 and 11 June held
a restricted seminar in Rome on matters relating to the demarcation of the

controlled area in medical and university facilities, in tesearch labotatories,

and in industry around sources used in industrial gamma-radiography.

The Commission-sponsored technical harmonization programme on

dosimetry being carried out by specialized laboratories in the member

countries led to appreciable improvements in the accuracy of dosimetric
measurements. Meantime the Commission also continued wfih its research

programme on personal dosimetry, and studied a number of new processes.

Special studies were conducted on the advantages and disadvantages of
the checks by the authorities on radioactive substances not subject to prior
notification and authorization, and on problems with regatd to the effective

application of the Basic Standards to the transport of radioactive substances.

Documentation activities included the publication, in addition to the

regular bibliographical bulletin on radiation protection, of the medical atJ:as

of radionuclides used in medicine, biology, industry and agriculture, the

findings of the comparative study on the ptocedures fot ptiot notification
and authorization of radioactive substances instituted by municipal legisla-

tion in implementation of the Basic Standards, and the proceedings of the

seminar on external and internal medical decontamination.

Following the symposium held at the end of 1969 on information and

paining for radiation plotection wofkers, steps were taken with a view

to inventorizing and centralizing teaching material available in the Member

States and information and training progfammes for nuclear workers, to
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enable this to be turned to better account for the benefit of radiation
pfotection officers and workers.

At the wish of the European Parliament, work was begun on an
analysis of the administrative regulations in force in the Member States on
conventional pollution.

160. The recordings of ambient radioactivity regularly sent in to the Com-
mission rvere evaluated and published in quarterly and yeady reports.

The report on the comparative study of radioactive contamination
of the total diet of adolescentsr duly appeared.

In order to update its card index of recording stations and sampling
and measuting techniques for determining radioactive contamination of air
and water, the Commission, in 1970, drew up questionnaires on the
subject in cooperation with national experts, which are being sent to the
member countries,

The Commission is keenly concerned with the subject of solid radio-
active waste, and organized a restricted seminar of national experts to
enumerate the health problems arising in connection with the storage of
these residues; such problems are still at present only on a very small scale,

there being comparatively few storage points in existence, but they will
certainly inctease with the grou/th of nuclear energy. The report on the
seminar will appear in 1971.

A comparative study was published analysing international statutory
and administrative provisions on irradiation of foodstuffs in relation to
implications for health. l

Research into the changes undergone by foodstuffs when irradiated
for purposes of preservation was begun in 1967 and has already yielded
useful results. The object is to devise technfrues enabling checks to
be readily effected for compliance with public health requirements. Two
reports were published in 1970, and others will follo'w, on the methods
of identification likely to work best in practice.

Generally speaking the research programme on biology and health
protection went ahead in 1970 on the same lines and terms as in L959,
since in the absence of a longer-term programme spread over a number
of years 1970 had to be treated as an extension of what had preceded it.

I Tbird General Report, sec. 367.
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Special attention was nonetheless devoted to radiation toxicology, tadio-
aitive contamination of the environment, and acute and delayed effects of
ionizing radiations. Despite material and human difficulties due to the

comparative smallness of the funds and staff available, the targets were

achieved, thanks to the understanding and keenness of the researchers and

research centres undet contract.

161. The Commission was consulted under Article )7 of. the Euratom
Treaty on three projects for disposal of radioactive waste by the plutonium
fuel plant at Dessel (Mol, Belgium), the Central Bureau for Nuclear

Measurements at Geel, and the \fAK scheme at Karlsruhe. The Com-

mission gave opinions on the {irst two projects, and asked for additional
particulars on the third.

162. ln cooperation with ENEA, the Commission organized a seminar on

radiation protection problems in connection with transuranium elements.

These artificial elements, now beioming available in increasing amounts,

can be employed in a variety of fields, including research, technology,

medicine, and even household purposes; on the other hand they have their
dangers, which are not yet sufficiently well known. The object of the

seminar was to take stock of possible applications and of experience to
date, and to rough out future v/ork to be done in this connection.

163. An international symposium was held in Toulouse on J-6 November,

in Cooperation'urith Toulouse University, on radiation pfotection problems

connected with the emission of parasitic X-rays by electronic appafatus.

Debates between manufacturers of electronic equipment giving off soft
X-rays and representatives of public health authorities brought to light a

number of points which had not hitherto received the attention they

deserved.
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PART T\TO

SECTORAL POLICIES

1. Common agricultural policy

GENERAL PROBLEMS

General introdrction

1-64. Fout events dominated the agricultural scene in 1970. They were:

(a ) the submission to the Council of the first proposals for directives to
give effect to the Commission's Memorandum on the Reform of
Agriculture in the European Economic Community;

( b ) the adoption of four basic regulations which extend the common
organization of markets to wine, fisheries, tobacco, and flax and

hemp;

( c ) the adoption of definitive arrangements fot financing the common
agricultural policy;

( d ) the opening of negotiations with the four countries which have

applied for membership of the Community.

Thanks to a fortuirate combination of circumstances and considerable
expenditure. most existing surpluses were much teduced last year, notably
milk, grain and sugat surpluses. Structurally, however, output of these

products still exceeds demand at market prices and the restotation of
equilibrium calls for a {urther sustained effort. A number of fruit-apples,
pears and peaches-are now giving growing cause for' concern on this
score. In 1970 the chief problem was pears, with a bumper harvest well
in excess of demand.

New problems are looming in yet anothet field. For the first time
output of grain-based animal products increased to such an extent that
demand vras left fat behind. As a result egg and poultrymeat prices fell
to their lowest level for many years from time to time. The same is true
of pigmeat; prices here are expected to touch bottom in the spring of. L97I.
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Because 1970 was a yeat in which general price levels rose sharply
while farm prices fell or remained stationary, the economic sitr:ation of
agriculture in the Community is giving even more cause for concern than
before. Unless the Community can make substantial progress with its
common agticultural policy-and more especially with social and structural
1sfeffn-21 an eafly date, it is to be feared that much of what has already
been achieved will be put in jeopardy.

Price policy and market equilibriun

765. For various reasons a Council decision on the price proposals sub-
mitted by the Commission in June 19691 was delayed until29 June 1970.
The Council decided to keep prices for the1970/71marketing year at the
level fixed for the year before (Table 1.2), its decision being influenced
by the Commission's November 1969 memorandum on the balance of
agricultural markets,2 which the Council had begun to examine in
January L970 and on whhh the European Parliament rendered an Opinion.

t D".. COry69) 551.
s Doc. COM(69) L200.

TABLE 12

Durum wheat Target price

Basic intervention price

Minimum price (wholesale) guatanteed to
producer

Target price

Basic intefvention price

t25.00

tL7.50

145.00

Common rvheat
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Badey Target price

Basic intervention price

Target price

Basic intervention price

Target price

Basic intetvention price

95.44

88.48

95.94

79.31

97.50

91.00

I t"r*", 0r,..

Minimum beet price

Target price for white sugar

Intervention price for white sugat

189.70

17.00

223.50

212.30

Tatget price

Basic intervention price

Target price fot milk

Intetvention price for:

- butter

- skim milk powder

- 6h6sgs; Gtattpadano:30 days

6 months

Parmigiano-Reggiano

202.50

196.50

103.00

1 735.00

412.50

1 248.00

1 488.00

1 632.00

680.00

915.00

Guide price for mature cattle (live weight)

Intervention price for calves (live weight)
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At the same time, the Council agreed that the Commission would
not submit its price proposals for the l97I/72 marketing year until the
autumn of 1970r after a general discussion of future price policy had taken
place within the Council. This discussion was held on 'J. and 14 Decem-
ber 1970 and ranged far beyond price policy to the general principles
which should inspire the . common agricultural policy, with particular
refetence to the incidence of sructural and social policy on Community
fatming. At the time of going to press the Commission, following consul-
tations with representatives of farmers' organizations in the Six, was
preparing to submit ptoposals to the Council based on this general discus-
sion. Since the marketing"year for pigmeat and olive oil begins on
1 November, the Council did however fix prices {or these two products.
Fot olive oil, prices and aids to producers were kept at the same level
as in the preceding year; the basic price for slaughtered pigs was increased
to 77.25 u.a./100 kg, mainly as a sequel to the introduction of a new
Community scale for grading half-carcases.

Financing the comrnon agricaltural policy

Delinitiae alrangements for Community linancing

L66. The early months of 1970 were largely devoted to putting the
finishing rtouches t9 the important financial agreements reached on
22 Decembet 1969. \7hen the Council agreed on measures for the creation
of own resources for the Community and on budgetary powers for the
European Parliament on 21 April 1970, it also took the loilowins three
financing decisions:2

(i) Regulation (EEC) No. 729/703 on the financing of the common
agricultural policy, which constitutes the basic text for the definitive
arrangements;

(ii) Regulation (EEC) No. 728/703 which extends the anangements of
the transitionalperiod until l1 December 1969;

(iii) the "accumulation of expenditure" resolution on problems raised for
Treasuries by the changeover from the reimbursement system to direct
financing.

r rhe provisions of the basic regulations required the council to take a decision on
these proposals before 1 August 1970.

' See Ch. IV,!,(under "European Padiament"), Ch. IV,2 and Ch. V,1.3 loanal oficiel No. L 94, 28 April 1970.
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Regulation (EEC) No.729170 follows the lines of the commission's

July 1969 proposal very closely. It introduces fot the Guarantee Section

a ne\y syst;m of advances to Member States for the account of disbutsing

services or agencies, followed by an annual settlement of accounts. A
clearing systeir will no longer be used for the Community's budget; instead

the neiessary funds will be made directly available to disbursing agencies.

This means ihat funds from the budget of the European Communities will
replace those from national budgets, considerably strengthening the Com-

mlnity', financial responsibility. The new system enters into force on

the same date as the new afrangements for own resources, namely

I January L971.

Regulation (EEC) No. 728/70 introduces interim arrangements for

1970. the old system of half-yearly payments on account financed in

accofdance with id hoc scales of contributions is maintained, but the

calendar'year replaces the old accounting pefiod which ran from 1 July
to 30 June. However, the financing of old accounting periods combined

with ih. introdrrction of new definitive arrangements might create

problems for debtor Member states which could be further aggravated by

ielays in reimbursements from the Fund. These problems afe settled by

the "accumulation" resolution'

Regulation (EEC) No. 729170 introduces a new concept for the

Guidance Section, namelv common programmes. The scope of structural

improvement .is now defined more broadly than before, but the Council

,.r.*", the right to adopt common programmes in this field, its decision

covering not only the purpose of the programme, but also its duration'

estimat;d cost and the proportion of expenditure to be met from Com-

munity funds. Pending the adoption of common programmes, the current

,yr,.- of financing ,.f,.-., to improve the structure of agriculture will
.ontinre to apply. The budget of the Guidance Section is 285 million u'a.

as before, b,ri- tlrir figure may be revised if. tota| annual expenditure on

common programmes approved by the council exceeds 285 million u'a.

Regul4tion (EEC) No.729/70 also contains provisions which apply

on " 
p.r"*unent basis to the Guarantee and Guidance Sections alike and

are already in force. of these the provisions of Articles 8 and 9 are

worth mentioning. In line with the commission's proposal, tire council

defines Community responsibility i.ir the matter of fraudulent practices for

the first time and pl"ce, on Member states the onus of combating such

practices and keeping the commission informed so that the commission,

in ,rrrrr, can take more effective action and decide in what instances
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irregular expenditure should be borne by Member States. Article 9
specifies the conditions under which Commission representatives may
check expenditure.

Ap plication ol exis tin g I inancin g arren ge ftTettts

Gaarantee Section

767. Estimates of future expenditure occupied the Guarantee Section
rather more than is usual because a supplementary budget for 1970 to
cover the 18-month period from 1 luly 1969 to 31 December 1970 had
to be submitted to the Cotmcil. In addition to this transitional brrdget,
estimates for l97l had to be prepared and referred to the European Par-
liament; these were adopted by the Council on 15 December 1970. Work
also had to begin on estimates for as far ahead as 1973 to comply with the
Council's decision of 21 April 1970.

Some preparatory work was done to give effect to the provisions
of Regulation (EEC) No.729/70. The first proposal to be drafted was
one for a Council regulation concerning the recovery of paymenrs
improperly made and the organization of an information system. This
proposal, which is based on Article 8 of the above-mentioned regulation,
was submitted to the Council in October 1.970 and dealt with by the
Euopean Parliament on 2 December 1970. Details of the system of
advances were then worked out, leading to the adoption by the Commission
on 29 December L970 of. Regulation (EEC) No.2697/70 on making
Community funds available to the Member States under the Guarantee
Section.

Legal and technical consolidation continued with the drafting, and
the adoption by the Corncil in October, of a regulation by virtue of riyhich
all balances normally produced by intervention agencies at the end of the
marketing year u/ere postponed to 31 December 1970, and of two regula-
tions adopted in November containing provisions for financing interven-
tion expenditure for milk products and for beef and veal respectively.

168. The Commission took several decisions on payments on account,
some involving considerable sums. These decisions were preceded by
Commission regulations and aides-n1noire enabltng Member States to lodge
their claims. Some technical difficulties resulting from changes in financing
arrangements and from gaps in implementing legislation had to be
overcome.
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The Commission took the following decisions:

(i) A 75Vo payment on account for the second half of 1969

(I1.Ot 079 507 u'a.) on 3L JulY L970;

(ii) A supplementary !5vo payment on account in respect of expenditure

imputable to the Fund for L967 168 and L968/69 (468 163 195 u'a')
on 23 October 1970;

(iii) A 75Vo payment on account for the fitst half of L970

(532396 798 u.a') on 28 December L970;

(iv) A funher 757o paymenr on accounr for the second half. o{ 1969

(t2lo7o 871 u.a.). This supplementary payment on, account was

made under Regulation (EEC) No.2367 /70, which made expenditure

incurred before 1 October 1970 in connection with operations prior

to 1 January 1970 eligible for reimbursement. Payments on account

,rnd.r the GuarantJe Section therefore totalled approximately

2 200 million u'a. in 1970.

A large proportion of this sum vras paid in 1970 and it is hoped to

pay the balance during the first quarter of. L97I.

TABLE 1'

Half-vearlv DaYments on account from the
G..ar.nide Section approved in 1970

(miWim u,a,)

D€bit
balanceB

Contri-
butions

202

654

574

564

4

254

L4T

551

742

448

2

347

Credit
balancesMember States

Belgium

Germany (FR)

France

Italy

Luxembourg

Nethedands

61

103

tt6

2

Community
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169. Because of the work load described above, it proved impossible to
close any accounts or to organize any on-the-spot audits. This means that
all accounts from L luly 1966 onwards are still provisional. Member
States lodged claims in respect of. 1966167 in the autumn of 196g and
an initial examination of these has taken place. For 1967/68, 1,968/69
and the second half of L969, however, rules {or submitting claims to the
Commission have not yet been finalized. All these problems will have
to be examined in 1971.

Guidance Section

170. In May 1.970 the Commission submitted a numbei of common
programmes within the meaning of Article 6 of Regulation (EEC)
No. 729/70 to the Council. All of these 'vere linked with the plan to
reform agdculture.l In October 1970 the Commission submitted a further
common programme, concerning the slaughtering of dairy cows and the
withholding of milk and milk products from the market. It must be
noted that the Council has not yet taken a concrete decision on any of
these proposals, although it did, in Novembet 1970, approve the principle
of common programmes for fisheries

The effects of this are twofold. First. the sums set aside for
agricultural reform under Regulations (EEC) No. 2010/68, (EEC)
No. 1534/69 and (EEC) No. 2591,/70 will increase; these were originally
estimated at 375 million u.a. for the 1969, 1970 and 1971. financial years.
Secondly, the system actually in use is still the old one which places the
emphasis on financing stnrctural improvement schemes and allows only
minor scope for special expenditures.

Since annual aid for structural ir.nprovement schemes now involves
large sums, the Commission decided to make assistance f.or 1969 available
in four instalments so as to shorten the time lag between the submission of
claims and the decision to make assistance available. Following its decision
on the first instalment in October 1969, the Commission allocated the
remaining three instalments in March, July and October 1970. In all,
663 schemes were assisted with the 160 million u.a. earmarked for this
purpose in the budget of the Guidance Section of the EAGGF. The
h'eakdown of these funds is shown below:

t S".184
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TABLE 14

Aid from the Guidance Section of the EAGGF
1969

Member StateB

Belgium

Germany (FR)

France

Itdy

Luxembourg

Nethedands

Schemes to
improve the
Btructure of
production

Schemes to
lmprove the
structure of
marketlng

7.39

28.79

22.29

33.94

0.06

8.13

Seven hundred new schemes were submitted for 1970. To these
may be added about 130 schemes for which no funds vrere available in
1969 but which .;auld be cartied over to 1970. As before, 160 million u.a.
have been earmarked for these schemes, the examination of which began
last eutumn. t '

171. On a proposal from the Commission, the Council adopted several
regulations dealing with the Guidance Section of the Fund. One of them,
Regulation (EEC) No. 2591/70, follows the pattern of identical regula-
tions adopted in L969 and 1970, and divides the 427.5 million u.a.
provided for 1,971r into 200 million u.a. for structural improvement
schemes, a second sum for special expenditure and a third to cover special
measures to be adopted in the structural field.

Under this same regulation, the deadline for lodging applications for
assistance in respect of structural improvement schemes in I97L is post-

t Tht.-"pt.*nts a budget allocation for 18 months, the Guarantee Section having
been given a transitional budget for 1970.

(u,a,)

6 5t0 614 | 5 252 074 63 871 | 77 826 499

30 lto 729 | t4990752 | 4s 100 881

25 3r8 7791 A AZZOqZ | 1 520 7141 aS OeO egO

35 2r2 32r | 11 67s 9s0 I 7 475 367 | s4 303 638

69 300 I I 2s 250 | 94 sso

7 276 573 | 5 008 5s2 | 728 427 | t3 013 552

I 753 029
(6.r %)
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poned to 15 December 1970 in some cases and to 31 March 1971 in

others. The Fund is also authorized to pay up to 45Vo of the investment

cost in certain instances. The regulation alters the existing system in
that it reduces the proportion of investment costs to be borne by the

beneficiary to 20Vo in the case of schemes to improve the structure of
production, and to 387o in the case of those to improve the structure of
marketing.

Assistance is not actually paid until some time after the televant

decision has been taken; the intetval can be fairly long, since it often takes

several years to carry out a scheme. Because of this the number of pay-

ments made after supporting evidence had been checked increased shatply

during the yeat.

From an initial 57 schemes financed by the Fund in 1965, the
aggregate number rose through 408 in 1967 to | 661 in 1970. The

number of payments also incteased, rising ftom 15 in 1966 through 42 in
1967, t06 in 1968 and 191 in 1969, to 325 in 1970.

As regards special appropriations from the Fund, the Commission

decided to make 1 512 000 u.a. available for the pig survey, 7.5 million u.a.

for agricultural reform in Luxembowg, L20 000 u.a. for control of swine

fever in ltaly, 32 million u.a. for fruit and vegetables in ltaly, and

1.2 million u.a. for aid to fruit and vegetable producers'organizations.
In some cases implementing regulations had to be adopted before aid

could be made available under these special appropriations.

The Council also made three new type$ of special expenditure

eligible for assistance from the Guidance Section; 507o o{ such expen'

diture incurred by Membef States will be refunded. The relevant decisions

are as follows:

(i) Regulation (EEC) No. 25lL/69 on special measutes for improving

the production and marketing of Community citrus ftuit was adopted

in December 1969.

(ii) Regulation (EEC) No. 2517169 defining certain measures fot the

tationalization of fruit production in the Community was also

adopted in December 1969.
' (iii) In November 1970 it was decided, in connection with Regulation

(EEC) No.2142/70 on the common organization of the market in
fishery products, that the Guidance Section should {inance assistance

to producers'organizations in the fisheries sector.
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Special sections

172. Special sectlons will cease to exist after 1970. Under Regulation
(EEC) No. 742/67, the Commission organized two sets of cleadng
arrangements for the compensatory payments deriving from the fall in
grain prices since 1 \ly 1967 and payable to Germany, Italy and Luxem-
bourg.

Food aid

17 3. Regulation ( EEC ) No. 2052/69 ptovides that fob refund expenditure
is to be defrayed by the Guarantee Section of the Fund and that the value
of the goods made available under Community programmes is to be
refundid from a special section of the budget. It has not yet proved
possible to implement the financial section of this regulation because of a
number of technical difficulties which the Commission is now trying to
resolve,

With this end in view the Commission submitted a proposed regula-
tion to the Council'in October 1970 under which uansoort costs would
be paid directly by the Fund whete the Council has signed ari agreement
with organizations such as Joint Church Aid or the Red Cross.

Establisbment ol conditions pernitting lree comtpetition

Aids

174. In accordance with Article 9l(1) of the Treaty of Rome, the Com-
mission continued its review of certain existing aid artangements which
have a direct effect on prices and output of. grain, fruit and vegetables,
oils and fats, pigmeat, poultrymeat and eggs.

Having proposed appropriate measutes within the meaning of
Anicle 93(1) to Member States and considered their comments, the
Commission made known its views on certain aids. In some cases it
confirmed its position under Article 93(2), in others it extended the
proposed measures to other types of aid in a number of the sectors
concerned. Following adoption of the Council's regulation on the common
organization of the market in flax and hemp,l the Commission also reviewed

1 Regulati<rn (EEC) No. t308[0 of 29 June 1970; Joarnal oficiel No. L 746, 4 July
1970.
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with the Member States (within the lWorlcing Party on Conditions of
Competition in Agdculture) national and regional aids of the kind
mentioned in the preceding paragraph for those products.

175. The Council took note of a repot on aids to fruit-growing during
the 1969/70 marketing year, which the Commission had submitted at its
request, and asked for a further report.

Basing itself on the guidelines suggested to the Council in the first
report, the Commission proposed appropriate measures to Member States

under Article 93(L) of the Trcaty in connection with some sixty aids or
systems of aid in force during the 1969/70 marketing year for fruit
(excluding citrus) and preparations of fruit. The Commission suggested

in particular that Member States should:

(i ) prohibit in principle any aid likely to increase outPut ( with the
exception, under certain conditions, of specific aids designed to make
good damage caused by natural disasters);

(ii ) standardize the maximum rates of investment aid for fruit marketing
and give priority to investment by producersl organizations (cf.
Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No. 159166);

(iii) authorize aids for market research, sales promotion and advertising,
on condition that these are not confined to domestic produce.

All Member States have replied to the Commission's request for
comments on the measufes ptoposed,

1.76. The Council asked the Commission to submit repotts similar to
the one to be submitted for fruit for all the main agricultural products.

The Commission therefore began a review, in cooperation with Member
States, of cemain national and regional aids to sugar production'

The Commission promised Member States that it would, at a later
stage, review other existing aids ( social aids, non-specific aids for
mechanization, aids for the improvement of the structure of agriculture, for
advisory services, etc. ) which are not specific to fruit-growing or to any

of the other branches o{ production on which the Council has asked

the Commission to rePoft.

177. Dwing 1970 the Commission ruled on various aid measutes notified
by Member States in accordance with Article 93(3) of. the Treaty.

It had no special comments to make on a draft Sicilian regional law

to help mandarin grov/ers in the province of Palermo, nor dn the
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retroactive aids introduced in Italy to cover expenditure incurred by
cooperatives duting the 1967 /68 marketing year for the collective storage
and handling of vegetable seed, fodder seed and hazelnuts. Two other
matters on which the Commission had no special comments to make were
a draft Trentino-Alto Adige law on additional investment aids for
mountain areas, and the arrangement whereby German cereal growers had
received compensation per tilled unit under grain during the 1969/70
marketing year in accordance with the Council's decision of December 1964.

Subject to a number of reservations, the Commission also abstained
from special comments on a draft Sicilian law for extraordinary measures
to promote farming and employment, on a draft Trentino-Alto Adige law
providing additional subsidies for land improvement and reclamation, and
on aids to dairy fatms in Berlin.

For special reasons, the Commission did not object to the additional
compensation paid in Germany for quantities of brewers' barley marketed
during 1968 /69,r nor to the German aid to offset the incidence of monetary
policy on the egg, poultry, fruit and vegetable sectors ( 29 September to
31 December 1969), nor to the marketing bonuses pard in France during
the 1969/70 marketing year for Golden Delicious apples. Similarly,
subject to certain conditions regarding the amount and duration of the
aids concerned, the Commission had no objection to the Netherlands
introducing incentives for hail insurance. On the other hand, the Com-
mission held that the additional compensation paid in Germany for
brewers' barley matketed during 1969/70 was incompatible with the
common market and initiated proceedings under Article 93(2) of the
Treaty. At Germany's fequest, however, the Council decided,2 under the
third subparagraph of Article 93(2) of the Treaty, to authorize Germany
to pay this compensation under certain conditions and in such a way as to
allow for special circumstances. Once the aid machinery had been adjusted
in the light of the Council's decision, the Commission withdrew its objec-

tions.

The Commission also considered those provisions of a draft Trentino-
Alto Adige law which would inctease the rates of irrigation subsidies for
fruit growets to be incompatible with the common market and initiated
proceedings under Article 93(2) of the Treaty. Subject to a number of
reservations, the Commission did not object to other provisions of this
draft irrigation law being applied. Nor did it object to another Trentino-

I Tbird General Rebort. sec. 179. I

' Council Decisioi of-13 July L970; tonnal offciel No. L 757, 78 July 1970.
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Alto Adige bill to inctease the tates of investment aids to agr icultural
cooperatives.

After the German authorities amended their bill to offset the

incidence of the DM rcvaluation on agriculture, thus bringing it into line
with the ptovisions of Council Regulation (EEC) No.2464/691 and with
the Commission's observations under the first subparagtaph of
Article %(2) of the Treaty, the Commission declared the matter closed

but reserved the right to teview its position on some of the aids proposed

aftet it has seen the first report on the application of the German lavr'

Harmonization ol le gislation

V eterinary legislation

178. Duting 1970 the Commission submitted to the Council a proposal

for a regulation on problems of health inspection in inta-Community trade
in fresh meat.

On 13 July 1970, the Council adopted a directive on inta-Community
trade in live cattle and pigs and on 27 October 1970 another dircctive
amending the directive of June 1964 on health problems associated with
inta-Community trade in fresh meat.

Food legislation

L79. On 13 July 1970 the Council adopted a directive on the approxima-
tion of Member States' legislation on anti-oxidants approved for use in
foodstuffs.2

On the same date the Council adopted two amendments to its
directives on colouring matters and preservatives.2 In future the procedure

of the Standing Committee on Foodstuffs vdll be followed when provisions
dealing with inspection are being adopted.

The Commission submitted harmonization proposals to the Council
for low-sodium dietetic foods, preserved milk, sugar, glucose and dextrose
syrups, honey and soft drinks.

The Commission also ptoposed several additions to the list of
approved preservatives.

I Jo*ttal oficiel No. L 312, 72 December 1969.

' Ibid. No. L 157, 18 July 1970.
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Regalations concerning agricultaral, horticultural and lorestry seeds

and seedlings

180. On 28 September 1970 the Council adopted directives on the
establishment of a common catalogue of agricultural varieties and on the
marketing of vegetable seeds.l

The Commission submitted several proposals to the Council for
directives to amend eatlier Council texts, namely: the directives of
14 June 1966 on the marketing of beet seed, forage seed, seed grain and
seed potatoes; the directive of 30 June 1969 on the marketing of seeds

of oleaginous and fibtous plants; the directive of 9 April 1968 on the
marketing of material for the asexual propagation of vines.

The Commission also adopted a number of decisions to implement
the provisions of the above-mentioned directives ( seed shortages, exemp-
tions, etc.).

It also submitted to the Council two decisions on the equivalence of
seeds and seedlings from non-member countries.

Aninal leedingstulfs Iegislation

181. On 20luly 1970 the Council decided to set up a Standing Committee
on Animal Feedingstuffs.z On the same date, it adopted a first directive
on the inroduction of Community methods of sampling and analysis for
the official inspection of animal feedingstuffs; this directive also specifies
the procedure to be followed by the Standing Committee.

On 23 November 1970 the Council adopted a directive on additives
in animal feedingstuffs.s

Inlormation lor tbe cornnon agricultural policy

182. The Council took note of the interim report on the operation of
the EEC's information netwodr on farm accounts. This report had been
submitted by the Commission to the Council late in 1969 pursuant to
Article 23 of Regulation (EEC) No. 79/65. The Council asked the
Commission to submit the full repott required by Article 23 beforc

I Jo*nal oficiel No. L 225, t2 October 1970.
s //r/. No. L 170,3 August 1970.
s l&ry'. No. L 270, 14 December 1970.
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l Januaty 1972 and to give further thought to the subjects which should
be covered by the information network.

During 1970 Member States were able to make good some of the
preceding years' delays in furnishing information. At Community level,
the year was nainly devoted to checking the accounting data and analysing
them by conrputer. For this purpose data for the 1968 ot 1.968169

financial year wele used in a trial run.

The Commission should therefore be in a position to publish the
first results produced by the information net'work some time in 1,971.

Field wotk on the survey on the structure of agriculture was carried
out in 1,966/67 (Getmany, Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg) and
1967/68 (France, Italy). Some of the basic data, which were put on
punched cards ot magnetic tape, have now been analysed by the Community
on behalf of the Member States. It is hoped that a first selection of these

data will be published during the first half. of. 1971.

Forestry problems

183. AlL Member States showed a growing interest in environmental
problems in L970. Because of this forestry administations everywhere
were given more powers and became more active in the field of recreation
and leisure amenities, the fight against eiosion and pollution, and conserva.
tion. A fruitful eichange of vie'*'s on these matters took place within
the \(orking Party on lvlember States' Forestty Policy.

Implementation of the June 1.966 directive on forestty reproductive
material raised a number of problems for intra-Community trade and
imports of forestry seeds from outside the Community. The Commission
organized visits by forestry experts to Ausfia, Switzerland, Denmark,
Rumania, Czechoslovakia and Poland to study inspection arrangements for
forestry seeds. Several of these countries are majot Community suppliers.

The financing by the Guidance Section of the EAGGF of eleven

schemes for the afforestation of land withdrawn from agriculture in Ger-
mahy, France, Italy and Belgium was approved at a total cost of
2 700 000 u.a.

Finally, a proposal for a new regulation on common a$ricultural
policy measutes to be taken with regard to natutal cotk (a product listed
in Annex II to the Treaty) is in course of preparation.
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TIIE REFORM OF AGRICULTURE

Comnission proposals

184. As a sequel to its December 1968 Memorandum on the Reform of
Agriculture in the European Economic Community, the Commission sub-

mitted a first set of proposals to the Council on 5 May 1970 within the
framewotk of the common agricultutal policy to translate the outlines of'
the agricultural reform plan into practice and to give effect to its prin=

ciples.l The proposals deal with farm modemization, incentives to leave

farming and to use farmland to improve the structure of agriculture, socio'
economic advisory services and vocational training for farmers, reduction of
the area of farmland in use, incentives to encoutage the formation of
producers' organizations and unions of such otganizations in the intetests

of improved marketing.

The Commission's main aim is to bring about a lasting improvement
in farm incomes, a considerable improvement in their living conditions,
and at the same time to restore structural equilibrium to agricultural
markets. The Commission emphasized that these ptoposals only represent

one facet of a much wider apptoach which would also embrace social and

tegional policy. The Commission feels that a reduction in the farming
population-a precondition for greater flexibility in land tenure-will
necessarily entail action in these fields. The group of interdependent

measures proposed by the Commission should enable agriculture to become

an economic sector like any other, capable of taking charge of its own
destiny.

The Commission has been at pains to stress that farmers will be free

to decide vrhether or not to avail themselves of the proposed measutes.

Their fteedom of choice is the key to all the proposed reforms.

r Proposals for Council directives:
(a) on farm modernization;
(bi on incentives to leave farming and to use farmland to improve the structute

of agriculture;
(c) on s-ocio-economic advisory services and vocational training for fatmers;
(d) on the reduction of the area of farmland in use;
iej supolementing the provisions of the Council's directives on farm modernization- ' 

"nd 
on incentives t6 leaoe farming and to use farmland to improve the structure

of aericulture
Amendeil proposal fot a Council Regulation on producers' organizations
and unions of such organizations.
Jonnal oficiel No. C 70, 12 J:une 1970.
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The decision to embody these proposals in directives highlights the
rcsponsibility of the Member States. It will be for the Member States to
choose the most appropriate means, to limit action to specified regions or
to vary it from one region to another, without however departing from
the comptehensive Community approach underlying the proposals.

The socio-structural policy proposed by the Commission is based
then on the following principles: Community planning, national implemen-
tation with variations to meet local conditions. freedom of choice for
individual farmers.

The Commission's proposals constitute common programmes within
the meaning of Council Regulation (EEC) No.729/70 on the financing
of the common agticultural policy and as such will be eligible for Com-
munity financing. The Commission realizes that implementation of the
ptoposed measures will involve heavy public expenditure. But it points
out that some at least of the required funds are akeady available to
finance national structural improvement schemes and would merely have
to be redirected to finance the proposed Community programmes. The
aim must be to make the best possible use of the funds available.

These proposals only deal with a first series of common programmes.
They are to be followed by further proposals to round off the plan to
reform agriculture in the EEC.

Discussions in tbe Council, tbe European Parlianent
and tbe fuonomic and Social Committee

185. At its meeting on 25/26 May 1970, t}re Council asked the Special
Committee on Agriculture to take a first look at the Commission's
proposals for the reform of agriculture. The Committee took note of the
report prepared by an ad hoc working pany it had formed to study the
technical agricultural problems raised by these proposals. The Committee
plans to continue its examination in depth of these problems once the
Council has defined the basic guidelines.

Four Committees of the European Parliament-the Committee on
Agriculture, the Economic Affairs Committee, the Committee on Social
Affairs and Health Ptotection, and the Committee for Finance and
Budgets-have been asked to examine the Commission's agricultural reform
proposals. The European Parliament should be ready to discuss the
drafting of its Opinion in Febtuary 197t.
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The Economic and Social Committee's Slction on Agticulture and
its \Torking Party have begun their examination of the Commission's
proposals on the tefotm of agriculture. The Section has alteady acknow-
ledged that, on the whole, the Commission's present proposals take
generous account of the Opinion rendered by the Economic and Social

Committee on the "Agriculture 1980" Memorandum.l

An official pronouncement from the Committee can be expected

during the first quarter oI L97t.

THE FUNCTIONING OF THE COMMON ORGANIZATIONS

OF AGRICULTUML MARKETS

Basic regulations alreadl in Jorce

Crop products

Cornnon organization of tbe grairc narket

186. The grain matket responded well to the combined effects of the

measures taken by the Commission at the beginning of the 1969/70

marketing year to run down surpluses and stabilize the intemal market and

an appropriate refund policy.

From January 1970 onwards market prices were highet than interven-

tion prices in all Member States. Surplus stocks of common wheat

diminished at such a satisfactory pace that in May the Commission decided

to repeal the provision which allows the denaturing premium fot wheat

of high specific weight to be increased. The denatuting ptemium was

again reduced for the 1970/7L marketing year, strong denaturing incentives

tro lotrg.r being justified in view of the smallet harvest in 1970 and the

fact that carry-over stocks were normal.

As in preceding years compensatory allowances were paid for
end-of-yeat stocks of common wheat, rye of breadmaking quality and

maize. compensatory amounts u-ere also paid for badey and durum wheat

for export. Thanks to these mea.'rres the market was supplied ftom

I Doc. ESC 685/69.
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ptivate stocks and latge-scale intervention at the end of the 1969/70
marketing year proved unnecessary.

In February 1970 changes were made in conditions and procedures
for marketing grain held by intenention agencies. The procedute for
export tenders in particular was greatly improved and brought within
the scope of Community decisions. The range of outlets for intervention
stocks was also widened. Another amendment to the earliet rules means

that it will now be possible to depart from the minimum price arrangements

during the marketing year if the position with regard to intervention
stocks makes this necessary.

At the beginning of the L970/71. marketing year world feed-grain
prices were rising sharply. To forestall any danger of this disturbing
the smooth operation of the market otganization, the Commission tem-
porarily reduced the period of validity of impon certificates for feed grain
to one fortnight.

France made a first price adjustment for the I97O/7L marketing
year to bring its grain prices closer to the Community's common price.

This led to a reshaping of the measures to be applied in connection with
the devaluation of the franc.

No majot changes wete made to existing rules and regulations on
cereal-based products and compound feedingstuffs. The Commission
concentrated on improving existing provisions, notably by the adoption
of criteria to improve the quality of products put on the market. The
Commission's mairr aim was to promote and develop exports of cereals in
the form of processed products, given the added value of these products,

and to ensure orderly marketing.

Coruruon organization ol tbe rice market

187. Despite very low prices, demand for French and Italian rice from
other Member States failed to expand and rernained as poor as it had been

in preceding years. There are many teasons for this state of alf'a;ts,
including the disappearance of the slight C-ommunity preference and the
possibility of procudng supplies at better prices outside the Community'
Some measures to remedy this had been prepared but could not be adopted
in time for the 1970/71marketing year; they will, however, be considered
for tlre L97L/72 marketing yeat. The t970/71 marketing year followed
the same pattern of prices and arrangements ai the preceding o,ne.
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In the realnrs of market management, the sluggish market situation
forced the Commission to encourage the necessary volume of exports by
means of refunds adjusted to Community and steadily f"llittg world prices.

This applied to huskd and milled rice, but not to paddy which rarely
enters into international ffade. As a result intervention agencies' stocks,

which had risen to 62 000 tons during the marketing yat, had. fallen to
about 33 000 tons by the end of it.

On 20 March 1970 new import affangementsr were adopted under
the Yaoundd Convention tenewed in July 1969 for rice and broken rice
from the AASM and OCT, improving the preference already enjoyed by
these countries.

Connon organization ol the sugar market

188. No change was made during the period under rcview eithet in the

Community's price structure or in the system of production quotas. Market
management proceeded along thtee main lines. A number of regulations

were improved or adjusted and a few new ones were issued in the light
of experience gained. Regular oudets had to be {ound for a considerable
structural surplus, the price and supply situation inside and outside t}re
Community being taken into consideration. Finally, controls had to be

exercised and decisions taken in connection with the introduction of
'arrangements for production quotas and compensation for storage costs'

Supplementary provisions had to be introduced to deal with basic

quotns where undertakings are merged or.transferred, or where factories

are transferred or leased. The purpose of these provisions is to ensure

that such transfers or leasings do not prejudice the overall aim of limiting
sugar production and encouraging specialization. Under the new provisions

action followrng mergers or transfers will be taken only if the effect of
such action is confined to a single agricultural region. Criteria for defining
the concept of an agricultural rcgion were also approved.

One point o,n which existing des were amended merits a special

meartion. The right to sell sugar to intervention agencies was extended,
subject to certain conditions, to specialized marketing concerns in the sugar

sector which are recognized as such by the Member State in question.

The idea here was to encourage free competition at the marketing stage.

Finally, the implementing provisions applicable to o.port refunds for sugar

t 1"*r"ngAtl No. L 68, 25 March 1970.
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wete rdraftd. This ap,plies morc €specially to the rules for determining
the amount of the refund under the Community tendedng system. The
changes affect certain time-lirnits and the procedute iaelf and should ensure

that all parties engaged in tlle sugar trade in the C,ommunity are accorded
equal treatrnent. New provisions on refunds introduced during the year
affect exports of syrups, {rmongst other products. The refund on syrups.
was fixed at a standard rate or based on sucrose content, depending on
their degree of purity.

The second line of action-the regular ditp*"l of surpluses-was
mainly concemed with organizing calls for tender and awarding contracts
with a view to exportation, to denaturing sugar for animal feed, or to
releasing stocks held by intervention agencies onto the Community market.
Sorre awards were rnade on an ad. hoc basis, others on a permanent one.
These tendering affangements made it possible to stagger er(ports over a

large part of the marketing year and did a great deal to prevent market
disturhances within the Community and elsewhere. On the whole it may
be said that in areas of the Community where supply and demand are
normally in gquilibrium and in areas which produce a surplus, sugar prices
were close to the intgrv€ntion prices throughout the period under review.

On the third front it can be s,aid that the quota system worked
satisfactorily. This system, which forms part of. the common organizaion
of the sugar rnarket, regulates production, sugar manufacturers and beet-
grcrwers contributing to the cost of disposing of their production. If the
pattern of production during the period under review is compared with
production during the years that have elapsd since the common organtza-
tion of the rnarket came into being, it can be se€n that the trend is towards
spcialization. But this does not nrean that the problem of structural
surpluses in the Community has disappealed. It is merely looming less
lt"g" as consumption increases. Consumption has risen by some
100 000 tons over the last three years and now stands at an annual figure
of approximately 6.2 million tons.

Total output in the C,ommunity n 1969/70 was about 7.4 million
tons. Of this, 84 000 tons was in excoss of the basic quota but within
the ma:rimum quota. Part of the cost of dispoaing of it was borne by
sugar manufacturers and bget-growers becau,se the maximum production
levy was applied.

France and the Nethedands produced some sugar in excess of the
maximum quota which had to be sold outside the Community, *t
producers concemed footing the bill.
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Conruon organization ol the market ir oils and lats

Oliae oil

1gg. olive oil pdces for the lgTo/7lmarkering yeaf were fixed by the

Courrcil at the same level as in the preceding year. No change was made

in the elements on whidr the price syst€m rests and the regulation on the

advance fixing of the import levy was extended indefinitely'

It was decided that the previous year's aid arrangements would also

apply to the 1970/7t marketing year, subject to a number of amendments

hrgjy designed to tighten up procedurcs for checking applications for aid.

Doring 1970 the c,ommission organized several calls for tender for
olive oil lJa Uy the Italian intewention agmcy, adapting conditions of
sale in each case to the market situation in Italy. All surplus stocks of
olive oil were disposed of in this way.

On 27 October 1970, follouring the conclusion of the agreement

between the Co'lnmunity and Spain o,n 20 luly 1970 and its entry into
force on 1 October 1970, rules were adopted for applying Community
arrangements for imports of Spanish olive oil. The levy on imports of
unrefined olive oil 6om Spain was reduced by a standard abatement of
0.50 u.a./100 kg and by a further 4 u,a./100 kg on conditi'on that Spain

inposed a special enport charge and that the amount of this charge was

reflected in the import price.

Arrangements for exports of olive oil from Tunisia and Morocco

under the Association Agreements which have been in force since 1 Sep-

tember L969 run into serious difficulties in practice, both as regards

compliance with the minimum offer price and price-recording by the Com-

mission. Furtherrrore, the fact that these countfies are obliged to offer
their oils at a price beadng a fixed relation to the cif price ascertained by

the Commission had,the effect of makrng these oils less competitive than

oils from other countries which export to the Community.

For these reasons the co,ntracting parties agreed to replace the existing

affangements for virgin oil by the special export charge system agreed with
SBni". As far as Tgnisia is concerned, this change became effective on

1 November 1970.

Oilseeds

190. TIte target pfice, the intervention price and the monthly increases

for rape, colzi and, sunflovrer seed were fixed by the Council at the same
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level for the 1970/Tl marketing year as they had been in t969 /70. Because
of this decision and the fact that the C,ouncil was unable to consider the
sector's problems in depth, it was also decided to retain for the |970l7l
marketing year the additional aid amangements for rape and colzaprocessed
in Italy and the licence system for Italian imports of certain fats arrd oils.

The adjustment to intervention prices in France dedded upon fol-
lowing devaluation of the French franc was reduced fton ll.llTo to
9.33Vo. Provisions which had been adopted in connection with the inter-
vention pdce adjustment were therefore amended acmrdingly.

The compensatory amount levied on certain castor oil imports was
abolished at the beginning of July 1970. This had been introduced at the
end of L968 and modified on several occasions.

A few technical changes were made during 1.970 to the des and
regulations governing the market organization.

Early in June 1970, there was an exchange of letters between the
Commission and Rumania on the conditions to be fulfilled if Rumanian
exports of sunflower-seed oil are to be exempt from the compensdtory
amount on admissioii to the EEC.

Connon organization ol tbe market in lruit and uegetables

191. The year under review saw the application to the fruit and vegetables
market of some provisions of Regulation No. 159/66/EEC (market inrer-
vention machinery and end-use of products withdrawn from the market)
and Regulation No. 23 (working of the countervailing charges system and,
more especially, methods for calculating entry prices of impor*) which
had been radically revised in December 1969.

Two series of provisions on trade with non-member countries entered
into force, for the most part in the month of March. One series derives
frcm Regulation (EEC) No. 2513/69 and liberalizes trade with non-
mernber countries except for a number of products and certain periods of
the marketing yea.r. Provision is also made for the possibility of introducing
safeguard measures in certain cases, a6 was do,ne n fact for apples during
the period April to June 1970. The second series of nleasures deals with
the fixing of enport refunds for fruit and vegetables; this is now a matter
for the Community and refunds have been fixed at regular intervals since
March 1970.
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Finally, since the measures introduced by Regulation (EEC)
No. 2517 /69 on the o6slalization of fruit-growing in the Community had
not produced satisfactory results, the Council adopted a Regulationl-1si1o.
active to 1 January 1970-to offer fruit-growers stronger incentives to grub
some of t}e Community's apple, pear and peach orchards.

I7ith.regard to standards, the Commission issued its first rules on
quality control for fruit and vegetables s(ported to non-member countriesz
and authorized the marketing of Class III frroducts within the Cornmunity;
this authorization applies to all fruit and vegetables for which such a
category exists with the exception of apples, pears and peaches.s

Finally, the Council decided to introduce a uni{orm procedure for
adopting and amending qualiry standards for fruit and vegetables.a

Connon organization ol tbe narket in processed lruit and uegetable
products

192. No major difficulties were encountered in applying the regulation on
the common organization of the market in processed fruit and vegetable
products.

The Council discussed Commission proposals on trade poliry vis-)-vis
non-member countries.

Finally, the Commission submitted proposals to the Council for slight
amendments to the tariff nomenclature to solve certain problems connectd
with the "sugar" levy; its proposals were adopted by the Council.

Comrnon organization ol tbe narket in liue plants and cut llowers

!.93. TI:c regulation on the establishment of a common organization of the
rrarket in live plants and cut flowers was applied without any major
d fficulty n 1970.

+gg"I",t"" (ET,C) No. 2476170 of 7 Decemb er 1970; Jo*nal oftciet No. L 266,
9 December 1970.

2 Regulation (EEC) No. 496170 of 17 March 1970; ibid. No. L 62, 18 March 1970.
8 Regulation (EEQ) No. 1017ft0 of 29 May 1970; ibid. No. L 118, 1 June 1970.

Regulation (EEC) No. l0l8l70 of 29 Ma:y 7970; ibid.
Regulation @EC) No. 1460170 of 23 JuJy 1970; ibid. No. L 162, 24 JuIy 7970.
Regulation (EEC) No. 223U70 of 3 November 1970; ibid. No. L 241, 4 November
1970.

a Regulation (EEC) No. 2423fi0 of 30 Novembet 1970; ibid.No.L26t,2 December
1970.
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The Commission issued a regulation fixing minimum export prices

for bulbs, corms and tubers, and submitted a pro'posal to the Council for
a directive on the financing and coordination of product advertising at

u""cioral level.

Aninal prodacts

Cornnon organization ol the rnarket in beel and aeal

194. The Council decided to extend the 1969/70 marketing year for beef

and veal to 3I JuLy L970. For the L970/7t marketing year, which began

on 1 August tg7}, the Council fixed the guide prices at the same level

as in the previous marketing year-namely 68.00 u.a. per 100 kg live
weight for mature cattle and 91.50 u.a. per 100 kg live weight for calves.

In connection with the special import arrangements for certain types

of. fuazen beef and veal, the Council estimated that the Community's
prmessing industry would need to irnport 100 000 tons during the 1970

calendar year. This estimate does not include meat used in the manufacture
of preserves containing nothing but pure beef and veal since it is not
subject to the import levy. This total tonnage was subsequently allocated
by the Commission o4 a quarterly basis (first quartet: 20 000 tonsl second

quarter: 35000 tons; third quarter: 40000 tons). On 13 July 1970 the
Council raised the annual estimate by 20 000 tons so that the figure for
the fourth quarter, cotresponding to the unallocated portion of the annual
quota, was 25 580 tons.

Throughout 1970, intervention agerrcies continued to sell frozen beef

and veal bought in dudng the L968/69 marketing year.

A seasonal dip in prices in October 1970 suggested that by the end
of the year prices for rnature cattle on representative Communrity markets

would probably fall below the level which triggers off optional support
buying. The Commission therefore adopted the necessary provisions to
allow optional support buying to begin once that level was reached.

Prices did in fact fall below this level for a broken period of seven

weeks from 2 November and the conditions under which optional support
b.ry.g is allowed by Community regirlations were fulfilled more than orrce

during these weeks in Belgium and Germany. However, neither Member
State asked the C,ommission to exercise this option.

Some 235 000 dairy cows were slaughterod between 9 February and

30 June 1970 undet Council Regulation (EEC) No. 1975/69 of October
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1969 which inmoduced subsidies for slaughtering daiq' cows and with-
holding milk and milk producrs from the market.

Sub'sidies for withholding milk and milk prodtrcts from the market
were grantod in respect of a further 230 000 cows in response to applica-
tions lodgedbetween L December 1969 and 3l Decembet 1970. However,
Italy missed the deadline for introducing t}re national measures required
to irnplement the subsidy scheme and a number of claimp were subsequendy
w,ithdrawn by the farmers concemed. In effect, therefore, the number of
cows for which sub,sidies will actually be paid on applications lodged during
the above-mentioned period is unlikely to exceed 200 000.

On 8 September t970, the Comrnission submitted a fresh proposal
to the Council for a regulation on subsidies for slaughtering dairy cows and
withholding milk and milk products from the market. This proposal is
designed to improve t}e existing system in the light of experience gaineJ
n 1,970.

Since then the situation in the Community has changed in two
fesp€cts:

(i) The milk and milk products market began to look somewhat healthier,
although the Commission cannot tell for certain whether this means
rtat a retum to rnarket equilibrium can be expected in the near
future;

(ii) Prices for pigmeat deteriorated appreciably and the Commission ex-
pects this trend to pelsisr during the early months of L97t. It felt,
therefore, that steps should be taken to prevent additional supplies
of bed and veal being put on the Corrmunity market as a result of
the slaughtering scheme.

In the circumstances, the Commission considered that it was necessary
to submit a new proposal for a regulation to limit subsidies to those
for withholding milk and milk products from the market. This
propooal was submitted to the Council on lL December 1970.

Cotnmon organization ol the narket in pigmeat

195. During 1970 previous shortages on the Community market were
replaced by a cyclical glut. It is e:<pected rhat output will be some L\Vo
hrgher in the 1970/71marketing year than in t969/70.

_ As in the past, tlre Commission adjusted levies and sluicegate prices
as changes occurred in feed-grain prices on the world market and tJlored
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export refunds to the situation on the market in pigmeat. The minimum

st;dards required for the payment of export refunds for processed pigmeat

products were also defined in precise detail to ensufe that uni{orm condi-

tions were applied when refunds were being paid.

At the request of France, the Commission reduced compensatory

amognts which had been levied al the frontier since the French {ranc w4s

devalued to the lwels actually resulting from the dfects of the lower

intervention price on feed grain used in pigs' rations. This reduction toQk

effect frorr 2 March 1970.

Because supplies were tight early in 1970, the Commission reduced

the import levies on live pigs, slaughtered pigs, fresh pigmeat and bacon

by 757o until 18 January 1970 and-following a break fram 2 to 21 March
1970-by 50Vo vntil,11 April 1970.

Once the market trend had been reversed in the autumn of 1970,
the Commission increased t}e export refunds on live pigs, slaughterd pigs,

streaky bacon and back bacon with effect from 16 November 1970' Because

certain non-member countries were making offers at prices which fell short
of the sluicegate price, the Commission also fixed additional amounts to be

levied on imports of certain types of pigmeat fuom 27 November 1970.

On 20 October 1970, the Council adopted a regulation introducing
a new Community scale for grading pig carcases. Tests carried out in Mern-

ber States on behalf of the Commission showed that the new standard
quality based on this new scale is afuit 27o above the old standard quality.
The deadline for using tlre Community scale to establish quotations for
slaughtered pigs was fixed for 1 Novernber 1971.

The Council also increased the basic price for slaughtered pigs of the
new standatd quality ftonTJ to77.25 u.a./100 kg for the period 1 Ne
vember 1.970 to 31 October 1971. Allowing for the new carcase grading,
this means an increase of. l7o on the L969 /70 pice.

The Commission examined supplementary m€nsures to regulate the
pigmeat market within the Advisory Committee on Pigmeat. It also

considered possible measures to stabilize the priccs of piglets in the Com-
munity and a scheme for harmonizing research on selection and genetics.

Comrnon organization of tbe market in milk and milk products

1.96. T\e outstanding feature of dwelopments in the milk sector in 1970

was that stocks were reduced. Butter stocks dropped from 301 824 tons at
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the beginning of the year to atound 110.000 tons on 31 December, the
corresponding figures for skim milk powder being 348 720 tons and
92 000 tons. Allowing for the usual inctease in demand in January,
February and Mandr, stocks should soo,n be back to normal.

This state of affairs was only made possible by large-scale disposal of
surpluses at reduced prices. The various schernes introduced in previous
marketing years to dispose of stocks were gradually stq4>ed up during the
first half of. 1970 and in such a way as to cnuse the minimum disturbance
of normal trade flows at home and abroad. By the end of the year stocks
had fallen to such an e:(tent that most of the special m@sures could be
discontinued. Deliveries to the rilTorld Food Programme were maintained,
however, as were the price cuts to encourage consumption by categories
of consumers who cannot afford to buy much butter at the normal price.

This increase in consumption coincided with an appreciable decline
in butter production and,.to some sr(terrt, in the productio,n of skim milk
powder. There was definite confirmation, therefore, of the 1969 ttqd
towards a stabihzation of milk productio,n and this was, of course, one
of the objects of the exercise.

This stabilization, the first of its kind since the war, wzls pardy due
to weather conditions. The f,act remains hourever tlrat the first results of
the 1970 dairy cow census do show a rcduction in cour population in some
regions of the Community. This cannot be considered however as anything
more than a fitst step towards a balanced milk market, since production
in L970 was still more than 4 million tons in e:rcess qf consumption under
normal market conditions.

In many cases

e4)ort prices. This
also applied to other

the market situation led to a sharp increase in
was particularly true of skim milk powder but
products. Because the pressure of offers from

other major exporters wa ssomewhat weaker than it had been at times
in the past, world market prices roae gradually until they almost reached
the level of Community export prices. It therefore proved possible to
effect a considerable reduction in export refunds.

The target price for milk remained at L0.3 u.a./100 kg in 1970.
Intervention prices and the subnidies for skim milk for use in animal feed
were not altered in either 1969 or 1970, with the result that the overall
level of support remained unchanged. But because surplus stocks were
reduced and because milk ptoduction remained stationary, market prices
were genetally higher than the level of support during the second half of
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the year. The price of liquid milk was raised in seveml Member States

and partially adjusted to changes in prices and costs. This meant that
producer prices went up slighdy and in most Member States rose to the
level of the target price and beyond. Even where producer prices failed
to reach the target price, they czune very close to it.

The prices at which butter and skim milk powder are bought in will
now correspond, throughc'rt the Community, to the common intervention
pdces. This follows the aLolition on 31 Decembet L970 of the corrective
factors applied to interventi<.'n prices in Betgium and Luxembourg and the
final adustrnent in butter prices, linked with devaluation, to be dfectd
by France on 16 Jantary 1971.

Common organization ol tbe market in eggs and poaltry

L97. Pices in the Community moved closer togetler tn 1970, confirming
that the disrnanding of. taritf. barriers has encouraged intra-Community
trade and the reorganization of the poultry industry. Production, e,specidly
egg production, increased considerably however so that t}re market was in
surplus for several months of the year.

Because the price trend was unfavourable during these months, a

numbet of Member States felt the Commission should make provision for
Community action to improve the adjustment of supply to market condi-
tions. One possibility would be to regulate the rhythm of pmduction by
means of medium-term forecasts based on accurate census figures. Another
would be to devise ways and mea$s of improving marketing arrangements
for poultry products within the Community. The Commission, under the
terms of Regulations (EEC) No. 122/67 and No. t23/67, drafted a
proposed regulation on tlre production and marketing of hatching eggs and
day-old chicks and submitted it to the Council. This should give Member
States a systematic source of information on production inputs especially
for eatliet stages in the production chain, such as hatcheries and concerns
producing day-old chicks.

During 1 970 the Council also adopted Regulation ( EEC ) No. 43 6 / 7 0,r
which supplements the basic regulation for eggs with provisions on the
advance fixing of refunds, and Regulation (EEC) No. 437/70 which lays
down general nrles for fixing these refunds. These two regulations make

I Jounal oficiel No. L 55, 10 March 1970.
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it easier for community exporters to participate in international trade in
egg products.

Finally, the Commiesion made use of the machinery of the Advisorv
Committee to solicit t}e views of rade associations on certain orovisions
to be included in a proposed Council regulation on common marketing
standards for slaughterd birds. These standards would be in addition to
those now under discussion (egg-based products) or already in force (eggs
in shell).

Comruanity import licences, export licences and adaance lixing
certilicates

198. The impo.t licences, errport licences and advance fixing certificates
introduced by various Council regulations on the conunon orgarization of.
markets in agricultural products serve two purposes. In the first place
they give some idea of future trade in agricultural products between the
Community and non-member countries; as such they facilitate market
rnanagement and the application of safeguard clauses where necessary. In
the second place they lay down in advance, for certain products, what the
levies on imports and what- the refunds on exports will be. The basic
regulations provided that thise documents worrlJ be national ones initially,
valid only for the terr,itory of the issuing Member state. Atter a specified
d,ate however they would be valid throughout the Community.

It took more than two years of hard work to put this principle, firct
stated in L967, into practice. Rules had to be worked out to allow the
system to function properly without requiring too many guarantees and to
provide machinery for close cooperation between the relevant authoritios
in the Member States.

The Commission adopted the necessary regulatio,n on 10 July 1970
following favourable opinions from the Management committees
concerned.l This regulation entered into force on 1 January 197L. It was
followed by a further regulationz which contains full details of the licence
and certificate system sector by sector. This means that it has been
possible to compress all the provisions pertaining to the new system for
all agricultural products into two regulations. This should make things a
great deal easier for businessmen and officials alike.

t R€"lrtl"" (EEC) No. 7373170; Jonnal offciel No. L lSB.20 lulv;1970.2 Regulation (EEC) No. 2637 170;,bid. N<;-. L 293,29 Oecimbdr 1'920.
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Nr,w basic regalations

Conrnon organization of tbe market in unnanulactured tobacco

199. On 2t Aprt 1970 the Council adopted Regulation (EEC) No' 727 /
701 on the establishment of a common organization of the market in un-

manufactured tobacco. The system introducd by this regulation applied

to the 1.970 cro'p.

As an essential part of the price and support sysrem, the council

will fix a nor:m price for each variety of Community-grown tobacco each

year, this price being fixed for a teferealce quality. For the first_ marketing

y."t, totm prices were based on avetage prices over the last thtee years.

To ensure that Community tobacco finds a market and that gfowers get

the norm price, the first buyers of leaf tobacco are paid a bonus which is

passed on to growers. This bo,nus is fixed every year by thg council in
ih. tight of market outlets and the probable trend of prices fot imponed

tobacco.

The intervention price is set at gOVo of. the corresponding norm
price, but is subject to price increases or reductio,rrs when the quality 9f
lhe product differs from the reference quality. Bded tobacco can also be

bought in providd it has not 
"lt"udy 

benefited from the bonus.

The regulatio,n also lays down arrangen€nts for imports from non-

member countries involving nothing more than the application of tlre
Common Customs T,arrft. It also defines the citcurnstances in which
sxports are eligible for refunds and the instances in which the Community
can introduce safeguard measures.

The entry into force of this common market organization means that
all special measures will have to be discontinued, and in particular all
measures deriving from national monopolies and affecting tobacco growing,
initial processing, and marketing of unmanufactured tobacco.

Fin'ally, the regulation contains a set of provisions allowing the

Council to take specific measures to keep the market under control should

the total volume of Community production or the quantities of any o'ne

variety offered for sale to intervention agencies exceed a given level. These

specific measures include a cut in the norm and/or intervention prices, as

I Journal offciel No. L 94,28 Lptil 1970.
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well as restrictions which make all or some qualities of *y given variety

of tobacco ineligiHe for intervention.

Coramon organization ol the market in wine

200. On 23 April 1970 the C.ouncil adopted additional ptovisions on the

common otgarization of the market in wine.l These had been proposed

by the Commission on 24 Jnne L967, expandd on L8 April 1969 and

summarized in a Council resolution on 6 February 1970.2

These provi,sions liberalize in6a-community trade in wine and vine

products with effect from L June 1970 and establish a single price system.

A guide price is fixed each year for every type of table wine and from

this is derived a threshold price which triggers off intervention. Interven-

tion measures include a subsidy {or private stofage of table wines and a

premium for distilling. The additional provisions also deal with certain

oenological practices and limit their use. This applies in particular to

enrichment. Fitt"[y, there are measures to control new plantings and fron-

tier arrangements based essentially on the levying of countervailing charges

or compliance with a reference price.

At the same time, the Council adopted a regulationl introducing

additional provisions for quality wines produced in specified areas.

Proposals on sparkling wines have ,ltuudy been submitted to the Council;

the problem of liqueut wines will have to be dealt with later.

The initiation of this market organization on 1 June 1970 ma&e it
necessary to fix guide prices, activating prices and reference prices, to
define types of table wines ,and wine-growing areas, and to adopt transi-

tional measures to allow the marketing of certain wines for direct consump-

tion to continue.

Since tlis common market orgaruzation, entered into force very
shortly before the beginning of the marketing yeat, it was felt that there
.was not enough time to put certain provisions of the basic regulation into
ef{ect. For this reason transitional measures had to be introduced to
control movements of wine and vine products and to deal vrith the designa-

tion and labelling of wines, the compulsory distillation of by-products of
wine-making and Community imports of wine from Algeria, Tunisia,

Morocco and Turkey.

1 .lournal fficielNo.L99,5May 7970.
2 -Ibid. N;. C 79, 73 February i970.
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After the market organization oame into force on 1 June 1970 the
prices of certain Community wines declined slightly so that arrangements
had to be made to subsidize private storage. The 1,970/7I harvest promises
to be abundant and has alteaAy led to the adoption of excqrtional measures
for certain German and Luxembourg wines.

The establishment of the commo,n market organization was followed
by an appreciable increase in intra-Community tade. Italy in particular
stepped up its sales to other Member States.

Countervailing charges were fixed for red wine, white wine and
liquzut wine and a number of non-member countries gave an undertaking
that they would not undercut the reference price.

Comnon organization ol the market in textile libres

201. On 29 June 1970 the Council adopted a regulationl establishing a

common orgarization of the market in flax and hernp. This entered into
force on 1 August 1970.

The main feature of this common market organization is a standard
subsidy per hectare of flax or hemp grourn in the Community. The Council
fixed the subsidy at 110 u.a./ha for flax and 80 u.a./ha for hemp {or the
1970/7I marketing year. In the event of a serious disturbance or
threatened disturbance, appropriate rneasures may be applied in trade with
non-member countries. Should a remporary imbalance develop, private-
storage subai&es may be paid to holders of flax or hemp bast who have
signed storage contracts.

Futhermore, Community measures may be taken to encourage certain
types of action by growers' orgatizations and trade associations. Model
clauses have been drawn up for contracts between producers and buyers,
and provision is made for the adoption of transitional measures applicable
until ,1 July 1971.

Transitional measures have in fact been adopted to allow national
production and marketing aids for flax and hemp harvested before 1 January
1970 to be maintained until 31 luly t971. National measures to encourage
the storage of bast could be maintained unril 31 December 1970.

t R€"1",1"" (EEC) No. 1308170, Journal offciel No, L L4O, 4 July 1970.
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Comnon organization ol the rnarket in lishery products

202. On 20 October 1970 the Council adopted two regulations on fisheries,
one establishing a common organization of the market in fishery products,
the other introducing a common policy on the sttucture of the fishing
indusry.l Both regulations entered into force on 30 October 1970 and

will apply as from 1 February 1971.

The common organization of the market makes provision for mar'
keting standards, the promotion and strengthening of producers' organiza'
tions, a common price system designed to stabilize Community markets,
and amangements for trade with non-member countries. The price system

applies to certain fresh, chilled and frozen products for direct consumption
and to tunny for processing.

Producers' organizations are free to fix a withdrawal price below
which they will tefuse to sell fish brought in by members. Fot the fresh
and chilled products mentioned above Community withdrawal prices are

fixed and part of the intervention expenditure incurred by producers'
organizations will be refunded by the EAGGF. The Common Customs

Tariff applies in uade with non-membet counuies, all quantitative testric-
tions are abolished, and a system of reference prices is introduced for certain
products. No common import arrangements have yet been worked out for
four sensitive products (fresh trout and carp, canned sardines and tuna)
and Member States are free to maintain quantitative restrictions for these
for the time being.

The common policy on the structure of the fishing industry introduces
free access to fishing grounds under the sovereignty or jurisdiction of
Membet States. Tempotaty exceptions will be admissible only in specific
cases to be determined by the Council. Provision has also been made for
the cootdination of national policies and for common rules on subsidies
to step up productivity, to adjust production and marketing conditions to
market requirements, and to improve the standard of living of those who
depend on the industry for their livelihood. These measures may be put
into effect through common programmes backed by contibutions from the
EAGGF. The institution of a standing committee on the structure of the
fishing.industry will facilitate the elabotation and implementation of this
common policy.

1 Council Regulations (EEC) No. 214U70 and No. 2142170 of 20 Octobet 1970;
lonnal oficiel No. L 236,27 October 1970.
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Nalz Comrnission proposals to the Coancil

Corumon organization of the rnarket in seeds

203. on 1 June 1970 the commission submitted to the council a proposal

for a regulation on a common organization of the market in seeds. The

ptoposal deals with seeds not yet covered by a market organization and

with hybrid maize which is not sufficiently protected by the cereals

regulation.

Under the Commission's proposals, subsidies would be paid to
ptoducers of certified seed in respect of a limited number of sensitive

species and varieties (hybtid maize, certain grasses and pulses)' The
subsidy would be the same throughout the Community for any one species

and would be fixed for each marketing yeat.

Common organization ol the market in alcohol, uinegar and their
deriuatiaes

204. The Commission is nearing the end of its work on a draft proposal

for a Council regulation on ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin which also

contains a number of ptovisions on spirits. During 1970 the Commission
also continued its preparatory work on vinegar.
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2. Industdal, technological and scientific development policy

ME.I\4ORANDUM ON INDUSTRIAL POLiCYI

205. On 18 March 1970 the Commission adopted a memotandum on in-
dusnial policy, which it sent fothwith to the Council and to the European

Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee and the ECSC Consultative

Committee. In the Commission's view, this memorandum should provide

the main points, if not the basis, for a thorough exchange of views with all
the parties concerned on the principles and guidelines governing a Com-

munity industdal policy. In the light of the results o{ these discussions,

the Commission can then see what new courses of action ought to be under-

taken and decide what form they should take.

Contents of tbe nzemorandunt

206. The Commission proposes five basic lines of policy:

(a ) The first requirement of an indusrial development policy is that it
should enable all firms and industries to take full advantage of the existence

of a large malket. The creation of a Community internal market means

hastening the removal of technical trade barriers, even at the ptice o{

altering the existing procedures, throwing open public contracts, the

ptactice of reserving these conttacts for each country's own industry being

harmful to certain essential sectors of Community industry, more especially

to capital goods, public uansport equipment and, more generally, high
technology products. For the last-named category the Commission proposes

to artange a scheme for the dovetailing of purihasing policies, in which
certain private purchasers would be invited to take part.

(b) The memorandum recommends a speeding up of the work on the
harmonizing and standardizing of the legal, taxation and financial ftame-

work within which fitms have to oDerate. This would involve:

t Tfttr t"*""randum conta.ins an introduction dealing with the general principles
and guidelines, and four sections covering:
(i) the position of Community industry;
(ii) impiovement of the condiiions in which firms operate in the Community;
(iii) the ability of Community industry to adiust;
(ivi the promotion of the high-teclinology industries and the Community's

achievements in these sectots.
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At the legal level: adoption of the European company Statute as

early as possible; adoption by all Membet States of legislation forming
co{pofate groups (such a system akeady exists in Getmany ); extension of
the joint undertaking status to sectors other than the nuclear; adoption
by all the Member States, pethaps even at Community level, of the arrange-
ment known as "groupement d'intdr€t dconomique" (a type of. otganization
which already exists in France ).

In the taxation sphere, where there are the most serious barriers to
multinational mergers: adoption by the Council of the directives proposed
on L5 January 1969 concerning taxation of mergers and on the arrange-
ments fot parent and subsidiaty companies; progress in harmonization of
taxes especially in the field of the value-added tax, excise duties and direct
taxes, so as to even up conditions of competition as far as possible and to
do away with customs inspections at the {rontiers-between Community
countries.

In the financial field: creation oI a genuine common capital market,
modernization of the banking and financial machinery in most of the
Member States, improvement of the taxation arrangements applicable to
financing in the form of risk capital and, lastly, the making available to
Community undertakings, through the national and Community financing
agencies, of a greater volume of capital obtained from savings in the Com-
munity.

(c) The memotandum recommends some indusffial "resttucturing", ad-
vocates a higher degree of concentration in certain sectors, wams of the
danger of mergers confined within the national boundaries, considers it
essential and urgent that the Member States adopt a favourable attitude
;owards the fotming, particularly in the advanced-technology sectors, of
Eutopean ttansnational companies ( which alone can stand up to competi-
tion from foreign firms or their subsidiaries ), feels that the EIB should
contribute more generously to the "restructuring" of industrial firms as the
Commission has decided to do with the ECSC appropriations which it
administers itself and, lastly, proposes that the public authorities introduce
Community development conracts awardable with priority for advanced-
technology fitms which have decided to reorganize on a ransnational basis.

(d ) The fourth basic theme of the memorandum deals with the organizing
of change and adjustment, more especially change in employment. The
establishing of forecasts and of continuous communication between the
two sides of industry will provide valuable tools; the action of the new
Social Fund and the regional policy will be the Community's contribution,
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while with imptoved business management industry will rnrre prompter
use of technological innovation, the factot essential to dyni .mic indusmial
development and to adequate job creation. This leads thc memorandum
to suggest that a "European management and ffaining feundation" should
be set up by Community firms.

(e) Lastly, the memorandum advocates extending Community solidarity
to cover external economic relations, bringing it to bear on the following
problems in particular: export ctedit and subsidies, barter operations and

investment in state-trading countries, non-tariff barriets, environmental
protection, supplies of ptimary materials and energy sources, stimulation
of investment, status of multinational companies and technological
cooperation.

Furtber consid.eration ol the rtetnorand.un

207. The Council held two discussions on the memotandum, namely in
April and June 1970. In the meantime, the Committee of Permanent
Representatives has been actively examining the problems raised and has

classified the action relating to them into three categories:

(i) Action in hand which should be speeded up (e.g. removal of technical

barriers, adoption of tax directives, directives on the European
company and ditectives on the reformed Social Fund ) ;

(ii) Actions which are not the responsibility of the Council or which have

not reached an adequate stage of preparation to warrant examination
immediately ( e.g. the cteation of a Eutopean management and

training foundation, technological forecasting, dissemination of infor-
mation);

(iii) New action requiring the Council's approval (see list below)'

On the basis of this work, the Council held a general debate at its
session on 8-9 June 1970 and instructed the Committee of Petmanent
Representatives to continue that debate, to speed up the work in hand in
the fields connected with industtial policy and to study especially the
following subjects, on the undetstanding that the choice of these particular
subjects did not prejudice further consideration of the studies in question:

( i ) Establishment of the common market in certain sectors of advanced

technology and capital goods;

( ii ) Promotion of the Community's indusuial progress and 'technological

development;
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(iii) Measures to facilitate transnational indusrial groupings in the Com-
munity;

(iv) Organization of Community solidatity to improve technological
' cooperation with non-member countries;

(v) Alignment of Member States' attitude to foreign investment;

(vi) Possibility of creating, in addition to the legal form of European
company, a more flexible form to. allow closer links between compa-
nies;

(vii) Territorial aspects of industial policy;

(viii) Coordination and rationalization of Community financial instruments
intended to promote economic development;

(ix) Function of public undetakings in the Community's indusmial policy;

(x) Problem of the duration of export credits to developing and state-
trading countries.

The Council also agreed to allow the Committee of Permanent
Representatives to delegate the study of certain matters to a working party
consisting of senior officials from the Member States and from the Com-
mission. The decision to set up this working party was taken on 18 June
and its terms of reference were laid down on 24 June 1970. The terrns of
teference include the first nine points quoted above, the tenth being
reserved for the Permanent Representatives.

These nine points are not drawn exclusively from the Commission
memorandum. The French Government has likewise made known its
views on industrial policy by presenting a memorandum to the Council,
while in debate other governments, in particular Germany and ltaly, have
also fotmulated cettain proposals which have been included in the terms
of re{erence. The Working Party o{ Senior Officials will therefore examine
all these proposals.

The working party met on 16 July, 17 and 18 September, 8, 9, 29
and 30 October and 12,1,3,26 and 27 November.

At these meetings the working party conducted a detailed examination
of the items submitted to it and in many cases arrived at unanimity. It still
has to put the finishing touches to the draft text, for which its Chairman
is responsible, of the report which it is to submit to the Committee of
Permanent Representatives.
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208. In the European Parliament the memorandum was examined in detail
by the Committees on Economic Affairs, Social Affairs, Finance and Bud-
gets, External Trade Relations, and Research, Energy and Atomic Problems.
The specialized sections of the Economic and Social Committee also debated
the memorandum and will submit their reports and opinions eatly in L971.

Numerous organizations representing the two sides of industry,
notably the Union of Indusmies of the Eutopean Community (UNICE),
the European Cenre for Public Undetakings (CEEP), the Standing Con-
ference of Chambers of Commerce and Industry of the EEC, the EEC
Savings Bank Group, the European Confederation of Free Trade Unions
in the Community (CESL) and the International Confedetation of
Executive Staffs (CIC), as well as a number of national employers'federa-
tions and trade unions. have made known their attitude to the main
problems raised in the memorandum and have sent reports or opinions to
the Commission. Furthermore, the Commission organized a number of
meetings during 1970 with the representatives of the main interests con-
cerned in order to obtain further information.

THE STUDY ...,D GUIDANCE OF SPECIFIC INDUSTRIES

Action in specrfc indastries

209. The Commission continued to examine the situation in the various
industries, notably.when problems arise concerning the Community's com-
mercial policy and its policy towards the developing counuies, or when
unsuitable structures reduce the competitive power of products with
respect to, those from non-member countries.

Generally speaking, the Commission continued its efforts to determine
for industry as a whole the best development conditions in accordance with
the criteria expounded in its memorandum on industrial policy, with a

view to proposing whenever necessary the implementation of a common
policy, whethet applied at the level of the industrial structures or at the
market level.

Its efforts were ultimately concentrated firstly on the capital goods
industry-including advanced technology-and secondly on industries
whose products are purchased mainly by public bodies and in which there
is thus no appreciable Community-wide movement.
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210. ln the case of the first category, the Commission continued its efforts
to eliminate the obstacles to the rapid introduction of numerical-controlled
machine tools. It is preparing certain schemes for the purpose of providing
potential users with better information on this new technique. Other
information and research promotion schemes are under study. The contacts
which the Commission has set up with industrial interests supplying turn-
key factories have led to the establishment by these quarters of a European
Committee representing the Six. The Commission has proffered its support
for these efforts, Vith the aid of the signi{icant contribution made by the
study it received in 1969,1 the Commission has.continued its analysis of
the situation in the aerospace industry, notably with regatd to the develop-
r4ent of the civil programmes currently in hand. It is examining the
vbrious aspects of the development problems in this sector and of the
possible solutions, and intends to submit the rcsults to the Council in due
course. In the data processing sector, the Commission has received the
study, caried out at its request, analysing the potential matket in the Com-
munity and the United Kingdom and the possible applications of these
techniques. \fhat must now be done is to determine the general approach
which will ensure optimum utilization of the Community potential and the
establishment of. a well-designed programme of cooperation with non-
member countties. In full accord with the industrial interests concerned,
the Commission has asked a study bureau to draw up a report on the
present situation and future outlook in the Community precision engineer-
ing and optics industty. Finally, in view of the difficulties experienced
by manufactuters of agticultural machinery, the Commission has under-
taken to study the probable development of this market in close collabora-
tion with the European Committee of Manufacturers of Agricultural
Machinety.

211,. ln the case of the second category, where the markets remain frag-
mented, it may be recalled that in April 1970 the Commission forwatded
to the Council a document on the reorganization of the electromechanical
industries in the Community, This docu'nent recommends the gradual
opening-up of the Community market to the products of this branch and
the establishment of European cross-frontielgroupings.

The Commission has begun to study the nllsvay equipment industry,
with the accent on the effects of the emergence of new means of transport.

t fttira Ct*rot Report, sec. 189.
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212. 'With regard to other industries, it may be noted that the Liaison
Committee on Automobile Manu{acture (CLCA) has said that it would
like the contacts it maintains with the Commission for the purpose of
economic fotecasts to be extended to other fields. Discussion has begun
on the future of the automobile industty, notably with regatd to environ-
mental ptoblems, such as air pollution, road safety and urban congestion.
The object of these contacts is to determine the problems involved and to
draw some conclusions as to ways in which the industry might assist in
solving them.

In connection with the clock and watch industry, the Commission
continued its talks to find the solutions envisaged by the agreement with
Svdtzerland on clocks and watches, concluded at the end of the Kennedy
Round (trade, industrial cooperation).

\fith tespect to "miscellaneous" indushies, the Commission has
published the study on the Community paper pulp indusry and market.
Together with the European trade organizations (ceramics, wood, leather,
footwear, paper), it has pursued its examination of the problems posed
by European integration and the development of trade with non-member
countries. Vith regard to the development of the chemical industry and
the rubber processing industy in the context of the Community market,
the Commission took certain steps, entering into a direct technical dialogue
with the trade and continuing it with certain branches, namely the
pharmaceutical industy and the nirogen industry. In the case of the
agricultural and food indusries, the survey launched by the Commission,
in close collaboration with the CIAA and COGECA,I is practically
finished; the Commission is preparing to draw conclusions ftom it fot
future action. The results of the study on the garment trade are available
and will be discussed with the two sides of indusmy and government
experts. Alongside the decisions on tariff preferences for the developing
countries, technical studies are in progress for the purpose of determining
the arrangements governing the products of the Community's textile
industry. Moreover, in pursuance of Aticle ll3, the Commission
conducted negotiations with GATT which resulted in the extension for
three years of the long-term arrangement on cotton textiles. In view of
the grave concern expressed by both sides of industry at the liberal attitude
towards commercial policy and in view of the protectionist threat from

t CIAA, IJNICE Committee for the Agricultural and Food Industties.
COGECA: General Committee for Aglicultural Cooperation in the EEC countries,
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the USA, the Commission, in full awareness of the relationship between
commercial policy and industrial policy, is studying the problems as a

whole in an attempt to map out the genetal approach and measures neces-

sary in the industrial, regional and social fields. Finally, the comparative
analysis of the eost sructures for carded wool was widely disttibuted and

meetings with government and trade experts are scheduled.

The non-ferrous metals industry gave much cause for concern during
the past year. It suffers from the want of a common approach to essential
problems. Genuine difficulties were experienced, in particular vith regard
to the extension of the wodd tin agreement and the determination of
solutions to the ptoblem of national quotas, notably those for lead and zinc;
these di{ficulties made it hard to define a common policy for non-fenous
metals.

2L3. tVith the aid of conributions from all the countries concerned, the
Commission finalized a summary table showing the various means available
in the Member States of providing aid for small indusrial and craft firms.
This document is to be published.

On the basis of this information, the .Commission has undertaken
specific action, its initial effons being aimed at cooperation. The principal
methods of aid currently being studied with the government experts concern
sub-contracting, cooperation grants, the expansion of exports and "groupe-
ments d'intdrdt 6conomique".

In accordance with the memorandum on industrial policy, the Com-
mission's depatments are studying in particular the project to create an
inter-regional sub-contracting pool which might prove advantageous to the
sub-conttacting activities of more than one Member State.

Tlte iron and steel rcctor

S t abilizat ion n easure s

2L4. Around mid-1970 the situation in the steel sector showed a down-
turn. That there was a shortage of certain products which persisted during
the fitst half of the year underlined the correctness of the decisions taken
in October t969 by the Commission and the Governments tp extend the
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customs liberalization measures until mid-1970.1 Impots in this period
almost doubled (4.2 million memic tons as against 2.1 million).

From July onwards conditions in the steel market began to ease off
owing to a major run-down of stocks and slowet growth in actual consump-
tion. This resulted in turn in greater flexibility of output and prices. The
dse in output was no more than 1.8 million metric tons, against increases

of the order o{ 8.5 million tons in the Community for the two previous
years. This slackening of the steel market occulred in varying degrees in
all the member countries excepi Italy, which is again passing through a

period of expansion.

The measures taken in the light of this situation are analysed below.z

World trading conditions made the position on the iron ore market
tight in 1970, resulting in appreciable price rises fot the first time in several
years. Community iron ore production, in absolute terms, has remained
virtually constant, and its shate of ovetall consumption has therefore
declined. There was a funher improvement in the productivity of the
extraction facilities.

Production of pig iron for steelmaking tan panllel with that of crude
steel and amounted to 80.5 million tons. The outpirt of foundry pig iron
registeted a bigger rise. Owing to the world-wide coke shortage the Com-
munity's imports were stagnant although the Commission had granted latge
quotas.B

As regards scrap, the general ban on exports to non-member coun-
tries in force since 1953 was maintained, as the Community's requirements
for high-quality scap continue to exceed the supply. In 1970 thesE
requirements amounted to over 46 million tons, of which two million were
covered by impots from non-member countries.

Structaral nzeasttres

215. The Commission's efforts to define "general objectives" for the
Community's iron and steel indusry for the yearc 1,975-80 have resulted
in the elaboration of a draft proposal and the procedure aimed at its
approval by the Commission and the Consultative Committee will begin
in 1971,.

L Tbird General Report, sec. 448 et seq,
2 Sec.46Q et sca.
s Sec.461.
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As part of these general objectives, coordination of investment is
designed to promote the harmonization of. the measures taken by public
authorities and firms in their respective areas.l

The figures supplied by fitms fot the 1970 annual survey show that
the industry has taised its rate of growth and should increase its crude
steel production capacity to L47 million tons in L973, in which case the
cumulative growth rate would hit the 5'7o mark, the highest recorded
since 1960. By L973 the proportion of pure oxygen-blown steel should
amount to 547o.2 Declared expenditure by the iron and steel industry,
including iron mines, on investment projects shows the following move-
ments (in million u.a.):

I Average

| 1e62-68 1969Avemse 
I1e56-5e 
I

-iLl 1 808 r 371 1,848 4 722

The total of $4 L22 million includes forward estimates of capital
expenditure for the erection of a steelworks on a coastal site and for
extending two others, and breaks down as follows: the Benelux countries
386 million, Germany 436 million, France 1 990 million and Italy 1 301
million.

Under the scheme for the prior notification of investment projects
exceeding a certain level, the Commission has issued 29 reasoned opinions
backing certain projects or suggesting certain amendments, particulady with
regard to flat products and coking.

The Commission has continued its research effort. More particularly,
it lent its aid to a study on the hot compacting of otes, authorized research
aimed at the automation of oxygen steelworks and the improvement of
the continuous operation of electronic furnaces, directed special attention
to the development of measuring methods for use in the various iron- and
steelmaking processes and in the very vdde field of the service properties
and promotion of steel ( studies on deep-drawability, creep, fatigue, fracture,
corrosion, fire resistance and the prepatation of a set of standards and basic
data f.or use by architects'are in progress) and gave encouragement to
theoretical studies on physical metallurgy.

t S"" ,h" *"rrious General Reoorts for the wavs and means.
2 Let inveiisrcmentr darc ler indattriet da cbarbon ei de I'acicr de la Commanasti 

-sitsationaa let janaier l970,Ltxembourg, July 1970 and November 1970.
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The nuc/ear sector

216. Two new nuclear power stations were ordered in 1970: the 850 MVe
Fessenheim plant, by Electricitd de France, and the 864 M.!7e Phillipsburg
station, by the Kernkraftwerk Nord Badenwetk Energieversorgung ( KBE ).
The reactors will be supplied by SFAC-Framatome and Kraftwerk-Unidn
respectively. These projects are indicative of the market trend in 1970
and are additional to the six nuclear power plants ordered in the Com-
munity in L969. Furthermore, German utilities have set up a company,
Hochtempetatur-Ketnkraftwerk Gesellschaft, to build and operate, with
financial assistance from the S7est German Ministry of Education and
Science, a 300 M'We prototype HTR power plant at Schmehausen in North
Rhine-l7estphalia. The Dutch and German governments have decided,
under an agreement reached with the British government, on:

(i) the construction and operation at Almelo, in the Nethedands, of two
pilot plants for uranium separation using the gas centrifuge process
(each with a capacity of 25 tons SrWU/year);

(ii ) the setting-up of facilities for centrifuge production at Almelo, in the
Netherlands, for the Dutch enrichment plant.

Regarding the structure of the industry, and electrical engineering in
particular, it should be mentioned that \Testinghouse secured conttol of
the Ateliers de Constructions Electiques de Charleroi (ACEC) and has

concluded a number of industrial property agreements with the Soci6t6 des

Forges et Ateliers du CreuSot; it has also set up a company, \ilTestinghouse

Nuclear Energy Systems Europe, which has its registered office in Brussels,
for the purpose of promoting pressurized water reactors in Europe. In
France, under the aegis of the Compagnie Electro-M6canique (CEM), a

numbet of companies (CAFL, SFAC, Pdchiney and CERCA ) have set up
a "groupement d'int6r€t iconomique" with a view to developing high-
temperature reactors. In Germany, Brown Boved Mannheim, K*pp,
BBK, GHH, MAN and Nukem have joined forces with the same end in
view. Some of these companies will be involved in the construction of
the 300 M'07e HKG prototype reactor.

As far as the nucleat fuel industry is concerned, mention should be
made of the decision by Belgonucl6aire and Alkem to build facilities at
Dessel and \Wolfgang for the fabrication of plutonium-containing fuels; and
of the incorporation in France of the company of Comurhex for the convet-
sion of utanium into metal and hexafluoride. Also, talks were held between
the French CEA, the UKAEA and German firms with the aim of
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establishing a joint organization for operating irradiated fuel reprocessing

plants; the scope of these talks was subsequently widened to take in Italian,
Swedish and Spanish firms. In addition, two companies, Ultra Cenuifuge
Nederland NV (UCN) and Gesellschaft fir Nukleare Verfahtenstechnik
(GNV), have been set up,for the construction of the Almelo pilot plants

to produce enriched uranium by the gas centrifuge process.

217. Actiontaken by the Commission in pursuance of the Euratom Treaty
was based on the objectives which it proposed to the Council on 22 April
1970 in its paper on the rcorganization of the electrical engineering in-
dustry, namely:

(i) the gradual opening-up of the market by the coordination of pur-
chasing policies between the governments and electricity ptoducers;

(ii) the promotion of the fotmation of European gtoups;

(iii) the taking of steps to ensure that agreements, either governmental or
private, in the nucleat and electrical engineeting fields do not stand
in the way of these two objectives.

218. The rendering of opinions on investment projects in the nuclear field
gave the Commission an bpportunity of reminding both the utilities .who

commission and operate the nuclear power plants, and the firms investing
in new facilities, of these objectives. In 1970 the Commission tendered
eight opinions on investment projects.totalling about 890 million u.a.:

(i) nuclear potu.r' plants: niblis' '( rt:o MWe) and Brunsbiittel
(770 MWe) in Germany, Caorso (783 MWe) in Italy,'Borssele
(450 M\)7e) in the Netherlands, and Tihange (870 MI7e.), which is
a Franco-Belgian project;

(ii) prototype nuclear reactors:

(a) Geesthacht 2, in Germany (a direct-cycle high-temperature reac-

tor; construction has since been postponed);
(b) Ph6nix, France (233 M\X/e fast reactor);

(iii) a pilot plant for the production of plutonium-containing fuel elements,
at Dessel in Belgium.

lWith a view to sreamlining the implementation of Articles 4l-43 of.

the Euratom Trcaty, in order to give greater weight to its opinions, the
Commission has proposed to the Council that the period of three months
specified as a time limit in Aticle 42 of. the Trcaty should be replaced
by two different time limits applying to outline and detailed notifications
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respectively, while reducing the amount of information, and the details
thereof, which investors are required to furnish. Following on Council
discussions, the Commission has consulted industrial circles. These consul-
tations were in progress as this report went to the press.

219. Incompliance with the ,.rolution passed by the Council on 30 June
1969, which "recognized the desirability of periodic exchanges of views,
intentions and technical experienca between electricity prodrrcers and called
on the Commission to foster and facilitate such exchanges", the Commission
held meetings on 26 January and 15 June 1970 with the European Com-
munity's UNIPEDE1 Committee in order to study measures aimed at
securing:

(i) better knowledge of the short- and medium-term outlook for the
construction of power plants in the Community;

(ii) more rationalization of types and standards of such stations, and of
their capacity;

(iii) incieased intra-Community trade in components for power plants,
especially for nuclear ones.

The European Community's UNIPEDE Committee gave afavourable
reply to the wishes expressed by the Commission on the first two pbints.
It felt that it was impossible to discuss the factors liable to prevent utilities,
when inviting tenders and placing contracts, from allowing the free play
of intra-Community competition betwedn srrppliers.

220. In the Commission's view, the provision of partial guarantees for
electdcity producers in the event of extended plant outages would aim to
secure a minimum of expansion for Community indusmy in the nuclear
sector while tending to promote interpenetraiion of ihe market and
restructuring of industry.

The Commisrion .orrt.-plates the provision of such guarantees only
if at least one of the following three conditions is fulfilled:

'.i) orders for plants and their components are grouped at Community
level;

( ii ) the plants are built by a consortium o{ firms from more than one
Community counffy;

r Union Internationale des Producteurs et Distributeurs d'Energie Electrique
(International Union of Producers and Disributors of Electrical Energy).
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(iii) certain components used in essential nuclear plant items are

manufactured in other Community countries and account for a

substantial fraction of the plant cost.

These suggestions have been made known to the members of the trade

organizations in UNIPEDE, UNICE1 and CEEPZ.

227. Pvsuant to Articles 45 et seq. of the Euratom Treaty, governing joint
undertakings, the Commission continued the prncessing of the application
{rom the Soci6t6 belgo-ftanEaise d'6nergie nucldaire mosane (SEMO) and

carried out the enquiry among the Member States required under Aticle 46,
parugtaph 1, of the said Treaty.

It also received, in October 1970, an applicr .tion for joint undertaking
status from HKG (Hochtemperatur-Kernlraftw':rk Gesellschaft), a com-

pany. set up for the construction of a J00 MV'e prototype plant with a

high-temperature pebble-bed reactor.

222. Eff.orts towards the hatmonization and standardization of safety tech-

niques relating to commercial nuclear installations were continued. As a

follow-up to the recommendations made by the industtial circles consulted
in 1968 and 1969, more detailed exchanges of views, notably within the
framework of UNICE, confirmed the need for greater dovetailing of safety

criteria and techniques, and for gradual and more detailed standardization
of certain items of equipment.

A schedule has been drawn up of the various manufacturing and
inspection codes, guides, standards and criteria, both existing and undet
development, and a comparative study of technical data has been under-
taken.

Both safety studies on particular nuclear installations and studies aimed
at achieving a more systematic harmonization of the techniques used have
emphasized the priority nature of certain supplementary programmes of
practical and theoretical research. Attempts at more effective coordination
in the latter field were carried on in the framework of the ENEA/CRESTf
namely by the specialist sub-committee cn safety aspects of water-cooled
reactors, which brings together under a Commission chairman delegates
from Italy, France, Germany and the United States. There have also been

t U\iICEr U"ion of Industries of the European Community.
s CEEP: European Centre for Public Undeitakings.
3 European Nuclear Energy Agency/Committee on Reactot Safety Technology.
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sponsored exchanges of information between experts on generally applicable
matters of technical safety, notably on the basis of background studies
prepated by the Commission.

Pronotion of industrial uses oJ radiation and isotopes

223. Vith effect from 1970, the Eurisotop Office's activities have been
covered by the Commission's operating budget, the resulting reduction in
funds being offset by the fact that interested circles in industry and the
technical world are taking on an increased share of the cost.

The projects carried out by the Office related either to the automation
and rationalization of industrial manufacturing processes or to the develop-
ment of new or improved materials and products and the coordination of
the potential offered by the existing facilities in the Community. The
exchange of experience and knowhow and the dissemination of information
are the forms assumed by these projects, through schemes operating at Com-
munity level and featuring collaboration between the competent bodies in
the member countries in otder to achieve results that would be difficult
to match at national level.

Among the schemes aiming at inmoducing the whole spectrum of
nuclear techniques into a paticulat sector of indusry, mention should
be made of that for the leather and footwear and ceramics industries ( which
includes the drawing-up of a list of all ceramics research ptojects in hand
in the Community ) and that for the building and civil engineering in-
dustries, which took the tangible form of an international symposium,l and,
lastly, the very extensive scheme relating to the textile industryz which has

led to a marlced increase in the number of nuclear applications, the establish-
ment of a Community pilot centre and the preparation of an illustrative
programmds for future schemes.

Another series of Community projects undertaken was aimed at
developing specific technical appligations, namely projects on analytic
problems posed by the use of non-ferrous and precious metals, a project

I Conference on the Use of Radiation and Isotopes in Civil Engineering; held in
Brussels on 28-30 October 1970.

2 Cabicr d'Information No. 35 "Automatisation et tationalisation dans l'industrie
textile I l'aide des ravonnements nucl6aires".

3 rVorking Document No. 103 "Programme indicatif pour l'introduction et pour la
promoti"on des applications des riyonnements et ies isotopes dans I'industrie
textile",
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relating to the manufacture of processed foodstuffs based on irradiated

potatoir,t similar projects for the use of radiation to presefve high-quality

foodstuffs without chemical additives, a number of demonstrations of a new

technique for imptoving concfete and enhancing the safety of buildings,

"nd 
strrdies on non-technical conditions to facilitate the adoption of nuclear

techniques by industry.

A technical consultanry service, together with very wide distributipn
of "Eurosotop" publicationsz in industrial and business. circles, also create

and maintain a climate favourable to the introduction of these techniques

into industry.

GENERAL RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

(Nuclear and advanced technology problems)

Genera/ a$ectt

224. In 1970 the Commission drew up and submitted to the Council
several proposals designeil to translate into concrete action the political will
expressed at the Conference of the Heads of State or Government at The

Hague.B These proposals were incorporated in several documents aiming

at providing a new stimulus for cooperation on a sectoral and general basis.

In a note submitted to the Council on 17 June 1970, the Commission
proposed a number of activities in the main sectors of cooperatibn, and at

the same time suggested that the six Member States should initiate prior
consultations on all major research and development ( R & D ) projects in
order to obtain an overall picture of the main pioblems affecting research

policy at the Community level and to intensify cooperation between Mem-

7 Cabier d'Information No.45 "L,'ircadiatiot des pommes de terre".
2 These numbered 26 in7970, including 11 combihed technical and economic studies

of oarticular cases of specific applications'
3 See Points 9 and 10 inihe final-iommuniqud issued after the Conference, namely :

9. As regards Community technological activity, tt'e Heads of State.ot Govern-
ment "reaffirmed theit'desite to -porsue moie vigotously the activity of the
Community in regard to the coordination and promotion of industrial research
and devel6pmeni in the principal sectors o-f impottance, in p-articulat by
Community programmes, and to provide financial tesources for- this purpose'

10. The Headi irf State or Government tecognize furthermore that it is both
urgent and necessary to draw up a research programme for the European
At6mic Energy Coinmunity in -the light of the requirements of modern
industrial oraJti.e which w6uld ensure-that the most efficient use was made

. of thb Joint Research Centre.
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ber States. The Commission then drafted several proposals regarding the

administrativ e i:eorganization of the Joint Research Centre and submitted

to the Council a report by a team of four experts on the role o{ the Centre

and the orientation of its activities. . In its memorandum on Community

industrial policy, the Commission also dealt with technological development

vrork in the Community. Finally, the Commission dealt with the problem

as a vrhole in a series of notes submitted to the Council on l L November

t970.

These notes provide the council with a general, balanced programme

regarding the Community's future R & D activities. They include granting

th; Joina Research Centre a considerable measute of administrative auton-

omy, matching its budget^ty management to new tequirements, progres-

sively adapting the facilities of the JRC to enable it to carry out, also in

non-n.rcle"r fields, an increasing amount of work which is mainly of intetest

to the public authorities.

Finally, these nores draw attention to the key problem underlying

European research, namely, the lack of a satisfactory structure both fot the

preliminary study, planning and prepafation of community decisions and

for their implementation.

225. The existing structures have not enabled the Community countries

to map out jointly the broad outlines of a European R & D policy; indi-

viduai or sectoral projects have been possible, but the lack of any ovetall

picture has up to now prevented tesearch from benefiting ftom the new

dimensions of the Community'

while the committee on scientific and Technical Research Policy is

striving to gain a general view of the activities and objectives of the Mem-

ber States by comparing national plans and pfogrammes, it has none the less

fun up against numefous snags, such as its restricted terms of reference,

its composition. and the, limits imposed on its work, and reservations and

practical difficulties encountefed on the palt of Member States with fespect

to medium-tetm aims and programmes. Moreover, in the work which has

been undertaken only sporadic attention has been paid to the prospect of
an enlarged Community.

226. Finding that tle present working methods do not petmit fulfilment
of the gengral terms of reference' assigned at the Hague Confetence, the

Commis=sion proposed that, after broad col"ultations with interested circlei,
new structufes should be gradually set up which would pr. . ide a permanent

means of preparing and carrying out comprehensive programmes.

\
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With a view to facilitating the breakdown of work into national,
Community and concerted international action, the Commission proposed
that a European Research and Development Committee (ERDC) should
be created with tesponsibility for preparing the decisions to be taken by
the Community authorities, in particular with a view to:

(i) defining the fields or sectots in which Community projects should be
undettaken;

(ii) drawing up joint programmes in the R & D fields or sectors in which
the implementation of joint projects appears necessary or deSirable;

(iii) defining the aims and forms of cooperation between the Community
and non-member countries and international organizations;

(iv) defining the forms of initiative or execrrtive actio'n in order to achieve
the agreed aims: organization of. information centres and data banks,
the harmonization of. measures in the public sector, promotion of the
training and redeployment of scientists and technicians, the provision
of financial aid for certain R & D programmes, granting of under-
taking status, participation in the activities of other international
organizations, direct implementation of R & D programmes in the
Community centre, etc.

The general terms of reference of such a European Committee will
be to draw up and submit to the Commission all draft plans and program-
mes for R & D cooperation and coordination within the Community. On
the basis of this work the Commission will present proposed decisions to
the Council. In the year fcillowing its creation, ERDC will be required to
submit a first series of projects which will incorporate, together with any
amendments, the tide-over programmes adopted in the interim. Thus the
proposals relating to Euratom, to be dealt with later, and the specific
cooperation projects now being carried out by the Six and the other
European countries which have been invited to participate will be handled
in an overall context.

ERDC activity should embrace fundamental research, applied research,
public services, industrial development and environmental conservation, hll
of which were the subject of a note from the Commission dated 11 Novem-
ber 1970 containing a number of basic pointers. As the setting up of
ERDC and the examination of a Community R & D policy could present
problems to the applicant countries, the Commission considers that it
would be desirable for the Community aurhorities to take careful note at
all times of. any declarations made or written statement issued by the
applicant counties on this subject.

/
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227. In the Commission's opinion, the work of planning and preparing

the decisions should be kept sttictly apart from the tasks of administration
and implementation regarding the vatious actions, it not being forgotten, at

the same time, that action by the Community cannot provide anything
more than a frame of reference and a centte for the ptomotion o{ R ec D
ventures in the public and private sector, the range of which should not
be reduced. The ptoposal to set up an ERDC, which must take the
planning factor.into account, will thetefore be backed up by another
proposal, relating to the creation of a European R & D Agency (ERDA),
which will receive a budget of its own from Community funds. Undet
the Commission's supervision and within the framework of the multiannual
operations and programmes adopted by the Council, this Agency will imple-
ment the executive action to be worked out by the ERDC. It will also

administer the funds made available to the Community pursuant to deci'
sions taken in regard to the Community's R & D policy, which as from
L January 1971 will gradually have to be covered by the Community's own
revenue. In order to carry out its duties, which may include entering into
agreements or contracts involving financial participation with one or more
member ot non-member counffies, ot with their nationals, the Agency
will be endowed'with a large measure of autonomy and will be organized
according to the criteria and requirements of modern industrial manage-

ment. The JRC will come under the control of this Agency as soon as it
has been set up.

The Commission considers that these proposals can setve as a basis
for all action taken in the next few years concerning R & D. It recognizes

the fact that its brief should not be limited to submitting definite proposals,
but also consist in roughing out the main underlying guidelines, thus
complying with the Council's desire for an overall view of the problem.

228. The importance attached by the Council to this overall viewl was

confirmed once again at th€ meeting on 2) July 1970 at which the
Commission submitted its paper.

Duting this meeting, it was decided to create an ad boc group of
officials briefed to examine the Commission's above-mentioned note of
17 June 1970, as well as the note o{ 11 November'I97} examined here

in greater detail. This group drew up an interim report on which the
Council meeting held on 16-L7 December 1970 based its discussions.

t Th" B+i"" government submitted a proposal aiming to assign the PREST
Committee a genenl brief to this effect,
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. On this occasion, the Council first approved that part of the

Commission's overall organic programme dealing with the reorganizatiorr

of the JRC, tlus making it possible to define the procedures for the

draftng of a new multiannual pfogfatnme and to give new life to the

JRC. At the sdne time as t}re programme iJ 
"dopt 

d, other parts of the

overall programme concerning the JRC will still have to be mapped out
(staff regulations for research personnel, breakdown of budget by
research objective). The report examinqs in detail the Council's decisions

concetning reorganization. As tegards the points for consideration contained

in the Commission's note of 11 Novembet t970, the Council has as yet
been unable, because of the scope and the advanced state of the ad hoc

group's prsparatory work, to form a definite opinion. It limited itself to
an initial exchange of views expressing the governments' desire to
rutionalae the discussions held in numetous circles on problems relating
to the European research policy.

At the end of the discussion. the Council decided to refer the
Commission's proposals to the Committee of Permanent Representatives,
who will examine them jointly with the above-mentioned ad hoc group,
taking into account the opinions exptessed at the Council meeting.

For its part, the Commission will continue its work with a view to
attainrng tlre aims sketched out in the note of 11 November 1970. This
consists more particulady in working out detailed proposals on the
orgatization and mode of operation of the nev/ structures which it has

put forwa,rd. It further intends to submit to the Council proposals for
corrcrete action which will be centred not only on research in tlre nuclear
{ield but also on general research projects to be financed. out of
Community funds.l

Nuclear problens

Construction of rea:ctor prototypes in tbe Comrnunity

229. The sttenghening of cooperation in industrial and scientific
development has on a number of occasions been a focus of attention.
The Council meeting on 6 Decembet 1969, following the example of the
Hague agreements, decided to "take the initial stqrs towards maximum
cooperation in the field of advanced +ca€tersr€€,t€bly fast breeders"

1 See also sec.236 et rea.
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At the Council meeting of 20 March 1970, the French government
submitted a memorandum on "the procedutes for strengthening European
cooperation in industrial and scientific development". Regarding the

construction of latge advanced reactor prototypes, it emphasized the

the possibility of using the joint undertaking system after consultation
between elecricity producers, firms involved in construction ptojects and

govemments

The \7est German govemmentr in a memorandum dated
1.7 November 1970. also reaffirmed its desire to continue its efforts.
towards the incorporation of new sectors in technological cooperation, and

to bring national policies even closer together in order to step up
Community cooperation in the technological field.

230. The importance of fast reactors continued to be asserted. The
Community member countries are devoting a considerable amount of
financial and human tesoutces to this secter, which in thek opinion are

only warranted by the three separate programmes which are now in
progress : France, Germany associated with the Benelux countries and

Italy. The Commission's concem is to avoid the industrial dead-end to
which the present state of fragmented efforts would undoubtedly lead'

In pursuance of the Council's resolution of 6 December !969, the
Council decided in April 1970 to create a "Fast Reactor Coordination
Committee" with a. view to obtaining the maximum possible Community
cooperation in this sector. The Commission intends to organize a meeting
for this Coordination Committee at the beginning of 1971, due account

being taken of the course of the talks being held between the interested
circles, notably the principal Community electricity producers.

23L. ln response to the wishes contained in section 9 of the Llague report,
the Commission suggested in a note to the Council dated 17 June 1970

various measuies for stepping up Community cooperation. As regards

more particularly cooperation in large nuclear projects for advanced

reactors, the Commission proposes that, in the field of fast breeders, a

joint project be established in collaboration with the main European
electricity producers for the purpose of promotin$, undet the Treaty
provisions relating to joint undertakings and with suitable backing from
the Community and t-he various govemments, or only the govemments,
the construction and utilization of a high-power prototype plant
(600-1000 MlVe), work on which should be started as soon as possible,

preferably arcund L975.
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In the field of high-temperature gas reactors, the aim is to derive
benefit from the results of the fourth extension of the Dragon Agreement,
up to 31 March 1973. On the same legal and organizational basis, the
C,ommission suggests that electricity producers should build a steam cycle
plant of about 600 MrUfe, fuelled on low-enriched uranium.

The Commission also proposes that the Council should at the same

time take the opportunity which might offer itself by increasing co
operation between the various programmes in order to develop further
the direct-cycle gas turbine reactor concept.

Setting up ol uraniun enrichmext lacilities in tbe Community

232. The ptoposals submitted by the Commission on 22 May 1969 weri
examined further by the Council authorities.l In a letter datd 5 June 1970,
the President of the Commission approached the Council President-in-
office with a view to expediting the discussio,ns.

At its meeting on 16-17 December 1970, the Council assigned a brief
to the special study group o{ the Consultative Committee on Nuclear
Research, which had been requested, by t}re Council resolution of
8 December 1967, to examine the following problems:

(i) "to set up a file giving details of the technical and economic
characteristics and the performance of uranium enrichment plants
using the gas diffusion, ultracentrifugation atd, nozzle separation
processes;

(ii ) to collect data on the technical and economic petfotmance of existing
demonstration plants and data relating to planned installations.

After having conducted an initial examinatio,n of the problem on a

Community basis, the special study group could propose that experts from
non-member countries be consulted where it considered this appropriate
for the pursuit of its work, provided that all the delegations are in favour
of such a request".

The special study group is to submit as soon as possible a report
containing an analysis and evaluation of the data acquired, so that the
Council may pass an opinion on the Commission's proposals.

t fUra Ct*rot RePort, sec. 210.
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233. The draft cooperation agreemenr between rVest Germany, the
Netherlands and the Urlited Kingdom concerning tlee dwelopment and use
of the ultracenrifugation process, submitted on 29 December 1969 to
the Commissio,n under the terms of Article 10, of the Euratom Treaty,
was subjected to close scrutiny.

The Commission forwarded its opinion to tfie two interested memb€r
governments on 27 Janaary l97O and,, taking into account the additional
inform,ation supplied by these goverffnents on 5-6 February, approved the
project on 19 February. The tripartite agreement was signed by the three
partners at Almelo on 4 May t970. The creatio,n of the b,odies provided for
in tlre agleement co,ntinued during the remainder of the year. In the
surnrner, the Belgian and Italian governments we,re invited to join by the
thre signatodes.r

Tecbnology ol nuclen pouer plants and reprocessing lacilities

234. The tendency to use light-water reactors in nuclear plants as a

source of heat for commercial eletrjcity production is now standand
procedure in fie C,ommunity and throughout the wodd, apart from in the
United Kingdom. Because of the size of the construction programmes, and
the fact that industry has managed to deliver the goods with the right
perfoimance, competitive kWh costs, and the necessary guarante, tfuis
type can be rcgarded as proven. However, the first nuclear plants were
plagued by very long shutdowns before the number of "plants x o,perating
hours" reached statistically meaningful figures.

The C,omrnission has continued to supporr its technological promorion
projects, which were already discussed in the Third General Report.z

(i) Paticipation in five nuclear povrer plants and the granting of joint-
undertaking status to four power stations: the Commission is to
help with the costs of rnanufacturing certain key components provided
they are made by Community firms. The contrac of participation in
Gundremmingen nuclear plant expired on 31 December 1970. The
Commission shared in the cost of manufacturing parts for the reacror,
as well as spare fuel elernents for tlre first core. The other four

i 3::."li"ri*p' 
III, Part 2, 5'
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contracts will expire on the following dates: May t972 for the
plant at Dodewaard, December t973 for Garigliano and Lltina and

becember 1974 for the SENA plant at Chooz. It should be noted

that for the first time, four firms from three countri€s took part

in the manuLacture of prototype plutonium fuel elements at the

Garigl.iano plant. The Chooa plant went into service again. Under

tlrose contracts and in accordance with the status of joint un:dertaking,

Community bodies and firms seconded 45 engineers to these plants

n L970. Stnce L962, a totaJ. af 341 engineers ,and students frsm
organizations, firms and educational establishments in the Community
have been attached to thsse plants and those at Lingen and

Obrigheim.

( ii ) Transfer of information and experience concefning new nuclear power
plant projects, the Commission and the Preussische Elektrizit?its AG
signed an agreement similar to that concluded with the Kernkrafrwerk
stade AG GmbFLl This semnd agfeernent concerns the wiirgassen
plant (640 MWe boiling-water reactor).

(iii ) Systematic exchange of technological experience with nuclgar plant
operators: this very impotant activity has grown commensurately

with the nurnber of subiects covered by the special sturdy groups
(permanent or ad hoc): vibration problems in nuclear plants
(March), chemisty problems in water-cooled reactors (March and
September), experience gained and progtess made on &ta processing

systems and process computers used in nuclear power plants (June),
vibration phenomena inside water-cooled reactor pressure vessels and

e>rperience gained from the annual overhauls (December).

(iv) Operating technology: in the context of its activity in backing
nuclear plant operators, the Community offered sweral firrns and

organizations the chance of taking part in a study contract on the
monitoring of cornponents by vibration and noise analysis in order
that ary damage may be detected as soon as possible.

(v) Reprocessing of irradiated fuels: during 1970, tests were catried
out on non-irradiated uranium from the Eurex plant. After a

provisional operatjng licence had been obtained, the first dissolving
work on MTR fuel elements took place in the second half of
October; the commissioning of the entire plant is proceeding
gradually.

I ffira Cr*rol Report, sec.2!7,
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Applications not concerned witb electricity prcdaction

235. Fiat/Ansaldo, in collaboration with the Commissionls staIf, have
drafted the final report of the contract of association which expired on
11 December 1969. This marked the end of the last activity in the field
of marine propulsion (shipborne reactors) which began in the fint and
second Euratom five-year programmes. This rq>ort, to be published by
the Commission's Centre for Information and Documentation; covers all
sttrdies and research worlc carried out in the period 196I-69. Tlrc
Commission has non the less kept in contact with maritime and indusrial
circles interested in this type of propulsion, which, it seerns, must in-
witably find an application in the merchant navy in the relatively near
future.

In 1970, the work of the study groups set up in L969 to study the
applications of nuclear enetgy in high-temperature chemical processes

continued. The "Steel-making processes" and "Nuclear reactor" study
groups examined the possibility of producing steel by direct reduction
with the aid of nudear en€rgy.

Nuclear programnes

Tbe future'ot' tb, 1o,lrt Researcb Centre

236. On 6 Decemkt 1969, the Council decided, on the basis of the
decisions taken some days previously at the Hague Confetence, to plan
the reorganization of the JRC, and meanwhile to extend the 1,969
prograrnme for one year.l

In February 1970 the Commission asked an ad boc internal group
to prepare a structural model of the JRC according this body a greater
degree of independence and an appropriate share in the preparation and
management of research programmes, anA, at the saine time to examine the
conditions under which these prograrnmes should be adopted by the
Council on a proposal.from the Commission. At the same time proposals
were to be drawn up for amending the service and financial regulations
with a vie'*' to ensuring the necessary flexibility of management. This
rE)ort, which deals with the otganizatj,on of the Commission's research

I Tbird General Report, sec. 209.
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activities, the internd managemeot of the JRC, the procedure for setting
it up and the structure of the programmes, personnel management and

financial prwisions, was ptesented to the C.ouncil in April 1970.

In addition, on 11 March 1970 the Commission set up a committee

of expets cbmposed of independent persons to co,nsider the role of the

JRC irl European research. The Committee presented an interim r€port
early in June, and this was immediately forwarded to the Council' The
Council considered the matter at its meting on 23 Jvly 1970, but did
not arrive at any formal decisions.

Since "biology and health physics" and "co,ntrolled frxio'n" cone
under the heading of indirect action and are not affct€d by the re'
organization of the JRC, and since they have welldefined guidelines, the

Commission adopted a draft project in July 1970 f.or a multiannual
research progmmme on these two subjects. At the same time it submitted
a proposal for the amendment of four items in the 1970 programme-the
SORA project, the MK-5 loop, irradiations in the BR-2 and improvements

to the CBNM linear accelerator.

237. The new Coqnmission's assumpqion of office on 1 July 1970 resulted
in a change of aims, the future of the JRC being more closely linked with
that of a pl6n for the promotion of scientific and technical research in the

Community. On 1l October 1970 finding that it had not been possible

to accomplish the reorganization of the JRC within the space of one year,

the Council decid€d, as authorized by the resolution of 6 Decernber, to
extend the 1970 research and training programme into 1971 and to add to
it the last two projects in the supplementary programfire presented by the
Commission. It also decided to carry out the technical examination of
the multiannual programrnes on "biology and health' physics" and

"contrdlled fusion", and set up a committee of experts to study the SORA
projects, no decision being taken about the MK-5 loop.

In Nwember 1970 the Commission approved and sent to the Council
a series of papers on the reorganization of the JRC and the amendment
of its budgetary and service tegulations, together with a note on a joint
Community proiect for scientific and technical research and development.l

In addition, the Commission received the final report of the expert

committee on the future of the JRC, which roughed out the broad lines

r Secs.224 et nq. above,
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of a programme of nuclear and non-nuclear activities based mainly on the
SORA project, mezrsures to combat nuisances and pollution and, extensive
reseanch on materials.

At its meeting on 16 and 17 December 1970 the Council er<amined

the question of the reorganization of the JRC. After noting the
Commission's draft decision on the subject, the Council adopted a

resolution concerning the appointment of the General Consultative
Committee envisaged by the Commission's decision, and also a resolution
concerning the procedures governing the ado,ption of the Community
research and training programmes.

On 13 J*u"ry 1971 the Commission, for its part, took its decision
on the reorganization of the JRC, which confers upon the JRC .a structure
matched to its special role and grants it the independent pourers of
management necessary for the proper execution of its tasks.l

Implementation of the researcb and itoestmefit progrannte

The Ispra establishment

238. The Crntre has sought in particular to pursue the tasks laid down
in the transition programme and to benefit from the expe'rience gained in
past y€ars by preparing research programmes designed to ensure that the
most efficient use is made of the Ispra centre.

To improve management, a system of programme-catds has been

devised: work on the different sectors of the research programme has been

subdivided into projects, each covering various studies.

Fast reactor studies have centred on sodium technology and fuel
recycling (Saltex and Solinox processes). They have been carried out
in collaboration with the Belgian Centre d'Etudes Nucl6aires (CEN) and
have obtained results which could be of use in the construction of a

pilot plant.

Research on heavy watet reactors has included experiments on core
physics and dynamics in ECO. Operation of the ESSOR re,rtor and the
hot cells has continued; the MK-5 multiple experimental loop is ready
for insertion in the core. The CART loop has been adapted to take a

new irradiation orperiment.

L Jonnal ofichl No. L 16, 20 Jxllua;ty L97t, p. t3 et seq,
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rtr7ork on high-temperature gas reactors has continued. In addition,
preliminary studies have begun on the use of *re heat produced by thi:
iype of reactor in the steel industry ,and for the direct production of
hy&ogen.

Work on the nucleat plant safety programme has also been continued
and extended. The behaviour of rnaterials and strucfi'res during an

accident has been studied, as well as spaqial dynamics and reactor
criticality ( in an attempt to obtain more information on the physical

asp€cts of accidents).

In the field oi fissile material safeguards, analytical studies have

been made on control systems, measuring techniques and the identificaqion
of fuel elements.

In reactor phy,sics, work has continued on the setti-ng up of chains

of codes for studies on fuel rnanagement and power reactor dynamics. The
first steps have been taken to set up INDAC (Integral Nuclear Data
Centre), a c€ntre for the preparation and disserqination of nudear data
files for reactor connputations. The Euracos fast neutron converter has

been provided wit} a mock-up of part of the shield of the SNR fast
sodiumcoolsd reactor for measurements on the penetration of neutrons
and gahma rays. Lastly, work has co,ntinued on studies of strategy and
nudear economy for the Commi,ssion's illustrative programme (Article 40
of the Treaty).

\fork on condensed state physics has inch:ded experiments on
neutron o,ptics and other basic ,str:dies on crystal lattice ddects, extensive
use being made of techniques'based on X-rays and the Mcissbauer effect.

\7ork on magnetic resonance has centred on molecular structures,
solid state physics and physical chemistry. Pending a decision on the
construction of the SORA reractor, work continuei on problerns of safety

and instrumentation for this project.

Studies on materials for various types of reactor have been continued
and intensified ( structural materials, advanced fuels for high-temperatu-te
reactors, in-pile rnateriaJ.s and nickel.base alloys for high-ternperatrre gas

turbines), together with studies on direct thermionic conversion.

At CETIS, the use of digital computers has made it necessaf,y to
work two shifts a day. Much of the work consists in the provision of a

consultative service and the solution of problerns {or various departments
of the Commission and occasionally for outside bodies. Teleprocessing
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facilities have been improved arrd extended, and software activities have

been dwelo,ped.

Central Bureau lor Nuclear Medsuretnents

239. The linear and Van dd Graaf accelerators have bsr uscd to measure

total, fission, capture, scattering and activation croas-sections and neutron
fluxes. Studies on fesonance spins of several stable and fissile nuclei have

been continued in cooperation with the CI{EN and the CEN, and the

neutron spectrum of a subcritical enrichd-uranium assernbly has been

measured by a team at Cadarache.

In the field of nuclear physics and technology wotk has progtessed on

the standardization of radionuclides, the detemination of atonfc and

nuclear constants and measurements of isotopic composition. Samples

have continued to be ptepared and defined by all available methods in
order to meet the numerous fequests from the Central Buteau for Nuclear

Measurements and outside bodies.

Und€r the scheme fot training and the improverrent of knowledge,

the CBNM acc€pted 15 trainees and grant-holders frorn various countries.

Institute lor Transuranian Elements, Karlsrabe

240. Basic research on plutonium compounds has been pursued with the

arm of obtaining the data required to explain and predict the behaviour

of fuels under irradiation. Apart from the studies 
^k."dy 

rq)oftd,r
ceftain aspects of solid physics, such as &ffusion of fuel constituents and

of gur.orrs or solid fission products, recrystallization and plastic

deformation have been tackled for the first time or studi€d more deeply.

Irradiation experipents have been extended to covef, non-oxide

cer'amics.

The chemical analysis d irradiated fuels in various spoctra has been

continued, particulatly with the aim of estimating the in-reactor evolution
of the chemical composition of fuels on the basis of a small number of
measurements,

In the field of transplutonic elements, studies have been carried out
on the phase diagram and methods of preparing americium oxide.

t fUra Ctr*ot RePort, sec.228.
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A total of 10 gm of a mixture of curium-244 and americium-243 f.or
use in basic studies were successfully separated ard purified.

Petten establisbment

241. In February the power of the HFR was successfully stepped up from
l0 to 45 MW. New high-flux positions in the core itself were used for
the irradiation of materials, with extremely satisfactory results. Cerrain
mechanical details were also improved. Efforts to obtain even better
performances age continuing.

New techniques vere dweloped for the in-pile m€asurement of
cettain mechanical properties of various materials.

IJTork on nuclear materials continues to cover the fields mentioned in
the Third General Report.l The same applies to the evolution of the
materials and components for high-temperature gas reactors.

Several ideas and techniques conceived at Petten have been exploited
in collaboration with industrial firms and institutions in the Community.
These include a process for the deposition of protective layers of metal or
ceramic.

Fast rcactors

242. Duing 1970 the staff seconded under the association agreements of
1962 and 1963 with the French Commissariat i l'Energie Atomique (CEA )
and the German Gesellschaft fiir Kernforschung (Gff; respectively
continued to participate in the work of these organizations. Other staff
were detached to the Belgian Centre d'Etudes Nucl6aires (CEN), the
Italian Comitato Nazionale per I'Energia Nucleare (CNBNI and the Luxem-
boutg Luxatome, with which there were association or research conmacts
on a cost-sharing basis, similar to the contracts with the CEA and GfK.

The work has been mainly in the following {ields:
(i) operation o{ large devices: Rapsodie fast sodium test reactor, Sneak

and Masurca fast-neutron critical assemblies, Stark fast-thermal
coupled critical assembly, Suak pulsed subcritical assembly;

' fUr*t**t Rcport, sec.229.
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(ii) studies on theoretical neuuon physics, reactor physics and biological
shielding, and experimental studies;

(iii) operation of the experimental reactor for Sefor transients and

associated expetiments; analysis of results;

(iv) general studies on high-power sodium reactors and gas-cooled fast
feactors;

(v) studies on fission product migtation in irradiated fuel;
(vi ) thEoretical and experimental studies on mechanical, thermal and hy-

draulic characteristics, taking into account the propetties under
neutron inadiation;

(vii) handling and recycling studies.

High-tenperatale gas reactor

243. The Commission's research and development work in 1970 was mainly
in the following fields:
(i) continuation of the Dragon project;
(ii) continuation of projects undertaken at Ispra and Petten;

(iii) coordination of activity by the creation of expem study groups;

(iv) launching of an irradiation programme in HFR and BR-2 in collabota-
tion with other interested bodies.

Dragon proiect

244. Ii/(,ork on the Dragon project has cenued latgely on the selection and

development of the type of fuel rod to be used in an HTG power reactor'
The tubular interacting type was chosen. Two other vx1i4111s-'(feledial"
and "Directly cooled"-are being developed as sheet-anchor solutions.

The compatibility tests performed on metallic materials at Oslo

suggest that it is necessary to choose the materials fot the HTGR primaty
circuit with great care, since certain high-nickel alloys are not suitable for
operation in the gaseous media which may exist in HTGRs.
(i) \7ork has continued at Petten under the Dragon project on the ima-

diation of graphite and compacted powders in collaboration with the
KFA and Euratom; collabotation with the KFA, the CEN, Belgo-

nucliaire, the RCN and the JRC extends to fuel studies in the HFR
and BR-2.
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(ii) The project is at present negotiating the renewal of its collaboration
agreement with the USAEC and has continued its collaboration with
the KFA, BBC/Baden and GHH.

In the physics field, the project has participated in the exchange of
programmes and information with the UKAEA, the CEA, the Ispra JRC,
AGIP Nucleate, the KFA and BBK. It is kept informed of the resalts of
the experimental programmes at \)Tinfrith and Cadarache. The pro1ect has
continued its work on helium technology, thermal insulating materials,
thermal and radiation-induced stfesses in graphite structufes and the
development of gas turbines.

Materials irradiation

245. The BR-2 and. its associated installations have continued to be
opetated under the agreement between the Commission and the CEN, with
certain amendments to allow for the fact that t-he Commission's financial
contribution is limited to the cost of the Community staff seconded to this
installation. To offset this, the Commission has exercised its right to the
free use of the reactor, particularly for irradiations of plutonium fuel from
the Institute for Transuranium Elements. 

.

The BR-2 has been used mainly under the contract concluded between
the CEN and the GfK Karlsruhe for the development of fuel elements and
structural materials for the SNR fast sodium-cooled reacror.

Tbermonuclear lusion and plasma pbysics

246. The Commission has again had to confine itself to the renewal of the
contracts of association on an annual basis. Research work under these
contracts has been limited to the development of the types of device already
designed in L969.

Biology and healtb protection

247. As in previous yfars, the Commission has tried to integrate the efforts
of the various laboratories with which it maintains contractual relations by
standardizing separate contracts ind oryanizing meetings of experts.
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' Certain results of the study of the migration of radioisotopes in man

and the food chain and various dosimetry studies will facilitate the establish-

ment of basic standards of health protection.

Studies on radiation-induced lesions have also been continued. They
are necessary for a better knowledge of hematology and immunology, fields
in which the Commission is closely {ollowing or assisting progress,

Research on the genetic or long-term effects of radiation is progressing
more slowly owing to the inherent nature of the subject.

The Netherlands government has given the go-ahead fot the marketing
of imadiated mushrooms. This is the first authorization of this kind in a

Member State. Much of the preliminary work was done under the Com-

mission's programme on the "Applications of nuclear techniques to
agricultural tesearch".

Research at Ispta continues to centre on the th,ree fields of the radio-
active contamination of the food chains, the effects of radiation on mam-

mals and radiological physics and dosimetry.

Probhns liltsidr the naclear sector

Possibilities lor cooperation in seuen chosen sectors

248. As stated in the Third General Report, the Council, at its meeting
on 28 October L969, invited a number of European non-member countries
to participate in the ptoposed scheme for cooperation in the field of scien-

tific and technical research on the basis of 30 provisionally selected projects.'

At the beginning of the year covered by the report, all the invited states

had stated that they wete in principle interested in such a scheme.

This prompted the Council at its meeting on 6 March 1970 to anange
a meeting in mid-April of seven working parties with the task of defining
the attitude of'the participating countries on the proposed projects and of
discussing any new proposals and suggestions, and further of examining
the technical, financial and other problems entailed in the implementation
of the agreed projects. The seven wotking parties were to present their
reports to the participating governments by 15 July 1970. Mr Aigrain,
chairman of the Committee on Scientific and Technical Research Policyi
as it was known, was at the same time asked to coordinate the work.
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The working parties duly submitted their reports on 15 July 1970.
They found that all the patticipating counmies were interested in the
proposed projects taken as a whole. Howevet, they also said that it had
not been possible for them, in the very brief petiod of three months, to
undertake a detailed study of the projects and the methods of implementing
and financing them. They proposed that special working panels should
be set up fot this purpose.

The rcports of the seven working parties were examined by the
Colrncil at its meeting on 23 July 1970. The Council decided to send the
countries concerned written procedural proposals relating to the implemen-
tation of the projects. These proposals concerned the creation of seven
working parties with the tash of submitting definitive agreement texts
within periods ranging from 6 to 12 months; these proposals also envisaged
the constitution of a Committee of Senior Officials to direct the work of
the working parties and examine questions of a general nature.

All the participating counmies replied favourably to the Council's
letter. The Committee of Senior Officials held its first meeting cn 19 Oc-
tober 1970. It drew up a number of directives f9r the working parties
which enabled them to undertake detailed discussions on the Communitv's
proposals.

249. Pamllel to the discussions of the Fifteen, the PREST Committee and
its working parties continued their work on two Community projects
concerned with data ptocessing which had not been adequately defined at
the time the first PREST Committee report was presented, namely:

(i) Project 14 (European Data Processing Institute): this project has
had to be adapted to a situation which is rapidly changing owing to
the existence of similar international prcjects on training and data
processing. The idea of setting up a specialized institute has now
been superseded by that of organizing shot- and long-term courses

. in existing educational establishments. The aim of this project has
now been defined as the training of teaching staff. An interim report
has been submitted to the PREST Committee, which has approved
its main conclusions. This should make it possible to begin a series
of highJevel courses for the training of. data processing teachers in
197r.

(ii) Project 15 (User software): the PREST Committee has also approved
a proposal for a pilot project on the medical supervision of the
setiously ill, scheduled to last four years, the first year to consist of
a programme for the exchange of research workers.
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Coordination problems

Conparison ol programmes

250. In carrying out the brief which had been assigned to it on J1 October
1967, namely, to compare national methods, programmes and reseatch

budgets for scientific tesearch, the PREST Committee had to enter largely
unknorvn teritory, whose exploration called fot a new type of procedure.
The comparison of research budgets was relatively simple, because an

initial report had already been drawn up in the previous year by a study
group on research statistics. The results of this wo$were so satisfactory
that the PREST Committee decided to make statistical enquiries a perma-

nent institution.

The comparison of national methods and programmes was a different
matter. After a few tentative efforts it became clear that it would be
difficult to make an overall comparison in this field because of the structural
differences between the Member States. The Committee then considered
two mote pragmatic apptoaches, which among other things would help to
pinpoint new fields of cooperation. At the end of the year covered by the
report, the Gommittee had not yet finished its work.

Truining and mobility ol scientilic personnel

251. The work on postgtaduate training and scientist mobility, which had
begun in contact with and under the aegis of the PREST Committee, has

been continued, but is not yet complete.

The educational activities at Community level have been marked by
the Belgian government's proposal for a meeting of the Council with the
participation of the national ministers of education. Preparatory work has

been done in the departments of the Council. The Commission has

naturally emphasized its interest in such a meeting and in the gradual
encoutagement of European cooperation in the field of education.

Lastly, on the basis of the Member States'reaffirmation at the Hague
Conference on 1 and 2 December L969 of their interest in the creation of
a European University, the Italian government held an intergovernmental
conference at Florence in October 1970, which the Commission attended
as an observer. This conference permitted the resumption of work which
had been interrupted since 1965, and the fint steps forward were taken.
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The ceation o{ the University of Florence is one of the subjects to be

submitted to the ministers of national education at the meeting of the
Council suggested by the Belgian government.

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION

Transfer of tecbnical infornation and industrial propertl questions

252. The lack of a multiannual Euratom programme of research and
uaining, the stagnation of the JRC and the massive cuts in indirect action
(research and association contracts) have resulted in a substantial and
steady decline in the volume of original results worthy of dissemination.

There has been a particulatly large drop in the number of results
protected by patent. kss than 100 first claims were made in 1970 for
patents to protect results obtained dudng the implementation of the
programme. The number of claims topped the 100 mark as far back as

1960, and had reached 207 in 1965. The same trend is evident in the
special field of inventions made in the JRC; despite intensive ptospecting
in the laboratories, the number of patent claims has fallen to the level of
1962 (about 30), con'stituting a drop of more than 607o in comparison
with the peak year, t965.

There is also a shift in the r4ain components of the patent portfolio
towards the fusion and high-tempetature (Dragon) sectors, which are forms
of indirect action. On the other hand, the patentable inventions maddin
the JRC increasingly consist of spin-off offering possibilities of non-nuclear
application. These collateral inventions have aroused the interest of
industry more frequently than specifically nuclear inventions, e.g. those
deriving from the Orgel project or contracts of association.

Not only has the growth of the patent portfolio slowed down
considetably, but numerous patents filed in previous years have been
shelved as a result of the abandonment of the comesponding programmes.

As was to be expected, it has become apparent that it was easier to
arrange the transfer to industry of know-how acquired by the JRC-
whether connected with a patent s1 ne1-1han of inventions recognized
as patentable but not yet developed or proven.

A list of patents, reports and publications resulting from research

conducted in the fields of coal and steel by bodies receiving financial aid
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from the ECSC is under compilation. In the sectot of steel-industry

measufements, this list has 
"lt.^dy 

yielded encouraging results which will
make it possible to intensify the dissemination of the information obtained,

in compliance with the wish expressed by the Consultative Committee of

the ECSC.

253. "Evatom-Information", a periodical whidr gave details of reports,

anicles and patents resulting exclusively from the Euratom progtamme,

has changed its title to "Euro-abstracts". It will henceforwatd also contain

bibliographical'and administtative data on reports, articles and patents

deriving from the other Community programmes, particularly those of the

ECSC. It has a subscribed list of 2 000.

It is also intended to extend the dissemination of the "Euratom Tech-

nical Notes", which report on products, ptocesses and devices capable of
industrial application, to cover the coal and steel sectots also.

The number of persons and firms in the Community which have asked

to be sent the confidential "communications" on nuclear results of indusrial
interest has remained practically steady, but the distribution list of the

"Technical Notes" has grown considerably.

254. Thework of the specialist departments o{ the Commission has centted

on the exploitation of the results of research. It has proved difficult to
find indusuialists interested in the exploitation of nuclear techniques. The

application of the original results obtained by the JRC to other industrial
fields-sometimes unexpected-has had a certain success'

The number of licence contracts on patents has increased from 48 on

31 December t969 to 56 on 3L December 1970, and that of know'how
contracts ftom !2 on 31 December 1969 to 14 on JL December L970;

19 licence conuacts on patents or knowhow are in the course of negotiation.

It is worth noting the conclusion of a licence contract with two
competing firms established in two Community countries, which have

sign-d an agfeement concerning the joint exploitation of an invention made

at the Ispra establishment. Another joint contract linking two firms in
different countries is undet negotiation; it relates to an invention made

at the Petten establishment.

The persistent uncertainty about t}e future of the JRC acts as a brake

on the negotiation of licence contracts, since it is rarely possible to guaran-

tee the licensee technical assistance and the availability of the results of
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development; many inventors are leaving the JRC and it does not always
have the potential to cooperate with the licensee in the development of
the technical innovations which are the subject of the licence. Sometimes
it has been possible to help matters by seeking the aid of certain national
institutions in the exploitation of the results of research.

Like its activity of prospecting and protecting results, the Commis-
sion's "exploitation" work is intended to covef all the results of the Com-
munity programmes whose implementation is entrusted to it. A first step
in this direction has been made in the field of steel-industry measurements.

Independently of these activities, in conjunction with the PREST
Committee the Commission has undertaken the study of the institutions
and methods concerned in the exploitation of research results within the
Community and in non-Community countries. In due course the Com-
mission will no doubt propose measures to improve cooperation and infor-
mation in this field, where technological and industrial policy converge.

Sciefitfc and tecbnical documentation

255. On 10 November 1970 the Centre for fnformation and Documenta-
tion officially logged the millionth document in its semi-automatic nuclear
documentation system.

On 31 December the total scientific and technical information stored
in the computer's memory consisted of 1 060 000 documents. This store
is the source of the replies to the questions put by the users of the syrtem.
By the end of 1970, a total of 3262 questions from Community research
workers and indusuialists had been dealt with. In addition, the SDI
programme (selective dissemination of information), under which clients
whose interest profile is known are periodically sent new in{ormation
relating to their field of activity, had 605 subscribers.

256. TheCommission has helped the International Atomic Energy Agency
( IAEA ) to set up the international nuclear documentation system ( SIDON-
INIS). The methods devised by the CID, panicularly the keyword
thesaurus, the indexing manual and the .omp.rt.i processing programmes,
were communicated to the IAEA under a contract which terminated in
June 1970. These methods constitute the basis of the world svstem which
the IAEA plans to complete in 1972,
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Similarly, in March 1970 the Commission's depattments participated
.in"Warsaw in the preparation of UNESCO standatds.,for the compilation
of "thesauri"-s141d41dized and structured vocabularies necessaty for the
creation of modetn documentation systems.

257. AtEutopean level the Commission has helped in the work aimed at
the. concertation of scientific and technical information by the Scientific
and Technical Reseatch Policy Committee (PREST). The medium-term
objective, as set out in a first report submitted to the Council by the PREST
Committee, is to create a network of documentary systems each relating
to well-defined and interelated fields. The immediate aim is to cteate

a detailed European documentary system on metallutgy, which could serve

as a pilot project undet this overall policy; this proposal has also been

submitted to the Council. The other fields at present accorded ptiority
are agriculture, medicine and patents.

258. The CID has continued its studies on the use of more advanced

automated documentation techniques. It has begun work which by t97I
should render a genuine dialogue possible between man and machine, i.e.,
direct conversational interrogation of the mass of documents recorded in
the computer's memory, thus improving the services rendered to the user.

Over the medium term, this develq>ment should provide large centres

equipped with the necessary facilities with the means of direct access to
the central memory.

A project was started n l97O with the aim of aiding documentalists
who wish to specialize further in modem documentation techniques. Two
seminars each lasting two weeks were held in March and November 1970.

Scientifc publications and conferences

259. In 1970 the Commission continued publication of the "Transatom
Bulletin", which gives details each month of the documents of Slavonic
or Oriental origin which have been uanslated into \0festern languages,

or of which translations are planned ( a total oI 6 635 translations were
listed in 1970); in addition, the "Eastatom" section of the "Ttansatom
Bulletin", in collaboration with the Kemforschungsanlage Jiilich, has

reportd interesting documents of Slavonic or Oriental origin which it
has acquired.
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The review "Euro.spectra" has continued the quarterly publication of
articles on the main scientific activities of tlre Commission, including the
non-nuclear fields. A new feature has been introduced entided "From
Laboratory to Factory", whicj: deals with the e4ploitation of research
results.

The publication of the scientific and technical reports on nuclear
research carried otrt by, on behalf of, or in association with the Commission
has slackened considerably owing to the curtailment of the activities of
the JRC establishments. On the other hand; a large number of reports
containing the minutes of conferences and sympooia have been published;
tlese minutes, which generally sum up the present state of the art of the
particular tedrnique, have by thefu volume and the interest which they have
aroused l"tg.ly offset the numerical reduction in the more specialist reports
which they have replaced.

This last fact has led the Co'mmission ro ste? up its dforts in the
orgarization of scientific and technical conferences; the er<perience thus
acquired has proved extremely useful, and has ult 

"dy 
made it possible to

plan a very ortensive prograrnme fot 197L,
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3. Energy policy

TTIE COMMISSION'S ACTIVITIES IN 1970

260. The Commission's activities in the energy policy field in 1970 were
mainly concentrated on the implementation of the "First Guidelines for
a Community Energy Policy".1 The fundamental principles of this
memorandum were approved by the Council at its 88th meeting on
1J November 1969, and it has also been the subject of favourable Opinions
from the European Parliament,2 the ECSC Consultative Committees and

the Economic and Social Committee.a

The activities of the Commission are presented in the same order
as the subjects of the "Fitst Guidelines", and the numbets of the
coresponding proposals in that document are indicated in brackets.

Framework of action

261. As in previous years, the Commission, in order to keep abreast of
the tend of the energy market, produced a report, compiled with the
assistance of experts from Member States, on the energy situation in the
Community, setting out the 1969 situation and outlining the prospects

for 1970 (Proposal 3).

As in 1969, a feature of the development of the energy market in
the Community duting 1970 was an appreciable increase in demand.
Moreover, it was profoundly a{fected by current rends in world oil and
coal markets. Some degtee of tension between supply and demand has

resulted, leading to price increases.

In October 1970 the Commission, being conscious of the gravity of
any shortage of enetgy supplies during the winter, conducted in conjunction
with senior energy officials from the Member States a detailed examination
of the cuffent energy market situation in the Community and its short-

' Suoua Ct*rot Re4ort, secs, 292-295,
3 An4ex No. 123 to the Joarnal oficiel.
s Bulletin No. 8-69, Ch. IV.
' Ibid.No. 11-69, Ch. VIII.
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term ptospects. This examination showed that, as a result in particular
of incteased production costs, it was unlikely that prices would fall in the
near futufe or return to a level comparable to that of 1969. From the
quantitative point of view, it was found that in the absence of any serious
new developments there were no foreseeable problems in the immediate
tefm.

However, the recent situation is further evidence of the sensitivity
ot the energy market in the Community, particulady of oil supplies, to
such external factors as availability of transport facilities. In this field,
suesses affecting only limited quantities can have serious repercussions on
prices.

As eady as March 1970 the Commission had convened senior energy
officials from the member countries with a view to examining the problems
of security of supplies ( Proposal 5 ). An initial analysis confirmed the
desirability of concentrating on stockpiling, the feasibility of adapting
consumption of primary energy by power stations, the drawing up of an
inventory of laws and regulations in the Member States which could be
used to mitigate the effects of possible supply crises.

lVith specific reference to stockpiling problems, the Commission
monitored Member States' implementation of the Council directive of
20 December 1968 making the maintenance of a minimum level of crude
oil and/or petroleum products stocks compulsory.l It also held discussions
with the Member States, duting which a common position on the (illcD
proposals regarding stockpiling was arrived at. These ptoposals will mean
raising the present level of oil supplies to 90 days in order to meet
additional risks to oil supplies to 'Western Europe, following a 'rumber
of years during which the supply structure has undergone changes making
it increasingly dependent on external factors.

Establishnent of tbe czrtmon market

262. Qn the occasion of the adoption of Regulation EEC/1496/68 ot
27 September'1968 relating to the definition of the customs territory of
the Community, the Council had authorized the Commission to institute
an overall study of the problems relating to the continental shelf and to

' Jt**t tfrtitl No. L 308,23 Decembet 7968, p. 74.
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submit proposals regarding the customs system applicdble. In its
"Memorandum on the applicability of the EEC Treaty to the continental
shelf" of 18 September 1970, the Commission draws the conclusion that
the Member States' exercise of thefu sovereign rights, particularly in
connection with the exploration and exploitation of natural resources on
the continental shelf, is subject to the provisions of the EEC Trcaty. The
same principle is valid with regard to the applicability of national laws to
economic activities in the private sector and the resultant production.

263. A very impotant factor in the process of bringing the Community
closer to the conditions of an internal market is the coordination of speial
taxes on petroleum products. \(heteas fuels are generally only subject
to turnover taxes, hydrocarbons used as fuel attract excise duty, the amount

of which varies appteciably from one country to another, as shown in
Table 15.

TABLE 15

Excise duty on heavy and domestic fuel oil as at 1 Januaty 1970

(in u,.e. per ton)

Heavy

Domestic

6.83

2.73

2ot0r

10.85/8.43'

4

815.923

0

4.05

2

9.7613.672

3.87

14.644

t Petroleum pitch.I Eeating diesel/light fuel oll.I Heatlng die8el/fuel oil 3-5. E.. For indu8trial use only.

Vith a view to establishing and ensuring the successful opetation of
the common market in this field, the Commission submitted to the Council
a dralt directive on the approximation of specific consumption taxes on

liquid hydrocarbons for use as fuel (Proposal 17). Under the terms of
this draft directive, by 1 January 1976, the excise duty in force in the
vatious Member States would not exceed 2 u.a. per ton for heavy fuel oil
and 5 u.a. per ton for domestic fuel oil. The difference between the
higher current national rates and the maximum rates envisaged fot 1976

would have to be reduced by half by 1 January 1974.
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A policl to ensure dependable low cost supplies

Cornrnercial policy

264. In order to improve coal supply conditions, the Commission, since
eafly 1970, has been exchanging information on programmes for coal
imports from non-member countries (Proposal 19). These exchanges,
which are held with the Member States on the occasion of the review of
the quarterly programmes pursuant to Article 46, 3(2) of the ECSC
Tteaty, cover all aspects of current import conffacts.

As regards the hydrocarbons sector the European Padiament gave
its unanimous approvall to the proposed Council regulation concerning the
notification of import programmes for oil and natural gas2 to the Com-
mission of the European Communities ( Proposal 20 ). The principles
underlying the proposal were also approved by the Economic and Social
Committee. It is still being debated by the Council. Once it is passed,
the regulation will enable the Commission to obtain an overall view of the
structure and security of the Community's crude oil and natural gas
supplies.

As a move towards the mapping out of a Community supply policy
(Proposals 20 and 30) the Commission organized at Ispra a conference of
the leading natural uranium producers and experts from the Member
States. During the discussions, the problems in this sector and its future
outlook were put into broad perspective. Although there is no shortage
of natural uranium at the present time, the deposits curently being worked
by Community undertakings will not be sufficient to meet the Community's
requirements beyond the end of the decade. The general conclusion
reaffirmed the need to sustain and even intensify uranium prospecting
activities in order to ensure economic supplies from sources conuolled by
Community undertakings.

In addition, the Commission has published an analysis of the Com-
munity's nuclear fuel supply situation which agrees with the Ispra
seminar's conclusions regarding natural uranium. As to enriched uranium,
the analysis confitms that the Commission proposals of May 1969 recom-
mending the creation of autonomous enrichment facilities within the

t A""* I.J- 126 to the Jomnal oficiel.

' lounal oficiel No. C 9,23 la"riry 1970, p. 10.
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Community, which would provide a maiot guarantee of security of supply

in this field, were well-founded.l

At its session of 13 Octobet 1970 the Council authodzed the Com-

mission to open exploratory talks with the American authorities about the

introduction of certain amendments to the Additional Agreement to the

1958 Agreerrent for Cooperation between the USA and the EAEC
concerning the peaceful uses of atomic energy. The purpose of these

changes would be to improve the conditions of supply of enriched uranium
from the USA.

Inuestnents

265. lVith a view to supplementing the information it obtains, undet the

terms of the ECSC (Article 54,para 3) and EAEC (Article 41' et seq.).

Treaties, on the structure and ttend of the Community's internal energy

supplies, the Commission has submitted to the Council a "Ptoposed
regulation on the notification of investment projects of Community interest
in the petroleum, natural gas and electricity sectors"z (Ptoposal 22). This
p.op*ul was unanimously approved by the European Parliament.B The

Economic and Social Committee also approved its underlying principles on

25 and 26 November L970. The Council is still debating the subject,

however.

266. In accordance with Article 54 of the ECSC Treaty,'the Commission

continued to foster the coordinated development of investments in the

Community's coal industry. The annual surveya showed that, according

to estimates by the collieries, potential annual coal production would
contract from 193 million tons in 1969 to 173 million in 1973. However,
experience in recent years has shown that forecast figures for decline in
output are genetally lower than the closures which actually take place

subiequently. Thus, the slowdown in the cutback forecast at the time of
the last survey has not been confirmed by events. It is therefore not certain

that potential coal output in L973 will still be as high as the L73 million
tons suggested.

The total value of investment declarations, as defined in Decision

No.22/66, was negligible for the current year, wheteas it had still been

L Sec.232 of this Report
2 fornal offciel No. C 11,29 January 1970, p. 9.
s -Annex No. 126 to the Jonndl oficiel.
I Interlmefir in the Commmitl coii indrctrie4 fePort on the 1970 sufvey, situation as

atl Jantary 1970.
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as high as 65 million dollars in 1969. In particular, there were no declara-
tions for colliery coking plants, although an outline programme for the
rebuilding of a number of coke-oven batteries and the construction of
new coking plant is currently being drawn up in the Ruhr.

Structure ol the Corurnunity energy indastry

267. The Commission's influence on the coal indusry rests on the powers
o{ intervention vested in it bv Decision No. 3 /651 and Decision
No. 70ll/ECSCz.

Pursuant to Decision No. 3/65, the Commission examined the
financial aid gtanted by Germany, France, Belgium and the Nethedands to
the colliery companies for t970 and, a,fter consulting the Council, adopted
Decisions Nos. 70/525/ECSC, 70/ 526/ECSC, 70/527 /ECSC and
7 0 / 528 /ECSC authorizing this aid.3

Since Decisio,n No. l/65 was due to expire on 3J. December 1970,
the Commission turned to the matter of establishing a new legal basis for
granting aid to the coal industry during and af.ter I97l. In its study of
the question of coal supply and production in the Community (June 1970)
it concludes that aids to the coal industry are still needed. Following
exchanges with the national experts, a dtaf.t decision was submitted for
discussion to the ECSC Conultative Committee 

^nd, 
at the same time, to

the Council which, at its meeting of 14 December 1970, gave its unanimous
agreement in accordance with Article g5,paragraph 1 of the ECSC Traety.a
The Commission accordingly adopted Decision No. 3/71/ECSC of
22 Decernber 1970 relating to a Communrity systern of intervention by the
Mernber States in sul4)ort of the coal industry (Propoaal 26 ).'5

By the terms of this Decision, the Commission, in order to facilitate
any necessary adjustment of coal output to market conditions and its
concentration on the most productive mines, authorizes Member States to
grant aid by way of tompensation for costs arising from the total or
partial closure of pits, assistance with capital expenditute, raining of per-
sonnel and keeping their number stable, and incentives to constitute and
maintain exceptional stocks to improve the elasticity of Community coal

I Jomnal oficiel No. 31, 25 February 1965, p. 480.
2 lbid. No. L 2, 6 Jrmzty 1970, p. 10.
8 lbid. No. L 270, 14 December 1970, pp. 18 et rcq.I lbid. No. C 150,23 December 1970, p. 11.
6 lbid, No. L 3, 5 January t971, p.7 .
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supply. In order to avoid serious upsets in the economic and social life
of regions, or production cutbacks below a level consideted justified by
the temporary uncertainties regarding the Community's energy supplies,
extra aid may be authorized to compensate a coalfield or a company up to
a maximum amount equal to the difference between the mean foreseeable

cost of coal production and the average income obtainable during the
following year. The Member States are required to supply the Commission

rcgularly with full infotmation relating to projected financial aids, including
the reasons justifying them and their scope; this information must be

related to their forecasts of the development of production, imports and

sales, and the outlook for regional development.

In this context, the Council made the following declarations at its
meeting of 14 December 1970:

"The Council has taken note of and approved the Commission's
intention to consult the Governments of all the Member States with
a view to facilitating the research it must undertake in pursuance of
paragtaph 1 of Article 3 of the Decision.

The Council notes that, as agreed on 13 November 1969, this
Decision stresses the need for a comprehensive view of the enetgy

situation in the Community, and therefore hopes that the possibility
of obtaining this comptehensive view will be made available to the

Community as soon as possible."

268. Morcover, pursuant to Decision No. 70/1/ECSC1, the Commission

authotized Belgium, France and Germany to grant aid to their collieries

for the production of coking coal in 1970 at the rate of 1'50 u.a. per

ton in the first and second Member States and 1.J0 u.a. per ton in the

third. The Commission issued two notifications to the companies

specifying the conditions for supplies of coking coal from non-member

free-economy countries. The first, at the begiqrning of the first quarter'
gave an average price of 17 .50 u.a. per ton cif ARA ( Antwerp, Rotterdam,

Amsterdam ) ( average quality coking coal ) fot the whole of the Community
and set a minimum price of 17 u.a. per ton to which companies may refer
in the event of price alignment; the second gave, for the beginning of the

second half-year, an average price of 20 u.a. per ton, but no longer set any

minimum price in view of the current transparency of coking coal prices

on the world matket.

I Journal oficiel No. L 2, 6 January 1970, p. 10.
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269. The discussions between the Commission depatments and the com-

petent Council authorities, relating to the revision of Chapter VI of the
Eutatom Treaty governing nucleat fuel supplies and dealing with the
proposals made by the Commission at the end of l964,have not yet been

concluded.

Research

270. In connection with coal tesearch undet the head of Article 55 of
the ECSC Trcaty, a medium-term aid programme (L970-74) has been

prepared.l It aims at reducing the cost price of coal, better retutl$ on

coal industry products and improved working and safety conditions.
l7ithin the fra:nework of this prograrnme, the Commission has fue*.dy

allocated aids for research projects in the following {ields: mining and

winning methods, underground automation, briquetting and coking, physical

processes.

As regards the publication of results, several volumes of research

repotts appeared in 1970, including one giving a general outline of projects

financed by the Community and their results' Finally, study days were

organized in Luxembourg, one in Apdl on "Technology and developments

in the field of coking" and one in December on "Coal resqarch: application
to mining technique-basis fot new products",

SUPPLY AGENCY

271. Community users wete supplied with natural uranium under the

simplified procedure which was extended until 31 December 1973.

Twenty conttacts rvete concluded, involving a total of 2 935 tons of
contained uranium at prices ranging between $6 and 7 per lb of U"O".

These quantities wete in the main supplied to the USAEC (United

States Atomic Energy Commission ) for enrichment undet the toll-enrich-

ment contfacts,z

' 1o**n5titl No. C 99, 31 July 1970.
t -Sccond 

General Rcport, sec. 303'
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272. The enriched utanium market continues to be dominated by the
American monopoly of supplies. Two important facts should be noted in
this connection:

(a ) The decision of the United States Congress to raise the price of
enrichment, as of. 22 February 1971, from $26 to 28.70 per unit of
separation processing, an increase of more than 707o;

(b). The publication of a study according to which Amedcan enrichment
facilities will become saturated towards 1976 unless measures to
meet the foteseeable demand are taken in good time.

Supplies of entiched uranium were obtained, as in the past, under
the Euratom/USA Agreement for Cooperation.

In 1970 tesearch tequirements.continued to be amply covered by
entiched uranium acquited under leasing conttacts. According to the
USAEC sales index, the value of these hired materials is gl0 100 102.60.
In the course of the year, the multilease contract was extended until the
end of June 1973. Negotiations were also completed for an extension
of the multisale contract under which Community users can obtain certain
quantities of special fissile materials, again for reseatch purposes, from
the USA. Altogether, the Agency concluded and put into effect 26 p:ur-

chasing contracts whose total value was $1 335 079.42.

In the power reactor sectof, the "purchase" values f.ot 1970 of
entiched uranium imported under the 18 toll-enrichment contracts, which
began to come into effect on 1 January 1969, total $50 771 406.49.
During the same year Community consumers paid USAEC $20 L27 7I7.20
in enrichment costs.

Finally, it has been possible to co,nclude an important in situ
toll-enrichment contract under which the user already in possession of
materials under a lease conuact buys them outright. This type of contract
provides fot the USAEC to be supplied with the necessary'quantity of
natural utanium, and for the payment of enrichment costs cottesponding
to the ptoduction of a quantity of enriched uranium equivalent to that
already held.

273. 'Vith regard to plutonium, the Agency was mainly concerned with
the implementation of the important contracts for the various fast reactor
programmes concluded prior to the year under consideration. Contracts
coicluded and put into effect in 1970 involved a quantity of 105 627 kg,
representing a value of $2259 432.13.
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In addition, the USAEC decided to rescind from 1 Januaty 1'970

the rules under which:

(a) 'Euratom's purchases of plutonium from private sources might not
exceed 507o oL total purchases of American plutonium;

(b) American reactor operators could not sell more than 75Vo of their
plutonium production;

(c) Agreements had to be entered into wit}r the USAEC concerning

exchange of information on the uses to which the plutonium supplied

was to be put.

Consequently, licensed American ptoducers will be in a position to
sell plutonium under essentially commercial conditions, subject to the

provisions of the Agteement for Cooperation relating to the quantitative

ceiling (1500 kg of Pu total) and control measures"

SAFEGUARDS AND CONTROLS

274. In this field the outstanding happenings of the yeat were the

following:

(i) The imports of enriched uranium recorded in the preceding section

involved a substantial increase in the volume of materials subiect

to controls. Thus, 1970 was a year during'which special emphasis

was .placed on the development of the reinforced control system,

comprising regular inspections and spot checks in fuel element

fabrication plants using either plutonium or highly enriched uranium,

which was brought into force in 1969.

The mecanographical accounting procedures devised last yeat are

now working full out. Currently, upwards of 3000 (2700)r
materials balances and inventories, containing about l'2 500
(10000)1 items of information to be entered and checked, are sent

in each month by some 160 installations, including mines, which are

subject to the control system. They cover 12 fi6 tons of natural

uranium, 20 551' kg of uranium enriched in Ua5 and 1 143 kg of
plutonium.2

I Tbird General Rebort. sec.267., Fig"res "*p."...? 
in terms of acfual U or Pu content and rounded off at 3l August

t970.
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(ii) Pursuant to Article 78, pangraph 2 of. the Treaty, the Commission
approved the methods to be used for the chemical treatment of
irradiated materials in two retreatment plants, and gave its opinion
on the plans fot a further two which are due to become operational
in 1971.

( iii ) Work continued on reseatch into non-destructive measurement
methods and the development of suitable equipment. An application
was carried out in a plant which manufactures fuel elements using
highly enriched uranium, and on the basis of the experience gained

it will be possible to bring the techniques involved into general use.

(iv ) In addition, participation in joint tesearch programmes on safeguards
and controls with the JRC, the GFK, the Belgian Nucleat Studies
Centre and the Italian CNEN was continued.

(v) The Commission drew up a revised text for Regulation No. 8. The
reshaping of the ptovisions of the present regulation is based on
over eleven years of expetience of controls, and has been geared to
the present and future requirements of the nuclear market.

(vi) Technical consultations under the agreements for cooperation
concluded by the Community with non-member countries were
continued, notably with the United States and Canada. Technical
exchange meetings were held with tepresentatives of other non-

member countties, notably Brazil, Japan and the United Kingdom.
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4. Transport policy

GENERAL

275. TI:r' completion of the tmnsitional period, the incrcasing inter-
penetration of the Mernber States' economies, the establi,shment of the
common agricultural policy, the entry into force of the common commercial
poliry on 1 January 1970 and, finally, *re major steps being taken o'n a
Community lwel, particulady in relation to the monetary policy, should
have been sufficierrt---cspecially in the light of t}e results of the Hague
Con{erence in December t969-to influence the implementation of the
comtrron transport policy and to caus€ it to evolve to the stage of decisive
actions, so that it becomes fully incorporated in the process of Community
integration.

Analysis of the results obtained during 19701 does not app€{r to
confirm that the common transport policy has developed in parallel with
Community integration. It has been possible to put into effect a limited
number of measures which are not, horilever, of fundamental importance.
Moreover, considerable delay has been noted in the implemenrtatio,n of
certain des and regulatio,ns issued by the Council in the last few years and
which should by now have been applied. This situation is in some cases

accornpanied by inadequate means of supervision to ensure compliance
with the Community provisions abeady in force.

276. In some specific sectors it has seemed o.;,edient to arange e)<tet',ion
of the Community transport prwisions by means of agreements which are
to be negotiated and co,ncluded with non-member countries.

It is essential that in such cases the Community be able to exercise
the external pou/ers grantd it by the Treaty and also that the prcper
functioning of the institutional machinery be ensured in this field. Other-
wise, the entire development of the conunon transport policy will be
endangered.

The decisions which the Court of Justice is due to take on t}le action
brought by the Commission regarding the conclusion of tle AETR by the
Member States have special significance in this connection.z

I Secs. 279 to 297 of this Reoort.
8 Sec. 281 of this Report ard Journal fficiel No. C 69, 11 June 1970, p. 9.
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Similarly, it appears increasingly necessary that with regard to certain
problerns outside the Community's competence, the Member States should
proceed only by common action within the framework of international
organizations of an economic chatactet, in accordance with the provisions
of Article tl6 of. the Treaty.

277. A more positive political approacJr on the part of the Member States

is the sine qaa non {or satisfactory progtess to the stage of concrete

achievements in the implementation of tlre cofilmon tfansport policy, and
for enabling it to attain'the objects ascribed to it by the Treaties of Rome

and Paris, in harmony with the development of the Community's general
policy.

THE COMMT]NITIES' ACTIVITIES IN 1970

hfarket organiqation

278. The Council has adopted:

(i) at its session of 26 and 27 January 1970, a Resolution on the imple-
mentation of a system for the temporary immobilization of vessels on
the Rhine and adoining waterwaysll this contains considerable dif-
ferences from the proposals submitted to the Council by the Com-
missio,n n 1967;2 t}re Commission has exptessed some reservations
concerning this Resolution, in respect of both the tenor of the meas-

ures envisaged and the procedures to be introduced for any ag{€ef,nents

coochrded 'whh rrm-merrfier counfries in this connection should the
case arise;

(ii) on 15 February '1.970, Regslatio'n No. 293/708 amending Regulation
(EEC) No. 1174/68a relaxing the conditions for admitting special

I Billetin No. 3-70, Part Two, Ch. II, sec. 29.
2 Proposed Council regulation on access to the market in the transport of goods

by inland waterway, of 29 November 7967; Journal offciel No. C 95,21 September
1968. Amendments submitted by the Commission on 25 April 1969 (doc. COM (69)
311 6nal).

3 Council Regulation (EEC) No. 293170 of 16 February 1970 amending Article 5
of Regulation (EEC) No. 7174168 on the introduction of a system of bracket rates
applicable to road haulage between the Member St*es; Jomnal oficiel No. L 40,
20 February 1970, p. 1.{ Council Regulation (EEC) No. 1174168 of 30 July 1968 on the introduction of a
system of bracket rates applicable to road haulage between the Member States;
Joarnal ofichl No. L 194, 6 August 1968, p. 1.
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contracts which entail the application of prices in excess of the rates
applicable to road haulage between the Member States.

279. On 31 December 1970, the Council had not .taken any action on:

(i) the propoeals which the Commission had submitted, n L967 and
1968, regarding access to *re market and co,ntrol of capacity of
national and international road hutlage;r,2

(ii) the Comrrission's proposals regarding the rate system applicable to
national road haulage and national and international transport by rail
and inland waterways;8

(iii) the Commission's proposal for fixing, on a Community level, the
general conditions for applying the rates, as provided for in Regula-
tion No. lI74/68;a this proposal received the favourable opinion
of the European Parliarnent and the Economic and Social Com-
mittee.

In consequence, no substantial progress has yet been made in relation
to the organization and integration of the market. Moreover, the Com-
mission deplores that the rates referred to in Regulation No. 1174/68,
which should have come into force by 1 November 1969 at the latest,
have not yet been fixd by the Member States despite the Commission's
repeated approaches.

The C.ommission has put in train against the Member States the
procedure provided for in Article 169 of. the Treaty.

t Pr"p"."d Cou-ncil regulation on the introduction of Community rules for:
(i) access to the occupation of road haulage contractor in national and international

rranspoft;
(ii) controlling capacity in the national road haulage sector, of 75 June 1967;

l9nryl offciel.No. 254,20 Qc19b9r 1967, p.301 Amendments sutmitted by
the Commission on 6 June 1969 (doc. COM 6D 452 finil).2 Prop.osed Council Cecision on the adaptation of the bilaterai quotas and of the

number of transit licences f"_t tqqd hairlage betw.een Membet States, of 24 Jdy
- !968; Jou-rnal oficiel No. C t23,26 November 1968, p, 2.3 Proposed council regulation on the introduction o? a system of bracket rates

applicable t9_!b9_tt"Ilpgrt of goods by rail, road and inland waterwey of 20 May
!!6! (doc. VIIPqM (93) 168). Amendments submitted by the Commission oir

. 29 October 1965 (doc. COM (65) 415).a Proposed council regulation laying down the general conditions for the applica-
tion of the rates in Council Regulation (EEC) No. 1174168 of 30 Tulv 1968 on
the introduction of a system ofbracket rates applicable to road haulacl between
Member States, of 4 Juhe 1969; Journal oficiel Nb. C a9, 30 July 1969,6.9.
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Under t}ese circumstances, imbalances can still survive in the
ransport market, such imbalances running counter to the pdnciples which
the Council itself laid down in its Resolutions of June t965 and October
1966 and to which the European Parliament had given its general basic
approval, In particular, this causes delay in the establishment of the rate
system which the Commission must formulate before the expiry of Regula-
tion No. It74/68, whose validity is limited to three years.

. Social barmoni7ation in tbe transport scctor

280. Pursuant to the provisions of REgulation No. 543/69,1 on 20 July
1970, tJre Council adopted Regulation No. 1463/70 on the introduction
of a mechanical monitoring device in the field of road transport.2

281. On 20 March 1970, the Council gave the Member States authority to
negotiate and conclude with non-member countries a Eurq>ean convention
telating to the activities of the crews of internatio,nal road haulage vehicles
(AETR) within the framework of the ECE.8

In view of the fact that undet the Treaty of Rome such negotiations
must be handled and concluded by the Community and not by the Member
States, on 25 May 1970, the Commission appealed to the Court of Justice
against the Council, petitioning for the annulment of the instrument
granting the authority in question.a

In. its present form, the AETR includes some provisions which are

incomptible with Regulation No. ,43/69 on t}e harrro'nization of certain
social provisions in the field of road transport. The Council accordingly
asked the C.ommission to propose amendments which would render the
AETR compatible with the Community Regulation.

In the Resolutions it adopted at its sessions of 14 May 1970 and
6 October 1970;6 the Parliament for its part dernanded that the social
progress attained by virtue of Regulation No. 543/69 should not be
impaired.

t C".r".'tt R"gulation (EEC) No. 543169 of 25 March 1969 on the harmonization
of certain social provisions in the field of road transport; Joarnal oficiel No, L 77,
29 March 1969, o. 49.

2 lournal oficiel Nci. L 764, 27 July 1970, p. 1.
8 Bslletin No. 5-70, p. 67.{ Jorrnal oficiel No. C 69, 11 June 1970. p. 9.
6 lbid.No. C 65,5 June 1970, p.40 and No. C 129,26 October 1970, p. 10.
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The C,ommission outlined all the asp€cts of the problem and explained

its poeition on this issue at these plenary sessions. It has not so far
considered it erxpedient to submit a proposed amendment to Regulation

No. 543/69.

282. The Commission also de.plores the great delay on the part of the

Member States in implementing Regulation No. 543/69. It has &ndy
had the o,pportunity to inforrn the European Farliament of this situation
in the reply to written question No. 5/70.1

Despite repeated approaches by the Commission, at the time of
completion of this rsport, the provisions required for implernenting and

ensuring compliance with this Regulation have been adopted among the

Member States only in a very inconsistent and incomplete manner.

The Commission has therefore decided to initiate the procedure

which, under Anicle 169 of. the Treaty, is to be used against Member
States which f.at1. to carry out their obligatio,ns.

283. On28 July 1970, pursuant to Article 5 of Regulation No. 543/69,
the Commission submitted to the Council a proposed directive on the
minimum standard of training for drivers of road haulage and passenger

vehides;z its adoption will help to improve road safety.

Harmoniqation of State interuention

284. On 4 June 1970, the Council adopted Regulation (EEC)No. 1107/70
on the aids given in the field of transport by rail, road and inland water-
way.3 This Regulation came into force on I Janv,ary L971. Thus some
progress has been made towards harmonizing the conditions influencing
competition in the transport sector.

The measures provided for by the Regulation o'n public service
obligations,a and the Regulation o,n normalizing railway accountss have been

I Jotnal oficiel No. C 73, 18 June 1970, p. 5.
2 COM (70) 842 6r,a1,28 July 1970.
8 Jonnal offciel No. L 130, 15 June 1970, p. 1.
a Council'Regulation (EEC) No. 1191169 of 26 June 1969 on action by the Member

States vrith regard to obligations inherent in the concept of public service in the
field of transp*ort by rail,-road and inland waterway;'Joarnil oftciel No, L 156,
28 June 1969, p. L.

5 Council Regulation (EEC) No. 1192169 of 26 June 1969 on common rules for
normalizing railway accounts; Jo*nal oficiel No, L 756,28 June 1969, p. 8.
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taken by the Mernber States within the speci{ied periods. These Regula-
tio,ns can accordingly corne into force on the specified dates, that is
1 January and 1 July 1971 respectively.

Moreover, at its session of 7 Decembet 1970, the Council adopted
a Resolution inviting the railway authorities o{ the six Member States to
improve coo,peration on the technical, commercial and operational levels
and making a number of suggestions conceming those sectots in which
such cooperation could profitably be improved.

T ecbnical barn oniqation

285. Eight directives have been adopted of tlre fourteen submitted to the
Council within the conte:<t o{ the "Ge,neral Programme for the elimination
of obstacles to trade resulting from disparities between the laws and regula-
tions of the Mernber States" of. 28 May L969, and' closely connected with
road safety. These relate to the licensing of vehicles, noise level and

exhaust apllarah.rs, {uel tanks and rear Protection dwices, position and
fitting of rear licence plates, steering equipment, hotn, doots and pollution
by spark-ignition engines.

In each case the Commission has endeavoured to win acceptance of
the maximum degree of safety.

286. At its session of 4 June 1970, the Council adopted a Resolution on
the introduction of automatic coupling on tailways.

The Commission had submitted a proposed decision2 based on
Article 116 of the EEC Traty and intended to determine the scope and
implementatio'n of the conmon action to be taken by the Membet States.
But without basing its discussions on this Article, the Council formulated
a common position to be taken up by the Member States within the
European Conference of Transport Ministers (CEMT): in the course of
the discussions held by this body, it was in particular agreed that automatic

I Ballctin No. 8-70, p. 110.I Proposed Council Decision on the scope and implementation of common actioh
by lhe Member States in respect of the introduction of automatic coupling on
European railways, based upon Article 116 of the Treaty of Rome (doc. COM (70)
420 frnal,20 April 1970).
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coupling would be introduced for international traffic at a date to be fixed
by the railway authorities aftet 5 Aprfl,1979, and its use would then be

extended to furternal traffic: general utilization of automatic couplinc should
be completed towards Easter 1981.

Rates for tbe urc of infrastructures

287.,On 27 Jartuary 1970, the Council issued a decision amending the
Council Decision of. 13 May 1.965 fior the implementation of Article 4 of
the Council Decision of 22 June 1964 concetning a survey of infrastructure
costs for rail, road and inland waterway transpoff.l

288. On 4 June 1970, the Council issued Regulation (EEC) No. 1108/70
inroducing an accounting system for expenditure relating to the infra-
structures of. rul, road and inland waterway transpoft.z As a means of
ensuring uniform implementation of the provisions of the Regulation in
the Member States, the Commission, acting pursuant to Article 9(1),
issued a RegulationP fixing the coverage of the various items in the expen-
diture accounting schedules shown in Annex 1 of the Regulation. It also
formulated a list o{ the inland vraterways of a maritime r}atur€ for which,
undet Article 3 of the Regulation, no infrastructure expenditure accounts
ned be drawn up.

289. At its session of.26 and,27 lanuary 1970, the Council dcided that
before it adopts a Resolution on the Commission's propoaal for the adust-
ment of national systems of commercial vehicle taxatio,n,4 each Member
State must prepare calculations from which the future results of this
proposal may be assessed; this operation is to be coordinated on a Com-
munity level by the C,ommission by means of regular meetings between
the national experts. The operations involved in tlee preparation o{ these
calculations by the Member States have not been completed at the time
of completion of this report, and thus the Council has not yet been able
to adopt a resolution.

\*rr"t ,frtitl No. L 23,30 January 7970, p.24.
2 lbid.No. L 130, 15 June 1970, p.4.
8 lbid, No. L 278, 23 December 1970.
a Proposed directive of 17 July 7968; Jourxal offciel No. C 95, 2l September 1968,

p.44.
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Coordination of inaestments

290.. A consultative meeting on road and rail communications acroos the
Alps was held with the Member States on 15 June 'J.970 as part of the
consultation procedure on transport infrastructure investments introduced
by the Council Decision of 28 February L966,r and this will be followed
by a second meeting to discuss a document which the delegations are to
provide before this second meeting.

Application of tbe rules of conpetition to transportation

291,. The Commission has begun its examination of certain agreemearts

and is collecting the data required to enable it to decide whether or not
t.he agreements in question are compatible with Regulation (EEC)
No. 1017/68j2

Moreover, the discussions which in accordance witl Article 31 of
Regulation (EEC) No. 1017/68 are held with the non-member countries
which are signatories to the Revis€d Convention for Navigation on the
Rhine have shourn that at present no amendments to the said Regulation
are required and that the discussions held for that purpose can be considered
to be cornpleted. Furthermore, it is envisaged t}at negotiations, the
procedure for which is being examined in accordance with the relevant
provisions of the Treaty, will be held with a vie.w to an agreement between
the Community and the non-member countries concerned; the tenor of
this agreemerrt is yet to be determind.

Discrinination in transport charges and conditions

292. IJavng regard to the European Parliament's orpressed wishes, on
l0 July 1968s the Commission had amended its proposed Council Regula-
tion o,n the abolition of discrimination in transport charges and conditionsa

1 Jownal oficiel No. 42, 8 March 1966, p. 583., Council Regulation (EEC) No. 1017 168 of 19 July 1968 applying rules of competi-
tion to the rail, road and inland water transport sectors; Jonnal offcielNo.Ll75,
23 luJy 1968, p. 1.

3 Amendment under Article 149, second paragraph (EEC) of the proposed Council
Regulation on the abolition of discrimination in transport charges and conditions
(based on Articles 7 ,75 nd 79 (2) BF;C) (doc. COM (68) 289 6nal).{ Proposed regulation of 29 October 1965: Journal oficiel No. 66, 7 Apdl 7966,
p. 964.
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so that the objects stated therein can be attained in two stages. In view
of the time which had elapsed since this amended propooal was submitted
to the Council and also the nebd to solve as rapidly aspossible the problems

involved in transportation to or from ports, on 21 April 1970 the Com-

miss,ion submitted a new proposall very similar to its first.

The Commission has also examined or re-examined 516 published and

unpublished schedules of transport tates and conditions to check that they
conform with the EEC Treaty. An annual report is made on this matter
to the European Parliament.

Vith regard to Rqgulation No. 11/602 the Commission had btought
its influence to bear on tlle Member States concemed to ensure that it rvas

effectively applied to navigation on the Rhine. All the Member States in
question have advised the Commission that Regulation No. 11/60 will
henceforth be applied to navigation on the Rhine also.

Conclusions

293. An overall assessment od the Communities' activities in the transport
sector during 1970 shours that the imbalances between the three modes
of transport, which the Commission indicated as early as its Third Gener'al
Report, still survive. No substantial progress has been made in the organi-
zation and integration of the transport market and, moreover, the e:<isting
measures are not always implemented.

Finally, as stated above, several of the Commission's piop*"lt are still
pending before the Council. Since these are proposals which, as just
mentioned, have been submitted with regard to certain general guidelines
laid down by the Council and certain basic choices which it has made
concerning the fields of action and the scope of such action, and also with
regard to specific requests made to the Commission, the latter considers it
necessary, if furtler progre$s is to be achieved, to reo'peal an exhaustive
debate to check the objects, principles and operational methods of the
common transport policy and, where appropriate, to apply the necesaary
modifications to them. For this the primary requirement seems to be that

r Amendment under Article 149, second paragraph (EEC) of the proposed Council
Regulation on the abolition of discrimination in transport charges and conditions
(based on Articles 7,75 and 79 (2) F'F,C) (doc. COM (70) 479 final).

2 Council Regulation No, 11 of 27 Jute 1970 on the abolition of discrimination
in transport charges and conditions, adopted pursuant to Article 79 (3) of the
EEC Treaty: Jounal offciel No. 52,76 Aptil 1960, p. ll2l.
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the C,ouncil states its views as to the role it at present ascribes to the

proposais before it (and which it itself requested), saying whetler it still
attaches any impomance to them, whether it considers them out of date or
whether it simply feels it advisable to delay their implementation in order

to give priority to other measures which, in the light of new aims, it
considers to be mote urgerrt.

Certain delegations have provided some information in this respect'

but a firm motivation should be given and a dialogue on transport problems

should be initiated betwetn the Commission and the Council.

In the meantime, t}e Commission sets out belovr those fields in
which, for its part, it intends to submit proposals from the beginning of
1971,.

DEVELOPME}IT OF THE COMMON TRANSPORT POLICY

294. In its Third General Report the Commission had laid down the main

guidelines forming the basis for Community action in the transpoft sectof

and, more particularly, indicated the principal guidelines for the future

development of the common transport policy. While stressing the special

importance of certain operations to be carried out in this context, in its
examination of that"report the European Parliament gave its basic agree-

ment to the views set out by the Commission' The Commission will out-

line below the steps it has taken to put this prolramme into effect in the

light of the iesults obtained and the evolution of the market situation.

295. ln the field of social harmonization, the Commission is preparing a

second Regulation on working conditions in road haulage which will deal

more particularly with working and rest times, and overtime. After hearing

the views of both workers and employers, the Commission has consulted

the government experts of the Member States. lVith regard to inland
navigation, the Commission is preparing a regulation on working conditions

and the composition of crews. Consultation with the social partners and

government experts has already b.g.tt. Finally, the Commission has begun

the pteparatory worlc in telation to the harmonization of working condi-

tions on the railways.

296. As regards State contributions, the Commission has been engaged

in preparing provisions concefrring the financial relations between the rail-
ways and the States with the object of implementing the provisions of
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Article 8 of the Council Decision of. 13 May 1965.1 !7hen examining the
Third General Report, the European Parliament emphasized the importance
of this operation whose objects were set out in that report.

Consultations with the trade union organizations, the Group of Six
in the International Railway Union (UIC) and the government represen-
tatives have already been held on the basis of a document drawn up by
the Commission which sets out the existing situation and lists the potential
solutions for the allocation o{ responsibilities between the railway organiza-
tions and the pubtc authorities, and for providing these organizations with
autonomous commercial management and the resources required for carry-
ing out the mission entrusted to them.

On the whole, the general line produced by these studies supports
the views of the Commission, which will very shordy be able to propose
the necessary mearsures to the Council.

297. The Commission has continued its surveys on iharges for the use of
infrastructures. As has abeady been stated in the Third General Report,
the proposed directive for the adjustment of national systerns of commercial
vehicle taxation, which has been rBentioned above,2 will be only a first
measure. In addition to this operation, a system which will also apply to
other modes of transport will also have to be implemented. In view of
this factor, it is essential to choose a method which can be retained for
permanent use. A pilot studys has already provided some theoretical and
practical in{ormation. The Commission will submit a proposed Decision
to the Council, establishing a corlmon system of charges for the use of
infrastructures which will meet the various requirements.

Pursuant to the Council Decision of. 27 January 1970a and with the
intention of ensuring as uniform an implementation ,as possible in the
various Member States, the Commission assisted by the govefirment exp€rts
has starred to prepare studies of the theoretical and practical problems
arising in relation to charges for the use of road infrastructures in urban
areas.

t C""".tl D"cision No. 65l271lEEC of 13 May 1965 on the harmonization of
certain provisions affecting competition in rail, road and inland waterway transport;
Journal oficiel No.88, 24 May 1965, p. 1500.

2 Sec. 289 above.
3 Doc. SEC (69) 700 frnal,72 March 1969.
a Council Decision of 27 Jarvaty 1970 amending the Council Decision of 73 May

1965, implementing Article 4 of the Council Decision of 22 Jwne 1964 on the
otganization of a survey of the infrastructufe costs for rail, road and inland water-
rlray transport; Journal olfciel No. L 23, 30 Januaty 7970, p. 24.
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298. The consultative procedure in force.r does not provide a satisfactory
system for producing coordination of investments in transpom infra-
structufes.

It has therefore proved necessary to define and develop, on the Com-
munity lwel, methods based upon comparative profitability criteria per-
mitting a rational selection of these investments. This will provide both
improved utilization of common resources and the employment of the
most suitable techniques. Moreover, application of these methods would
guarantee equilibrium in the transport market while permitting competi-
tion-a basic principle of tlre common policy-and would {aciitate integra-
tion of the national networks, which are at present merely juxtaposed, to
form a coherent, uniform Community transport system.

After continuing the surveys it has begun in this connection, the
Commission is planning to submit to the Council k\ L971, a proposal to
meet these objects.

299. The Europea.n Parliament has on several occasions stressed the im-
portance it attaches to the problems of road safety, especially in view of
the human aspects. These reasons, combined with the increasing cost to
society of load accidents, compel the Community to envisage action which,
without duplicating the activities in hand in other international organiza-
tions, must permit a firm and effective improvement in traffic safety. The
Commission intends to forward to the Transport Committee of the Eure
pean Parliament a report on the present situation in the six Member States
anci on the action it recommends. The Commission will submit formal
proposals to the Council, based on the results of these discussions.

300. The efficiency of the transport system and the patt which it has to
play in the general economy demand that action should be taken to en-
courage research on modernization and new transport techniques.

The prospects of such encouragement must also be taken into account
in relation to the other actions to be carried out as part of the implemen-
tation of the common transport policy and, in particular, to coordination
of investments in view of the deep-seated changes which development of
these new techniques could engender in the structure and organization of
the tansport market.

I Council Decision No. 66/161/EEC of 28 February 1966 establishing a procedure
for consultation concerning investment in transport infrastructare; Joarnal
offciel No.42, 8 March 1966, p. 503.
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With this in mind, the Commission of the European Communities

will lay before the Transport Committee of the European Parliament a

report on the actions and work already carried.out in the Member States

in this connection and on the measures it intends to propose with a view
to implementing a reseatch and experimental programme which is to be

adapted to the requirements and objects of the common transport policy

and to the future prospects in so far as they can be foreseen at this point
of time.

The Commission will draw up and submit to the Council formal
proposals based upon the results of these discussions'

301. The progressive expansion of the market, combined with the evolu-

tion of transport techniques, has brought out the need for a structural
policy in the transport sector on the Community level, particularly in order
to encourage the setting up of undertakings of adequate operational dimen-

sions and capable of securing the advantages of .a large-scale economy in a

market integrated at Community level.

In particulat, this policy concetns toad and inland waterway uansport,
two sectors which are still characterized by a considerable degree of frac-

tionation of services offered, these being provided by a large number of
undertakings whose organization does not allow of a satisfactory return
on investment.

Structural problems also arise in connection with the railways which,
while having attained an advanced stage of cooperation on the technical,
commercial and operational levels, have had thefu activities restricted by
the obstacles caused by frontiers and the difficulties encountered when
crossing them.

They will be able to develop this cooperation further, in step with
the potential provided by the new dimensions of the transport market, to
which they must however adapt themselves in order to satisfy the require-
ments of the common market and the development of Community
integration.

The Commission has canied out exhaustive economic surveys of the
various aspects of the problems arising in the road and inland waterway
transport markets.

From the results of these surveys, the Commission is now establishing
the guidelines for a transport structure policy. It will hold extensive
consultations with the sectors involved and then submit proposals for
implementing such a policy.
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302. The Commission has on several occasions stressed the urgency of the

need for Community action in the fields of matitime navigation and air
navigation. At the Council meeting on 4 June 1970, the Commission's

representative outlined certain aims of such action. The Commission will
shortly lay before the Council a mofe specific and detailed description of
the most urgent action which, in its opinion, should be undertaken in these

two fields.

303. The Commission considers that the gradual integration of the Com-

munity in the various economic sectors, and the basic and constantly growing
importance of maritime rade, call for coordinated action in the port sectof

to ensure harmonious development of the port system. The Commission

will shortly define the objectives and measures to be envisaged in this field.

304. It will be possible to cany out these various tasks only on the basis

of an ordet of pdority to be formulated during discussions which, in
accordance with the views expressed above,l should be held in the Council

in order to define the guidelines for the development of the common

transport policy.

The Commission for its part considers that, in addition to the meas-

ures which it has already proposed and which are pending befote the

Council, it is essential first of all to ensure implementation of the provisions

required to provide complete social harmonization in the transport sectof,

together with those relating to the rates fot the use of infrastructures and

the orgarization of financial relations between the railways and the States.

The Consaltatiae Comnittee 0n Tralrspzrt

305. As in prwious years, the Commission has called for assistance from
the Consultative Committee on Transport set up under Article 83 of the

Treaty. In particular, the Committee was consulted on the following
matters:

( i ) controls and sanctions for the Community Regulations covering road

transport;

(ii) distortion of competition in international .rail, road and inland water-

way transport within the Community.

t Sec. 293.
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APPLICATION OF T}IE ECSC TREATY

Rates and conditions of carriage for coal and steel

Special tarilf nteasures

306, Uilet ECSC Treaty Article 70, fourth paragraph, the Commission
authorized certain special tariff measures adopted by the French National
Railways in their own interests, and in particular the following:

(i) transport of solid fuel ftom the Gvennes mines to Strasbourg or
railway stations on the Atlantic coast;l

(ii) transprt of fuel from France to Belgium.z

Disclosure ol rates and conditions ol caniage lor coal and steel

307. Consequent upon the Commission's prqlosal to the Member States
that they should begin negotiations in the Council concerning a system of
disclosute of rates and conditions for carriage of coal and steel in inter-
national transport between Community ports by inland watenvay, at a

meeting of the Council held on 26 and 27 larruary 1970, the goverrrments
decided to instruct their representatives on the Permanent Representatives
Committee to examine this matter and report upon it.

As no further action was taken in this matter, at a meeting of the
Council on 7 Decernbet 1970 the Commission drew attention once more to
the fact that lack of disclosure in this field is an infringement of the provi-
sions of the ECSC Trcaty, in particular of Article 70, third paragraph, and
of Recommendation No. 1/61 of the High Authority. As a result, the
Council confirmed t}re mandate given to the Permanent Representatives
Committee, authorizing it to examine these problems.

I Journal offciel No. L 129,73 June 1970, p. 21.
2 lbid. No. L 189, ?5 August 1970, p. 15.
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PART THREE

THE IMPACT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
COMMON MARKET AND OF COMMUNITY POLICIES

308. At the tequest of the European Parliament, the Commission included
in the Third General Repotl some comments on the effects of Community
policies on the Member States' economies.

In doing so, the Commission drew attention to the methodological
di{ficulties making it impossible to single out the specific impact of Com-
munity policies from among all the numerous intetconnected factors
affecting the economic trend. Research and analysis continued in this
field in 1970, consideration being given to specific consequences of the
formation of a large competitive market, the characteristic features of this
market and the results of policies followed, in so far as they were revealed
by the actual economic trend.

The findings are given in this sub-chapter, together vrith those on
trade and the consumer.

t V", t ,r ,rq.
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1. Trend of merchandise rade

-i09. Since the Treaty came into force all member counries have

experienced a rapid growth in their trade with the other Community
countries. Of the Six, Italy has most increased its volume of uade inside

the Common Market; both its exports and its imports rose almost tenfold
between 1958 and 1970. As a result, the Italian contribution to intra-
Community trade has gready increased and is now approaching the level

of that of the Netherlands and BLEU. But it must be said that Italy
still buys nearly 607o of its total supplies outside the Community.
Progress made by France has also been considerable and relatively well
balanced. France's trade with other Community countries, on both the

import and export side, now amounts to nearly 507o of its total trade

as against 227o in 1958. German purchasing in the Community has gone

up steeply, but progress has been less rapid on the export side; this may

be partly because Germany has maintained a very strong position in non-

member counries' markets, which still account for neady 607o of its total
deliveries. The growth of the Benelux counries' ttade with the other
Member States has been less pronounced, largely because the Benelux
Customs Union was in force before the Common Market was set up;
Benelux sales have increased more rapidly than Benelux purchases inside

the Community. In 1958 deliveries to other member countries accounted

f.or 457o of total BLEU sales and 4I%io of total Dutch sales; these figures
had risen to 707o and 637o respectively by 1970.

Since the establishment of the Common Market, the changes in the
pattern of inta-Community trade flows have been in the direction of a

wider geographical spread. The period from 1958 to 1970 saw a distinct
decline in the proportion of the imports of five member countries coming
from the two biggest suppliers in the Community; the drop was from
617o to 56Vo fot Germany, ftom77.77o to 68.6Vo for France, f.tom 89Vo

to SlVo for the Netherlands, and from 7O.5Vo to 67%o for BLEU. Only
Italy showed a move in the opposite direction (ftom 78.5Vo to 8I7o),
doubtless due to the exceptional upsurge of Franco-Italian trade, which
had been curbed in 1958 by a relatively high level of customs tariffs and

the very small quotas for certain industtial products in heavy demand.

It must be pointed out, how'ever, that this growth appears to have slowed
down in the last few yeats, in particular owing to the strong position o{

German goods in Community markets.
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310. The level of merchandise trade between member countries remained

high in 1970, but the rate of increase was noticeably less than in the

previous year, namely 20Vo by value and l).5Vo by volume, as against

28'7o and 22.57o in 1969 (figures based on customs import returns).
Part of the reason is the slower growth of Community production and a

narrowing of the gap which had existed in 1969 between total demand

and foreign supply in the various countries. Another factor may have

been the relatively greatei elasticity of supply in , certain non-member

countries-in contrast with the previous years, imports from non-member

countries increased nearly as much as intra-Community trade. The final
cause was the impact of certain fortuitous factors such as the slowing down
in trade in farm products (which had been inflated in t969 by factors of a

speculative nature) and the slower growth of Italian expofts as a result

of the numetous work stoppages in 1970. .

Devaluation of the franc and the Government's programme for
putting the economy on a healthy footing had a very plonounced inhibiting
iff..t ot French imports, which only rcse 9Vo by value in the 'whole of
1970 as against 3I7o in L969. Conversely, the revaluation of the mark

seems to have given only a slight stimulus to German imports, urhich,

furthermore, were checked dudng the year by the tendency for firms to
run down their stocks of raw materials and semi-finished products. The

latter trend was also at the root of the slower growth of BLEU imports,

which vrere much less buoyant than in 1'969. Against this, Dutch

purchases from the other Member States wete pushed up sharply by

iiri.rg pr.rr,rre on capacities; indeed, the growth rate of Dutch imports by

,ral re, "t 
23%o, was the highest since 1958. In Italy internal supply was

hit by a number of strikes, and impots increased as rapidly as in 1969,

exceeding the level of the previous year by 30Vo.

The volume of German imports increased at a markedly slower pace,

while that of French exports tose slightly mote sharply. As regards

growth by value of sales to the other member countries as a group, the

various member countries, vdth the exception of ltaly, stayed pretty well
abreast in L970. The sharpest increase in exports was achieved by the

Netherlands, thanks to the particularly rapid rise of deliveries to Germany

which accounts for close on 507o of. total Dutch exports to the Com-

munity. French sales also benefited, in particular, from the brisk expansion

of Italian imports.

The main features of the development of member counfties' trade

balances with each other were a reversal of the previous trend in France
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and a sliarp deterioration of the Italian trade account. The French trade
account, which had been deteriorating continuously since 1966, showed
an appreciable recovery in 1970; the deficit was probably 9700 million,
half that of the previous year. But Italy's rade balance, which was still
in surplus in 1969, deteriorated markedly and closed in 1970 with a deficit
of more than $500 million. The German foreign trade surplus showed a
year-to-year reduction, though it was not of the same size as the improve-
ment seen in France. For the fourth year in a row there was a stfong
improvement in the BLEU trade balance, the surplus reaching the record
figure of $1 300 million. The Dutch trade account also improved, and was
more or less in balance {or the first time since 1958.

If we break down intra-Community trade by groups of products, on
the basis of the incomplete data available for the first nine months of
1970, we find that the trend was more mixed than in 1969. The
patticularly vigorous growth of fixed investments in the Community was
again primarily of benefit to trade in capital goods, which achieved a yeat-
to-year increase of some 257o by value. Similarly, trade in chemical
products again enjoyed a sizable growth rate. On the other hand, the loss
of momentum experienced in the course o{ the year by most basic materials
indusffies and some of the consumer. goods industties sho'wed up in the
slower advance of trade in these categories. The most pronounced falling
off, however, was seen above all in trade in farm products, contrasting
with the considerable expansion of the previous year which was mainly
attributable to movements of a speculative nature. Here, the year-teyear
increase by volume v/as very slight in 1970.

3L1. All in all, after the exceptional upswing of 1,969, the gtowth rate
of intra-Community trade settled down in 1970 at a figure nearer to the
longer-term tend. Trade between the countries of the Community in
1970, at $43 600 million, vrill have been close on six and a half times
the figure reached in L958, the first year of the Common Market. The
proportion of intra-Community trade in the total imports and exports of
each member country continued to increase in 1970, though more slowly
than in previous years; intra-Community merchandise trade now accounts
tor 48.6Vo of the Community's total trade and l87o of world rade, as

against 29.5Vo andTVo respectively in 1958. At the same time, the Com-
munity's import demand went up very steeply for the second year in
succession (*l7.5Vo ), and, even more than in 1969, was the determining
factor in the expansion of world rade. In spite of substantial and
continuous progress towards integration of markets in the Community,
there has even been a noticeable increase-frcm 1,77o n 1958 to t97o
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in 1970-in the proportion of total wotld importsl accounted for by
Community impons ftom non-member countries. Community exports to
non-member counuies also forged ahead; over the year as a whole they
showed a growth-rate by value of t4Vo, compared with llVo in 1969.
The sharc of total Community trade2 in world trade again increased sharply
in 1970; it novr accounts for one-tlird of world trade, compared with
less than 2)Vo in 1958.

I Excluding intr*Community trade.t Including intra-Community trade.
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2. Changes in the conditions of growth and balance

3L2. The increase in rade has made a big contribution to the very rapid
growth of all Community countries in recent yeats. The specific contribu-
tion of economic integration to this grov/th cannot be identified but it is
generally accepted that the conttibution has been substantial and that all
the Member States have benefited.

During the period t966-70, the rate of growth exceeded forecasts in
all the countries of the Community, especially in Federal Getmany (4.7Vo
growth of gross national product per year, as against a forecast of 3.5Vo
per yeat), in Italy (6.0Vo as against 5.07o) and in the Netherlands (5.27o
as against 4.6Vo). Futthermote, the countries which had the lowest
incomes at the time the Common Market was set up have benefited most
from integration; as a result, there has been a steady reduction in the
difference between incomes per head in the member countries (Table 16).

TABLE 16

Gross national product pet capita
(in units o! rccount at cwrent prines and, erchawe rates)

1970
(estimates)

Germany (FR)

France

Italy

Nethedands

Belgium

Luxembourg

Community

However. these beneficial results have not been
economic and social strains, whose consequences have
overcome. First and foremost, regional differences in

obtained without
not yet all been
each country are
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not being systematically redgced and in some cases have even shown a

certain inctease. Furthermote, in tecent years other factors-including
prices, employment and unemployment, and the pattern of utilization of
the gross national product-have developed far less unfavourably than
had been expected.

Price nouenents

-31-i. Prices increased more quickly than had been expected in the member
counuies as a group; this was partly because the international price trend
had been underestimated, but domestic factors played a big part too.

(i ) In Germany, despite the clear rising curve of international prices,

the objective of domestic stability adopted for the period 1966-70
(foreoasts of an average annual increase of.2.3Vo in the implicit price

index for the gross national product) was adhered to until 1969,

when very steeply rising national prices were combined with a faster
price increase in the Community. But the jump of over 6Vo in
prices in 1970 brought the average annual rate for the period as a

whole to 3.2Vo.

(ii) French prices developed very favourably in 1966 and 1967 as a

result of the implementation of the 1,963 stabilization plan, but after
the events of 1968 they were heavily affected by inflationary pressure,

and then by the adoption of a gtowth policy and devaluation. The

average annual rate of inflation in the period under review was

consequently much higher than initially predicted-4 .5Vo instead of
l.5Vo-3.2Vo .

(iii) In Italy, the forecasts of an average annual 2.5Vo inctease in the

implicit price index for the gross national product, adopted fot the
period 1966-70, appear to have been kept to without difficulty during
the yeats 1966 to 1968; but in L969 the combined effect of the

foreign price trend and of wage claims led to a substantially higher

rate of increase; in paticular, the wage agreements of autumn |969
had a direct impact on the evolution of prices in L970, pushing tfem
up to a rate close to that of Germany (ovet 67o), and raising the

^verage 
annual rate for the period 1966-70 to 3.4Vo.

( iv ) The Benelux countries are very sensitive to outside economic

influences and price increases, caused in particular by imported
inflation, were considerably larger than expected.
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Trend ol employment and unentployment

314. The unexpectedly high growth rates of all Community countries
were accompanied by much greater sructural changes than had been
forecast. The speed of these changes accounts for the underestimation of
productivity gains-the error being mainly of significance in Italy, Ger-
many and the Netherlands.

This explains why the uend of employment was overestimated in
most of the member countries even though the growth forecasts were too
loyr. The short-fall was patticularly striking in the Netherlands, where
employment rose at an annual rate of 0.8Vo (an increase of 1..27o had
been forecast), and above all in Italy, where it dropped slighdy (-.}JVo)
instead of expanding fairly substantially (*0.8Eo). This di{ference is
atributable, in particular, to the fact that the drift from the land was
markedly latger than had been forecast.

The failure to create as many 1'obs as expected and the inadequate
adaptation of labour to the rapid structural changes led to a higher level
of unemployment in most of the member countries than foreseen at the
time when the second programme of the Medium-term Economic Policy
Committee was being prepared. The forecasts for 1970 turned out to
be fairly accurate, but only because 1970 was in reality a year of economic
overheating and not a normal year; in all the six countries except France
and Luxembourg, the avetage rate of unemployment during the period
1966-70 was considerably higher than the "normal economic situation"
level forecast for the final vear of the oetiod.

Pattern ot' atilization ol the gross national'' product

315. Over the last five years, tfre pattern of utilization of the gross national
product has failed to confotm to {orecasts in two maior respects. Firstly,
a relative shift from pdvate to public consumption had been envisaged for
the Community countries as a group. Except in the case of France, this
has not happened. Private consumption (at constant prices) has increased
markedly more than expected in all the Community counffies; corres-
pondingly, the rate of growth of public consumption has been lower than
had been forecast, and the diffetence is still greater where public invest-
ment is concetned. Directly productive investment has increased more
rapidly than expected in every country except Italy, and thus helped to
acceletate growth. Furthermore, the external balance (expressed as a
percentage of gross national product) was significantly bigger than forecast
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in the period L966-70. .These somdtimes considetable differences between
forecasts and actual figures, and the parity changes which proved necessary,

throw light on the sttains occurring between the formation and utilization
of the gross national product, but also show the extent to which the
achievement of national objectives is dependent on the integration of
economic relations with other counmies, and in particular on the inter-
dependence of the Community counries.
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3. The situation in the disnibutive rades

Structural cbanges resulting lrom the gradual baild'up
ol the Cornnunity

JL6. Compared with the previous years, retail turnover showed a

rematkable increase in 1969. According to estimates based on national
accounts, this turnover (including small food establishments) was about

9Vo up on 1968 at 1.55 000 million units of account (Table 17).

TABLE 17

The gtowth of tetail tutnover

x'rance 
I

Germany
(FB) Netherlands

7966-t967

1967-t968

1968-t969

9

5

8

9

t2

3.5

10

5

7.5

8

4.5

6.5

9

The considerable growth in the purchasing power of households and

the high technical level of industry in 1969 gave a strong fillip to the
rutionalization drive of the distributive ttades. The only data available
for Germany indicate an increase of productivity (defined as turnover per
person employed, adjusted for price fluctuations ) of almost 8Vo. This
uend was strengthened by the closure of old-fashioned unptofitable
outlets and the establishment and expansion of ultramodern units. There
is a very clear trend towards larger opetating units in the disributive
trades.

However, in analysing retail uade in the Community in 1969 we

must not lose sight of the continued existence in this field of great

disparities from country to country. The trends we have noted were
particulady pronounced in the Nethedands and in Germany but also in
Belgium and in France. The opposite trend prevails in Italy, but the

I Figures for 1970 were not available wh€n the present report went to the press.
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cause is probably not economic. One factor is certainly an inflovr of
relatively elderly people previously occupied in farming and now seeking a

fresh occupation in the distributive uades; another factor is the provisions
on the right of establishment which restrict the possibilities for setting
up modem outlets (Table 18).

TABLE 18

Changes in the number of outlets between 1968 and 1969

Germany (FR)

Nethedands

France

Belgium

Italy

reduction of aboat 3.01o

reduction of about 3.0o/o

reduction of abott l.5o/"

reduction.of about 1.0/o

increase of about 16 000 units

In five counries, the number of outlets went down in 1969. The
weeding-out process was most evident in Germany and the Netherlands,
the counries with the most modern disttibution systems; however, in
Belgium and Ftance also, a "process of reform through reduction in the
number of outlets" was clearly in evidence in'J,969. Only in Italy was
there a noticeable increase in the numbet of outlets. The Netherlands
endeavoured to speed up still further the "process of reform through
reduction" by passing legislative measures providing premiums for traders
owning unprofitable establishments who reconvert or close down. In
France, it is considered necessary to provide support for tetailers unable
to cope with technical progress, so that they can close down more easily.

This problem is particulady acute at present in France which, after clinging
for years to traditional systems of trading, has since 1965 seen an explosion
of modemization (1 500 supermarkets and hypermarkets now account for
l4Vo of. total food sales).

317. It is generally accepted that the progress of trade is mainly deter-
mined by new selling methods. Table 19 shows the srength of the
modernization movement in the distributive trades in 1969. It confitms,
incidentally, the great difference which still exists between the degree of
retailing modernization in the various countries of the Community.
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TABLE 19

Modem outlets per million inhabitants
(beginning of 1970)

Germany (FR)

Nethetlands

France

Belgium

Italy

1 424

693

360

30.4

24.7

20.8

37.2

5.7

249

4l

Community

Germany and the Netherlands $e 
^gain 

in the lead in self-service in
all branches of retailing, while Belgium, where very small outlets coexist
with the most modern methods of mass distribution, has the largest
number of supermarkets and hypermarkets per head of the population.
France occupies an intermediate position, the importance of big modern
concerns being reflected in the high proportion of supermarkets and
hypermarkets. Italy is once again a special case, and lags far behind.

Alongside pre-existing types of big integrated outlets ( department
stores, multiples and consumers' cooperatives) and the growing level of
cooperation, this type of outlet is the dynamic component of Community
retailing. If retailers, when buying, now see the Community market
as a single domestic market, it is above all this type of firm which is
responsible.

31,8. In fact, in L969 intra-Community rade in consumer goods rose
28Vo-the biggest annual rate since the establishment of the Community-
to an all-time high of 11 000 million units of account. Intra-Community
trade now accounts for about 80Vo of total imports of manufactured
consumef goods.
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These imports account for a latge proportion of private consumption
( Table 20 ).

TABLE 20

Shate of impots in private consumption of goodsl

1967

1969

10.gyo

73.5o/o

8.q%

11.104

7.4%

8.3%

29.2Yo

34.2o/o

26.1%

30.5o/o

tt.3yo

13.9o/o

Italy I Netherlands I BLEU

1 X'or the method of calcula,tion see Srcmd General neport Bec.94.

Imports of certain goods were even higher than national production
(Table 21).

TABLE 2I

Shate of imports in domestic consumption (1969)

lVomen's stockings

Knitted or crocheted outer garmen

Footvrear

Refrigerators

\Tashing machines

Television sets

Motor vehicles

Furniture

13"/"

35o,1"

20%

4%

n%

24%

84%

110/tr /o

20"4

4e%

25Y"

l5o/o

270h

14o/o

s0%

24%

e%

26%

r4%

3e%

86%

a%

over 90!/o

9l\o

e2%

3504

These figures show that retailers' imports have made for a

considerable intensification of competition. There is also no doubt that
to some extent these imports counterbalanced demand in 1'969. They thus
clearly did something to stabilize or lower domestic retail prices. In the
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case of ceftain fashion goods, it has even happened that a countty's general

price level has been determined in large measure by imports.

The data from the Statistical Office's price surveys are not yet

available, so it is impossible to say how far retailers' imports helped to
stabilize national price levels in 1969.

Reasons lor the dilferences between retail prices in
the ntember countries

31.9. The Gesellschaft fiir Konsum-, Markt- und Absatzforschung (Nurem-

betg) has just completed an investigation into the reasons for price

discrepancies occurring in 1968. This survey is the first of its kind; for
reasons of cost, its scope and consequently its general validiry are limited.
Since 1968 one Community country has revalued its currency and another

has devalued, while two other countries have adopted the value added tax

system, all of which reduces the value of the findings. The data for
the year 1968 nevertheless remain of general interest.

The survey covers 15 branded articles chosen among photographic

apparatus, foodstuffs, radio and television sets and domebtic electric

uppli".t..r. The articles ate sold by firms operating on an international

riul., occupy a significant position in the markets of Community

countries, and in 1968 vrere sold at substantially different prices in the

various member countries.l

Generally speaking, the available tesults of the three stages of the

survey (interviews with producers, wholesalers and retailers) show that

the price differences noted for 15 identical products in the six countfies

are frimarily attributable to decisions taken by producers and only partly
to th. differences found in distribution costs and dealers' markups or

taxation. As a result, large variations occuf as early as the producer price

stage. These variations are sometimes even bigger than those of retail

prices. In the case of the photographic apparatus selected for the survey,

ior inrtance, producer pricei differ 50Vo in the member countries and retail

prices 24Vo.

720. This confirms the findings of the first stage of the inquiry,2 namely

that in each country prodrrc.ri follow a different policy in the matter of

I Third Gcneral Report, sec. 82.
2 lbid., sec.83.
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supply and in each case adapt to the market situation and the conditions
of competition. The special features of the individual matkets allow the
producer to fix varying selling prices and in certain cases oblige him to
do so. The prices of the various articles manufactuted by big firms
therefore depend on the firms' marketing policies. It is not possible
to claim that goods are offered at particulady low prices in the country
they are marrufactured in; nor are goods always partiarlarly dear in
countries where they are not produced. No such simple rules can be
formulated. A number of factors have a decisive influence on the market
situation; varying structures of supply and demand, fotms and intensity of
competition, relative position and importance of the various sellers and

the various products on the market, price levels, price elasticity, selling
price systems, and the extent to which distributive trades are otganized
and their efficiency.

321. The findings of the inquiry into the wholesale and retail prices of
35 consumet goods vary from one category of goods to another and are

merely illustrative, owing to the fact that the products selected in the

various sectofs are not particulady representative.

Differences between prices fot photogtaphic apparatus in the member
countries are mainly attibutable to the degree of enforcement of resale

price maintenance. Black and white films are significant in this connec-

tion. Germany and the Netherlands, the two counries which operated
resale price maintenance in 1968, have relatively low producer prices

( in the case of colour films, Germany has the lowest producer prices,

and the Netherlands median prices), the highest total dealers'matkup and

median actual selling ptices to the ultimate consumer. In comparison

with the other countries, the price is decided by the size of the markup.

The dealers' markup is smaller in all the other countries, where the system

of net prices is in force. In these other countries, retail price differences
depend on the producet price.

The difference between food prices in the member counries is

attributable to the degree o{ concentration of the distributive trades'

Germany, the Netherlands and Lgxembourg have comparatively low pro-

ducer prices and large dealers'. n?erkups, but their selling prices to the

ultimate consumer.are nevertheless low. This, apart from the particular
case of Luxemboutg, reflects the characteristic rends of the modern

distributive trades, with their concentration of demand and special cost

structure. As against this Italy, with its traditional trading system, has
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the highest producer prices, smallest total dealers' markup and relatively
high effective consumer prices for the foodstuffs covered by the inquiry.

The domestic electric appliances market was not intensively developed
till a{ter the war. In Germany vety keen price competition has developed
between the various sales systems during the last ten years, and markups
are median while retail prices are the lowest in the Community. In
Belgium, Luxembourg and Italy the very large number of points of sale

results in rclatively high buying prices; the level of prices to the ultimate
consumer is dependent on the size of the markup, which is small in Italy
and median in Belgium and Luxembourg. France and the Netherlands
are the only counties with big dealers' markups. The Dutch have taken
advantage of their favourable buying oppotunities to keep buying prices
below those in France, and therefore have median selling prices. France,

on the othet hand, has relatively high buying frices and the highest
selling pdces in the Community (50Vo higher than German prices).

The country with the most highly rationalized. trading system for
radio and television sets is clearly Germany, which has low buying pdces
and markups and the smallest consumer prices. Here again, France is at
the other end of the spectrum, with median buying prices, large wholesale
markups, small retail markups and the highest retail prices in the Com-
munity.

322. The inquiry into the four categoties of goods shows that modern,
rational trading, with keen competition between the various sales systems,
is generally associated with relatively low prices at all stages, and that
the extent to which trading is modernized helps detetmine the price
which the producer can charge. The inquiry also shows that at the present
stage of the evolution of rading, a modern trading system and a small
dealers' markup do not necessarily go hand in hand. In countries where
old structures still predominate, ttading firms charge telatively high prices

and have small markups which, in the long run, are hardly adequate to
ensure them a large enough income to keep up with the general pace of
economic growth. 

,s
Generally speaking, the tendencf for price quotations to vary will

persist on the market as long as there are such substantial differences
between the structures and conditions of competition of the Community
trading systems. The price level will depend to a large extent on producers'
capacity to adapt and on their marketing policy.
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The Commission must therefore work for the modemization of the
trading system in the Community. In so doing, it should take very special
care to ensure that this modernization occurs under optimum political
and social conditions. This year, as a first step in pursuit of this task,
the Commission drew up a general table for comparing all the measures
to assist the distributive trades taken in the various countries. The second
step will be to work out common measures of assistance with the national
Governments, on the basis of these data.l

t For differenceb between prices actually paid by the consumer, see sec. 319,
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4. The Common Market and the consumer

Liaing standards

323. In 1970 private consumption in the Community went on rising vety
rapidly; in money terms the increase was in the neighbouthood of 1'2Vo,

while the real increase per head was arcund 67o. In all probability the

increase was due mainly to a rapid rise in the incomes of households.

Income from wages and salaries rose in all Member States, the increase

ranging from 10 to 20Vo; on the othet hand, the rise in incomes ftom
property and from entrepreneurship seems to have slowed down if
anything. The propensity to save evolved &fferently from one member

country to another; it increased in France, Belgium and ltaly, particularly
during the first half.-year, but flagged considerably in Germany and in the

Netherlands.

Tables 22 and 23 show the quantitative increase of certain represen-

tative goods.

TABLE 22

Television sets declared and telephones installed
in January 1968 andJanuaty 7969

Germany (FR)

France

Italy

Nethedands

Belgium

Luxembourg

Community

EFTA

The wodd

--------r--l
1e68 | 

1e6e 
I

13 806

8 316

7 666

2 481

7 779

44

34 092

20 692

215 000

14 958

9 252

8 099

2 658

7 894

52

36 913

22 724

235 000

per '000
inhabitants

246

t84

150

207

196

754

196

233

66

TO 327

7 000

7 057

2 779

t 73't

94

28 922

22 564

222 ,i,.tu

Telephones installed

1968

231

767

t46

t97

186

73r

185

219

63

tI 249

7 503

7 752

2 012

1 839

98

37 354

23 869

238 8t0

772

140

t35

276

181

281

t57

239

65

185

749

143

226

190

290

767

252

67
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TABLE 2'
Number of motot vehicles, January 1969 - lanwaty 1970

ro6e I rnto

Germany (FR)

France

Italy

Nethedands

Belgium

Luxembourg

1 068

1 885

75t

310

279

12

4 305

2 545

46 100

1 129

1 850

834

314

24s

15

4 387

2 544

49 475

Community

EFTA

The wodd

189

180

49

From 1968 to 1969, the number of television sets and telephones
increased 8Vo in the Common Market and 6Vo in the EFTA countries.

From 1969 to 1970, the number of motor vehicles incteased 7.57o

in the Common Market and 5.57o in the EFTA counries.

Prices

324. ln 1970 the Commission, wishing to normalize the available data

and make them mote representative, insttucted the Statistical Office of
the Eutopean Communities, working in conjunction vrith the statistical
offices of the Member States, to broaden the scope of the retail price

surveys. There has been a considetable increase in the numbet of towns
in which such surveys are carried out, and the numbet.'i^ticles covered

has risen from 250 to more than 500.

2r7

236

167

180

187

252

i'*'Fl ,,,,

12 046

77 210

8 720

2 100

1 806

79

35 36t

17 108

168 700

t3 t69

11 860

9 028

2 325

1 811

85

38 278

18 225

180 846

199

223

151

165

187

235

203

t92

51

Utility Yehlcles
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The findings of this first general survey were not available in L970.

325. The inquiry by the Gesellschaft fiir Konsum-, Markt- und Absatz-
forschung (GKF), already mentiond in last year's Report, showed the
differences given in Table 24 between prices actually paid by the consumer
in the cheapest country and in the dearest country for cettain branded
anicles in general use in the Common Market.l

TABLE 24

Difietences between prices in the Member States for certain branded
articles in 1968 (actual prices to ultimate consumer)

The cheapest country

Percentage difference
between the cheapest
and dearest countri-es

The deatest country

Splrltuous
beverages

Luxem-
bourg

+s1
France

Photogf,aphic
spparatus

Germariy
(FR)

+24
Italy

Belgium

+32

Radio and
TY sets

Germany
(FR)

+68
Ftance

Domestic
electrlc

&ppllsnceg

Germany
(FR)

+s0
France

In each case, however, the differences do not apply to total supply
but to a number of branded articles which are in general use in the
Common Market, and had been selected because they were representative.

Saturation ol tbe market in domestic electric appliances

326. At the beginning of 1970 GKF worked out the degree of saturation
of the market in domestic electric appliances ( percentage of households
in the individual countries which alteady own appliances ) and also the
otder of price levels for certain branded goods in the Member States.

Table 25 shows, for each Member State, families' incomes, market
saturadion and the order of price levels for the branded articles covered
by the survey, that is to say, vacuum cleaners, refrigerators and washing
machines. The full statistics for Luxembourg are not yet available.

t f* tfr" o,tt"r phases of the investigation, see sec. 379 et teq.
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TABLE 25

Percentage
of adultB
livlng in
f&mllies

who8e weekly
income ls
more then

48 u.a.r

Yacuum cleaners

Luxembourg

Germany (FR)

Nethedands

Belgium

France

Itdy

I Source: "A Survey of Europe Tod.ey" neader'B Diaest lgTO p.29.t Percentage of all the houeholds in each country which elready own the item. Source: GKF.o I : country with the lowest price
5 : country with the highest price
Sourcz: GKF.

Although the price levels in the table refer only to articles investi-
gated by GKF, the interdependence of incomes, prices and the market
saturation is apparent. Market saturation does not, however, inevitably
tend to be greatest where family income is the highest and the price
the lowest. In France there is a high degree of saturation, except for
vacuum cleaners, even though this country has the highest prices for all
the articles. In Belgium refrigerator prices have only dropped steadily
in the last {ew years, and this may explain the fact that the degree of
saturation is low despite the present median position in the price league.
The infrequency of washing machines in Fedeml Germany is perhaps to
be explained by the large number of communal facilities to be found in
aPartment blocks.

New deuelopments in connection uitb exclusiae dealing contracts

327. A good supply of products from all Member States is one of the
advantages which the consumer has a right to expect of the Common

94

77

68

t7

79

77

70

52

50

29
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Market. Sevetal years ago, the Commission authorized exclusive dealing

agreements in the field of foreign trade, on the ground that they generally

imptove the disttibution of goods. Such contacts allow consumers to

obtain foreign goods more quickly and mote easily' Moreover, the

exclusive dealing system ensures them an after-sales service and the pro-

vision of spare parts, without which {oreign goods would often be an

unattractive proposition. However, parallel imports may not be blocked

because, if the agent demands unjustifiably high prices, they bring prices

down to a reasonable level.

Such a reduction has already taken place in the case of photographic

apparatus and television sets. Imports into Germany of goods of the

Agfa-Gevaert group by a German firm, Ratio Terfloth und Snoeck GmbH,
have brought about an appreciable and general fall in prices. On receiving

a complaint from the German firm, forbidden to re-import by Agfa-Gevaert

and their Belgian subsidiary, the Commission objected to the group's export
and re-import prohibitions. The lattet, together with other big firms in
the same line, have dropped the bans and the resale price maintenance

which they were enforcing in Germany, and prices have come down
considerably. The price of colour television sets has also declined fecently
as a result of parallel imports.

The Commission is also examining exclusive selling arrangements for
motor vehicles. It is knovrn that a number of car manufacturefs are still
operating exclusive selling systems entailing absolute pfotection of specified

areas, with the result that the price of vehicles of the same make diffem
from one member country to another. The Commission will do everything
in its power to eliminate restraints on competition leading to price differ-
ences of this kind.

The Commission has adopted a decisionl approving a system of
"selective" exclusive selling and accepting that manufacturers of products

involving a very high degree of technology m^y allow their goods to be

sold only by a limited number of retailers who satisfy certain conditions.

But the Commission only dropped its objections after sales arrangements

had been amended to allow official distributors to obtain goods covered

by the contract from any of the exclusive importers, and to resell them to
other approved distributofs or to private customefs in othet counmies.

The Commission hopes that this system vdll lead to a closer alignment in
a downward direction of prices in the Member States.

r Sec, 26 of this Report.



CHAPTER III

ENLARGEMENT AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS
OF THE COMMUNITY

PART ONE

THE PROBLEMS OF ENLARGEMENT

1. Negotiations with countries applying for membership

328. At the Hague Conferenct of l and 2 December 1'969,the Fleads of
State or Government "reaffirmed their agreement on the principle of the

enlargemenr of the Community, as provided by Article 237 of the Treaty

of Rome". The communiqu6 further stated: "In so far as the applicant

States accept the Treaties and their political objective,'the decision" :aken

since the -n6y into force of the Treaties and the options maCe in the

sphere of development, the Heads of State or Government have indicated

their agreement to the opening of negotiations between the Community

on the one hand and the applicant States on the'other. They agreed that

the essential prepafatory work for establishing a basis of negotiation

could be undertaken as soon as pfactically and conveniently possible. By

common consent, the preparations would take place in a most positive

spirit".

329. The Council of the Communities at rts meeting of 8 and 9 December

1969 felt that a common basis should be established if the negotiations

v/ere to be effective. trt decided to undertake the indispensable preparatory

work on the following questions: the necessary adjustments to the various

institutions in the light of en'largemen,t, the transitional period for agri-

culture and industry, the major issues concerning relations 1vith the

Commonwea,lth, the problems facing the ECSC and Euratom, the

negotiation procedure.
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The Council pointed out that this list might be expanded, should
other important points need to be included, during the preparatory
discussions of the Six.

330. On 30 June 1970, a minis,terial cvnference under the presidency of
Mr Harmel, President-in-office of the Counc'il and spokesman for the
Communities, was held in Luxembourg between the European Communities
and the States which had applied {or membership of the Communities.
This conference constituted the forrnal opening of negotiations between
the Communities and the four applicant Stat€s, in accordance with the
terms of Article 2)7 of. the Treaty of Rorne; their purpose is to establish,
by joint agreement betvreen the Member States of the Communities and
the applicpnt States, the conditions of admission and the consequential
adjustments that must be made in the Treaties.

Mr Thorn, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Luxembourg and Delegate
of the host countty, welcomed the delegates of the applicant States,
reminding them that "the negotiations will be difficult, but they will be
undertaken with confidence... in order to give Europe its rcal dimension...
and make it possible to ensure the economic and politioal equilibrium of
our old continent".

Speaking on behalf of the Communities Mr Harmel, Minister of
Foreign Affairs of Belgium and President-in-office of the C,ouncil, pointed
out that "people who live together must have the same objectives". He
went on to say: "tJ0e believe that our European airns coincide with yours;
they are concernd with, but immediately go beyond, the economic progress
which our Govern'ments expect from enlargement. In addition to the
material objectives and their favourable social consequences for our peoples,
the entry of fout counries endowed with long parliamentary and democratic
traditions will give Europe a rnore ,stable core. This stable core", he
continued, "is trnore than ever necessary to the idea of one Europe. In
Europe we must maintain and teinfotce a type of civilization and a

political system whic'h we do not think of im,posing on any State, but
which in our eyes is the best guaftrntee of liberty and of the progress of
our peoples. Other States may in due course gather round this core, and
so share in an enterprise whose institutions are fou,nded on the freely
expressed will of the people.

"But our common thoughts go further still. If we see the effot
which is starting today in a world context, we are obliged to think of the
role to t'e played and the duties to be performed by a Community of
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peoples who enjoy high intellectual, technical and material development
and who nurnber more than 250 mililion inhabitants, united by geogaphy,
tradition, history, culture and a common civilization. To what new missions
of peace, to what generous acts, may nor such a Europe devote all the
po'wer born of its unity ?

"For the six Member States of the Communities, these are precisely
the objectives, the political aims which anirnate our Heads of State or
Government. They have solemnly reaffirmed thom at The Hague in terms
which we should read once agair,: they 'have a common cqnviction that
a Europe composed of States which, in spite of their different national
characteristics, are united in their essential interests, assured of its internal
cohesion, true to its friendly relations with outside countries, conscious of
the role it has to play in pr<rmoting the relaxation of international tension
and a rapprocbement arnong all peoples, and first and foremost among
those of the entire European continent, is indispensable if a mainspring of
development, progress and culture, world equilibrium and peace is to be
preserved'.

"These arc the thoughts which inspirc and fortify our will as we set
out for you the actual context in which these negotiations are situated, and
how we would propose to conduct tlrem".

Tbe context ol the negotiations

331. The President of the Council pointed out that the background of the
negotiations is a ,three-pro,nged drive decided upon at the summit meeting
at The Hague: enmy upon the final stage of the common market, the
internal development of the Communities, and thei,r enlargement.

These three items are not linked in such a way that one is a
precondition for the others. Instead we must see in them three comple-
mentary aspects of the second decisive stage in the construction of Europe.

Comtpletion

332. The proclamation at The Hague of the political will to move on to
the final stage of the common market on 1 January 1970 involved, in
accordance with the Treaty, confipming the ineversible nature o{ the work
accomplished in twelve years by rhe Communities by first of all noting
that the essential objectives of the Treaty had been accomplished, in
particular establishment of the customs union and of common policies in
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trade and agricultufe, but also 1he elimination of obstades to the free

movement of persons, s€rvices and capital. But the Council wished to

round off what had been achiwed by far-reaching decisions:

(a) Adoption of the definitive dinancial legulation for the years to come,

without excluding tfire possibility of adapting it by a una'nimous vote

to con{orm with an enLarged Com'munity, provided the principles of
the regulation were not changed'

(b) Agreement that by L975 the Communities sha,ll have their own

resources to take the place o{ the annual financial contributions now

paid by'the Member States.

The tratter decision is of considerable political import, since it also

extends the powers of the European Padiament as regards both the

prepafation of budgets and the supervision of their implementation. It
ino"U also be recalled that the Council is continuing work on the problem

of the procedure for direct elections to the European Panliament.

These are the significant decisions which have marked the transidon

to the final stage.

Internal deoeloPruent

333. The second item rela,tes to the internal development of the Commu-

nities. It was nbt only necessary to fulfil the old promises written into
the Treaties, but to formulate new ones, in order to mark the progress

of European integration. At The Hague r'enewed expression was given to

the will- to progfess more napidly with the further developrnent tequired

to s6engthen the Communities, new developments were announced and

their implementation Put in hand:

( a ) The Heads of State or Government agreed that a plan by stages

should be worked out during 1970 with a view to the creation of an

economic and monetary union.

(b) They reaffirmed their readiness to continue more intensively the

technological activities of the Comrnunity with a view to coordinating
and promoting indusrial research and development in the principal

advanced 'sectors, in particular by means o{ common program'mes,

and to supply the financial means for the purpose.

(c) They agreed on the need for fresh efforts to work out in the neat

future a research programme for the European Atomic Energy

Community which would conform with the norrns of modern
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indusuiarl management and rnake it possible to ensune the most
effective use of the Joint Research Centre.

(d) They also acknowledged the desirability of reforrning the Socia,l Fund
as part of action to concert their social policies.

334. ]Work on these and other subjects is being actively continued within
the Communi,ty, and discussions have now been initiated vdth the applicant
Statos and several other European countries in the fields of technology,
industnial research and patents.

"I have refemed to this work", Mr Harmel said, "because it is the
Community',s intention that, as the examination of these issues leads,
within the Communipy, either to guidelines or to resolutiorrs for action,
these vdtrl be put to the applicant States in the negotiations as Community
poeitions. As fgr any dcisions taken, the applicant States will be asked
to accept thern on the same basis as the other decisions which have been
taken since the Treaties aame into force.

"Finally, attention must be drawn to the work whidr has been
undertaken in acco,ldance with point 15 of the communiqu€ issued at The
Hague: the ministers of foreign atf.airs of the Member States of ,the

Communities ar€ now studying '.,.the best way of achieving progress in the
matter <f political unification, within the content of enlargement'."

335. Atthis sarne conferencc at Luxembourg, Mr Rey, then at the end
of his term of office as Presidsnt, addressed the meeting on the problerns
posed by enlatgement within ttre context of developing and strengthening
the Community.

"It is essential," said Mr Rey, "dr,at, in tlr interest both of the
present and of the enlarged C,omrrnunity, this development should be
neither stopped nor harnperd by the negotiations on enlargement.
The projects cur.re,ntly in hand must be completed..."

"Reinforcernent of the C,ommunity will not be achieved simply by
pumuing its internial policies; we shall alao have to tackle its
institutional ,rnachinery. The C,ommission, in its Opinion of. 29
September 1967, statd in point L3 that an increase iin the numbor
of Member States might lead to unwieldiness in the functioning of
the Community's institutionaL machinery. The indispensable adjust-
ment must therefore'be made in a way that maintains the effectiveness
of the system and offsers the mechanical effects of enlargement."
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The Conmunity's negotiating pqsition

336. At the crrnference held at Luxembourg on 30 June 1970, the
President of the Councirl desclibed to the applicant States certain funda-
mental aspects of the positions and procedures which the Com,munity had
decided upon for tlre purpose of the negotiations.

Mr Harmel pointed out that the Community regarded as a matter of
principle that the applicant States should "accqrt the Treaties and their
political objectives, all the decisions which have been take,n" since the
Treaties came into force "and the options made in the field of development.
These decisions include the agreements concluded by the Community wi'th
third countries".

For the Community, the rurle which must govern negotiations is
"that the solution of. any problems of adjustment which arise must be
sought iir the establishment of uansitionail 'measures and not in changes
of existing rules".

If transitional measures prove to be necessary as a tesuJt of enlarge-
ment, they must not exceed the time reqrrirod to complete the transition.
"As a general rule, they must incorpor,ate precise timetables." An initid
and significant tariff. reduction must be made by both sides 'urhen the
accession treaties come into force. The transitional measures will have ro
be "conceived in such a way as to ensure an overall balance of advantages"
for all concerned.

In the same ,spirit, it will also be riecesaary to ensure that the
advances made in freedom of movement for industr,ial goods are kept in
step with the establishment of a comrnon agricultural market. ihe length
of the transitional period must be the same for all the applicants.

If transitional measures are needd in other fields, the period of
transition rrlay vary with the subject mattet and the applicant concerned,
"provided this is poa'sible and desirable".

The President of the Council drew the applicant States' attention
to the need for the various accession treaties to come into force on the
same date.

On the relations of the enlarged Community with the developing
countries, the President of the Council said that the accession of new
members would entail new responsibilities towards developing countties,
and that "these responsibilities would have to be met in appropriate ways.
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With this in view, the enlarged Conmunity must be ready to continue its
policy of association with the Associated African States and Madagascar
and with arny other A{rican countries o{ comparable structure and level of
development who nequest association with a view to prornoting their
economic and social development". However, enlargement of the
Community and ",the possible extension of the policy of associatiqn shou,ld
not lead to a weakening of relations with the present Associated States".

It was also pointed out tha,t the Community is aware that the
applications for membership raise problems peculiar to individual applicant
States and problems which will have to be examined jointly. The
Community will, however, ensure that vhen discussions are held on a

bilateral basis, the other applicant States are provided with information
on the progress made.

Procedure

337. In accordance with the communiqu€ issued at The Hague, the
European Communities will employ in the membelship negotiations a

uniforrn at dl levels and for all questions. The Council serdes
the joint position of the Community on all the problems raised by the
membership negotiations; tlre Commission is invited to make proposals
on th€se problems.

On the Community side, negotiation meetings between the Commu-
nities and the applicants for membership are presided over at all levels
by a representative of the country which supplies the Council's President-
in-office. In negotiations with the States applying for mernbership, the
Community's joint' pos,ition vdll be stat"rd and defended either by the
President-in-office of the Council or, if the Council so decides, by the
Commission, particulady in cases where a cofirmon policy has already been
adopted. Further, the Council has decided to give the Commission the
task of finding, with the help of the applicant Srates, possibte solutions
for specific problems raised during negotiations. The Commission r€ports
back to the Council which then gives the Comrnission the necessary
directives for furtlrcr action leading to elaboration of the eleurents of an
agreement to be submitted to the Council. This prccedure is used
particulady in cases where a common policy has already been adopted.

Shordy after his investiture as President of the Commi"-sion, Mr
Malfatti addressed the European Parliament at the session of 15 September
1970 and,stressed the "irnportance of the fact that this time the Community
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is embarking on the negotiations with a united front and is speaking wirh

a single voice..." The Commission, he said, felt that this unity u'as of the

.rt-o-r, political importance. IIe atrso emphasized the role leing played by

the Cornmission, even in the opening phases, in view of "the particularrly

important and delicate tasks entrusted to it". These included "the joint

examination by the commission and the iIK {elegation of a document-
eheady submitted by tle United Kingdom representatives--dealing with
the consequences, financial and other, of the application of the common

agdcultural policy in an en'larged Community" and also examination, 'in
mllabotation with UK f€pres€ntatives and shotdy also with representatives

of other applicant States, of 'the.technical adustments that will have to be

made to derived C,ommunity law as a result of enlargement'

The position ol the opplicant States

338. The repfesentatives of the applicant States addresssd the conference

at Luxembourg on 30 June 1970, ahd'stated thefu position with regard' to
the negotiations:

Mr Barber, Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster and Minister with
sp..i"l responsibility for European Affairs, speaking on behalf of his

Government, tenewed the previous Government's assurance th,at the

Treaties establ,ishi,ng the three European Communities and the decisions

which ha{ie ftowJ from them *orrld be accepted----echoing the speeih

deliveted by Mr Brown on 4 July L967 to the Council of lifestern Europea4

U-AioF meeting at The Hague. He then listed the reservations he udehed

to make to ,this generail principle.

\X/hile the list of problems is the same as 1n L967, it should be

polnted out that, although a short transitional period is pbssible {or
E rr"totn and the ECSC, a lo'nger period will be rcquired fot the United
Kingdom to adjust to the EEC Treaty in connection with the following
matters: the UK's contribution to expenditure from the Community budget

under the financial regulations ado,pted by the Commr,rnity; certain points
in the agricr:,trtura,l policy, inoluding the coinmon fisheries policy, Common'

wealth sugar( exports, Ne'g Zeeland''s special problems and certain othet
Commonwealth questio.nrs.

The development of the Commu,nity has foqused itsuattention on
econom,ic and monetary matters, and on technological cooperation witftrin

the framework of industrial and regional policy; the United Kingdom irs

willing to coop€rate vdth the Community on th€se projects,
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\7ith regard to institutional problems, not only are these to be

conpidered of primary importarrce, but the common elaboration of new
policies cannot fail to promote the developrnent of an institutional
machinery capable of implementing these policies.

339. Mr Nyboe Andersen, the Danish Minister of Economic Affairs and

European Integration, confinmed Denmark's willingness to accept the
Treaties and subsequent decisions, the political objectives of the Treaties,
and tle options made fot the further development of the Community in
the' monetary, oconomic, industrial and tochnical fields. Mr Andersen
referred'to the irnportance for his country of fishing, and recalled the
close ties linking Denmark to the Nordic countries and'fhe Member States

of EFTA. He did not feel a transitrional period waa necessdry, but Denmatk
was prepared to accept the principle in view of the difficulties the other
applicant States may have to face.

The main problems for Donmark are, as follows:
(a) The Customs Union: Denmark agrees to adopt the Com,mon External

Tariff subject to pgovisions entitling it to benefit from tariff quotas

for certain commoditids
(b) The liberalization of capital, movements as part of economic and

monetary cooperation,would raise certain problems for Denmark.

(c) Finatrly, solutions would have to be .found during the membership
negotiations to the labour problems facing the Noldic labour matket,
and to the problems besatting the Faroes and Greenland.

340. Mr Hiltrery, Irish Minister for External Adfairs, reiterated what had

been said in 196l and 1967 , namely that his Government shared without
.qualification the ideal,which inspired the parties to thq Treaties of Rome

and Paris, and accepted their political and aonomic aims and the decisions
taken to irnplemen't ,t'hem.

. Ireland is prepared to participate in an econom'ic and monetary union
aimed at achieving a harmonious economic gro'ffth in an enlarged
Community.

!0ith regard to transitionarl mqasures which may prove to be necessary

for his country, Mr Hillery emphasized that while the commo,n agricultural
policy does not present any major difficulty for Ireland, the specific
regulations relating to anirnarl and plant health, as also the Community's
common fisheries policy, might craate certain problems. In the industrial
sector and in view of the sma,ll size of Irish industry, transiiit-',111 r'easr.tes
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for certain sectols will be necessary. Mr Hillery reaffinned that his

country was anxious to conserve the advantages of the Anglo'lrish free

trade arra.

341. Mr Stray, the Norwegian Miniister of Foreign Affairs, stressed the
problems peculiar to Norway: Norwegian agricrrlture, on accorrnt o{ its
geographical distribution, calls fot speoial solutions. Other important
problems would have to be examined dudng the negotiationo in the light
of Norway's position: fisheries, capital movem€nts, right of establishment,
the Svalbard coa,l mines. Norway a,lso stressed the importance fot its
economy of presewing the close ties established with other EFTA countries
and of maintaining the Nordic labour rnarket. Mr Smay stated in condusion
that under his country's C-onstitution there would have to be a referendum
on the results of the negotiations. These negotiations ought to be completed
at the sa,me time as those conducted with the other applicant States.

342. After these statements Mr Harmel proposed, and it was agreed, that
the first ministeri,al working meeting with the United Kingdom would be
hold on 2l lldy 1970, and with the other three appl,icant States on
21-22 September L970.

Organization ol the negotiations conlerence

343. At the first meeting of the confererrce which the C-ommunity held
with the United Kingdom on 21 July 1970, 'ard. with heland, Denmark
and Norway on 2l-22 Septernber 1970, an agreernent rvas reached on the
actual organiz.aion of. the negotiations between the Conarnunity and the
appl'icant States.

For the United Kingdom, meetings will be held as follows: two
ministeriail meetings every quarter and one two-day meeting at deputy level
every fortnight. For Ireland, Denmark and lrlorway, there will be one
ministerial m€eting every quarter and one one-day meeting at deputy rlwel
every month

The negotiations wi{l be essentially at the level of ministers and
deputies; working parties shourld not be s€t up except where this is
required in the intetest of the negotiations.

Furthermote, it has been decided that the chairrnan, after each
meeting at deputy level, will inform the other appl,icant States of the
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progress made in the negotiations. In addition, the Commission has been

invited to provide ths ,applica,nt States with a full and regu,lat supply of
information.

At the first meeting of each of the ministerial ses'sions the Community
delegation, having taken the wishes of the applicant States into co,n-

sideration, instructed the Commission to study, together with the various
delegations, any technical adaptations which might have to be made to
Comrnunity ,regtrlations in the context of enlargement. The Commission
has further been instructed to prqpare, ailso with the coopetation of the
delegations of the arpplicant States, the English, Danish and Norwegian
rcxts of the Treaties and of existing Community legislation.

Negotiations uith tbe United Kingdon

344. The first meeting of the actual negotiations with the United Kingdom
i'mmediately fol,lowing the Luxembourg Conferenc',e was held at ministerial
level at Brussels on 21 July 1970.

The applicant States having accept€d the Tre'aties, the prcgtess

already ma& by the Commu'nity patrimony and the options taken in the

field of development, the meeting was to list the problems that should be

the subject of negotiation.

It was agreed that the Community would start negotiations on the
necessary transitional measures once the Commission and the United King-
dom delegation had completed the preliminary work fin connection with
the cpmmon agricultural policy (liquid milk, eggs and pigmeat), irnports

of dairy products and sugar from the Commonwealth, and the examination
of the information supplied by the United Kingdorn on the financial con-

s€quenc€s of membership.

345. By the second ministeni,al meeting, hrdd at Luxembourg on 27 October
1970, the C,onference considered that for these matterrs the fact-finding
stage had been completed. It further d€cided to approach the questions

which are central to the negotiations, in particular the transitional measures

for the progressive integration into the Community of the economy of the
United Kingdom-and of the other candidate countries.

The fol,lowing month, a document on the tra,nsitional period was
subrnjtted by the Commission to the Council; it emphasized the need for
an overall approach, The period might be of five years in the various
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sectors and fo'r the vari,ous applicant countries; it would enable these
countnies to be integrated graduaily and harmoniously into the pres€nt
Community.

The overarll approach should, in the Commission's view, apply not
only to tade in indusmial products between ,the applican'ts and member
counuies and to the gradua,l alignment of applicants' tariffs on the com,rnon
ctlstoms tariff, but ,also to the acceptance by the candidates of the
Community's prcsent agricultural regdations, the gradual alignment on
Community prices and the introducdon of Community preference. The
overall ap,proach should also involve adoption by the ffiicant States of'the rules on Community financi,ng, and apply to such speci,al problerns
as the United Kingdom's impons of Commonwealth sugar and New
Zealand dairy products.

Vith regard to Community financing, the Comm,i'ssion submittod to
the Council two suggestions on how to deal with this problem: one way
would be to have the new members begin by pay,ing a share of Cornmunity
expenditure comparable with ,those paid by the Six; this share would then
be brcught up, by a system of brackets like that used by the Six at the
end of the transitional pedod, to the level required by the fu{l application,
without ariy correoting factor, of the Community's decisions.

The second way would be to have the new members graAually py a

larger shate of Community expenditure as their integration progressed,
Iq practice, the purpose of both these ways i's the same, namdy to avoid
too abr'upt a cha,nge at the end of the uansitional period from a "shel'tered"
oontributio'n to the full impact.of the financial regulation wh,ich will then
be applicable to the ten member countries of the enlarged Conrmunity.

346. Durng the third rninisterial meeting held in Brussels on 8 December,
the United Kingdom delegation changed its initial propoeal ( submitted
during the second ministeda'l meeting on 27 October) of a tmnsitional
period of three years for industry and of six years {or agriculture and
instead proposod a transitional period of five years for industrial and
agricultural trade, as well as for adaptation to th€ Communlty's rules
regarding fiscal harmonizatisn and capital movements. The Community
noted this United Kingdom proposal with satisfaction burt added that
seriotrs problems still remained regarding qther points of equa[ importancc.
It stated'that it would decide its position on atrl these questions together.

In ad&tion to settling tlre question of mansitionail. measures, the
Conference reached a c€rtai; nurnber of condusions. At the meeting of
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27 October it noted that agreement had been reachd on the three

agricultural questions raised by the United Kingdom delegation and already

examinod at deputy level. These were liquid milk, pigrneat and eggs.

An agreement wa6 also reached with regard to the annual review of
agricultural prices and certain questions retrated to ccmmercial policy.

Fina,lly, the Conference agreed that there wene no objections, in principle,

to the dependent terr,itories of the United Kingdom being associated with
.the C-ommunity under the provisi,ons of Part Four of the Treaty of Rome.

The status of Gibrdtar would be covered by the provisions of Anide 227
(4) of the Treaty, subject to the special customs status of this territory.

At the Conference of 8 Decembet, m agrebment was reached on aJtr

the considerations sqt out by the Co,mmunity with regard to the oppor-

tunities to be made available to ceftain Commonwealth countries in Africa
( Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Tanzania, Uganda
and Zarrbia).

Moreover, the Conference noted that United Kingdom acrcession

would entail that country''s admission to the European Investment Bank.

The Con{erence accepted the pr,irrciple thit United Kingdom participatibn

in the capital of the EIB should be equal to that of Germany and,France,

and that its participation in the in.stitutions of the EIB should be equivdent
to that of Germany, Flance and Italy.

Negotiations uitb lreland, D)enna* and Noruay

347. The first ministerial meetings of .the negotiations between the

Com-nunity and Ireland, Denrqark and Norway were field in Brussels on

2I and22 Septernber 1970. Besides settling the question o{..the organization

of the negotiations, these meetings provided the three countries with the

opportunity to stat€ t}eir pooitions with regand 60 a certain num er of
questions which tley wished to disctrss in the negotiations, particularly

the common fisheries po,licy adopted by the Community'

The Danish delegatioh emphasized that Denmark did not require a

transitional period but was pre,parcd to aacept the prinoiple if it proved

to be necessary for the othet candidate countries. However, the delegation

raised certain specific problems with regard, in particular, to freedom of
establishment in agriculture, capital movelnents and admission of duty-free

goods into Denmatk. It further f€quested authority to $ant tariff quotas

for certain cornrnodities, and finally raised the question of the status to be

given to the Faroes and to Greenland in an enlarged Community'
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The Norwegian delegation reaffirmed the statemen'ts it had made
concerning its positio,n at the meetings of 30 June in Luxembourg, stating
that it wourid be willing to accept a five-year transi'tional period for the
customs union. Vith regard to its specia,l problems, the Norwegian
delegation made known the situation in which Norwegian agricu.lture
found itself on account of the geographical configuration of the country.

The Irish delegation stated its preference for a five-year transitional
period in the agricu,ltural and indusriC sectors. It raised a certain number
of problems, however, relating to Comrnunity legislation on health nrles
applicable to live animals, animal products and plants, to certain sensitive
industries, in particular the motor vehicle assernbly industry, to fiscal
cUstoms duties and to protection against dumping. The Irish delegation
arlso stressed the importance for lreland's economy of the Anglo-Inish
free trade area.

Finatlly, in view of the agree,ment the Community and the United
Kingdom reached at the second ministerial meeting on problems naised
by the United Kingdom conc€rning liquid milk, pigmeat and eggs, the Irish
delegation noted that this matter could be considered as settled.

348. Dwng the second ministerial rneeting held on 15 December 1970,
the lrish, Danish and Norwegian delegations on the one hand, and the
Community delegation on ,the other, reached an agreement, ,sirnilar to the
one concluded with the United Kingdom rlelegation, on certain cornmercial
poliry questions.

Moreover, at the 17th joi,nt meeting of the European Parliamer and
the C,ouncifl of Europe on 17 September 1970, Mr Jean-Frangois Deniau,
the Commission member responsible for coordinating the work connected
with enlargernent, dealt with the question of enl,argement within the frame-
work of the Community dwelopment poliry. Speaking of the various ways
of approaching the negotiations, Mr Derriau dml,ared:

"I think the most ambitious approach is ultimately the most
realistic one. This has not always been the case in history. But I
think that in an undertaking as great as thio one we are on the
righ't road with our negoriations if we realize that the Community is
not simply a commercial enterprise designed to plomote trade, but
that it goes further, and that it has set itself other and more general
goals which, indeed, warrant a,nd justi{y the basic commercial
activitv."
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2. Relations with the EFTA member and associated States
which are not candidates for membership

349. At the Hague Conference the Heads of State or Government of the
Member States of the Community had indicated that the establishment of
special links with ,those European countriss which are not candidates for
membership could help the enlarged Community to attain dimensicns more
in conforrnity with the present state rf the world economy and of
technology.l

Vith this in view, the Heads of State or Governdnent agreed that
"as soon as negotiations with the applicant countries have been opened,
discussions wiltl be started with such other EFTA member countries as

may'request tlem on their position in relation to the EEC".'

350. At its session of 8 December 1969, the Council decided that a
common basis for negotiation should be defined. The Comnaission, for its
part, emphasized that the countries cpncerned should first formulate their
requests more precisely. For this purpose, the Cornm,ission suggested that
exploratory talks be held with the counties which were not candidates
for membership before attempting to find possible soluti'ons for the problem
of their relations with an enlarged Comrnunity.

The Council , at a session of 8-9 Tune 1.970, concurrod with the
proposed procedute. It also adopted the following gu'ideli'nes which wete
set out by Mt W. Scheel, President of the Council, on behalf of the
European Cornmunities at ministerial sessions with Austda, Sweden and
Switzerrland on L0 November 1970 and with Portugal, Finrland and Iceland
on 24 Novernber 1970:

"...The Cornmunity considers that the solutions of the problems raised
will have to be ,such that they firlly safeguard the autqnomouc power
of dec,ision of the enlarged Community, its common policies, its
efficiency and the prospects of its development.
"Lastly, it is important that the international undertakings to which
we are parties should be respected, in particular those we have
undertaken in GATT.

1 Point 4 of the final communiqud, annexed to the Tbird General Report,
2 Point 14 of the final communioud.
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"I would add that neither you nor we want new barriers to anise in
intra-European trade,'and we are conv,inced that both. you and we

will do all that is in bur power-within the framework I havq just

oudined and under conditions to be determined-to brin! our discus-

sions tq a'successful concl,usion in the shotest possi'ble time,.."

The ministets of the six countries concerned took the opportunity
provided by these meetings to set out the position of their countries with
r.gard to an enlarged Community. 

I

351. The exploratory talks between the Commission and the'six non'

candidate countries began on the fol,lowing dates:

16 December L97O

17 December 1970
5 January 197,L

6 January L97L
7 January't971
8 January t97I.

The purpose of these talks is to olarify the pos,itions set out at the
ministerial meetings in November so , that both sides can collect the
technical ,in{ormation that would be needed. It will then be up to the
institutions of the Community and the Governments of the countries
concerned to decide in the light of this information ivhether negotiations
should be opened. The Commission will submit its recommendations to the
Counci,l when it forwards it's report on the tallcs.

Moreover, as these negotiations would have as theh purpose the
conolusion of agreements between the enlargsd Qommunity and the
countde$ concerned, it will be advisable to seek formule which would
make it po&sible for the States which are candid,ates for m<lmbershi,p to be
associated with the work in good time.

Relations with Austria

352. The Austian Government asked in L96I for the opening of
negotiations with a v,iew to concluding a comprehensive agreement with
the EEC. After exploratory tarlks in. 1963, the negotiations began in
196,5 and were interrupted in 1967.

, Following a request from the Austrian Government, dated 5 Novem-
ber 1969, that the negotiations be resumed in order to conclude a

Switzer,land:
Sweden:
Austria:
Finland:
Portugal:
Iceland:
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preferential agreement of a temporary nature while awaiting a possible

overall solution with regard to those member countries of EFTA which
are not candidates for mcmbership, the Counoil at its session of 8-9

December 1969 invited the Commission to study thi,s request and to
report back at the earliest opportunity. On 24 February 1970 the

Comrnission subnaitted.'to the Council its report on the Commun'ity's
relations w,ith Austria. At a sessio'n held on 20-21 July 1970, the Council
invited the Commission to submit a dratt decision on the opening of
negotiations that should lead to a Wrtnal interim arr'angement.

The Council emphasized that once the tarlks or the negotiations with
the other member countries of EFTA and, in particular, with the other
nzutral countries had made it possible to define faidy clear guidelines,

the interim arrangement with Austria would have to be expanded to include
inforrnation on the purpose, plans and Program,mes of the agrecmcnt which
would enable it to be based without difficulties on Article XXIV o{ the

Genera,l Ageement on Tariffs and Trade.

As a result of a Commission recommendation, the Council'at its
session of 26-27 October 1970 adopted a decision inviting the Commis-
sion to open negotiations'with Auotria in order to find out whetlrcr, on the

basis of the Council's directives, a pafiial intenim commercial arrangement
could be made with this country. On the same day, the representatives
of the Member Stdtes of the ECSC, meeting in the Council, also adopted
a decision inviting the Commissio'n to open negotiations with Austria for
the conclusion of a sirniilar agreement concerning the producta within the
jurildiction of the European Coal and Steel Comrnunity.

The negotiations between'A,rstria and the Comrnunity opened in
Brussels on 25-26 November 1970. Th'is f,irst session enabled the agreement

of the two delegations on a series of questiotls to be recolded and their
positions on other subjects to be darified. \fith a view to going more
deeply into certain points, the two delegations 6et up working parties in
the indusmial and agricultural sectors. The negotiations will be continued
at the beginning of 1971.
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PART T'TO

EXTERNAL RELATIONS

Tbe progress of the Communi,ty's external trade bears witness to the
continued intensi{ication of its relations with the rest of the wodd
(Table 26). The various asp€cts of these relations are described in the
following paragraphs.

1. Relations with the Meditenanean countries

353. The end of 1969 saw the entry into appl,ication of the agreements
with Tunisia and Morocco. The yerar 197C vras marked by the conclusion
of the agreements 'with Israel and Spain, by the sigmng of the additional
protocol to the Ankara Agreemont and of the agreement with Mdta, by the
negotiations with the UAR and Lebanon and by the preparation of those
with AJgeria. Nineteen-s€venty will therefore have been a d,ecisive year,
for the Community will then have rounded off its relations with the Medi-
terransan, which hitherto corrcerned association with Greece and Turkey.
These various agreements give concrete form to a de lacto interdependence
between the csuntries bordering on the Med,iterranean and the Community
and reflect a cornmon will to tgad the roaA of. relatio,ns which are destind
to dwelop on broader bases and witl more diversifid means..
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THE ASSOCIATION OF GRXECE \NTH THE EEC

The Cornnanitl and tbe euolution of the political
situation in Creece

354. Inits Third General Reporr, the commission had pointed out that,

in the absence of any signs of a return to nolmdl democrat'ic life in Greecc

in i.969, it could not ;hange the attitude it had adopted vis-d-vis this

country since the coup d'6tat of. 2t April L967.

The commission has followed the dwelopment of the political

situation irr Greece in 1970 with the greatest attention'

The adoption of all the lavrs pursuant to the 1968 constitution by

the end of 1970 was announced by the Greek Governrnent on 11" August

1970. At the time of going to press, those laws have not yet beetr

adopted and matia,L law continues to be appl,ied.

consequently, the Joint Parliamentafy committee is still unable

to function.

under these circunastances, and bearing in mind the absence of any

evolution in the direction of a return to norrnal democratic life in Greece

Ln Lg70, the Commission did not,consider it could modify its attitude since

the coup d'6tat oL 2L Aptil L967. This consists in applying the provisions

of the Ath.n, Agreumerrt and those adopted by the Association Council

where they inrrolue precise obligations, particularly with regard ,to the

system of trade.t

Tbe application qf the Atbens Agreenent irt t97o

355. The Association Council met at ambessadoria,l level on 20 February

and 2 December 1970. Arnong questions on the agenda wefe the extension

for 1969 and 1970 of the reduction of the CCT duties on im,ports into the

Community of 'tulpentine oirl and rosins from non-mombet cnuntries, the

exami,nation of the situation arising from the entry into force of the

common organization of the wine market, the tqrercussions of tlle

common rarlo.t in tobacco on the exports of Greek tobacco to the

community and the problem of countervailing charges on certain

Community im,poits of fruit and vegetables from Greece'

t S"" t"plt"" to written questions Nos.221 by Mr Gliqne. and-301by M.r Cqls1f,
j;;;;f ;i'il N;;. a iz'), zo November t9zo ana c u6, 11 December 1e70'
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Fot its part, the Association Committee met to examine problems
posed by the current administr,ation of the Athens Agreement, in.particulat
how the preferential system shourld be applied to ptocessed goods

.manufactured partly from products originating in non-member countries,
the alignment of cenain Greek duties on the CCT, the gtant by Greece
of tariff quotas to the USSR, the apptrication of antidumping provisions,
and to consult Greece on the agreements between the EEC on 'the one
hand and Spain and Israel on the other, and on the system of generalized
preferences.

In this way, the organs of the Association were ,able to agree

(i) on the reduction by the Community, until l1 December 7970, of.

CCT duties for turpentine oil to 3Vo and for rosins to 4.5Vo,

(ii) on the rate of the countervai,ling levy (60Vo pf. the CCT duties)
providod for in Article 8, to be applied to goods obtained in the
Member States of the Comrnunity (Decision No. l/70 of. the

. Association Counciil) and on the acceleration of the alignment on
the CCT of abo'ut ten duties of the Greek tariff concerning, in
part'icular, certain papers, arti{icial wax, some polymenization products
and colouning lacquers (Decision No. 2/70 of. the Association
Council).

356. As it had done for L968/69 ,and, 1969/70, the Commumty' fixed
the standa,rd amount applicable as flom t Novem'bet L970 to taw otve
oil from Greecd Ior ,the l97O/71 marketing year at 0.5 u.a./100 kg of
impor'ted product. It also' extended until l0 June 1971 the rade system
applicable to cef,tain goods resulting from the processing of agricu,ltural
products coming under Regutlation EEC 1059/69. As.for imports of
fruit and vegetables ftom Greece, cgunterva,iling duties were chorged by
the Cornmunity on the import of sweet oranges and peaclree .respectively
in February and in July/August 1970.3 A countervailing duty has also
been applied to the import of Greek wines since 5 Novernber t970.o

Iil7ith regand to Article 56 of thi AthenrAgreement, an examination
pnccedure relating to defence against dumping practices opened by the
Community in respect of certain Greek products was olosed on 8 October

t C",*.tt R"g"lation No. 2752170; lonnal oficiel No. L 237,28 October 1970.I Council Regulation No. t229110; ibid. L L47,29 J:une 1970.
3 Jornal oficiel Nos. L 34, L 160 and L 197, L2 February, 27 Jwly ard 27- August

1970.
a Ibid. No.241, 4 November 1970.
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1970, as the Commission had received,satisfactory guarantees from G,reek

export€rs which enabled it to rule out the inloduction of anti-dumping

measures.

357. Fot its part, Greece, on L May 1970, maAe ftesh reduciions in its
customs duties on imports of products from the Community (new

instalment of l1Vo, making 60Vo in all, of basic duties for products subject

to tlre l2-year demobilization period; new irnstalment of 5Vo, naking 20Vo

in all,l of the basic duties for products subject to the 22-year demobilization
period). On L May L970, Greece also made a second 30Vo alignment of its
ta,riff on the CCT ior goods subject to the norrnal l2-year period of tariff
demobilization. For 'the others, subject to the 22-yeat period,'an initial
reduction of 207o in the gap between the Greek duty and the CCT was

made on the same date. There was a fresh increase in 1970 of. ljVo in
the quotas for nonlibenlized products cpened by Greece for the Com-

munity. The basic quotas for these products have consequently been

increased by 60Vo in all, in conformity with Article 26 of the Athens
Agreement.

358. In the absence of the Joint Parliamentary Committee of the

Association, the European Parl,iament's Committee for the Assooiation

with Greece met on several occasionrs to examine culfellt political events

and their repercussion on the development of the Association'

The Commission of the European Communities has further submitted
to the European Pad,iament the report on the tread of EEC-Greece

economic relat'ions which it had announced in its Thind Annual Report.

As requested by the Committee for the Association with Greece and the

European Parliament itself, many quantified tablea on the development

of the above-mentioned relations a're annexed to this report.

THE ASSOCIATION OF'TURKEY \fITH THE EEC

359. In L9l0 an impor'tant event occurred in the development of 'the
Association between the Cornmunity and Turkey: the negotiatio'ns, started

at tlre end of tg6g w,ith a view. to the changeover'to the uansitiona,l phase

r ExceDt for the products mentioned on the list annexed to Protocol No. 13 to the
Atheirs Agreement, which benefit from a rate of reduction of 30, 35 ot 4O 1",
as the case may be.
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of the Association, were successfully concluded. tte additional protocol
to the Association Agreement in which, in accordance with the provisions
of the latter, the conditions, methods and pace of achievernent of the
transitional phase are laid dowrr, was signed ,in Brussels on 23 November
1970, 'at the same time as a financial protocol under which the community
grants financial aid to Turkey for a further period. The two protocols will
enter into force after the cornpletion of the consti,tutionatr procedures to
be gone tlnough by each of the contr,actring parties.

360. rn the indu'striail sector the c.ornmunity will apply the inffa-com-
munity system to imports originating in Turkey as soon as the additional
protocol comes into force; this implies the i,rnrned,iate elimination o{
customs duties and quantitative restrictions and of taxes and measures of
equivarlent effect. As a result of the particrrlar problems facing the
Community, a special systsm has been provided for in r€.pect of some
textile produc'ts (initial tarif{ rduction of 75vo fot inapoms within the
framework of a quota and elirnination of obstades to tiade in 12 years
for those outside the quota ) and of petroleum products ( immediate
exemption in the frame'work of a taiff quota/.

on the other hand, Turkey el,iminates its customs duties with regard
to the C,ommunity only grad'al,ly during the ransirional pedod, the
duration of which the Association Agreemont fixes, in principle, at
12 yearc. However, tariff demobilizatian will take place according to a
time-table covering 22 years for a I'ist of productrs nequ,iring greatef
protection in the face of competition from community imports-. 

-These

products constituted about 45vo of Turkish imports from thl community
in 1'967. It is also in the course of. a 22.year period that Turkey canceli
its quantitative restrictions on,imports frorn the Commu,nity.

_ Turkey will adopt the common customs Tarif.f. at the same pace as
planned for the abolition of irs customs duties-in t2 ot 22 years aciording
to pioducts.

In the agrricultural sectqr Turkey must adapt its .agricult'ral policy
over a 22-year period so as to be able to adopt, at the end of this period,
those_ common agr,icultural policy measures whose application is indis-
pensable for the establishment of the free rnovement oi-prodocts between
the community and rurkey. upon the expiry of this period, the Association
cou,nci'l wiil deside on the arrangements nece66ary to ensure the free
movemen't of agricultural produc,ts.
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Meanwhile, pre{erences are g'ranted to Turkey's agricultural prcducts

which cover 11oi. th* 90Vo of ihe country's agricultural exports to the

community. The advantages alrcady granted during the preparatory

period have been considefably enhanced, particularly for tobacco and

raisins (tariff exemption without quantitative limitatio'n). Furtherrnore,

it was agrced that the Association Council would periodrcaily examine the

ro,rlt oI tle preferenrial system and will be able to decide on any

irnprovements requitdd from the end of the first year after the engy

into force of the additional protocol.

F,ree movement of workers wilrl be gradually achieved between the

end of the 12th and the 22nd year after the entry i,nto force of the

Association Agreement (1 Novembet 1964) following procedures to be

fixed by the Aisociation Council. Other provisions are also made in favour

of Turkish rnanpowet. In particuilar it has been agreed that he Association

Councii. wi,Il, before the end of the first yeat of. application of the protocol,

adopt provisions regalding social secur,ity for Turkish workefs moving

within the Community and their families residing there.

361. FinaILy, the additional protocol corrtains provisions on righ,t of

establishment, services, transport arrd alignment of economic policies

(competition. taxation and approxi,rnation of legislation, commercia:l policy,

economic poli.y). In general, these provisions witrl have to be implemented

by the Association Council during the 'transitional phase.

The new financial ptotocol, artrso signed on 23 November 1970,

provides that a sum'of 195 million u.a. shall be placed at the'disposal of

ihe Turkish economy and may be comrnitted within a period of. 5Ys years

after the signing of this protocol. The favourable terms of the first
financial protocol have been maintained and, in certain respects, eve11

improvedi" maximum duration of 30 years; period of exemption from

arnortization which may run for 8 years; rate of interest not less than

2.5Vo per annum {or schemes of il,l-defined and long-term profitability and

not less than 4.5Vo for those which pay off normally.

Furthenmore, during the period of application of the financial

protocol, the Association Council will examine the possibility of sup-

flementing the aid of. 195 mill,ion u.a. specified above by loans up te
a total possible amount of 25 million u.a. granted by the European Invest-

ment Bank from its own resources and at market conditions. In addition,

it is anticipated that the EIB wil'l be able to begin forthwith exam,ining

new invesiment schemes, submitted by l'urkey so that they may be
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approved as soon as the new financial protocol comes into force and the

commitments effected without delay.

Lastly, the Community has declartd its readiness to exarnine one
year before the expiry of the finansial protocol the arrangements which
might be made, as required, regarding financial assistance fot a new

period.

362. The changeover to the transitional phase of the Association, wi"lich

will occut with the entry into force of the additional protocol, will be a
decisive stage in the EEC-Turkey Associat'ion. Whereas until now the

latter has been reflected solely in unilateral help from the Community in the

form of made preferencbs and financial aid, the implementation of the

additional protocol to the Assmiation Agreement will malk the true
beginning of a progrcssive integ,ration of the Community and Tukish
economies.

The methods of achieving this integration have been fixed in a

s,u{ficiently flexible Inanner to achieve satisfactory balance between the

mutual advantages and obligations of the two panties, bearing in mind the

differences in their level of development. Achievement of the customs

union assures Turkey from the outset of the advantages calculated to

facirlirtate speedier development of its economy while allowing it to adapt

itself progressively to the new conditions existing on its rnarket owing to
the increased competition {tom Community products.

Lastly, it may be noted that the additional protocol broadly
correslrcnds to the desires expressed by the joint EEC-Turkey Parliamentarv
Committee in its recommendations of Munich, Antalya and Leyden and

by the European Padiament in its resolutions of May, July and October
t970.'

In accordancr with the provi,sions of the Association Agreement, the
commercial preferences from which Turkey already benefits are maintained
pending the entry'into force of the add,itional protocol. However, owing
to the time necessary to complete the constitutional procedures required

before such enry into force, the Turkish delega'tion has asked for earlier
application of the trade provisions of 'the protocol. This request is now
being examined by the Community authorities.

\t**l "frtlrl 
No. C 65, 5 June 1970, No. C 101, 4 July 1970, No. C 129, 26 October

1970.
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ASSOCI,ATIOil{ TTITH TUNISIA AND MOROCCO

363. Tlrc Association Councitrs met for the first time at ministerial level
on 10 June 1970 in Luxembourg. The parties were happy at the way
these agreements, which entered into force on I Septembet "1.969, have been
applied and examined certain speoific problems which appeared during this
.running-in period.

Certain &f(ictrlties concerning the conditions of importing crude olive
oils into ,the Communrity will be solved for the next marketing year by
adopting a systern of export taxes similar to th€ one arlready elaborated
with Spain. In addition, the condri'tiona for the import of citrus fruits
\rere the su,bject of various consurltarions in the insritutions of the
Assmiations.

'lfhen ,these Association Counci,ls met the Tunisian and Moroccan
Governrnents expressed their interest in the Community's policy with
regard to applications for membership or for special arrangements from
var,ious European States, and in the system of generalized preferences for
developing countries. They expressed the wish to b. k pt informed of the
development of this potricy so as to be in a position to study its effects on
the balance of the Association Agreements.

Following the ,en]tryinto force of the common organizaions of the
market in wine and fisheries products, the Commission subm'itted proposatrs
to the Council *ith a view to in'troducing, through negotiations, Community
syst€ms for the d,mport of products or,iginating in Tunisia and Morocco.

RELATIO]\S'TITH ALGERIA

364. On 16 March 1970 Mr Yaker, Algerian Minister of Commerce, ,paid

an official visit to the Cornmission to i,nform it of his Government's views
on,r€lations between Algeria and the Community. He recailled that Arlgeria
had long wished to conclu& with ,the C-ommu,n.ty a comprehensive
agreement comprising three parfs: rade, which should be normalized on
the basis of mutuaL advantages, economic and fi'nanoi'al coo,pelation and
manpower.

On 14 Aptil 1970 the Comrnission submitted a memor,andum to the
Council on EEC relations with Algeria, concluding thatthe system of trade
wiith this country should be defined as soon as possible on a Community
basis and by rndans of negotiation. In view of the urgency of the marter,
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the Commission recornmended the exteusion to A,lgenia of the system

eJreaAy applied to Tunisia and Morocco, subject to any adjustments which
rnight appear indispensable and the adoption of appropriate meaqres in
the wines ,sector.

As a tlansitional arangement, and pending the ent'ry into force of a

negotiated solution, the Commission adopted or propoaed certain measures

in the wines sector to reconci'le the i,nterests of Algeria with the ef{ective
working of the market organization.

THE ASSOCIATION \TITH MALTA

365. The negotiations between the Comrnunity and Malta for the con-

clusion of an association agreement took place in April, June and July 1970

and were completed on 24 JuIy. The agreement was signed on 5 l)ecember
1970 in Valetta and wil,l enter into force on I Apri,l 197I. lt provides
for the establishment of a customs uniqn in two stages, in principle, of
five years each, and lays down the term,s of the first. Negotiations on the
second stage wirll take place 18 months before the expiry of the first.

During this first stage of the agreement, Malta will gradually reduce
its uties on a,ll imports f,rom the Community, by up to 35Vo or to the
most-favoured-nation level. However, to allow for the fiscal nature of
certa,in Maltese customs duties and for reasons of protection, some products
are excluded fromthe concessions. The Community, in its turn, will reduce
i,ts custorns duties by 70Vo tor a'1,1 its imports of industrial products from
Ma,lta as soon as the agreement becomes effective.

T}IE AGREEI4ENT \O'ITH SPA.IN

366. The second stage of negotiations between the Cornmunity and Spain
with a view to concluding a preferential agreement was completed on
12 Ma,rch 1970. The agreement was signed on 29 June 1970 in Luxem-
bourg and it came into force on L October 1970. .I,ts aim is the gradual
elimination in two stages-with due respect for the ptovisions of GATT-
of the obstacles to the ma,in body of mutual trade. Only the provisions
governing the first stage, lasting at least six years, were negotiated. The
opening of negotia4ons on what is to happen in the second stage and on
the transition from one stage to th€ next will be subject to the agreement
of the two parties.
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On the Community side the offer comprises gradtlal tariff reductions

of.60Vo by l January 1973 f.or industriail products, but subject to a list of
products for which the concession is only 40Vo n'six years and to a

limited list oi exceptions. The Community, however, provides for the
possibil,ity of increasing the tariff preference of the general system to 70Vo

on l Januaty 1974. Fot agricultural products the concessions concem, in
particular, citrus fruits (tarif{ reduction of. 40Vo ) and crude olive oil in
the context of the approach chosen for these products for the Mediterranean
countries with which the Comrnunity I'as concluded preferential or
association agreements, and tariff raductions of. 50Eo, in principle, for
certain preserves, fruit and vegetables and wines.

As for Spain, the concess,ions {or industria.l products cfncern the
liberalization up to at least 95Vo of imports originating in the Cqmmunity
at the end of 'the s,ixth year and graduil tariff reductions for pmducts
specified in various lists (60/70Vo,25/30%o,257o and a list of e>rcep

tions). This pace of. :,r"irtf. disarrnament will also apply to liberalized
agricultural products. Special solutions have been adopted for the
temainder.

THE AGREEMENT \(ITX{ ISRAEL

367. A preferential agreement between the European Economic Community
and Israel was ,signed on 29 June 1970 in Luxembourg. This agreement,
whose aim is to promote increased trade between the two parties and thus
to contribute towards trhe deve,lopment of international c<rmrnerce, is the
outcom€ of a {'aitly long procedure and various ei<tensive negotiations. The
dialogue between the Community and Israel concerning a preferential
agreement in fac,t began as eady as 1961. An initial solution to this prcblon
found concrete form in a non4referential commerciail ,agre€ment which,
after its expiry on J0 lune 1,967, was several times extended by the
C,ommunity on an autonomous basis until the errtry into force of the
pref erential agreement.

Having become effec'tive on 1 October 1970, this agreement already
ensures a preferential systern for a considerable ptoportion of Israel's
exports to the Community. A final 50Vo rcducaion in customs du ies is
planned for industrial goods excluding a certain nurhber of sensitive
products representing about llVo of Israel's industrial exports. Bearing
in mind the commercial, ,technical and technological capacities of Israel,
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this system, which is by the li eralization of imports, should

stimulate investments and further the countryls industriail development.

Preferences ranging frorn )07o to 40vo are prcvided for in favour

of about 80Vo of. the Co,rnmunirty's imports of agricu,ltutal products from

Israel and cover the most irnportant products (oranges, grapefruit and

preserves thereof, mangoes, avocado pears, sweet red peppers, etc')' For

citrus f,ruit the preferential system is conditional upon the obaervance of
price discipline in the framework of a similar sysrsm applying to dl the

Mediterranean counries whiah are large producers of citru,s fruit and aimed

at drawing maximum value from €xpo,rts without compromising the ba'lance

of 'the markets.

A joint comnaittec will watch over the proper execution of the

agreement,

36g. The agreement, concluded for a duration of five years, prcvides for
the possibility of negotiating, eighteen months before its expiry, a new,

widor-basod agrcsnent under which the gr,adual elimination of the

obstacles to the major partion of rade will be pursued.

I,t therefore constitutes only a first stage on the ,road towards closer

cooperation in a context of "balanced relatiorls" with the countries of the

Near East as the C,ommunity's contribution to peace and prooperity in this

part o{ the Mediterranean Basin.

For its part, Israel grants tariff concessions ranglng frcm LIVo 'to

)TVo a ording to the list of products for approximately 607o of the

Commu,nity', 
"*portr, 

both ,industial and agricultural. In addition, a taiff.
reduction ot $qo would be established in favour of the Community in the

event of the inrod'uction of a lnsitive duty for most of the products now

subject to zero duty. For the products benefiting ftom concessions and for
those a,lready ,liberalized, such triberalizaicn is bound with regard to the

Community.

RELATIONS IOU'ITH T}IE UAR

369. At its swsion of. 20/21 July 1970 the Council decided to open

negotiations with the United Arab Republic in the setting oJ the Com'

munityrs balanced rdlations with the Near East countries, referred to by
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the Council at its session of 17 Octobet 1969. Their aim is a preferential
agreem€nt for a period of five years with the possibiility df concluding a

new. agreement on 'wider bases before 'the first elpires. r

Negotiations between a Comrnunity delegation and a UAR delegation
were held on 21, 22 and 23 September and 28, 29 and 30 October and

it should be possible'to complete them early in 1971.

RELATIONS \rITH LEBANON

370. At ,its session of 20/21 Ju,ly 1970 the Council decided to open
negotiations with Lebanon in response to that country's request for the
establishment of preferential ties 'vith the EEC. The negotiations reflect
tlre Community's wirll to maintain balanced relations with the countries
bordering on this part of the Mediterranean Basin.

The aim is a preferential agreement of the same nature as those
already concluded or in the course of negotiation with other countries of
the region. This agreement will not replace the 1965 agteement on trade
and technica,l cooperation which will continue to be extant for the fields
not covered by the preferential agreement.

Negotiations between a Community delegation and a Lebanon dele-
gation wer€ held from 30 Septem;ber to 2 October and on D, L4 and
15 October and should be completed early in 1971.

RELATIONS \TITI{ CYPRUS

371". In August 1970 the Government of Cyprus sent a letter to the
Community confirm.ing its 1962 request for the opening of negotiations on
an association agreement. Pending the conclusion of an agreement of .this
kind, the Cypriot Government asks for the application of. ad Doc measures
to provide a solution to the problems which arise for the country's ex,ports
of citrus fruit and wine.

The Community replied the following monrh that i't had taken note
of the Cypriot requests and that the Commission will examine the questions
raised at the earl,iest opportunity.
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REI-AT,IONS \flITII PORTI.JGA,I,

372. On 28 May 1970 the Government of Portugal addressed a memo-
randum to the Comrntrnity expressing its desire to begin negotiations with
the aim of establishing the links which would most satisfactorily serve the
interests of the two parties.

A meeting at rnrinisterial level between the Community and Portugail
was held in Brussels on 24 November 1970, when the Portuguese
Government expounded its point of view on future re,lations between its
country a'nd'the Communitv.
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2. Relations with African countries and Madagascar

TIIE ASSOCIATED. AT'RICAN STATES AND MADAGASCAR,
AND TtM, ASSOCIATED OVERSEAS COTJNTRIES AND TERRITORIES

373. The year 1970 was one of transition between the expiry on 31 May
1969 of. the First Yaoundd Convention and the entry into force of the new
Convention on 1 January 1971. It witnessed the application of the
transitional measures decided upon and €rft€nded by the Association
Council until 31 December 1970.r

Operation o-f tbe Institutions

The Association Council

374. The Association Council met on 30 September 1970 in Brussels.
Discussions were mainly concerned with the tariff adjustments envisaged
by the Community for certain tropical products and which are to take
effect at the same time as tJre new Yaound6 Convention. The Community
conJirmed all its positions with the exception of the following: it informd
the AASM that it was abandonihg the reduction of the duty on tung oil and
that the 37o duty would be maintained. For cinnamon, neither ground
no'r milled, the redrrction would be to 8 7o and for ground or milled cinna-
mon to l0 7o. These arrangements mark the end of the consultation o,n
this matter which began at t}re Association Committee meeting on
13 February 1970.

As for the consultation on the application of the system of generalized
preferences-the second point discussed-the AASM welcomed the idea of
a general provision which will enable the developed countries, including
the EEC, to take action in the trade field to correct any unfavourable
situation with which the developing countries benefiting from preferential
systems in certain advanced countries might be faced as a consequence of
the institution of these preferences.z Furtlermore, the AASM succeeded
in having their o<ports to the Community of veneered wood and plywood
excluded from the calculation of the supplementary amount for this product.

' X" 
^1". 

fnira GencralRrral/. secs. 395 et sea.I See also the Special Committee on Preferenies, secs. 417 et teq.below.
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This amount will therefore be linited to 5.%o of the imports from countries

not benefiting from the generalized preferences system, excluding the

AASM. On the othet hand, the Community did not accede to the request

of the AASM that tapioca of manioc starch be withdrawn from the list of
articles on which duty would be charged l"dC.d with UNCTAD.

375. lt was decided to ask the secretariat to collaborate with the Commis-

sion in drawing up a $ummary of certain resolutions of the Association

Council. Joint expert groups were instructed to examine the various docu-

ments relating to thb definition of the concqrt of "products originating in",
the draft of the general specifications for public contracts financed by the

EDF, and the draft decision on the tax and customs system for contracts

in the AASM financed by the Community. In response to a request by the

AASM, it was decided that, as part of the studies on industrialization, th€
'Commission would accept responsibility for an inquiry into a possible

Community system to guarantee private investment.

The AASM were put in the picture regarding the membership applica-

tions of the United Kingdom, Denmark, Ireland and Norway. The next
sessiorr of the Association Council will be held at the latest three months

after the Convention has come into force.

The Association Connittee

376. The Association Committee held four meetings, its twenty-seventh
(13 February), twenty-eighth (15 M"y), twenty-ninth (17 July) and

thirtieth (21 September). The two main problems dealt with by the

Association Council on 30 Septernber (changes in the tariffs and generalized

preferences) were debated by the Committee.

Amongst the other important points raised during the debates in the

Committee, reference should be made to the consultation with the AASM
at the twenty-ssventh meeting on various agricultural or processed products

from the AASM for which the Community is considering special preferen-

tial anangements. The AASM were consulted on the following: beef and

veal, oilseedq, processed fruit and vegetables, tapioca and chocolate,

derogatory measures for tlre overseas Diparternenfs (trade in live animals

between Madagascar and Rdunion), processd cereal products. The AASM
welcomd these various special arrangements, apart from the one concerning
processed cereal ptoducts inco4)ofating manioc and manioc starch, which
in their opinion wzrs not a sufficient improvement on ttre ptevious system.
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It should also be mentioned that, at its twer,rty-eighth meeting, the
Association Committee agreed, in accordance with tlre decision of the
Assobiation Council of 26 March 1969, to extend the transitional measures,
due to expire on 30 June 1970, until t}e new Yaoundd Convention came
into force, and at the latest until 31 December 1970. The chief effect of
these measures is to continue application of the main provisions of rhe L963
Yaoundd convention. ril7ith particular reference to financial and technical
cootrrration, tlre Community confirrned its memorandum of. 29 May 1969
on the transitional measures.

Pailiamentary Conlerence ol tbe Association

377. The annual session of the Parhamentary Conference of the EEC/
AASM Association was held ftom 1.2 to t4 January 1970 in Hamburg. It
was preceded by a preparatory meering of the Joint Committee of the
C,onference and followed by a constituent session of the new Joint Com-
mittee.

The session dealt mainly with two reports: Mr Laudrin's on the fifth
report on the activities of the Association Council and Mr Dewulf's on the
industrialization of the Associated States and the means of speeding it up.

The debate on the Laudrin report gave t}e African and the European
padiamentarians the opportunity to make a detailed and critical analysis
of the year's activiries and of the contents of the new EEC/AASM Asso
ciation convenrion concluded in i.969. The resolution adopted at the
close of the debate reflects the clear satisfaction felt that the Association
h4 gmgrged stronger from negotiations in which certain divergent tenden-
cigs- had emerged----especially with regard to the EEC,s trade 

""r*ge-.rrmwith its African associates on t}'e the one hand and with the developing
countries as a'whole on the other. Although these problems had bee;
cleared up, the Parliameintary conference nevertheless iegretted the reduc-
tion of to the detriment of the AASM and hoped that the new
tade promotion activities would offset the effect of this reduction. The
resolution also drew attention to the serious problem of the deteriomtion
in the prices of certain export products and asked that, pending the
conclusion of world agreements, the AASM should be helped to rolrr.-th.r.
problems, using the instruments provided by the new convention. on the
subject of financial cooperation, the Parliamentary conference was happy
in particular with the adiustments made to guide financial aid more to*".d,
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the directly productive sectors. Lasdy, the resolution expressed the hope

that when the Association Convention was next renewed an agreement

without any time-limit would be envisaged and that only its implementing
machinery would be rwiewed periodically.

On the other hand, the parliamentary work on the problem of
industrialization did not lead to the adoption of a report in Hamburg.
A resolution, reflecting the main features of the ptesent stage of discussion,

presented by the rapporteur, Mr Dewulf, was nevertheless approved.

Stress was laid on the need to define m industriali"ation policy for the

AASM, to undertake studies o,n tlre creation of export industries without
delay, to organtze regional cooperation between African countries, to im-
prove coordination of all external aids which contribute towards industrial
dwelopment and to resume the study of a multilateral system of guarantees

for private investment. The question of industrialization will remain on

the agenda of the Parliamentary Conference.

378. Snce the meeting of the Padiamentary Conference, the Joint Com-

mittee of the Conference has held two sessions. (i) In Florence, from
20 to 23 May L970, the discussions dealt with current problems of the

EEC/AASM Association. I{r Dewulf's report on the industrielization of
the Associated African Statdi and Madagascar was considered and adopted.
(ii) At Libreville, Gabon, from 28 to 31 October 1.970, the debates centred
on Mr Guillabert's repbrt on the Sixth Annual Report of the Association
Council. Examination of this report provoked lively discussions, mainly
on the inffoduction of tlre generalized preferences system. Several speakers

pointed out t}rat the introduction of such a system, the tariff adjustments
which aroused so much interest at the Council's meeting of 30 September,

and the negotiations on the enlargement of the Ccmmunity, were creating
a new situation which could not fail to have consequences fot the Associa-

tion's future development

Mr Hein's working documents on coordination of the action of the
24 member states of the Association within the intemational organizations
for economic coo,peration and dwelopment were presentd to the Joint
Committee but discussion of them vras postpond in the absence of the

author and because of the short time available. They will be discussed at

the next meeting.

The next meeting of the Joint Committee will be on 9 Jarruary L97l
at Yaound6, Cameroon, just before the meeting of the EEC/AASM Parlia-
mentary Conference, also at Yaoundd, from 11 to 13 January L97L.
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Riybt ol establishnent and lreedon to supply seroices:
position in 1970

379. There was no change in the situatioar regarding right of establishment
and freedorr to supply services frorn that described in earlier General
Reports.

Trade

Distnantling ol duties and quotas

380. TwoAssociated States, Togo and Gongo (Kinshasa), have continued
tci invoke Article 61 of tlre Yaound6 Convention allowing them to defer
the tariff cuts ptovided for in Article 3 of the C,onvention.

Amongst the associated overseas countries and territories, the Nether-
lands Antilles introduced a new customs t^frf: 

,.-

Quantitative restrictions have been Iifted by all the Assaiated States
and overseas countries and territories on imports of products originating in
the Community. In some, however, as permitted by Article 6(3) of the
Convention, the authorities have retained or imposed a,number of rcstric-
tions considerd to be justified from tle point of view of the country's
development or its balance of payments.

Aids lor narketing and sales pronotion

381. The Mernber States of the EEC and the Associated African States
and Madagascar have agreed to include in the Convention new provisions
to prorriote the development of exportd from the Associated States. These
provisions, which figure in Article 19( 1) subparagraph j of the Convention
and in Protocol No. 6, Article 4, on the management of Community aid,
allow the Associated States to call for technical and financial aid from the
Community for implenrenting projects of various kinds involving the
marketing and sales protnotion of exported products.

. Itrith a view to dririfying the interpretation of the provisions of the
convention and facilitating the work of the governments which vrill have
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to use thern, an information document was s€nt to the Heads of State or
Government of all the AASM in July 1970.

The document in question contains three parm:

(a) The reasons for aid for madreting and sales promotion;
(b) The action which could be undertaken to encoruage thg marketing

and sales promotion of products from Associated States;

(c) The submission and examination of applications for aid to marketing
and sales promotion.

382. The srudy undertaken at the request of the AASM to find means of
increasing their sales in the Community is almost completed. The conclu-
sions will be known and circulated by the AASM early n L97I. It has also
been decided to undertake a marketing study with a view to increasing
sales in the Community of certain manioc-based ltoducts imported from
Togo and MaAagaxar.

The Commission has also had various ot'her studies put in hand on
projects for aid for marketing and sales promotion.

The progammg under which the Associated States are represented
at trade fairs and exhibitions in the Member States of the Community
continued tlroughout 1970. Since its introduction in 1968, this programme
has enabled the AASM to participate tn 22 international events. A proposal
for financing a new programme tot I97L, 1,972 ar;rd, L973 has just been
approved. In contrast to the earlier project, this new progralnme provides
for the possibility of the AASM taking part in major trade fairs in non-
member countries bordering on the Community and also in Africa. It also
provides fot annual training sessions for the heads of the AASM stands;

Agricultural prod.ucts tbat compete uith similar European products:
protection ol the interests ol tbe AASM

383. Afiter consulting the AASM, the Council of the European Communi-
ties adopted, at its session of 17 March t970, rcgaLations proposed by the
Commission to improve the import systexns for products from the AASM
and the OCT similar to and competing with European agricultural products.

These new systems, applicable until 31 December 1970, will continue
to be valid in principle throughout the period of the new Association
Convention provided the latter comes into force not later than 1 January
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L971. The products involved ate beef and veal,l oleaginous products,z

processed fruit and vegetable products,s goods processed ftom agricultural
products,a cattle, beef and veal and rice imported into the French overseas

ddparternents,6 processed cereal and rice prducts,6 rice and broken rice.?

The Commission also proposed to the Council draft regulations o,n tobacco

and mane.

In order to tale into account the economic interests of the AASM
and the OCT, with regard to their exports of fisheries products, and in
sccordance with provisions of the EEC/AASM Association Convention and

the EEC/OCT Association, the Community has decided to fix an import
system for such products originating in these States, countries and territo-
ties, tnote favourable than the general system normally applied to the
same products from non-member countries.

Production a,ids

J84. Following the delay in the signing and ratification of the new Con-

vention, it was agreed at the end of May 1970 to extend the transitional
measures for a period up to L December 1970 at the latest. These measures

have made it possible to subsidize additional crop years, by using the
balances left over after the implementation of the production aids
programme.

An aggregate amount of. 2132 000 u.a. has been approved since

1 January under the head of production aids, more particularly structural
imptovements. Cameroon, Mali, Senegal and Togo werEthe beneficiaries
o{ this structural aid to continue and complete the projects included in the
five-year programmes: purchase of fertilizer and insecticides, supervision
and operation of the installations financed from production aids.

The structural improvement projects were implemented in accordance
with the prograrnmes. Productivity in the 1969/70 f.atm year seems to
be satisfactory, although vreather conditions were not particularly
favourable.

t C-rtl.tt R"gulation (FIF;C) 517 17 O, Journal oficiet No. L 65, 27 March 1970.
2 Council Regulation (FFC) 518170, ibid.
3 Council Regulation (BEC) 519170, ibid.
a Council Regulation (FF,C) 520170, ibid.
5 Council Regulation (EF.C) 527170, ibid.
8 Council Regulation (EF.C) 522170, ibid.
? Council Regulation (EEC) 540/70, ibid. No. L 68,25 Match 1970.
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Hovrwer, a serious drought struck Senegal and consequently ground-
nut harvests will be greatly reduced both in absolute figures and in yield
per unit of production.

385. The "special" aid for oleaginous products from the AASM and the
OCT1 imported into the Member States between 1 July 1967 and 3L May
L969 was the subject o{ a decision of. 25 July 1967 by t}e rq>resentatives
of the Member States meeting in the Council. Since this aid was financed
by ad hoc contributions from the Member States on which a ceiling was
imp*d the decision requird padiamentary approval in most of these
States. The time needed for tlese procedures in the various Padiaments
mezurt that the Council was unable to adopt the implementing regulations
for the above decision before 27 July 1970 (regulation fixing the cdteria
for determining tlre wodd market price and financial regulation). The
applicatio,n of these two Council regulations has set in motion the rather
long and cornplex procedure, which has almoat been completed, and which
will enable the benefiting AASM and OCT to be paid fie amounts due to
them as a part of this aid at the beginning of 1971.

Financial dnd tecbnical cooperation in t97o

386. The transitional measures adopted by the Association Council have
enabled work to begin on the prqraration and examination of schemes to
be financed from the third EDF. The provisions telating to the balances
in hand from the credits available under the second EDF have provided
for the financing of studies on projects to be financed from the third EDF.
Furthermore, on the basis of the transitional provisions, the pre-financing
by the AASM of schemes for the structural improvement o{ agricultural
production may be shouldered.by the third EDF. The arrangements for
the examination and approval of projects provided for the uninterrupted
examination of projects submitted by the AASM, in accordance with the
new procedures for administering aid fixed in the second Convention and
the internal financial agreement. These projects may then be submitted
to the EDF Committee for its initial opinion. In this way, as soon as the
new Convention comes into force, tfie Commission will be able to take a

decision on the financing of these projects and will accordingly be able to
launch the third EDF without delay so as to make up as much as possible
of the time lost in mtifying the Convention.

I Second Ceneral Report, sec. 507 atd First Gcneral Rcport, sec. 457.
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Preparation lor implementing the tbird EDF'

387. Themeasures taken in 1970 in prq>aration for the third EDF may

be summarized as follows:

(a) After an in-depth analysis by its services of the main socio'economic

trends in each Associated State, of the main imbalances in their
economies and of their development plans, the Commission during
the year sent to each of tlrem a fact-finding mission which discussed

with national autlotities their various development prospects and

the projects they intended to submit under the third EDF, their
relative priorities and their place in the setting of a coherent pro'
granrme.

Following these fact-finding missions, it was possible to work out a

provisional programme for the third EDF in agreernent with each

Government involved; this programme is then subject to a detailed

o<arnination as the actual dossiers of the projcts themselves are

submitted.

(b) The examination of projects has been actively pursued. The
Associated States have tJtr dy officially introduced, under the third
EDF, more than 30 totalling over 40 million u.a. This number
represents only a small part of the projects discussad during the fact-
finding missions and which.might be submitted for EDF financing.
If the schemes intoduced under the second EDF, and which have

had to be carried over into the third for lack of finance, are added

to the above figure, the total already e><ceeds L50 million u.a.

(c) On the basis of the experience gained in the management of the
second EDF, it was decided to provide technical assistance missions
to help the Governments of Somalia, Rwanda, Niger, Mali and the
Netherlands Antilles in preparing the dossiers of projects. In other
countries experts have been given t}re task of drawing up the projects
in specific fields.

(d) In 1970 a series of studies was financed from the balances in hand
from the second EDF to help'the Associated States prq>are their ilew
projects. They mainly concerned rural production (83Vo ), but also

the development of tourism, trade promotion, ttansport, electrifica-
tion and town planning. Three new studies dealt with industrializa-
tion and trade promotion possibilities in the AASM.

(e) In 1970 the C,ommission received favourable opinions from the EDF
Committee on 16 projects, the preliminary examination of which had
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"lt rdy been completed. These will be financed from the third EDF
for an amount exceeding 25 million u.a. In this way the commission
will be able formally to enter upon a number of financial commit-
ments zrs soon as the new Convention comes into force at the
beginning of. 1971.

(f) The exceptional procedure provided for under the transitional meas-
ures has been applid in favour of Chad to errsure that its programme
for improving cotton production is not intemrpted. The Commission
has agreed to the pre-financing by Chad, from its own resources,
of an instalment of this prograrnme; t-he cost will later be taken over
by the third EDF.
The Commission also agreed to finance from its own budget a paft
of the 1,970/7I scholarship programme, the cost of which *itt b.
repaid to it by the Fund once the seond Yaoundd Convention has
come into force.

' Coordination of aid

Cooperation between tbe European Deuelopment Fund and the
Earopean Inaestment Bank

388. In L970, n view of the entry into force of the second Yaound6 Con-
vention, and also of the new provisions therein laid down for programming
schemes for Community a.d, a new form of cooperation was introduced
between the Eurolran Development Fund (EDF) and the European Invest-
ment Bank (EIB).

In order to determine t}e most appropriate method(s) of financing
projects submitted under the thfud EDF, it was decidd to hold periodical
meetings between the EDF and the EIB to exchange availaUe information
on financing applications received by the Commission or'the Bank, and
on the contacts established prior to these applications, once the basic facts
concerning these projects are known.

The first such meeting took place in Brussels in February 1970.
Seven others followed in the course of. 1,970.

Coordination ol Community aid and bilateral aid

389. The Commission's sraff and Member States' bilateral aid agencies
continued their regular exchange of information in igZO. fmporrant
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coordination -gedngs were held to discuss French, German, Belgian and

Italian aid.

Coordi.nation ol Conmunity aid and multilateral aid

390. In addition to the exchanges of information which continued and

** b"."ro. more frequent in 1970, coordination meetings were held in

Brussels with UNICEF, the United Nations Special Fund and the \florld
Bank.

Commitment ol balances lron the second EDF

391. The outstanding features of the yeex t970 were' on the one hand'

a considerable decreaie in new commitments due to the e:rhaustion of the

f"l*.o of the second EDF and, on the other, their very different distribu-

tion, compared with earlier yeafs, as regards both the sectors of operation

and the {orm of the aids. This is explained by the fact that during this

exceptional transitional year it *", roi possible to use any resoufc:s other

than those of the second EDF, wheteas, in order to keep to the obligations

i.p"r.d on it by the first Yaound6 Convention, the Commission had

eni.auorrred to commit practically the full arnount of the Fund by the

end of 1969. It was therefore necessary to call in credits not used or to
transfer global amounts not yet allocated in order to ensufe the continuity

of c.rtaii operations under the second EDF, while awaiting and preparing

those of the third EDF.

(a) The new commitments undertaken by the commission in 1970 on

the balance of second EDF credits amount to 8 million u.a. for the

AASM and 6 million for the ocT, giving a toteJ. of 14 million u.a.

The first figure also includes oveiall ollefations which have not been

broken dourn geograPhicallY.

Total commitments are therefore much lower than in previous years-
the 1969 figure was 116 million and that for 1968, 133 million u.a.

(b) The breakdown of EDF aid in 1970 by field of activity is very dif-

ferent, for the reasons given above, from that of EDF commitments

during a normal p"ri"d. A detailed examination by sectgrs would

th.rJor. serve nJ,rseful purpos€. It should none the less be pointed

out that the new EDF operations included transport infrastructure

projects, and schemes for the structural improvement and diversifica-

tion of industrial croPs.
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(c)

(d)

As regards metlrods of financing, grants represented almost the total
amount (96Vo) of commitments in 1970. There was onlv one loan
on special terms (of 1.08 million u.a.) granted fot a2}-year period
at 2Vo interest, with three years' grace.

In terms of the categodes of aid provided for in the yaoundd C-onven-
tion, the bulk of credits in 1970 did not, as in the past, go to
monomic and social investments, but to technical cooperation,-both
general and investment-linked, which together were exceptionally
large and accounted respectively f.or 44vo and 2Lvo of totJ credits.
This is orplained, in the aase of investment-linked technical coopera-
tion- and certain general studies, by the need to prepare for rapid
implementation of the third EDF and, in the case of training schemes,
by the need to provide continuity despite the drying up of the second
EDF. The balance in hand from "production aids" itill suf{iced to
cover around 167o of new commitments. Howwer, as was expected,
thiq aid went only to structural improvement projects and &d not
include any price support.

Implementation ol tbe lirst and second EDF

392. rmplerrentation of the operations approved earlier under the first
and second EDF was considerably speeded up in 1970. This acceleration
concerns not only calls for tender but also payments made and it has led
to a narrowiog of the gap between total amounts committed and thoae
spenr.

The_launching of 6i calls for tender in 1970 meanr that a rarger
number of contracrc (by public tender and by single tendei),
amounting to a total af 740 million u.a., were concluded.

Payments made in 1970 amount to around 145 million u.a. and sho,w
a great increase (327o) on the two preceding years.

Examination ol completed proiects

393. Lpart from the new projects examined and approved, the commission
has continued its systematic study of the condition, utilization and effects
of completed projects financed from the first and second EDF. The infor-
mation gathered and summarized by'the commission's staff is intended as
a guide in improving the examination of the new projects to be financed
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from the rhifd EDF and also to inform the c,ommunity states of the results

of their aid (a report to this end was submitted to the c,ouncil of Ministers

in october L97O). The Associated states were informed of the results

of these examinations. In some cas€s re{luests. or suggestions were sent

to thern concerning the use or maintenance of certain projects. A study

was financed in 1970 to consider the utilization of a sample of investments

involving t}e various teaching levels in six Associated States (Gabon, Ivory

Coast, S".neg"l, Togo, Dah#ey and Upptr Volta)' In addition' seve'al

countries (C"ng*n1"rzavi77e, Niger, Senigal and Chad) were visited by

commission "fri.irtr 
and in dl the Associated states checks by the inpectors

* oo, by EDF have yielded information on tlle utilization of projects

recently completed and-made it possible, where necessary' to envisage

appro,priate .."rrr.o in conjunction with the local authorities to improve

,,rih otilir"tiotr. The Commission also plans with the authorities of the

countries concerned the necessary measures to enhance, as far as possible,

the efficacity of the proiects cornpleted.

Training

394. For the lgTO/71 academic year, 2110 scholamhipa ygre awarded'

", "guirrrt 
2106 n 1969/70. The breakdown by main fields of training

i, "i t"tto*s: technical 419y'o, rconomics 277o, agricultural scrence 327o

G".hdi"g BVo for womean's careers). Half the scholarship holders were

trained ii the Member States and half in the AASM themselves, thus

confirming a marked tendency for students to be trained in Africa, in the

AASM.

At 3l october t970, 145 scholarships for specialized ttaining and

further occupational training had been awarded under the in-service scheme.

Aurigorrr.rrt^of trainees by-country was as follows: 76 in Member states,

19 in the AASM and 50 in Israel.

These periods of in-service training ar9 mainly. in the fields of

agriculture, irrdrrrary and commerce. some of thern are also connected with

the implementation of EDF projects.

To these 145 scholarships should be added a further 500 for training

in management and .*p*y administration. These are for middle-grade

,"p"*i*.y staff and for craftsmen and heads of srnall and modium-sized

borirroro. The training and seminars take place in the centres where the

participants er(ercise their profession. The beneficiary States are Cameroon
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(100), Congo (Brazzaville) (170), Congo (Kinshasa) (150), Gabon (30)
and Madagascar ( 50 ).

At 23 November 1970,7 9J5 scholarships for training by correspon-
dence had been awardd, including 1 850 for AASM and 85 for OCT
nationals. The breakdown by main fields of raining is: economics 487o,
agriculture 257o, ts:Jnrcal 277o.

Some of the operations under the speci{ic training scheme begun in
earlier years were completed: 475 supervisory staff have been trained in
the AASM, including 330 n the ttansport sector (river, road and rail),
15 in the field of road network infrastructure and 110 in agriculture.

Other programmes have been continued, extended and supplemented.
They involved the training of. | 290 AASM nationals who were assigned
to the following fields of EDF operations:

(i) technical inflastructure (transport): 600;

(ii) social infrastructure (teachers): 30;

(iii) industry, crafts and commerce: 200;
(iv) agriculture: 460,

In order to implement these operations, 56 EEC technical experts
are at present seconded to provide on-site assistance.

Total commitments for projects in hand in 1970 amount to 3.2 m:d-

lion u.a.

The further training periods for civil servants o{ the AASM and OCT
continued. The one which began on 15 September 1969 ended on
15 February 1970, and two new ones were organized in 1970, from
15 February to 15 July and from 15 September to 15 February 197L.
In these two latter periods the Commission was host to a total of 17 civil
servants from the AASM and the OCT.

Sevef,rteen short training periods or "colloques" were held in member
countries rn 1970, attendd by about 650 persons, mainly Africans,
including 40 speaking English. Six more were held in the associated coun-

tries tfiemselves, including four in Kinshasa, one in Nirrtt"y (Niger) md
one in Lom6 (Togo), 

"td 
at tlese the total attendanc,e was abobt 1800.

The "C-ourrier de I'association", the former 8-page publication has

been changed into a quaterly rwiew of which f.our 36,page numbers were
published in 1970.
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ASSOCIATION AGREEYEI{TS \TITH COUNTRIES COMPARABLE

!7ITTI THE AASM

Ker1a, Uganda, Tanqania '

395. Tlte second Association Agreement between the EEC and the three

East African countries, signed at Arusha on 24 September 1969, whose

contents were outlined in the pteceding General Report,l came into force
on 1 January 197I, the instruments of rati{ication having been exclr,anged

at the end of December 1970.

In tlre meantime, negotiations on the conclusion of. a ttade agreement

were held in Brussels on 8 and 9 J"ly 1970 at the request of the three East
African countries. The aim v/as to provide for the implementation, as

quickly ,as possible and by anticipation, of certain provisions of the Associa-

tion Agreement of 24 September l969-particularly t}ose relating to
trade-pending entry into force of the Association Agreement itself. The
negotiations led to an agreement which was endorsed by the Council of
the European Communities at its me€ting of. t3 July 1,970. This agreement

did not, however, come into force in 1970 because t}re East African coun-
ties did not carry out the necessary internal ptocedures. Finally, with the
entry into force of the Association Agreement on 1 January I97I, the tade
agreement became inelevant and the question of its application no longer
arises.

In order to ensure a continuing dialogue, the EEC-Partner States of
the East African Community Interim Committee was set up when the
Association Agteement was signed at Arusha on 24 September 1969. This
Cotnmittee has held turo meetings in Brussels, on 2l November 1969 and
17 July 1970. It decided on the organization of its work, the chair being
alternately European and African, and considered the following problernsr
the state of the ratification procedures for the Agreement, the draft rules
of procedure for the Association Council, the submission by both sides

simultaneously of the text of the Association Agreement to GATT, the
concept of "products originating", the system applicable to ptocessed

agricultural products in the meaning of Article 2(2) of the Association
Agreement and-at its second meeting-the implementation of the trade
agreement negotiated on 8 and 9 JuIy 1970.

' ftt;ra Ctrool Report, sec, 427,
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Nigeria

396. The question of renegotiating a fresh Association Agreement with
Nigeria is still open. The Agreement with this country, timed to €:xpire

along with the Yaoundd Convention on 31 May 1969, never came into
force. as two Member States had failed to ratLfv it.
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J. Relations with developing countries

PEVELOPMENT 
AID: GENERAL PROBLEMS

397.'Vith the Second UN Development Decade getting under way and
Community enlargement in prospect, it is vital that the Community should
ftane a truly forward-looking, all-embracing poliry oo development aid.
The policy will need to be both bold and practical, comprehensive and
consistent. It will need to be a genuind Community policy, in conception
dnd implementation alike. And it will move towards progressive
integration of all its aspects-the trade side, the financial assistance side,
the technical assistance side, and the rest-for experience indicates that
the Community will have to avail itself of other means as well as mere
tariff measures, though these too will of course be employed, in ways better
adapted to development needs in the Third \7orld as a whole.

It is with this in mind that the Community is seeking, at the
instance of the .Commission and in agreement with the. Member States,
to work out against the present background a policy for the manufactures
and commodities sectors.

398. Vith regard to manufactures, the part played by the Community
was a decisive factor in the emergence of the generalized preferences and
subsequently in the agreement reached in UNCTAD and ratified by the
UN General Assembly,' and it will likewise be one in the success of the
new system when launched. This is a milestone, of. major political
implications, in international economic cooperation on development.

With regard to commodities, the key sector for practically all the
dweloprng countries, the problems are more difficult. International
experience has shown that unless matters are properly concerted in
advance among the main dweloped countries-the United States, the
Community, Britain, Japan, and so on-no solid practical acron can be
taken to help the developing countries in this regard. This being so, and
given the wide differences in approach, in domestic considerations and
in means of action among the competent authorities of the different
developed countries, it is clear that greater flexibility must be sought.
This, then, .ihe Community sought at the UNCTAD sessions,.in co,ncert

I Sec,402 et req.
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with the other developed counuies and in particular with the United States.

In the case of commodities which are a vital export of the developing
countries producing them, the aim will be, in accordance with the
economics of the commodity sector concerned, to pursue an international
pricing p"li.y and/ot to liberalize trade, wherever possible. The

Community for its part will have in this connection to consider in a

responsible and practical spirit what it can do ,1o strike a fair balance
between the need to safeguard the ihterests of its own producers and

consumers and the need, in concert with its industrialized trading partners
and in particular with the United States, to further the economic

development of the less privileged counries.

EEC TMDE \(ITH THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
AND TERRITORIES GENERALLY

399. The balance of trade between EEC and the developing countries
in 1970 again moved subs.tantially in the latter's favour. EEC imports
were up by 1.I.29/or on 1969, at around 16 000 millircn dollars cif,1 and

the trade gap reached the record figute of something like 4 60.0 million
dollars.1

EEC is the Third World's biggest single customer, and a bigger and

bigger one at that. Its imports from the developing countries and terri-
tories as a whole increased between 1958 and L970 by 233%L and its
exports to them by only l84Vo (see Table 27 ). Ever since its inception
the Community has been running a substantial annual deficit on its
trade with the Third \0forld, working out in all over the years from 1958

to L970 at some )2000 million dollars.l

However, impressive though these figures ate when taken in the
round, they should be weighed up with discernment to take account of
the pattern of EEC imports-in which oil bulks large among the
commodities, and manufactures account for only a small shate of the
total imports from the developing countries-and also of the sometimes

very disparate growth in the trade flows with the different groups of
developing countries.

The Community should accordingly seek to intensify its trade with
the Third Vorld still further; its efforts in this direction would benefit,

t Pro+irioJfigures.
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as regards correction of the imbalances just referred to, if they were
accompanied by bolder and better coordinated action, whether on a

national or on a Community basis, in the matter of technical and financial
assistance.

PREPARATION OF THE SECOND DEVELOPMENT DECADE

400. During the period under review, the groundwork for the Second
United Nations Dwelopment Decade was completed. The progamme
finally adopted is regarded as a global development strategy, setting {orth
both the economic and social development targets for the developing
countries and the action to be taken, nauonally and internationally, to
attain them.

Alive to the tremendous impottance of this drive by the intemational
community to enable the dweloping countries to develop faster in the
decade ahead, the Community took an active share, at all stages and levels,
in the framing of the strategy.

Thus very eady on, in the preparatory stage, it played a prominent
part in the work of UNCTAD ( see also chapters on the generalized
preferences fot manufactures and commodities ), of the Committee for
Development Planning (the Tinbergen Committee) and of the Preparatory
Committee for the Second Development Decade, on which it sat as

observer,

In the final stage it \ras represented at the proceedings of
Committee 2 of the General Assembly, as a result of which the General
Assembly itself was able on 24 October formally to proclaim the Second
UN Development Decade.

In these negotiations the Community concentrated more especially
on matters coming vdthin its province, including in particular generalized
preferences, international policy on commodities, the scaling-down of
non-tariff barriers in respect of manufactures and semi-finished products,
and the elimination of restrictive commercial practices affating the trade
of the developing countries. In all these fields the Commission was able
to ensure that EEC points, agreed with the Member States, were properly
made, by a single spokesrnan representing the Community as a whole.

The Community as such had no official standing on Committee 2,
but none the less-for the first time at this level of the United Nations
structrre-made its presence felt throughout, acting with a solidarity
that did not pass unremarked.
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UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT
(UNCTAD)

401. The Community continued to be represenrd at the sessions of
UNCTAD in an observer capacity. The part taken in the proceedings,
the degree of intra-Community coordination and the pragmatic cooperation
between the Member States' delegations and the Commission's were such
that, on the matters coming within the Community's provincs-generalized
preferences, commodities poliry and so on-the Commission was able to
discharge its institutional function to the full.

Tbe Trade and Deuekpment Board

402. The Trade and peveloprnent Board met in 1970 in Geneva for the
third leg of its ninth session (2-16 February), the first of its tenth
session (26 August-24 September) and its fourth extraordinary session
( 13 October).

The Board v/as mainly concerned throughout vdth preparlng
UNCTAD's part in the international development strategy for the Second
Development Decade, with generalized preferences in respect of manu-
factures and semi-finished goods from the developing countries, and with
the commodities policy.

In the matter of the international development strategy,l though
the Board dealt successfully with such important points as the aims and
targets of the strategy, the generalized preferences and so on, it was
unable to prodirce a programme acceptable to all its members; in the
'$Testern countries' case matters rw'ere complicated by the restrictive
positions adopted by some of them on a number of major and particularly
sensitive issues such as the deadlines for attaining the targets and the
amounts of public money to be made available, while the developing
countries were hampered by the sometimes substantial differences o{
opinion among them, more particularly between the African and the Latin
American delegates. In the end the strategy was adopted by the General
Assembly; on those passages dealing with the UNCTAD contribution in
regard to which views still differed, reservations or remarks were added
by the parties concerned, including EEC.

t S." "l***s. 400-401 and 477.
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In the mitter of the generalized preferences,l the agreement reached
in the Special Committee on Preferences and endorsed by the Board is
of considerable political importance. In the first place it is in itself
a real turning point in international mnomic relations. Moreover,
generalized preferences are regarded as a key factor in the international
strategy, calculated both to increase the developing countries' exports and
export earnings and, above all, to boost their development dqive and
industrialization potential

Admittedly not all the problems have yet been disposed of in detail
at this stage. But with the spirit of cooperation which has begun to
manifest itself in UNCTAD, and above all with the pottical will now
cleady in evidence, appropriate affangements will be devised for dealing
with each of them, to enable the generalized preferences to cover all the
developing countries instead of only some of them.

Howwer, the generalized preferences must certainly not be regarded
the solution to all the problems of underdevelopment. The success of
the whole great operation depends, especially in the case of the least
developed countries, bn the continuance and.indeed intensification of the
efforts being made in other fields. But of course it must be recognized
that many of the developing counffies will not be able to step up their
industrialization and exports without accompanying financial and technical
aid from the developed countries.

Parallel with the generalized pr#ereiiEeS, a major push will be
needed in the commodities sector.

The Trade and Development Board at its tenth session set out to
finalize the drafi resolution on pricing poliry dnd trade liberalization;z
unofficially agreed at the fifth session of the Committee on Commodities.
The negotiations proved very difficult and delicate owing to additiond
demands by some of the Latin American, and more especially the South
American countries; howwer, the resolution was finally adopted by
cons€nsus. The C-ommunity, togethef, with the United States, played an

all-important part in the negotiations and the ultimate adoption of the
resolution. The Community delegate announced at the plenary sgssi6n-
the first time that this had happened in UNCTAD-that the Community
as sucb supported and formally approved the resolution and undertook
to abide by it.

1 See also secs. 400 ard 4Ll.
2 Sec.405.
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The Board's adoption of the resolution (Resolution 7l) is a

milestone -in the working-out of a policy on international trade in
commodities-a milestone reached only thanks to strenuous efforts for
setdement. The resolution is of the utmost importance. Its implications

will be apparent in the preparation of the Third Conference, scheduled

for 1972, which will deal among other things with international
commodities policy.

403. At the Board's tenth session, the Eastern European countries (with
the exception of Rumania ) submitted a draf.t resolution censuring the

Community by name for its commercial policy, which was described as

restrictive and discriminatory vis-i-vis these countries'

The reasons for this attitude are primarily political. In the first
place, the Eastern European countries chose UNCTAD in order to claim

the attention of wodd opinion and the developing countries, whereas it
is the practice for their problems with the \Testern European countries

to be handled through the UN Economic Comrnission for Europe, without
reference to the developing counries. Secondly, they are seeking to gloss

over their own comparatively small contribution to the development o{
the Third World by linking the scale of their aid to the rate of expansion

of their trade with the \7est; EEC, together with the other \Western

countries, has consistenly rejected this. It should be added that the

understandings between EEC and some of the Eastern European countries

are working to those countries' satisfaction.

Over and above these political reasons, the complaint fests on a

misconstruction of the Community regulation establishing a common
system for products imported from the Eastern European countries; what
these countries are here mainly aftaid of is arbitrary invocation of the
escape clause and a retrograde trend in the individual policies of the

Community Member States towards them.

The Community reacted firmly and unequivocally, rejecting the draft
out of hand. The Eastern European countries had ultimately to take a

pragmatic and more conciliatory line, partly owing to the cool if not hostile
attitude of the large majority of the other countries on the Board. On
this basis it was possible through unofficial contacts between the parties

concerned to agree to a non-committal text; this was incorporated in the

Board's report, enabling the debate on this point to be declared closed

without a decision, and the Eastern European draft thereby shelved.
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Comnittee on Manufacturet

404. The committee on Manufactures held its fourth session in Geneva
from 20 to 30 January. subjects considered included trends and recent
developments in pade in manufactures, restrictive trade practices,
incentives for industrial exports, and the tadff reclassification of handrnacle
goods. A special subcommittee, sitting for this session only, also discussed
the elimination of non-tariff obstacles.

At the conclusion of the proceedings the committee took a decision
on non-tariff obstacles in which it recognized UNCTAD's special
responsibilia in the matter of non-tariff obstacles affecting the trade of
developing clyntries. It also drew up a study programme 

-on 
the subject

for the UNCTAD Secretariat, and agreed that at its next meeting a
special subcommittee should be appointed to examine the progress made.

In an official statement the community representative referred to
the satisfactory trend in community imports of manufactures from the
developing counries; he outlined the tariff and other measures already
taken by the Community to promote the expansion of these importr, "ristressed the importance in this connection of the forthcoming introduction
of the generalized tariff preferences.

Committee on Commodities

405. The committee on commodities held its fifth session in Geneva from
7 to 18 July, when it examined the position with regard to tin, iron ore,
manganese ofe, tungsten, phosphates, cocoa, bananas, rice, oils and fats,
Actually the session was devoted in the main to considering the four draft
resolutions held over from the Second Con{erence in New Delhi .

The Committee was able to adopt the draft on the marketing of
surpluses and reserve stocks, following agreement that prior consultations
must be held before the marketing takes place. on the second draft,
concerning consultations between producer countries, it did not ado,pt
a resolution but merely decided that the secetary-General of UNCTAD
might, in certain cases and under certain conditions, otgatize separare
meetings for producers and consumers. The other two drafts p.trdi"g
were on pricing policy and liberalization of tade: unofficial negotiations
produced a single draft dealing with both matters, but for lack of time
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the Committee was unable to endorse it and referred it to the Trade and

Development Board, which finally adopted it at its tenth session.r

The last four New Delhi drafts having thus been dealt with, the

Board and Committee have now disposed of all the texts held ovet from

the Second Conference.

406. Is concerns the Community, it may be recalled that Membet States

submitted three draft resolutions at Ne'ilr Delhi. The first, a ge'neral

resolution on ,,the elements o{ a commodities policy", was adopted by the

Committee on Commodities at its fourth session n 1969 as for the other

two, on pricing policy and liberalization of trade, EEC an{ the united
States worked-hard, first at Irestem then at UNCTAD fevel, to get

Resolution'73 (X) adopted by the Trade and Development"Board. This

close American/E$C cooperation in UNCTAD is a particularly welcome

circumstance in view of the earlier disagreements and misunderstandings

between them there.

The adoption in LINCTAD of all the draft resolutions submitted

by the EEC States at New Delhi has done much to lay a genuine

foundation for the concerted practical framing of a full-scale working
international policy in the commodities sector.

Standing Group on Slnthetics and Sabstitutes

407. The Standing Group on Synthetics and Substitutes held its fourth
session in Geneva ftom 29 June to 3 July. On this occasion it reviewed

the situation regarding natural products exposed to competition from
synthetics, especially natural rubber, cotton and lac, and also considered

research programmes on these products. During the discussions the

Communiiy representative said EEC was studying the possibility of making

tariff cuts in 
-favour of certain improved forms of natural rubber still

subject to customs duties. This statement was warmly welcomed by

the delegations of the producer countries concerned.

Conmitlee on Inaisibles and Financing Related to Trade

408. The Community was represented at the fourth session of the

Committee on Invisibles and Financing Related to Trade, vrhich met in

r See also sec.402.
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Geneva from 20 to 31 July. The Committee considered the amounts of
money, private and public, transfemed to the developing countries, as a
proportion of the gross national product of the respective developed
countries; it also discussed at length the part which the recealtly creatd
Special Drawing Rights might play in promoting trade and dwelopment.

Committee on Sbipping

409. The I-INCTAD Committee on Shipping held its fourth session in
Geneva from 20 April to 4 May.

In plenary session it adopted six resolutions, by unanimous vote,
although in the preceding discussions the going had been decidedly rough.
The resolutions concerned aid for the merchant fleets of the developing
countries, financial aid for the purchase of vessels, t}re composition and
training o{ crews, the co,nsultation procedure between shipowners and
shippers, special measures for the benefit of the least dweloped countries,
and multinational shipping companies.

A seventh draft resolution, on the indices of maritime freight tates
and the chartering conditions laid down by the Conferences, which
provided that developing countries should be entitled to take whatever
measures they deemed appropriate to develop their merchant fleets ( this
entailed recognition of the right of cargo reservation, and also confirmed
the responsibility of Governments for protecting their shipowners and
shippers ), was carried by a majoiry only, even the rilfestern countries
being very much at odds on the subject.

Most of the \Testern delegates gave 
^n 

explication de uote in which
in the main they &ew attention to the dangers of cargo reservation for
international shipping.

Tbe Intergoaernmental Group on Trade Expansion,
Etononic Cooperation and Regional Integration

among tbe Deueloping Countries

410.In accordance with the "concerted declaration" adopted at the second
session of UNCTAD in New Delhi on "ttade expansion, economic
cooperation and regional integration .among developing countries", th--
Intergovernmental Group set up to consider matters still outstanding in
this connection met in Geneva from 2 to 19 November.
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The Group reviewed progress in the expansion of ttade and regional

integration among the developing countries; also on the agenda were
problems of commercial poli.y, the untying of development aid, and

payment agreements in the context of regional integration. At the end of
the proceedings the Group adopted conclusions on the rnain matters

&scussed; one point made was that ad hoc meungs might be called in
IINCTAD to sn-rdy concrete projects submitted by regional gtoups of
developing countries, in accordance with Resolution 53 (VIII ) of the Trade
and Development Board.

The Community representative, in a genetal statement, offered
certain ob,servations based on EEC experience which might afford guidance

for the developing countries'efforts in the direction of regional integration.
He also gave an account of EEC's work to promote regio,nal integtation
among dweloping countries, and especially among the AASM.

Special Connittee on PreJerences

Generalized. T arill Prefeleflce s

411. At its fourth session, the UNCTAD Special Committee on Preferences

first, in April 1969, considered the preliminary offers by the preference-
giving countties---rcn which there vras intensive consultatiol-and thsn,
from 2I September to 12 October, their subsequent offers revised to take
some account of desiderata put forward by the future beneficiary countries.
The outcome was a set of "concerted conclusions", which brought to an

end the round of consultation and concertation bet'ween the beneficiary
and the preference-giving countries in the Special Committee; these were
embodied in a ftna| report by the Committee to the Trade and

Dwelopment Board of UNCTAD.

Generally speaking, the revised EEC offer was favourably received
by all the developing countries, which appreciated the fact that the
Community had maintained its initial offet, and had even improved on it
in certain respects (supplementary list of processed agricultural products
to be covered by the preferences ). The smallness of the Community offer
on processed agricultural products was again deplored, but this was offset
by the Community's announcement of its intention to make .substantial
tariff cuts erga ontnes for a numbet of mopical products when the new
Y^oundd Convention comes into force. Also, the retention of the tentile
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sector in the Community offer, where several major preference-giving
countries largely excluded textiles from their lists, left that offer still an
extremely good one, and was greatly appreciated by the developing
countries. At the same time, textiles being in many cases highly sensitive,
the implementing arrangements laid dovrn for the preferences in this sector
are particularly cautious and circumspect ones.

In conclusion, the Special Committee found the preference-giving
countries' offers to be "mutually acceptable", aside from the matter of
reverse preferences, raised by the United States (see belorv). For the
rest, the "concerted conclusions" dealt with safeguard arrangements,
the beneficiary countries, special measures in {avour of the least developed
counries, rules of origin, institutional provisions, legal status and the
implementation of the preferences, and with the points concerning special
and reverse preferences.

4L2. The question of special and reverse preferences gave a good deal of
trouble. It will be recalled that the initial American offer was accompanied
by clauses on special pteferences (granted by the developed to the
developing counties) and reverse preferences (granted by the developing
to the developed countries), under which all developing countries receiving
special preferences for the products covered by the system, and all
developing countries giving reserve preferences, would be excluded from
the generalized preferences given by the United States.

At the end of the Special Committee's session the United States
dropped the stipulation concerning special preferences, but it stood its
ground on reverse preferences. This matter, the only remaining major
obstacle to a satisfactory settlement on generalized preferences, caused
serious umpleasantness, as a considerable number of the developing
countries granting reverse preferences and thus affected by the American
clause on the subject-including the States associated with the Com-
munity-felt the resulting discrimination against them to be inadmissible.
The difficulty was finally overcome by a procedural formula, thereupon
written into the "concerted conclusions" to the effect ti;at consultations
should be held at a later date, but as quickly as possible, hetween the
parties directly involved, with t!:e asci5,s211sg of the UNCTAD General
Secretariat, in order to find ways and means to achieve the unanimously
accepted aim that all the developing countries should in principle .be

included as beneficiaries in the preferential system from the outset. On
the basis of this formula the developing countries were induced to
recognize the arrangements, in the "concerted conclusions", as mutually
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acceptable within the meaning of Resolution 21 (II) of the Second

Conference.

It was further recpgnized that the countries enjoying special

preferences (including the AASM) must not.suffer inj"ry by the sharing

of their special preferences following the institution of the generalized

preferences. On this point the Community represerrtative, in accordance

with the findings of the EEC/AASM Association Council on

30 September L970,1 stated that EEC reserved the right to take the

necessary steps within its own system to remedy any adverse effects

resulting from the application of the generalized preferences for the

countties associated with the Community.

The Special Committee's report was submitted to the Trade and

Development Board and adopted by the lattet at its extraordinary session

of. l2-L3 October; it then went before ECOSOC, which in turn submitted
it to the General Assembly as an important item in the programme for
the Second Development Decade. \7ith the completio,n of the Special

Committee's work, the way lies open fot giving practical effect to the

principle of. genemhzed preferences for the developing countries. The
Commissio,n will do all in its povrer to ensrue that the generalized

preferences come into force as soon as possible in 1971, as orpressly

desired in the concerted conclusions of the Special Committee and in the

resolution passed on the subject by the European Patliament'z

l

Coordination 0f technical asistance

413. The Council's working paf,ty on cooperation in technical assistance

met once, in January, when it discussed the technical cooperation work
being done by the Member States under the EEGlebanon agteement and

the fresh applications for technical assistance submitted by the Lebanese

Government in 1969. This meeting was followed in February by a meeting

of the joint EEC-Lebanon working party set up under the agreement, at

which the Member States informed the Lebanese Government of their
respective positions on the different projects, and obtained additional
particulars to help them establish more clearly the scope for practical

action to help Lebanon.

r See secs. 376 et nq.r European Parliament Resolution of 6 October 1970 on the implementation of
eeneralized prderences fot manufactures and semi-finished ptoducts from the
developing cbuntries (JO No. C 129,26 October 1970, p. 13).
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FOOD AID

414. In 1967 the Community undertook under the Food Aid Convention
to supply the developing countries with 1 035 000 to,ns of wheat ot
coarse grain annually for a period of three years.

It also produced plans of its own for supplying skim milk powder
and butteroil as food aid; these have already been the subject of preliminary
Council decisions.

Food aid: cereals

(Community)

Balance sheet lor the sec,ond lear,
1969 I 7o

4L5.In 1969/70 ten countries and two orgarltzations were supplied with
grain by the Community as such:l

Ceylon

Indonesia

Lebanon

14 000 t
60 000 t
15 000 t

Mali l0 000 t
Niger 15 000 t
Pakistan

Sudan

Tunisia

Turkey
Yemen

JCA
ICRC

80 000 t
10 000 t
35 000 t
50 000 t (+1400 t)2
14 000 t
8000 r
4500 t

This makes 336 900 tons in all', 32.557o of the Community's annual

commitment under the Food Aid Convention; national-level aid worked
out at 564 300 tons, which btings the total to close on 907o of the Com-

I It should be recalled that the grain furnished from the Community as food aid is
channelled in'two ways by the Community iointly and by individual Community
countries; both kinds of aid may be shipped to the same country.

2 7969i70 portion of the emergeniy aid oi2O OOO tons approved for Turkey.
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munity's overall 1970 commitment. All the Community-level aid agree-

ments concluded were signed by the end of June, in accordance with the
rule adopted by the signatoties to the Food Aid Convention; by the end

of July all the calls for tender for the supply of Community aid had been

issued, with the exception of the aid for Sudan and Joint Church Aid, and
approximately 947o of the grain had been delivered by the end of August.

Applications lor food aid in L970/71

416. The Community-channelled food aid supplied in the last two years

has been most warmly welcomed by the developing counries, and thete
was an appreciable increase in the flow of applications for food aid in
1,970/71: apatt from the two organizations, ICRC and JCA, and the eight
countties 'which have abeady received Community aid under the I970/7I
allocation, a further 10 applications were submitted. The total numbet
of applications is thus 20, representing in all 2750 000 tons of vrheat
equivalent (wheat and flour), as against L572050 tons applied for in
1.969/70 by 12 counties and two organizations..

417. In addition to the aid the Community may plan to send or has

abeady approved in response to these applications (emergency aid of
15000 tons for Jordan), it decided after the natural disasters in Turkey,
Peru and Pakistan to supply:

18 600 tons to Turkey,r
15 000 tons of wheat, in the form oL 9 %4 tons of wheaten flour,

to Peru,

35 000 tons of wheat to Pakistan,

1 200 tons of whole food for children and adults.

Food aid: nilk products

418. It may be recalled that the Community undertook in 1970 to supply
as food aid:

120 000 tons of skim milk powder and 35 000 tons of butteroil to
the r0Torld Food Programme;

3 000 tons of skim milk powder to the fnternational Committee
of the Red Cross.

4)f9fiI,pr\tion of the emergency aid of 20 000 tons approved for Turkey on
27 April7970.
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These are now being delivered.

The Community assumed no extra commitments in 1970, with the
exception of the following, for counries which had been the scene of
natural disasters:

Peru L 000 tons of skim milk powder

Turkey 1 000 tons of butter
1 000 tons of butteroil
2 000 tons of skim milk powder

Ruriania 1 000 tons of skim milk powder.
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4. Commodities and wodd agreements

Cereals

419. The International Grains Arrangement of t967 expites on
30 June l97l,and talks wete held in 1970 to considet whether it should
be extended, or replaced by another instrument. A large majority of the
parties, including the Community, were in favout of maintaining an
international wheat agreement; however, the state of play at the end of
1970 srongly suggested that any new instrument would be more on the
llnes of the 1962 Agreement, which imposed less strict obligations than
the current version in the matter of price restraint.

The Commission addressed several memoranda on the subject to the
Council, so that the Community position could be prepared before the
renegotiation of the Arrangement begins in January L971.

Cocoa

420. In June 1970, the Commission took part in the consultations held
in Geneva by the Secetary-General of UNCTAD vdth a view to the
reconvening of the Conference to negotiate an international cocoa agree-

ment. Further progress was made on certain technical aspects of the
draft, blt the essential question of possible changes in the range of prices
to be provided for was not settled, the producer and the consumet
countries' positions being still too far apatt. It was not possible, thereforc,
to call another International Cocoa Conference in 1970.

Collee

421.. The Commission was represented at two sessions of the International
Coffee Council in 1970. In March the session ended without a decision,
despite proposals by consumer countries for checking the steep rise in
prices which had occurred in the preceding months. At the August session

the Council had to work out a basis for ensuring that the consumer
countries were kept supplied during the coffee year L970/71, beginning
on 1 October 1970. The price rise had continued as the yeartr/ent on,
in view of the certainty that the export availabilities of the main ptoducet
country, Bmzil, would fall appreciably in the years ahead. After a great
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many difficulties, which seemed liable to jeopardize the very existence of
the International Coffee Agreement, a compromise was reached: the ptice
ranges were to be put up very substantially, and adequate export quotas'

to be backed by reserve stocks, and adjustments in accofdance with the
prices of the different categories of coffee, were fixed by the International
Coffee Council.

On 24 July 1970 the Commission submitted to the Council of the

Communities a memorandum on the acceptance by the Community as such

of the International Coffee Agreement, having regard, firstly, to the end

of the tansitional period prescribed by the Treaty, and secondly, to the
provisions of the International Coffee Agreement of L968 and the resolu-

tion adopted the same year by the International Coffee Council on the

acceptance of the Agreement by the Community at a later date.

Starting in L970, the Commission has been represented in an observet

capacity on the Executive Committee and other committees and working
parties of the International Coffee Council.

Tea

422. In April 1970, the Commission took part in the discussions of the

working party on long-term measures of the FAO Consultative Committee

on Tea, which studied the world tea.situation and the future possibility

of concluding an internatibnal tea agreement to replace the producer

countries' agreement for the control of export availabilities in 1970'

Milk powder

423. The Community is a party to the GATT International Skim Milk
Powder Arrangement which came into force on 14 May 1970. The Arran-
gement, which was concluded by the Council, has as its main ptovision the

institution of a minimum fob export price of 20 dollars per 100 kg; it is

binding for one year on South Africa, Australia, Canada, the Community,
Denmark, Japan, New Zealand and the United Kingdom, and may be

extended for a further year by tacit renewal,

At the talks in the Standing Committee on the OECD Gentleman's

Agteement on Exports of \rhole Milk Powder it was settled that a new

Agreement should be adopted. This was duly concluded by the council
on f5 ;.rp. 1970 and came into force on 1 July L970; it is valid until
31 Deiember 1971, "tti may be extended fot a further ye t by tacit
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renewal. The countries concerned, namely Austtia, the Community, Den-
mark, Ireland, Notway, New Zealand, Sweden and Switzedand, thereby
undertake to export whole milk powder only at 45 dollars per L00 kg fob.

Tin

424. An UNCTAD conference to negotiate the renewal of the International
Tin Agreement was held in Geneva from 13 April to 15 May 1970. The
present Agreement, which expires on J0 June L971,, is the thitd of its
kind; the first was negotiated 1n 1,953 and came into force in 1956. The
parties include all the producer countries, the most important of which are
Malaysia, Bolivia, Thailand, Indonesia, Nigeria and Congo-Kinshasa, and
most of the consumer countries, with the exception of the United States,
the Soviet Union and the Federal Republic of Germany. These last
nevertheless took part in the negotiations.

Procedurally, this conference v/as of particulat importance from the
Community's point of view. It was the first negotiation of an international
commodity agreement since 1 Januany 1970, when the Community moved
into its final stage under the Treaty of Rome and the common commer-
cial policy was established. Thus, whereas the earlier agreements had
been negotiated by the Member States, this time the Council authorized
the Commission, under Article ll3 of the Treaty, "to conduct on behalf
of the Cqmmunity, where matters of the commercial policy are concerned,
negotiations for the renewal of the International Tin Agreement".

The Commission encountered considerable difficulties in doing this,
largely because the Eastern bloc countries do not recognize the Community.
An article specially relating to the Community was embodied in the Agree-
ment, running as follows:

"An intergovernmental organization having responsibilities with
respect to the negotiation of international agreements may participate
in the International Tin Agreement. Such organization shall not
itself vote. In matters within its jurisdiction, its Member States may
vote collectively."

In substance the new Agreement differs very little from its
predecessor, as the main change proposed, the increasing of the buffer
stock, was not accepted. The Council at its meeting on 14 December
decided to take the necessary steps to conclude the Agreements, by
authorizing a senior Commission official to sign on behalf of the Com-
munity'. This was done on 27 January 1,971.
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5. Trade relations with non-member countries

RELATIONS \rITH THE UNITED STATES

425. Compared, with the situation described in the Third General Report,l
relations between the Community and the United States are still subject
to certain factors rnaldng for strain which, despite tbe dforts made and
the political will shown on both sides, involve certain curr€nts of opinion
and reflexes of defence or suspicion which cannot be ignored. In addition,
the now more immedi,ate and. definite prospect of the Community's en-
largement causes the United States Adminristrarion, wlr,ich has traditionally
been sincerely in favour of such enJargement, to consider its possible effects
on its own economic and commerciali interests and has conrsequently made
the United States more sensitive to certain aspects of Community policies.

426. As in the past, it is tire Commuqity's agricultural policy which
rnainly interests the United States.

The criticisms voiced are essentially concerned with the maintenance
of high prices in the Community. They are fed by the conviction that in
th,: absence of productio,n controls, this prices poliry unduly encourages
Community output, lirnits access of American produce to Community
markets, strengthens the competitiveness of Community produce on foreign
rnarkets, and, aggravates the difficulties of the American home market.

These criticisms do not, however, take sufficient account of the
very real difficulties which European agriculture is trying to overcome.
The common agricultural policy is one of the ways o'pen to solve the
problem, both economic and social, of European agriculture. The United
States themselves have had to face up to sim'ilar problems in their efforts
to give agriculture lts proper place in the country's econo,rnic li[e, and
these questions ar€ still fundamental to various features and options of
American farm policy. This policy still very e{fectively protects its
own vulnetable sectors, for example milk products, beef, veal and murron,
sugar, oilseeds and even wheat. The annual cost of direct Federal support
for agriculture sdll represents $4 to 5 thousand nrrillion.

If practical results are considered, the American criticism does not
seem justified in its general outline. There have certainly been years

t 5". a52
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which saw a slight fall in the value of American farm. exports to the

Commnnity. Howwer, in the first ten months af L970, thce had alrcady

exceeded tIrc 1.969 total of 1 200 million dollars for the wholie year.

This means that, compared with the previous year, there was an increase

al zt.4qo (whereas exports of American farm products as a whole 'in-

cteased by only 2t.1Vo). Naturally, all products did not benefit to the

same extent from th;is trend, but' this in no rffay detracts from the fact

tl-lat the European Community, in its agricultuml polflcy also, is endeav-

ouring to adopt an outward-looking attitude to the world.

Reciprocal understanding of ptoblems and awareness of responsabil'

ities existing on both sides are prerequisites in the attempt to achieve the

kind of international coctperation which alone will provide tlre bases for
a joint strategy to support agriculturg *td by means of which the probhrns
currendy facing trad,e in farm produce may find their proper solution.

427. The other main obiect of American criticism-the Comm'tmrity's

various pnderence or association agreements with Cerltrd African or
Mediterranean ssunitl'iss-is of more recent origin. In 1965 and' 1966

the United States had adopted a positio,n hostile to the proposed agrcement

wjth Nigeria and East A{irca; Arnerican objections werc strengthened
following the agredmentb with Tunisia and Morocco n 1969, and with
Israel and Spain in L970. From the United States' point of view, this
policy undermines the fund,amental rule of nondiscrimination which
governs international trade relations.

This opposition was manifested within GATT, when the agreements

wete being considered, and has also been expressed on a bilateral plane.

\)fithin GATT1 the United States invoked a fresh and mote rigorous
interpretation of the rules and cliteria defined in Article XXIV, refusir:g
to admit the compatibility of these agreernents and their admi,ssibility on
the basis of decisions taken earlier in sirnlar cases. This attitude of
principle involves not only all the new agreerrients notified in 1970 but
also-and this is something quite new for the United States-the AASM
Association, as was seen recendy when the second Yaound6 Convention
was trndgr consideration.

The determination of the Unitad States to assert their intqxests de-

fined in this way was highlighted last Novenr,ber in the case of citrus
fruits, The United States Administration initiated the conrsultatiqn pro'

t S* 
"1." 

6 
"fthis 

Chapter.
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cedure pursuant to Articles XXII and XXIII of GATT on the damages
American exporters of citrus fruits are 

"ll.g.d to have suffered owing
to the preferential treatment granted to the Community's Mediterranean
suppliers.

It is also in this context that the position adopted by the United
States for the same reasons of principle on "special prderrnces" and on
"reverse preferences" in the setting of the implementation of the
generalized system of preferences agreed to in UNCTAD is to be seen.
In all these cases, the Cpmniission cannot but feel that tlrere is a lack
of proportion between the United States' attitude and requests, and the
actual economic ot commercial significance of this question. The American
attitude appears to the Commission even less comprehensible in view
of the political importance of the special relations which the Community
rnaintains in order to take account of obvlous historical, geographical
and economic factors.

428. Cnnvetsely, the Commtrnity's conc€rn at the protectionist tendencies
in the Unit€d States grew considerably in 1970. A determirling factor
was the course of the new Trade Bill submitted by the Administration at
the end of. 1969. lThereas in its original forml the Bill still contained
some liberal elements, it underwent profound charyes as it was being
o<arnined between April and August 1970 by the $7ays ard Means Com-
mittee of the House of Representatives. These involve the addiqio'n of
provisions imp*ittg quotas on textile and foorwear imports, the introduc-
tion of a mechanism to trigger off othet quantitative restrictions and
another Bill, supported by the Administration, granting de facto tar< con-
cessions for companies specializing in exports ( DISC ).2 This amended
Biill was adopted in August L970 by the lVays and Means Committee
and on 18 November by the House of Represontatives itself. In the
meantime, it had been studied by the Senate Finance Committee which
had removed two sations: the one covering *rc DISC and the proposal
to abolish the American Selling Price. In order to enable the Bill to be
discussed by the Senate, the Finance Committee had linked it with one
on social matters; the two were finally thrown out a few days before the
en:d of 1970. The Trade BiIl was none the less resubmitted to Congress
at the beginning of tle new legislative session in January.

Faaed udth the possibility of tb,is Bill passing rhrrough Congress, the
Community felt that it should make its position clear.

t Tbird Gr*rot Report,sec. 452.
2 Domestic International Sales Cotporation.
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429. In a Council statement, it formulated a serious wanring against the

consequences of adopting legislation likely to threatm the multilateral
balance of concessions which is at the basis of the considerable progr€ss

achieved since the last war in the libemlization and expansion of ttade.

The Community also expressod its readiness to seek, in a constructive
spirit, a solution to the practical problems vrhich arise in the textile
sector, upon which the attention of the United States Administratiori is

specially cenmed. Tlre Commission has attentively followed all the re-

levant factors and collected available inforrnation so 'as to be able to
assess the situation at any given time, and it has also rnaintained an almost
permanent dialogrre with the United States Adrninistration, eitleer at

departmental or senior official level.

The Commission has also striven to defend the interests and rights
of the Community each time that, following a request from a particular
industry, the mechanism of the American safeguard legislation applied

restrictive fileasures or increased the protection against specific goods.

This'situation occurred n L970 in a number of cases: for steel, glass,

bicycles and transformers. Increasingly frequent recourse was also had to
various forms of administrative protectioqism basod on the application o{
different provisions. At the beginning of 1969, for example, the United
States prohibited the import of certain fire.a.tms and munitions by im-
plementing a law on public safety. This prohibition affects Community
exports worth an estimated 15 rqillion dollars, but does not apply to US
production, which has therefore e><pandod very rapidly.

Lacking ttre authority to rnake the necessary reductions in duties,
the Community's representatives urere unable in any of these cases to
obtain compensations jn accordanoe with the ruJes and normal practices
of GATT ofi maintaining the balance of concessions. The Community
has none the less so far refrained from taking retaliatory m€asures. It
still hopes that an amicable solution may be found at the appropriate time.

430. Frcm the point of vie'w of results, what has dr*dy been said of
trade in agricultural products between the Community and the United
States, rnay be repeated wit} more emphasis where trade as a whole
between the two partn€rs is concerned. Although in 1969 its volume
had already reached 13 000 million units of account, this figure increased

further in 1970. For the first nine months of the year, the rise in
Community impons from the Uqited States amounted to 24.5Vo, whercas
the Community's exports to the United Statas over tlre same period went
up by only 9,3Vo. The disparity of commercial relations betwesr the two
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figures already gives a clear indication of tlre state of commercial relations
between the two trading partners, the outstanding feature of which is the
net deficit in the Community's uade balance.l

Seen in the long persp*tive, United States' trade with the countries
of the European Communities almost tripled between 1958 and 1970. This
growth rate i$ much higher than tlat acheved by the United States with
any other trading partner: a conrparison of the rate of gfowth of American
exports to other countries shows the Community at the top of thd table
n 1969, with 1807o . Trade with EFTA countries roee by around 140Vo,
and with the rest of the world by l20Vo. Even when all allou'ances are
made, the conclusion must be that the new dimension of the Community
market has created new possibilities not 6nly for the Member States but
also for their trading partners, including the United States.

The Community cherishes the hope that the discussions with the
United States Administration which became closer and more frequent
during 1970 will contribute towards removing disagreements and in-
creasing understanding of mutual problems. The Community is convinced
that it is the duty of the wodd's two major economic and rading powers
to assume special responsibility in helping world trade to develop freely
and positively.

RELATIONS \rITH LATIN AMERICA2

43L. On the basis of the Commission memorandum o{ 29 |uly 1969,
and taking into account the rcsolution adopted by the European Parha-
rnent on 25 November L969, the C,ouncil's "ad hoc \Torking Party on
Latin America"E has continued to study the concrete measures of com-
mercial policy, {inancial cooperation and technical assistance which the
Community might adopt vis-i-vis the Latin American countries.

This procedure has enabled a batch of measures to be worked out
which the Community could implement in the near future. In this
context the Council decided to accelerate reductions under the Kennedv
Round for certain products of interest to Latin America.

432. M*ting at ministerial trevel on 29 July 1970 in an entraordinary
session of the Spoiul Commission for Latin American Coordination

I Table 26.
2 See also secs. 449 and 450 below.
8 Tbird General Report, sec. 454.
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(CECLA), the Latin American countries (with the exception of cuba)

,dopt"d the,,Buenos Aires Declaration", in which they expressed their

desire to see a "permanent systern of cooperation" established with the

chief aim of insiitutionalizing at political level the dialogue between

themselves and the Community. The two parties would determine the

general features of this "system" by joint agreement. This declaration

Jh. fitrt joint step by the Latin American countries in their relations

with the community-was officially handed to the council and com-

mission in September 1970. In a resolution annexed, the Latin Americans

raised a n.t-b.. of possible topics for discussion in the desired talks.

In a memorandum to the Council on 16 November 1970, the Com-

mission stressed the importance of this declatation and recommended

the opening of a dialogue with all the CEC ,A countries in an institutional
seftin; to be decided upon by joinr agreement. In a decision of 14 De-

cember 1970 the Council took note with great interest of the declaration

and resolution ado,pted at Buenos Aires and stressed that the development

of traditional relations between the Communities and Latin America could

only be of bene{it to both groups of countries. In order to consider in
detail how this mutual desire to work together may be translated into
action, the Council felt that the Ambassadors of the Latin American

countries and the repfesentatives of the Member States and the Commis-

sion should meet as soon as possible'

433. The Commission, has maintain€d close contacts with tlre Latin Ame-

rican regional otganizations, for example, with the Organization of Ame-

rican St-ates (OAS), the Commission of the Andean gioup, the Central
American Common Market, the Latin American Free Trade Association
(LAFTA), and the Caribbean Free Trade Area (CARIFTA), delegations
from which visited the Commission, and also with the Inter-American
Economic and Social Council and the Latin American Iron and Steel

Institute (ILAFA), at meetings of which the Commission was rePresented

from time to time.

RELATIONS \TITTI ASIAN COI.INTRIESI

434. The Comrnunity's action with respect to Asian countries is chiefly
of a sectoral nature or limited geographically.

r For Japan, see sec. 448 below.
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Bilateral agreements based on Article 4 of the Long-term Arrangement
on Trade in Cotton Textiles have been negotiated by the Community with
India, Pakistan, Taiwan, South Korea and Hong Kong.1

Various affangements covering trade in jute products, hand-woven
cotton and silk fabrics and other handicrafts articles were also negotiated
with Pakistan in L9703

435. At the beginning of September, India renewed its request for the
opening of negotiations for an agreement o.n "commercial cooperation"
with the Community.s Apart from the pureb uade aspects, the proposed
scheme also includes questions of technical and industrial cooperation.
India also announced that it would like to discuss iertain matters con-
nected with the possible entry of the United Kingdom into the European
Community.

The problem of the alignment of British duties on the CCT and the
risk of losing or having their preferences whitded down on the British
market, is a matter of immecliate concern to most of the Commonwealth
countries, both dependent and independent. Several countries besides
India have brought up this problem during the past year. They use it
as an argument to support their claim for closer contractual links with an
enlarged Community, either in the form of a commercial agreement (Pa-
kistan), or a formal association (Malaysia). Moves have also been made
on behalf of Hong Kong, New Guinea and Papua, which are still an
Australian responsibility.

436. The Community has extended until 31 Decembe r 1970 the sus-
pension of duties on pepper neither crushed nor ground, a product of
particular interest for the export markets of several Asian countries.a

Under the Food Aid Convention (cereals), the Community has
received requests for aid from Afghanistan, Indonesia, Pakistan and the
Philippines, which are now being examined. An accelerated procedure
was implemented to grant emergency aid to Pakistan. Unprecedented steps
were also taken to provide aid for the victims of the catastrophe in East
Pakistan on L4 November L970. The Community also took part through
the World Food Programme in various schemes involving most of the
countries of Asia and the Far East.

t S.. +SZ U"to*.
2 Secs. 453 and 454 below.
3 Sec. 451 below.
a Regulation No. 1365/70; Jonnal oficiel No. L 734,15 July 1970.
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Finally, the Community continued to follow with interest the econo
mic studies being pursued in a regional setting in South East Asia, partic-

ulady those concerning problems of regional integration. It made an

important contribution towards the study commissioned fnrm Professor

Pierre Uri by the ECAFE on the possibilities of implementing a pro-
gramme for liberalizing intra-regional trade. As in previous years, the
Commission was rqlresented at the plenary meeting of the ECAFE and
at its Trade Committee.

RELATIONS WITH NON-ASSOCIATED AFRIC"{N COUNTRIES

437. The Prime Ministet of Mauritius and the South African Ministet for
Economic Affairs have paid visits to the Comrnission for the purpose of
discussing problems which would affect their countries if Britain were
to join the European Community.

COOPEMTION IN THE NUCLEAR SECTOR

438. lJnAq the terms of the interim prognunme novr being co,nducted,

cooperation with non-member countries continued undet the uncertain
conditions prevailing in the nuclear research sector in fields of cofilmon
interest with the principal partners, the United States Atomic Energy
Commission (USAEC), the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
(UKAEA) and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL).

In view of the need to imprcve the conditions governing the supply
of enriched uranium ftom the USA, the Commission had asked the Council
in 1969 for directives to negotiate the necessary amendments to the
Supplementary Agreement for Cooperation signed in 1960 and already
amended in 1962 and 1963. In October 1970 the Councilr requestd the
Commission to begin exploratory talks with the American authoritie$ to
improve the terms of supply of enriched uranium. The Commission was
invited by the Council to submit a report on the results of these talks,
and the Council agreed that it would decide on the basis of this report
whethet it was opportune to begin negotiations with the United States in
this sector and also on what directives might be given to the Commission
for this purpose.

t tl"t*d N"rtons Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East.
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In the field of nuclear documentation, the negotiations on an arrange-
ment between the community and the UsAEC were held up by various
technical factors, in particular the need to take into account the availa-
bility, since I May 1970, of. IAEA's International Nuclear Information
System (INIS).

The council has requested the comrnission to negotiate with the
British authorities for a further renewal without "..nd-*t of the co
operation Agreement concluded with the united Kingdom on 4 February
1959 for a period of ten years and exrended without modification for a
further period of t'wo years, i.e. to 3 February 1971.

As a part of the consultations between the two parties to the 1961
cooperation Agreement between Euratom and the Brazihan Government
on the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, two meetings were held this year
between the Brazilian authorities and the commission. In Mav 1970 a
commission delegation had a preliminary exchange of views with the
Brazihan Nuclear Energy commission, whose president visited the Euro
pean Commission on 1 and 2 October 1970.

439. rn pursgance of Article 10, of the Euratom Tmty, the commission
received notification n 1970 of two projects upon the substance of which
no comments wete made:
(i) A draft agreemenr between the Federal Republic of Germany and

spain concerning cooperation in scientific research and technoiogical
development;

(ii) An almost identical draft agreement berween the same Member
State and the Republic of Chile.

Regarding the draft tripartite agreement-submitted to the Com-
mission on 29 December 1969-between the Federal Republic, the Nether-
lands and the United Kingdom on collaboration in the development and
operation of the ultracentrifuge process for the production of enriched
uranium, the commission addressed to the two Member states parties
to the agreement various comments based on Article 101 of the Euratom
Treaty. After considering the explanations of these Member States in
reply to these comments, th€ commission felt that it could waive the
objections it had formulated with regard to the wording of the clauses
of the draft agreement. It also took this occasion to ,ti"r, the interest
it amached to- integrating this tripanite cooperation into a community
setting. For their part, the two Member States concerned declared that it
seemed to them desirable to establish links which might be based on the
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Council resolution of 6 December L969 between tripartite cooperation

and Community activity in this field.

In 1970 the commission also received the text of an agreernent

concluded between the Comitato Nazionale pet |'Energia Nucleare (CNEN)

and the Colombian Instituto de Asuntos Nucleares.

440. The Treaty on rhe Non-Prcliferation of Nuclear 'weapons (NPT)

came into force on 5 Match 1970. Under the terms of Article III, 1, of

this Treaty tlre non-nuclear States which have adhered to it, will have to

negotiate, either individually or together with'other States, an agreement

orilh th. International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), to ensure that

the obligations assumd by the States parties to the Trcaty, are fulfilled.

Five Community States have signed the Treaty, but none has yet ratified

it. France has let it be known that it does not intend to adhere'

The five signatory Member states held prior consultations with the

Commission, under the terms of Article L03 of. the Euratom Treaty. Th.y
will not ratify the Ttaty unless the agreement on controls ptovided for
by the NPT is concluded between the Community and the IAEA and

ensrres full respect of the Euratom Treaty. The Commission has already

submitted to the Council a proposal for directives for future negotiations

with IAEA.
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6. Common commetcial policy

AUTONOMOUS COMMERCIAL POLICY

Inport policl

441. In 1970 three important regulations on import policy came into
force. Two establish the common systems applicable to imports from
State-trading countiesl and from members of GATT and countries on the
same footing.z The third institutes a common procedure for administering
quantitative quotas.s These texts replace the three interim regulations
of 10 December L968,4 whose adoption marked a first step towards a

unified commercial policy.

The new arrangements do not make any change in the basically
liberal common commercial poli.y, but streamline old machinery which
was rather cumbersome and replace itby a more flexible and, particularly,
a more "Community" procedure, based on close cooperation between the
Commission and the national authorities. They also provide for a con-
siderable widening of the geographical scope of the system.

The regulations on the import systems establish freedom to import

-bound 
at Community level-for a very wide range of products the list

of which is annexed to the regulation. These liberalization lists have
beer gready extended since the basic regulation came into force. How-

1 Council Regulation (EEC) 109/70 of 19 Decembet 1969, establishing a common
system for imports from State-trading countries; Jourxal oficiel No. L 19,26 January
1970, p. 1.

8 Council Regulation (FEC) 1025170 of 25 May 7970 establishing a common system
for imports from non-member countries; Joarnal oficiclNo.L724,8 June 1970, p,6.

3 Regulation (EEC) 1023170 of 25 May 1970 establishing, a common procedure for
administering quantitative quotas; Jonnal oficiel No. L 724,8 June 1970, p. 1.{ Council Regulation (F'F.C) 2041168 establishing a comffron liberalization list for
imports into the Communitv from non-member countries.
Council Regulation (F,EC) 2043168 on the gradual establishment of a common
administtative procedure for quantitative quotas for imports into the Community.
Council Regulition (F,F;q 2645168 introducing " rpeiial procedure for imporis
of certain products from non-member counries; Jozrnal oficiel No. 303, 18 Decem-
ber 1968.
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ever, any liberat sylted is in danger of being unrealistic if it does not
allow for the introduction of safeguard measures in the event of serious

danger. The regulations therefore allow some supervision of imports so

as to be sure that imports of a particular product are not likely to pre-
judice the interests of Community producers. Safeguard measures are
allowed to cope with crisis situations, such as market disruption causing
grave prejudice to Community producers, and must also talce into account
goods already en route to the Community. The introduction of these
measures is in principle the prerogative of the Council. The Commission
is, however, empowered to act in an emergency, as are the Member States,
though their action is limited in time.

The third regulation, which is applicable to both imports and exlnrts,
defines the procedure for administering quantitative quotas fixed aute
nomously by the Community ot established by formal agreement with a

non-member country. It is based on the principle that the fixing of
these quotas, that is to say the determination of the amount, is a matter
for the Council. But their administration now falls to the C,ommission,
in liaison with a Community committee. In future this administration will
include, not only the allocation of shares betwen Member States, but also
increases in the overall quota even when import possibilities in the Com-
munity are insu{ficient. Administration of Community quotas will thus
become very flexible. The issue of licences and the carrying out of other
{ormalities continue to be the business of Member States, but will be
standardized by means of a number of outline provisions. Council Regu-
lation (EEC) No. 1471/702 of 20 JuIy 1970 has established a common
procedure for the autonomous increase of imports into the Community of
products not subiect to quantitative import quotas but to limits imposed
by the exporters themselves.

442. T\e adoption of these three regulations, following on the anti-dump-
ing regulation of 5 April 1968,8 gives the Community the basic in-

1 For GATT and assimilated countries, see Council Regulation (EEC) 198a/70;
lournal oficiel No. L 278,3 October 1970, p. 1. For state-rading countries, see
Council Regulation (EF,C) 14921701' Joarnal ,tffcirl No. L 766,29 July 1970; Coun-
cil Regulation (EFC) 2672170; Journal ofrciel No. L 239,30 October 1970 and
Council Regulation (F.F,C) 2567170; Jomtial oficiel No. L 276,21 December 1970.
The joint liberalization list annexed to Regulation (F,F,C) 1025170 at present
incluiles 917 of the 1 087 tariff headings.t Jomnal offchl No. L 164,27 |ulv 1970, p. 47.

8 Council Regulation (EEC) 459/68 of 5 April .1968 on measures against dumping,
pler.niums 4d subsidies practised by non-member countries; Jonnal oficielNo. L 93,
17 April 1968.
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struments it requires to begin the definitive phase of its commercial policy.
These texts have already made it possible to settle certain problems of
concern to Community producers. Thus, the Commission has formally
opened two anti-dumping procedures, one concerning certain nitrate ferti-
lizem from Gteece,l and the other involving sisal packing sning from
Cuba.tr The first was dealt with quickly following undertakings given
by the exporters.s The procedure to deal with sisal packing string is still
in progress.

Export policl

Export arraflgernents

443. The harmonization of export arrangements has in principlb bepn
achieved. In its Regulation (EEC) 2603/69 of 20 Decembet 19694

establishing a system for exports, the Council established the principle
of the freedom to export for almost all the tariff headings and fixed the
criteria by which restrictions might be introduced where serious crises,
such as supply difficulties, occur. The principle of freedom to export at
Community level mentioned above still does not apply to some sixty
products. For certain of these-leather, raw hides, copper waste,
aluminium and lead-the Commission has recommended that the Member
States maintain their export restrictions fixed in accordance with uniform
principles, under Atticles 115 and L55 of the EEC Treaty.s Proposals will
be formulated later by the Commission with a view to unifying the present
system whereby a certain number of other headings are subject to export
restrictions only in one or other of the Member States.

Export credits and credit insurance

444. In the field of credit insurance, gualantees and financia,l credits,
the Council of Ministers, at its meeting of 26/27 October 1970, adopted

1 Notice of opening of the investigation procedurc; Jonnal oficiclNo. C 52,30 April
1970, p. 28.

2 Notice of opening of the investigation procedute; ibid. No, C. 133, 5 November
1970, p. 8.

8 Notice of closing of the investigation procedute; ibid. No. C 123, 8 October 1970,
P. 13.

a 
Journal oficiel No. L 324,27 December 1969.

6 lbid.No,L34,72 February 1970.
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two directives on the basis of Article Il3 of. the Treaty, concerning the

introduction by the Member States of common .insurance policies for
medium- and long-term ffansactions, based on supplier's credit and in-

tended for public and private buyers.

The wording of the two policies lays down the general tetms under

which the guarantee is issued: each credit insurer therefore remains free

to decide on special terms as required, according to the contracts made-

The policies define the scope and extent of the guarantee and its date of
attachment, manufacturing or credit risks and causes of loss; they also

state the obligations of the insured party in respect of the managemeat of
the risk and any sanctions if the aforementioned obligations are not ful-
filled. Furthermore, the policies lay down the general principles for
compensation and the rules relating to the use of payments and the
proceeds from the calling in of the guarantees; the accounts loss, the
calculation and payment of compensation and recoveries. A solution is

also provided for the problems of exchange rates when convetting amounts
of foreign currency for compensations, recoveries, premiurns and expetts'
fees.

The entry into force of these two insurance policies is an important
step towards harmonizing export credit insurance techniques and im-
plementing a common export credits poliry.

445. The Commission also submitted to the Council a proposal for a

directive on harmonizing a certain number of essential provisions as regards

short-term political risks, whether involving public or private buyers.

Moreover, when the above-mentioned directives were adopted, the
Council took note o{ a work programme under which the C,ommission
will submit proposals to it in the following fields:

(i ) A common system of premiums applicable to medium- and long-
term transactions with both public and private buyers;

( ii ) Introduction of a common insurance policy for financial credits and
of the relevant system of premiums;

(iii) Adoption of a certain number of basic principles with the aim of
setting up a common system of guarantees for cost increases in
trade relations with non-member countries;

(iv) Fixing of the general principles for grants of exchange guarante€s
for exports from a Member State to a non-member country.
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COMMERCIAT POLICY AS PURSUED UNDER AGREEMENTS

Extension of bilateral trade agreenents

446. lJnder the terms of Title I of the Council decision of 16 December
7969,bilatetal treaties, agreements and arrangements between the Member
States and non-member countries may be extended, if, during the period
of extension envisaged, they do not constitute an obatacle to the imple-
mentation of the common commercial p"li.y. Since this decision came

into force, the Council, on a Commission proposal, has authorized the
Member States to extend or fully renew a certain number of treaties, trade
agreements and other similar instruments.l

It was noted at the end of the consultations prescribed by Article 2

of the Council decision that the content of the legislation to be renewed
was not such as to hamper the implementation of the common commercial
policy. The Member States also declared that the er<tension of these

agreements was not likely to prevent the opening of any negotiations or
the conclusion, under the terms of Article L1'3, of. Community tade
agreements which would supersede the bilateral agreements already in
force with the non-member counffies concerned.

N egotiation oJ Con nani! agree ments

447. Anon-preferenti"t trra. agreement with Yugoslavia was signed on
19 March 1970. This was the first tade agreement concluded by the
Community since the end of the transitional period.2

(i) The agreement defines the field of application of the most-favoured-
nation clause and the scope of the liberalization measures taken by
the Community.

(ii) The agreement sets up a Joint Committee and in principle supersedes

the bilateral agreements concluded by the Member States.

(iii) \)7ith reference to particular concessions, mention should be made
of the immediate implementation for certain products of the customs
duties resulting from the Kennedy Round.

(iv) A protocol defines the adjustment of the levy on imports of high

1 See Decision of 16 December 1970, Journal oficiel No. L 326,,27 December 1969;
Decision of 8 June 1970, ibid. No. L 133, 18 June 1970; Decision of 13 July 1970,
ibid. No. L 157, 18 July 1970; Decision of 29 September 1970, ibid. No. L 225,

' 12 October 1970; Decision of 13 October 7970, ibid. No. L 231, 20 October 1970.
2 Jonnal oficielNo. L 58, 13 March 1970, p. 1.
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quality beef (baby beef). This adjustment is made in the frame-
work of permanent cooperation between the two parties.

(v ) An arrangement was also signed concerning a ptice guarantee for wine
imports.

448. Following the decision of the Council on 10 November 1969 to ex-
plore the possibilities of trade negotiations between the Communiry and

Japan, a Commission delegation visited Tokyo from 15 to 21 February
1970, at the invitation of the Japanese Government.

These talks established that the conditions for the opening of nego.
tiations existed. On 20 July 1970 the Council took note of the Commis-
sion's report on its exploratory talks and of its recommendations, and
authotized it to open trade negotiations for an agreement on the basis of
well-defined directives and with the assistance of the Special Committee
set up under Article Il3.

During the first phase of negotiations, in Brussels from 17 to 24
September 1970, the delegations examined the various possible components
of an agreement. Howwer, mainly technical questions were dealt with
in this initial phase, The results are at present being examined by both
the Community and the Japanese Government. There may be a further
phase of negotiations in the early months of ne:rt year.

449. On 12 February 1969 Argentina submitted a request for the opening
of negotiations for a commercial agreement with the Community.l After
detailed consideration of this request during exploratory talks with Ar-
gentina, the Commission submitted to the Council a dralt decision, with
directives, authorizing it to open negotiations with the Argentine Govern-
ment. In November 1970 the Council accorded the necessary authorization.
The negotiations will deal with taliff. and non-tariff obstacles to trade,
including certain problems in the beef and veal sector, and certain aspects
of cooperation. The agreement envisaged, which should provide advan-
tages for both sides, will be of a non-preferential nature. It is also
planned to set up a joint committee.

450. The Commission, after teceiving a request from Urugua y on 29 May
1969 for negotiations on a trade agreement, informed the C<'uncil in a

memorandum that it felt the Community should hold explor',rtory talks
with Uruguay to study the details of a possible agreement. At the end
of the exploratoty phase, the Commission will submit a detailed report

t fUra Ct*rot Report,sec. 456,
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to the Council, in confotmity with Article 7 of the latter's decision of
16 Decembet 1,969,r accompanied, as apptopriate, by tecommendations on

the opening of negotiations.z

451. On2L September 1970 the Indian Mission handed an aid'e-mtnoire
to the Commission concerning the conclusion of an arrangement.on com-

mercial cooperation with the Community. The Indian Government had

abeaAy made an initial request on this matter in February 1968. It was

agreed at the time that before considering the advisability of opening
negotiations with India,s it would be better to await the successful con-

clusion of the specific negotiations in progress on certain products (jute,
coir fibres, hand-made articles) and to consider the results of the second

session of UNCTAD.

Now that these specific negotations are concluded, it would seem

that India's new request should be examined, bearing in mind the problems

which poss'ible enlargement of the Community will raise.

452. lViiltrn the framework of the Long-term Artangement regarding
International Trade in Cotton Textiles, the C-ommunity States had con-

cluded bilateral trade agreements or arrangements with certain non-member
supplier countries.

This Long-term Arrangement was renewed in April 1970. Under
the mandate granted by the Council in its decision of 6 February 1970,
the Commission conducted the relevant negotiations. On l0 September

1970, following the Council decision of the previous day, the Community
accepted the agreement in questio,n, together with the fwo Protocols
extending it. '$Tithin the framework of this renewed Agreement, and

under the terms of its Article 4, the Commission has negotiated bilateral
trade agreements on behalf of the Community vdth all the major supplier
countries with which either all the Member States had concluded bilateral
agreements (India, Pakistan, Japan), or only some Member States had

made srrch agreements (UAR, Hong Kong, Korea and Taiwan). These

negotiations were held during October and November on the basis of an

outline agreement which provided for:

(i) A list of cotton textile products covered by the agreement;

(ii) Import ceilings mutually agreed upon and managed by the exporting
country;

1 Decision 69l494lCEE; Joarnal oficiel No. L 326, 29 December 1969.
3 See.also, for Latin America, secs.43l ct ,req.
3 See also, for Asian countries, secs.434 et scq.
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(iii) The suspension, during the period of the agreement, of quantitative
restrictions still in force in certain Member States.

453. In accordance with the undertakings entered upon during the Ken-
nedy Round, the Community negotiated an agreement on trade in jute
products with India and Pakistan. The agreement with India has been
in force since 1 Juru^ry 1970,1' while that with Pakistan was endorsed by
Council decision of 20 July 1970 and signed on 19 January 1971.

In accordance with undertakings made during the Kennedy Round,
the Community negotiated an agreement on trade in coir products with
India. This agreement has been in force since 1 August 1969. Ic April
1970 the first meeting of the Joint Committee set up under the agreement
was held. There will be a further one in the early months of l97l to
examine the most important aspects of the coir products industry.

454. In accordance with the Council decision of 20 March 1970, arr
agreement was signed on 13 May 1970 between the EEC and Pakistan
on trade in silk and cotton fabrics woven on handlooms. Under this
agreement, Pakistan may benefit from the zeduty tariff quotas auto
nomously established by the Community for imports of the products in
question. These quotas were opened in 1968 following a Community
undertaking to India at the Kennedy Round.

Following undertakings made during the multilateral negotiations in
GATT, the Community opened an annual tariff quota, erga onnes of up
to 5 million u.a., for handicraft products. India and Pakistan were the
first counuies to benefit from this quota. In 1969 ard 1970 the Com-
munity concluded two separate agreements with these countries specifying
the conditions under which exemptions from import duties might be
obtained.

In 1970 the Community also concluded two further agreements with
these two countries complementary to the earlier ones, and enlarging the
list of products. In this way,25 tariff headings for handicraft goods
now benefit from duty exemptions, within the limits of the tariff quota.

In autumn 1970 five other countries also requested the same exemp-
tions as granted to India and Pakistan. Th.y were the philippines,

r Council Decision of 10 November 1969; Journal oftciel No. L 287, 15 November
1969.
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Thailand, Indonesia, Iran and Crylon. These requesrs are ar present being
considered by the Community authorities.

455. Since 1 September 1969 art agreement has been in force between
the Community and Switzerland on processin g traffic in the textiles sector.
It has superseded three bilateral agreements between Switzerland, on the
one hand, and Germany, France and Italy, on the other. Under the
agreement, which is valid for a period of two years, the Community
undenakes to open an annual Community tariff quota for the duty-free
reimporting of certain textile products after processrng in Switzerland.
Switzerland grants equivalent facilities. The Joint Committee set up
under the agreement held its first meeting on 21 October 1970.

456. On 15 June 1970 the Council, on a Commission proposal, concluded
an agreement with Austria on the import from that country of livestock
for the processing industry. The agreement came into force on 6 August
1970 and is valid until 31 March 1971; it provides for a tanff. reduction
and an abatement of levies on imported livestock for the processing in-
dustry originating in and coming from Austria. It broadly corresponds to
the .agreement, covering the same subject, concluded within GATT by
the Community and Denmark zrs part of the multinational Kennedy Round
negotiations.

457. The Commission has begun exploratory talks with the countries
concerned (in particular Norway, Denmark, Portugal, Yugoslavia and

' J"p"o) covering problems which will arise for imports into the Com-
munity of certain sensitive products when the common organization of the
fisheries market is introduced. In the light of the conclusions emerging
from tlese discussions, the Commission will address proposals to the
Council during the first half of tgZf. Following the application of
additional provisions regarding the common organization of the market
in wine products, on 1 June t970,,a certain number of non-member coun-
tries declared their readiness to give guarantees that they would keep to
the Community reference prices when exporting wines to the Community.
Having examined these guarantees, the Commission has decided not to
apply any countervailing charges on imports from South Africa, Argentina,
Austria, Spain, Hungary, Portugal, Rumania, Switzerland and Yugoslavia.
\7ith a view to remedying a crisis situation on the Community dessert apples
market and faced with the *ueat of increased imports, the Commission
decided, by Regulation No. 459/70 of 11 March 1970, to introduce
emergency measures from 1 April 1970 to 30 June 1970. During these
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three months, imports of this product into the Community were subject

to import licences issued within the limits of laditional imports. The

aim oJ this system was to regulate imports in the light of the volume

which the market was likely to absorb without hampering Community

measures to re-establish the balance of production. Talks on this subject

were held with the major apple suppliers: South Africa, Argentina,
Australia, Canada, Chile, the United States and New Zealand. This

special system, of which GATT had been notified, was abolished on the

date specified.

The Commission informed the Council of its intention to begin

talks with the British Government to explore the different ways by which
it might find Community solutions to settle the ptoblem of the arrange'

ments for butter and Cheddar cheese exports to the United Kingdom'
The Community also took part in the multilateral discussions organized

by the British Government, which had expressed its intention to change

the system governing import of the maior agdcultutal products into the

United Kingdom.

COMMERCIAL POLICY: STEEL

P eripberal tarif arrange m ents

4J8. Since Recommendation I/64 on the inuoduction of a set of customs

duties on steel products, the Commission has annually granted tariff
quotas. For 1971 it granted, by waiving this recommendation, quotas

for around 360 000 tons at the old harmonized rates, this figure being
practically unchanged from that of the previous year.

Apart from these annual tariff quotas, the Commission has autho'
ized, as a paft of the half-yearly tariff measures unanimously apptoved
by the six Member States, the unlimited imports of certain pig iron for
the second hal{ of 1970, at the reduced duty of lVo, and of 73 500 tons
of miscellaneous steel products at zerc duty. For the first half of. 1971
these figures have been slightly reduced (71 500 tons).

In 1969 and in the fitst half of 1970 the steel market was extremely
active, and this led to steep rises in prices and supply difficulties en-

tailing even actual shortages. The Commission thetefore proposed that
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for the four-month period from october 1969 to January 1970 duties on
certain categories of products should be suspended. The trend of the
market led the commission to suggest that these measures be renewed
successively to cover the months of February, March, April and May, and
then June and July. The range of produgs4ras, however, been modified
to take account of different needs, and in the recent list of exemptions
the reduction of customs duty on wire rod was only 4Vo.

459. The specific duty of 5 dollars per ton on pig iron, inrroduced by
Recommendanon 2f 64, and amended later, had given rise to annual
exemptions in the form of tariff quotas allowing imports at normal duty.
For the first time, the decision taken for 1970 not only included special
foundry pig, but also ordinary qualities. It became apparent during 1970
that the very live'ly market situation justified additional import posibiliti.t
under the normal duty system. After consulting the Member states, the
Commission decided, on 29 June 1970, to grant an additional quota of
82 500 tons of otdinary, and 31.000 tons of special, foundry pig.

The last extension of Recommendation 2/64 expired at the end of
1970 and no decision has been taken on its renewal, the grounds which
had justified its introduction and renewal at the time, especially the
desire to facilitate conversion of foundries, no longer being present. In
future imports will all be at the normal rate of 4.4Vo.

Re$riction of steel inports fron State-trading
countries or dreas

460. Evety year since 1,963 the representatives of the Member States
have renewed their agreement to hold down, in a harmonized fashion,
imports of pig iron and steel ftom State-trading countries and areas. The
principle of voluntary control consists of limiting the grant of import
licences to quotas specified in the commercial agreements, increased by
tonnages known as "contingency reserves", to permit isolated transactions
or those justified in the inrerests of trade reciprocity.

However, an amendment has been introduced fot 1971. On a pro-
posal from certain Member States which wish to includc products coming
under the ECSC Treaty in their overall liberalization policy vis-i-vis East
bloc countries, four products (mainly semis), which are not sensitive and
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are imported in relatively small quantities, have been liberalizd awto-

,ro-orrrly under the terms of an intergovernmental agreement and with
the approval of the Commission. Vhen this liberalization measure,

fimited-at present to the four products mentioned above, wa$ adoptd, it
*", "gr.i that effective safegr:ard machinery would be studied with a

view to its introduction in the near future.

This limited liberalization does not change the quota system fqr

other iron and steel products. Apart from the quotas referred to as

contingency reserves, additional amounts were grantd during 1970 as

"m"kJweight" tonnages (580000 tons)- The tendenry for the lively
market .orrditiot t to calm down towards the end of the year led the

Governments of the Six to call a halt to tonnages of this kind and to
conveft a paft of the "makeweight" obtained in 1970 into "contingency

reserves", bringing the volume gtanted for the latter to 1 014 500 tons

fot 1971.

The rule forbidding Community producers to align prices on lower
quotations from the East bloc countries, which is a measure complementary

to the fixing of quotas and which has been extended each year since L964,

was again renewed fot 1971, on tlre understanding that its effects afe to
be limited to products still subject to quotas.

Other ECSC agreements

461,. For a number of years the Community has been exchang-ng economic

and technical information with several countries: with the United Kingdom
as a part of the UK/ECSC Association Agreement, and with Japan, Sweden

and Austria under less formal arrangements. The negotiations with the

United Kingdom on the problem of its accession have slowed down the

work of the various sectoral groups, such as the Tmde Relations Com-

mittee of the UK/ECSC Council of Association, which in fact never met

in 1970. On the other hand, the strengthening of relations between the

Community and Japan continued and the contact group met twice during
the year, once in Tokyo in April, and once in Brussels in October' A
meeting covering the same questions was held in April in Stockholm with
Swedish representatives. Finally, there was an information meeting in
Brussels eady in September rvith an Ausffian delegation.
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CONSULTATIONS AND ARRANGEMENTS

consuttations 
.in 

pusuance gr:::i:'ror[1"' councit decision ol

(Agreements negotiated by the Member States with certain
non.member countries )

462. Title III of the Council decision of 16 December 1969 concerning
the progressive alignment of agreements relating to Member States' trade
relations with non-member countries and the negotiating of Community
agteementsr defines t}re procedures to be followed in exceptional cases

where negotiations with a non-member counffy, within the meaning of
Article LL3, prove to be impossible. This procedure waiving the principle
of negotiating as a Community is applicable until 31 December 1972
and limited to state-trading counries.

In accordance with these provisions a large number of bilateral
negotiations between the Member States and the East bloc countries have
been dealt with under the Community "consultation with coordination"
procedure provided for under Article 10. These consultations, which took
place at faidy short intervals, produced conclusions common to all the
Member States, on the basis of which the Council was able to authorize
the States concerned to proceed with the negotiations.

Satisfactory results were thus obtained as regards the uniformization
of agreements in force 'with the East bloc countries. This uniformization
concerns in particular the synchronizing of the date of expiry-31 De-
cember 1974-and of the main clauses in the agreements.

On the other hand, efforts must be made to achieve greater cG
ordination tn Iibetaltzation measures and quota systems, where there still
exist fairly appreciable di{ferences. This will be the most important task
during the negotiating of the annual protocols and, where the uniformiza-
tion of liberr.lization systems is concerned, one of the major priority
objectives. There have alreaAy been detailed discussions in the Council
on this matter.

Tecbnical arratngements witb State-trading countries

463. Fwther talks at the technical level have been held with these coun-
tries. In addition to what is recounted below. these talks also included

I Third General Report, sec. 447,
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Hungary, Rumania and Bulgaria, with a view to agreements o'n other
products. The conversations were in their final stages at the end of
t970 and decisions mav be taken earlv in L971.

Ratnanid (sanflouer oil)

464. ln the Agreement concluded by exchange of letters dated 3

June 1970:

(i) The competent Rumanian authorities declated their intention of
keeping to an offer price, for sunflower oil originating in and ex,

portd from Rumania, not belovr that established in accordance with
the technical procedures agreed upon between the Directorate-General
for Agriculture and the "Prodexport" state-trading company (the
exclusive Rumanian exporter for this product ) ;

(ii) In reply, the Commission stated that, in accordance with the pro
visions of Regulation 143/67/EEC, in its present version, and to
the eitent that the conditions mentioned above are maintained, it
did not intend to impose a countervailing charge within the meaning
of Article 3,6(2), of Regulation 136/66/EEC on imports of sun-

flower oil originating in and exported from Rumania.

Hungary, Rumania, Yagoslauia and otber non-member coantries
(uines)

465. Arcarryements reached by exchange of lettet with Rumania and Yugo-
slavia on l0 Oaober 1970 and on 2 November 1970 with Hungary:

Commission Regulation (EEC) 2223/70 of 28 October 1970:

(i) The Yugoslav Government and the comtrrtent authorities in Rumania
and Hungary guarantee to ensure that the price charged the Com-
munity by their respective state-trading companies ( exclusive ex-

porters) will not be below the reference price less customs duties;

(ii) For its part, the Commission has decided that, on the basis of the
guarantees offered, the countervailing charge under Article 9,3(2),
of Council Regulation 816170 of 28 April 1970 would not be aP
plied to imports of 'wines originating in and exportd from these

countries.
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Poland (slaugbtered tarkeys)

466. Anangement agreed upon by exchange of letters dated 1 December
1970 (Commission Regulation No. 2474fi0 of 7 Decernber 1970). The
competent Polish authorities will ensure that the "Animex" state-trading
company (the exclusive exporter ) keeps to the sluice-gate price.

fn return, the Commission decided that on the basis of the guaran-
tees offered the supplementaf,y amount under Article 8 of Council Re-
gulation 123/67 of 13 June 1967 would not be applied to imports of
slaugthered turkeys from Poland.

MULTILATERAL RELATIONS WITHIN THE FRAME\TORK OF
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

ECE

467. The Economic Commission for Europe has considered in detail the
evolution of East-r$7est trade over recent years examined from this angle
the consequences of the formation of economic groupings. At the 19th
session of the Committee on the Development of Trade, a Commission
representative took the floor for the first time within this Committee to
define the Community's ideas on the common commercial policy and to
explain its analysis of present problems in East-V7est rade.

GATT

Committee on trade in industrial products

468. In 1970 the Committee, which, in 1969, had made an initial
examination of non-tariff and pan-taiff obstacles notified by the Con-
tracting Parties, explored the poesibilities of practical action to lower or
remove the main types of obstacles, and draw up a possible code of
conduct. Five working parties were therefore set up to consider the fol-
lowing measures:

(i) State participation in trade (aids, compensatory duties, governmeht
purchases, state.trading, etc. );

(ii ) Customs and adnrinistrative formalities on imports (customs valua-
tion, anti-dumping legislation, tariff nomenclature, documentation,
etc. );
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(iii) Standards constituting obstacles to trade (technical standards and
regulations, packaging, labelling and marking);

(iv) Specific limitations of imports and exports (quantitative restrictions,
bilateral agreements, limits.on exports, licences, erc. );

(v) Import charges (prior deposits, administrative duties, statistical
dues, etc.).

During the work of these groups, various proposed solrtions were
put forward, such as the drawing up of codes of conduct, guiding prin-
ciples or explanatory notes to the General Agreement, and the irnptwement
of existing procedures or the introduction of new ones. These ptoposals
were intended to ensure better respect of obligations, adhesion by certain
countries to commitments accepted by oghers, or various case-bycase
solutions.

The Community, represented by the Commission delegation, took a

very active part in this work and stressed the need to find realistic
solutions which would not only avoid any further disparities in the legal
obligations of the different Conttacting Parties but would also, whetever
possible, correct such disparities.

These working parties have now completed their preparatory studies
on possible solutions to the different problems, in accordance with the
conclusions of the XXVIth session of Februarv 1970.

469. The GATT Secretariat, following the directives of a group of tech-
nical experts, has collected very interesting information on rates of customs
duty and the volume of trade of the following countries and groupings:
the Community, the United States, Canada, I^put, the EFTA countries
(less Portugal) and Finland. On the basis of this information, the Com-
mittee was to have made an analysis of the tariff situation as it will
appear in L972, when all the concessions resulting from the Kennedy
Round have been fully applied, and to consider t}e various poesibilities
for action in this field. However, from September onwards, difficulties
arose in reaching an agreement on the continuatio'n of the work. The
United States proposed collecting additional information, which would
have meant postponing for about two years the completion of the tariff
analysis as agreed upon by the Contracting Parties. The Community,
supported by the other delegations, insisted that the analysis should be
undettaken without delay, on the basis of existing in{ormation.
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Agricultural Connit tee

470. Lt their February 1970 session the GATT Contracting Parties re-

questd the Agriculture Committee to draw up conclusions on the pqssi-

bilities of taking concfete measures to solve the ptoblems arising in the

field of agricultural products. The Committee divided this work up

amongst four groups. During the examination, several countries declared

their interest in the possibilities of applying, under present conditions, the

support amount formula, with perhaps the addition of provisions on

degrees of self-sufficiency. Other cotrntries, however, spoke in favour o{

the traditional approach, which t'i'r,sists in dealing mainly with measures

which affect trade, such as export subsidiep and protection against imports.

The Community put forward the view that since all agricultural
problems are connectd, agricultural poliry is normally goyerned by a

general concept applied as an entity. The Community believes that a

distinction must be made between solutions which require changes in
legislation and present policies and those which do not' A common

denominator must be found for the solutions of the first type as well as

an appropriate negotiating procedure, which it seems cannot be worked
out rapidly. Vith regard to the second type of solution, this might be

sought within the context of existing legislation or policies by recasting

the methods of management. The Community considers that in the first
stages stress should be laid on this second alternative.

, It will be for the GATT Council to give its opinion.

Association agreetnents and tbe proaisions ol Article XXIV ol GATT

471,. As stated in the Third General Report,t the Contracting Parties

were notified, in accordance with the rules of the General Agreement, of
the Association Agreements concluded by the Community with Tunisia

and Morocco. \fhen the GATT Council examined the reports of the

woiking parties set up to study these agreements, several Contacting
Parties expressed very grave concern at the development of the Com'.
munity's association policy and the dangers it represented in their opinion
for the multilateral trade system as governed by GATT. The main effect

of this position of prirrciple was to block any possibility of reaching a

compromise between the different views held which would have enabled

the Council to adopt unanimous conclusions on the examination of these

1 Sec.433.
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agreements. Following the discussions, the Community's representative
recalled that the latter had invoked the provisions of Ardcle XXIV and
followed the rules of procedure relating to ir, and, in the absence of any
recommendation from the Contracting Paties, felt entided to benefit from
the automatic exception prescribed by this Article, which does not require
any special decision.

The Commission had the impression that, contrary to GATT's
ffaditional attitude, these agreements, which invoke the general exception
to the most-favoured-nation clause laid down in Article XXIV of the
General Agreement, had been dealt with, not on their own merits, but in
tlre light of considerations unrelated to the concrete and specific cases
they constituted. The inability of the Contracting Parties to follow the
pragmatic line which had hitherto guided their action and done so much
to strengthen GATT was felt by the Community to be particularly regret-
table, especially since the agreements in question are with developing
countries, whose preferential relations with the Community have a his-
torical basis recognizd. by the General Agreement itself.

During 1971 GATT will be called upon ro examine other association
agreements concluded by the Community, such as the Arusha Convention,
the agreements with Spain and fsrael, and the Protocol with Turkey.

S tat e+radin g coantrie s

472. In the negotiations taking place within GATT with various planned-
economy countries, it is the Community which is the main trading partner
of these countries.

During 1970 the second and third annual examinations consecutive
on the accession of Poland to the General Agreement were held to
ascertain whether this country had fulfilled its purchasing obligations and
if the Contracting Parties had reduced any discrimination still maintained
against Poland. Since 1967 the Community in particular has dismantld
a very considerable number of the remaining quantitative restrictions.

The conditions for the accession of Rumania to the General Agr..-
ment were also examined, but it has not yet been possible to find a
mutually satisfactory solution.

The discussions began with Hungary in Decembet and are therefore
still in their initial phase.
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Tarill negotiations

473. llnder the general mandate con{erred upon it for the day+oday
management of particular GATT provisions the Commission has con-

ducted a number of negotiations and consultations, especially where the
protection of concessions and advantages is concetned. In this context
it held consultations under Article XIX with Australia and Canada,
both of which had invoked the escape clause of this Article. Similar con-
sultations will start in the near future with Israel; those with Spain have

been completed.

The Community has entered into negotiatio,ns with non-mernbet
countries which either modified or with&ew concessions granted to the
Member States or to the Community itself. Negotiations of this kind
have already been completed with Austalia and India and others ate
going on with Korea, Brazil, Japan and South Africa. The negotiations
with the last-mentioned countty are on an exceptional scale because of the
considerable number of concessions it plans to withdtaw from its list
annexed to the General Agreement.

474. TarIfI renegotiations under Article XXVIII on the abolitio,n of the
reduced-duty tariff quota for aluminium were b.goo at the Community's
initiative. They have led to an agreement with Norway, which direcdy
benefits from the concession in question, and which acceptd the offer
of a reduction of 7Vo in the duty on unwrought aluminium, proposed to
compensate for the withdrawal of the tariff quota.

475. At t}re end of. 1970, the date set for the acceptance of the agreement,
mainly concerning chemicals, negotiated during the Kennedy Round was
once more postponed for a further year. This agreement, which provides
for a substantial reduction of United Kingdom and Community customs
tariffs in the chemicals sector, is linked with the abolition by the United
States of their system of customs valuation based on the American Selling
Price (ASP), which requires the approval of Congress.
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7. Relations with international organizations and diplomatic relations

UNITED NATIONS (UN)

476. Relations between the Community and the United Nations were
continued and consolidated during the period under review.

Thus the Community was represented in an observer capacity on the
Preparatory Committee for the Second UN Development Decadell at
Committee 2 of the UN General Assembly, sitting to finalize the report
on the international development strategy for the I97Os, the Community
officially stated its position, which served to highlight its responsibilities
in this field, and the Community standpoint was likewise presented in the
debates of the General Assembly.

The Commission also followed the proceedings of the Economic and
Social Council (ECOSOC); here again it put its views on the same
subjects, as well as briefly outlining certain aspects of Community policy on
development cooperation. It voiced the satisfaction of the Community
at the concrete results achieved by UNCTAD in connection with generalized
preferences.

The Commission also actively followed the work of the Economic
Commission for Europe (ECE), whose deliberations on East-!7est trade
and report on the intra-European trade position impinge ^t many points,
more especially in regard to commercial policy, on the Community's orbit.
In addition the Commission took part in the work of the Economic Com-
mission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE), the \(orld Health Organiza-
tion (\X/HO ), the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization ( UNESCO ), the United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law (UNCITRAL), the United Nations Indusrial Development
Otganization (I-INIDO), the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative
Organization (IMCO) and the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

477. Ylotking relations with the secretariat of the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) were also actively maintained. In the special
sphere of nuclear documentation, the implementation of the contract

I See 3 of this chapter,
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concluded in 1,969 between the Commission and the Agency for the

launching of the International Nuclear Information System ( INIS ) yielded

satisfactoty results. As on previous occasions the Commission at the
invitation of the Board of Govetnors sent an observer to the Fourteenth
Ordinary Session of the IAEA General Conference, meeting in Vienna

on 22-29 September 1970. The Conference was again mainly concerned

with developments in the Agency's work and structure following the entry
into force of the NPT; its decision to enlarge the Board of Governors to
include members from ll countries instead of the previous 25 is a first
step to meet the wishes of the countries rated by the NPT as "non-nuclear

Powers", and'once applied should have the effect of giving the non-nuclear

Community counffies greater weight on the Board of Governors.

478. The Commission took part in the 54th session of the International
Labour-Conference, and continued its cooperation in the wotk of various

ILO bodies. As in previous years, it made a financial contribution to the

International Institute for Labout Studies and the International Safety

Centre (CIS ), and also, jointly with the International Centre fot Advanced

Technical and Vocational Training in Turin, organized two seminafs, one

for agricultural and rural-cra{ts training officets and the other for African
and Latin American executives. ILO gave for its part technical assistance to

the EEC Administrative Committee for the Social Security of Migrant
\fotkers. The EEC-ILO Contact Committee held a number of meetings

to ensure continuity in the coopetation between the two organizations.

The Commission also continued its cooperation with the United Nations

Committee on Housing, Building and Planning, the fnternational Con-

federation on Social \U7elfare, the International Social Security Association

and the International Association for Mutual Assistance'

ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT
(OECD)

479. The Commission continued to v/ork in with OECD and more

particularly with its Development Assistance Committee (DAC)' In
accord"rrce with the annual practice, a memorandum was laid before the

Committee outlining EEC activities in connection with financial, technical

and food aid for the developing counffies during 1969; this was discussed,

as part of the annual teview of DAC members' development aid work and

poficies, at a meeting on 1 December 1970 dealing with EEC. In addition,
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the Commission took an active part in the Committee's working parties'
study of cutrent problems in the field of development aid. This year
attention was devoted in particular to the political and technical problems
of "untying" aid, adaptation of financing terms to the individual
circumstances of the beneficiary countries, problems regarding the use of
export credits, the possibility of fixing a date for reaching the target of
one per cent of GNP and of adopting a separate target for state develop-
rnent aid, elimination of procedural obstacles to the effective use of the
aid, assessment of its effectiveness in practice, and the problems of
coordinating aid atrangements at local level.

As to the cooperation between Euratom and the European Nuclear
Energy Agency (ENEA), the 1964 agreement on the installation of the
ENEA computer programme library at the Ispra establishment of the JRC
was extended for Euratom to 31 December 1971.

Of the other main OECD committees, mention should be made this
year in particular of the Trade Committee. Much of its work was
concerned with the 6inalizing of the generalized preferences, but it also had
during the year to go carefully into a nurnber of important matters in
connection with relations among the developed counffies. More par-
ticulady, it heard two successive statements by the United States dblegation
on the legislation brought before Congress in the autumn, and expressed
the "deep concern" this was causing in almost every country in the world;
it examined the delicate subject of the use of trade weapons in the event
of balance of payments disequilibria; it discussed, though without, so far,
deciding, whether it should periodically consider commefcial policies of
the Member States; and suggestions were submitted to it by OECD's new
Sebietary-General, Mr Van Lennep, for measures in international trade to
help combat inflation. The Community, in compliance with the Treaty,
and in particular with Article 113, acted in perfect solidarity throughout,
which had a considerable impact on the results.

EUROPEAN FREE TRADE ASSOCIATION (EFTA)

480. One of the regular exchanges of views and information between
EFTA and Commission officiali took place on 17 June. On this occasion
the topics dealt with were purchases by public authorities, the impact on
trade and prices of the inuoduction of VAT, and the interdependence of
the economies of the Community Member States.
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COTINCIL OF EUROPX

481. As in the past, the Commission was represented at the three 1970
sessions of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe. Political
discussion this year centred on three main matters, the consolidation of
relations among the Six brought ab.out by the Hague Conference of
December 1969, East-rilfest relations, and the situation in the Middle East
as a setious threat to wodd peace. At the conclusion of the debates on
Community aff.airs the Assembly adopted a resolution expressing its support
for these various steps to further the integration of Europen and more
particulatly the strengthening and enlargement of the Communities, "which
must remain the heart and driving force of Europe". Also, wishing to
bring the Commission into closer connection with its own proceedings, the
Assembly arranged for Mr Sicco Mansholt to present the case for the
structural reform of European agriculture and for Mr Edoardo Martino,
the member responsible for external relations in the last Commission, to
take part in a major debate on development cooperation.

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

482. The Commission followed the work of the European Conference of
Ministers of Transport (ECMT ), the Central Commission for the
Navigation of the Rhine (CCNR), the Intergovernmental Committee for
Eutopean Migration (ICEM) and the International Bureau of lVeights

and Measures. It also took part, as in previous years, in the work of the
Council of Europe's Social Committee.

DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS OF THE COMMTINITIES

483. In the period under review, diplomatic relations were established
between the Communities and the Holy See, Iraq, Ethiopia, Nicaragua,
Sierra Leone, Jordan and Malawi. Six States already maintaining
diplomatic relations with EEC extended these to the other two Com-
munities, ECSC and Euratom.

At present, 85 States have representatives accredited to the European
Communities, 47 of them to all three Communities, 37 to EEC only, and
one to EEC and ECSC.
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INSTITUTIONS AND

C}IAPTER IV

ORGANS OF THE COMMUNITIES

1. Compoeition and work of the Institritions

THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

Election ol President

484. At its constituent session of 10 March 1970, the European Par-
liament elected its President and bureau for the Parliamentary year
1.970/71: on a show of hands, Mr Mario Scelba (Italy, Christian
Democrat ) was re-elected President, and Mr rilTalter Behrendt ( Germany,
Socialist), Mr Andrd Rossi (France, Liberal), Mr Louis Terrenoire
( Ftance, European Democtatic Union ), Mr Hans Furler ( Germany,
Christian Democrat), Mr Achille Corona (Italy, Socialist), Mr Laurent
Merchiets (Belgium, Liberal), Mr Wilhelmus' Schuijt (Netherlands,
Christian Democat) and Mr Joseph \ilflohlfart (Luxembourg, Socialist)
were elected Vice-Presidents. Miss Colette Flesch (Luxembourg, Liberal)
was appointed general rapporteur for the Third General Report on the
activities of the Communities.

The Chairman of the Christian Democrat group was Mr Liicker
(Germany), of the Socialist group Mr Vals (France), of the European
Democratic Union group Mr Triboulet (France), and the Liberal and
Allied group Mr Berkhouwer (Netherlands).

Reconstitution took place in 1970 of the representation from France,

from Germany and from the Netherlands Upper House.
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Actiaities

485. l)uring 1970 the Parliament held 10 plenary sessions occupying
37 days in all,29 in Strasbourg and 8 in Luxembourg.l The Parliamentary
Committees held 264 meetings and drew up )26 reports, 84 of them
embodying opinions; the Bureau of the Parliament held 19 meetings,
and the Committee of Chairmen eight. These figutes do not of course
reflect all that the members of the European Parliament are called upon
to do: as President Scelba pointed out in his summing-up of the Par-

liament's activities in 1,970,2 there are also the meetings of the various
subcommittees, working parties and study groups, and of the political
groups. Of the latter, the Christian Democrats held 46 meetings, the
Socialists 28, the Liberals and Allies 26, and the European Democratic
Union group 15.

486. ln its e{forts to achieve more progress in the Community and a

greater measure of democracy in its organization, the Parliament continued
to press for a more balanced relationship among the Community institu-
tions; in particular, it urged that it should itself have a fuller share in
decision-making, as would be the case if all the provisions of the Treaties
in force were strictly observed and implemented more in line with the
democratic set-up and the range and scope of the Community.

As Mr Scelba recorded in his statement, the Parliament's requests

in 1969 for autonomy in respect of its own operational budget, for
entitlement to be informed of the Council's reasons should it not act on
proposals adopted by the House, and for closer cooperation with the
Council and Commission, have been duly met, in the resolutions and

declarations annexed to the Trcaty of Luxembourg of 22 Apil I97O,s

which was ratified by the Parliaments of all the Member States and

became law on I Januaty 197I. The Council thereby undertook not to
amend the Parliament's budget estimates provided they did not clash

with the Community's as a whole, to cooperate most closely with the

Parliament in its considefation of the financial implications of Commission
proposals, and to explain its reasons in the event of its taking a different

t Bxlhtin Nos. 3-70 to 2-77, Part Two, Ch. IV; for the minutes, resolutions,
Opinions and verbatim reports of the sittings, see townal oftciel 7970 Nos. C 15,
c'25,C,10, c 51, c 65, C80, C 101, C 118, C 129, C l43and C 151 and Annexes
Nos. 120 to 132.

2 See speech by Mt Mado Scelba on 79 Januaty 1971 (de!at-e_s), from which the
main passagei of the present chapter ate taken (doc. PE 26.391),

3 Eurooean larliament'document on the Communities' own resoutces and the
budgEtary powers of the Eutopean Patliament (June 1970).
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course from that favoured by the Padiament-in a word, to do everything
possible to ensure close cooperation in budgeting, including arranging for
the President or a member of the council to be present- ut th. b,rdg.t
debate.

487. But the real milestone in community development was the granting
o{ budgeting powers to the Parliament.. The new provisions mark a
turning-point in the division of powers in the community institutions.
From 1975 the Parliament will have the final say in the Community's
administrative expenditure;1 in the interim, from,1971, it will have wider
powers than before.

Though a considerable advance on the previous budgetary practice,
these measures are none the less only a first step in the desired direction:
the Parliament's power of decision relates only to administrative expen-
diture, whereas the Council retains all power of decision on operational
expenditure-which accounts for by far the largest part of the budget.
This led to the conmoversy as to whether the Padiament might reject the
budget in toto and to the Parliament's expressing "dissatisfaction" with
the Treaty of Luxembourg. The Council assured the Parliament thar it
would examine "in the light of developments in the European situation"
the proposals which the Commission has undertaken to submit on the
subject within two yeafs.

488. The question of the Padiament's election by direct universal suffrage
was taken up at the series of meetings between Parliament and Council
representatives. A preliminary list of the problems to be examined was
drawn up, and it was unanimously agreed that the Parliament's 1960
draft scheme should be updated.

The decisions which the Governments have taken in connection with
political unification, on the basis of the report of the Committee chaired
by Mr Davignon ( Belgium ), afford the assurance that the Parliament
will share in the concerting of foreign policies, through the provision of
particulars by the Foreign Ministers of the Member States to the Political
Affaits Committee and directlv to the House itself.

489. The seventh joint session of the Consultative Assembly of the
Council of Europe and the European Padiament met on 17 September,

L Sec.544 et seq.
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the subject for debate being "The future of European unification and

Europe's action for the adoption of a policy to help the developing

countries".

A commemorative sitting was held on 13 May L970 to mark the

twentieth anniversary of the Schuman Declaration'1

The Council was represented at many sessions in 1970 by its

President-in-office. The annual "colloquy" of Parliament, Council and

commission on 18 November 1970 v/as on the subject "Economic union
and the outlook for monetary union in the Community"'

In 1970 the Commission presented the first of its proposed annual

programmes of Community activity,z which the Padiament had asked

should be submitted to it at the beginning of each year' This new

procedure enables the Parliament to take part in advance in the framing

of Community policies, in addition to its other "watchdog" work carried

out by such means as its public debate on the General Report, in accordance

with Articles 1,43 and2l3 0f. the Treaties of Rome and Article 24 0f the
Treaty of Paris.

THE COUNCIL

Cbairmen

490. In accordance with the provisions of Article 2 of the Treaty of
8 April L965,the Council was chaired by the Belgian member during the

firsi half of. 1970 and by the German member during the second half.

The twenty-odd sessions held under Belgian chairmanship were

variously presided over by Mr Pierre Harmel, Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Mr Jean-Chades Snoy et d'Oppuers, Minister 'of Finance, Mr Charles

Heger, Minister of Agriculture, Mt Louis Major, Minister of Labour,

Mr Joseph de Saeger, Minister of Public Works and Mr Alfred Berffand,

Minister of Telecommunications, and the similar number under German

chairmanship by Mr \Talter Scheel, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr Karl
Schiller, Minister of Economics, Mr Alex Mciller, Ministet of Finance,

Mr Joseph Ertl, Minister of Agriculhrre, Mr \Talter Arendt' Minister
of Transport, Mr Hans Leussink, science and Education Minister,

1 Balhtin No. 6-70, Part One.
2 lbid.No.3-70.
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Mr Sigismund von Braun, Secretary of State at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, and Mr Hans-Dieter Griesau, Secretary of State at the Minisry
of Agticulture.

Sessions

491. During 1970 the Council held 41 sessions, 13 of which dealt for the
most part with general matters, one with economic and financial affaits,
16 with agriculture, three with social affairs, three with scientific and
technological research, three with transport and two with public contracts.

Notable developments during the year included the following. In
January the Council was concerned mbre especially with putting into
practical shape the decisions of principle on the transitional period taken
on 22 December L969, and with giving effect to the Hague resolutions.
In February, it agreed the definitive financing arrangements for agriculture
and the decision on the Community's own resources, confirmed its resolu-
tion on the European Parliament's budgetary powers in the final stage,
and took the decisions completing the common organization of the market
in tobacco, wine and fisheries products. The March sessions were devoted
to finalizing the latest work done on these points, and to various prepara-
tions for the coming membership negotiations, the further internal develop-
ment of the Community and the phased establishment of economic and
monetary union; it was at this juncture that the decision was taken to set
up the 'Werner Committee. The Council continued its 'work in April,
May and June, during which time it agreed the procedure for the
membership negotiations. In July it agteed the Community's joint
negotiating position, and also reached agreement in principle on the refotm
of the European Social Fund and completed a certain amount of preparatory
work on the problems of European cooperation in the {ield of scientific
and technical research.

On resuming work in September, the Council formally adopted the
new Yaound6 Convention, the Arusha Agreement and the convention on
the association of overseas countries and territories; it also approved a

Treaty amendment concerning the statute of the European Investment
Bank, and achieved substantial progress on the common fisheries policy,
the regulations on which were adopted in Octobet. Also in October, it
defined the position of the Community for the meetings to be held with
the EFTA countries 'which had not applied to join the Community. In
November it approved the proposed organizational atrangements for the
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Standing Committee on Employment, and went ahead with its work on
economic and monetaty matters on the basis of the \Terner Report. In
December, having meantime had a Commission proposal submitted to it,
it settled a number of points in connection with the project for economic
and monetary union, though some aspects had to be held over. Iilfith
regard to the enlargement question, it proceeded further with its study of
problems concerning the transitional arrangements; in addition, it gave

attention to budgetary problems and to the joint Community line of action
on scientific a5rd technical reseafch and development suggested by the
Commission.

The President-in-office, the Belgian Foreign Minister, Mr Pierre
Harmel, gave the European Padiament at its May session an account of
the Council's activities in the preceding yeat.r

THE COMMISSION

Conposition

492. The representatives of the Governments of the Member States,

meeting on 29 May in Bagnaia di Viterbo and on 29 June in Luxembourg,
appointed the new Commission of the European Communities in accordance

with the provisions of Article 32 of. the Treaty of 8 April 1965 (Merger

Tteaty). Under these provisions, the Commission was to consist of
fourteen members for three years from L July 1967, and of nine thereafter.

493. Vhen the term of office of the fourteen-membet Commission (which

replaced the former EEC Commission, the Euratom Commission and the

High Authority of ECSC ) expired, the European Parliament paid tribute,
on 16 June L970,2 to the outgoing Commission and voiced its appreciation

of the notable work the Commission had performed. In rcply President

Rey expressed his "unshakable confidence in the value of the work under-

taken, the building of a reconciled and unified Europe, which would
be a power for peace and progtess throughout the wodd".

At the conclusion of the council's session of 28 June 1970, the last

in which the fouteen-membef Commission took part, the President-in-

i V*b"tit" teport, Journal olfciel ArLrrex No. 125-70, p. 106; see also Boiletin

Nos. 3-70 and2-7I, Part Two, Ch. IV.
, bebates in the Euiopean Pariiament, Joarnal o1ficiel Annex No. 126, June 1970,

pp.90 ct nq.
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office, Mr Pierre Harmel, the Belgian Foreign Minister, expressed to
President Rey and all his colleagues the Council's besr wishes and
wholehearted gratitude and admiration; the outstanding record of Com-
munity achievement over the past three years had, he said, been due in
latge measure to the great abilities of the men on the Commission.

\
494. The new Commission is headed by Mr Franco Maia Malfatti; its
Vice-Presidents are Mr Raymond Barre, Mr Wilhelm Haferkamp and
Mr Sicco L. Mansholt, and its members Mr Albert Copp6, Mr Jean-
Frangois Deniau, Mr Altiero Spinelli, Mr Albert Borschette and Mr Ralf
Dahrendorf. It assumed office on 2 July 1970; at the wish of the outgoing
President the occasion was made a ceremonial one, at which Mr Rey
expressed confidence in the new Commission and in the onward march of
European unification. Mr Malfatti at the first meeting said the nevr
Commission was faced with "great issues, which must be tackled with
determination, making the most of all the policy options and openings
that emetged at The Hague".

495. The Commission concentrated fotthwith on settling the allocation of
duties in the matter of Cqmmunity enlargement and the division of
responsibilities among its members, bearing in mind in its discussions that
with a smaller membetship its decisions would be the more essentially
corporate in character.

The outcome was as follows:

Ftanco Maria Malfatti, President

Sicco L. Mansholt. Vice-President

Raymond Barre, Vice-President

Wilhelm Haferkamp, Vice-President

Secretariat;
Legal Service;
Spokesman's Group;
Security Office

Agriculture (DG VI)

Economic and Financial Affairs
(DG II);
Statistical Office

Internal Market and Approximation
of Legislation (DG XIV);
Energy (DG XVII);
Supply Agency;
Safeguards and Controls
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Albert Copp6 Social Affairs (DG V ) ;

Transport (DG VII);
Credit and Investment
(DG XVIII);
Personnel and Adminismation
(DG IX);
Budgets (DG XIX);
Financial Control (DG XX)

Jean-Frangois Deniau Coordination of enlargement nego-

tiations (DG I, Divisions B 1 and

B 2);
Development Aid (DG VIII)

Altiero Spinelli Industrial Affairs (DG III);
General Research and TechnologY
(DG XII);
Joint Research Centre (DG XV)

Albert Borschette Competition (DG IV);
Regional PolicY (DG XVI);
Information (DG X);
Dissemination of Information
(DG XIII)

Ralf Dahrendorf External Relations (DG I, except
Divisions B 1 and 2);
External Trade (DG XI).

The Commission retained the system of establishing a number of
working parties.

496. On 8 July the members of the Commission publicly gave their
formal undertaking to abide by the obligations of Article 10(2) of the

Treaty of 8 April L965.1

On the same day the Commission appeared before the European

Parliament meeting in extraordinary session in Luxembourg' On

15 September President Malfatti described to the Parliament the general

line which the new Commission intends to pursue in the future.z

I Billetin No.8-70.
2 lbid. No. 9l7O-70.
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Internal administration ol tbe Commission

497. The Commission confirmed the line chosen in 1969 on staff policy
and embarked on its progressive implemeritation, with the focus on
dialogue and concertation. It was only to be expected that the process

would give rise to some awkward problems, and by the end of the year

difficulties had in fact emerg'ed. It is nevertheless the Commission's firm
intention to have the main aspects of staff policy thrashed out on a basis

of equal representation.

The Round Table on staff policy first convened on 3 June 1969 met
twice in 1970. The Commission took note of a report and an outline
programme listing various measures and sketching a number of guidelines

for them; the suggestions are aimed at securing not only improvements in
terms of employment but also organizational streamlining and more
modern methods.

An important step forward was taken when the Commission accepted,

on 24 July 1970, the principle of officially tecognizing the unions
representing the Commission staff;'in September and October it decided

to engage with these bodies in specific concertation on pay' and settled
necessary procedure.

498. The Commission's concertation procedure was complemented by the
arrangements which the Council adopted on 26 November for its own
dialogue with the staff.

The decision of 14 December on the annual pay- review was

accordingly preceded by a dialogue on the proposal previously agreed to by
the Commission and the unions under the concertation procedure. The
decision provided for a salary increase of 3.5%6 net from 1 July 1970, to
cover the rise in the cost of living in Brussels, and over and above that a

further increase of.4Vo gross from 1 October 1970. The Council also

decided that the corrective coefficient to be applied to the salaties of
officials in Luxemboutg should be the same as. for those in Brussels.

For the purposes of future periodic pay reviews, it was also decided

that the Commissiorr should submit to the Council at the beginning of
I97 l a document for their joint consideration, containing specific proposals

for devising more efficient methods enabling pay policy to be based on

definite, unarguable data; with improved processing of pay questions, it
should be possible to prevent any recurrerrce of disputes which are

unpleasant for staff and employers alike.
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499. The Commission and the unions are also to concert, and dialogue
between Council and unions is to take place, on the revision of the
Community's Personnel Statute now in progress. On 24 July the
Couqcil's panel of experts appointed to study the Commission's proposals
of 28 March 1969 presented its findings to the Permanent Representatives
Committee; the Committee then discussed them with Commission represen-
tatives rvith a view to disposing of the main points still outstanding, such
as the setting-up of a "liaison and dialogue body" for the staff of all the
institutions, the raising of pension rates, and amangements Concerning
part-time wotking.

500. The Commission's establishment was increased in 1970 by only
39 posts (17 in Category A, 10 in B and 12 in C), which were authorized
by the Council out of supplementary appropriations for the Directorates-
General for Economic and Financial Affairs and Development Aid. The
Council's decision of 14 December on the budget for the l97I tinancial
year only partly meets the Commission's personnel requirements. Under
it, the Commission's establishment in 1971 will total 5 423 permanent
and 70 temporary posts, the former breaking down by categories as

follows:

Category A
Category B
Category C
Category D
L/A staff

and the latter into 40 A, 10 C and 20 L/A (Language side).

)01. Appreciable further improvements were made in 1970 in the Com-
mission's provision of facilities for its staff, mote espeically in two direc-
tions, welfare and training. \fith regatd to welfare, the Commission set
up a joint committee on occupational health and safety, and finalized the
arrangements for the granting of building loans to personnel.

THE COURT OF JUSTICE

Cornposition

502. On 6 October 1970, the Court of Justice of the European Com-
munities met in formal session to receive two new appointees, Judge Hans
Kutscher and Advocate-General Alain Dutheillet de Lamothe. At this
session, which was attended by the Ministers of Justice of the Member

| 5t7
1 040
2 025

,00
541
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States, Mr Dutheillet de Lamothe took the oath before the Court; Judge
Kutscher was sworn in after the appointment of his successor at the Federal
Constitutional Court, Kadsruhe.

On 7 October the Court sat in administrative session to appoint its
President, and decided to reappoint for a further three yeats Mr Robert
Lecourt, formerly Garde des Sceaux of the French Republic, who has been
a Judge of the Court of the Communities since 1962 and was its President
from 1967 to L970.

As it does at the beginning of each judicial year, the Court also

appointed the Presidents of the Chambers: Mr Andr6 Donner, a former
President of the Court (from 1958 to 1964), was appointed President
of the First Chamber, with Mr Karl Roemer as Advocate-General, and

Mr Alberto Trabucchi President of the Second Chamber, with Mr Dutheil-
let de Lamothe as Advocate-General.

The composition of the Court is as follows:

President of the Court: R. Lecoutt

First Chamber:

Second Chamber:

Regisffar:

A.M. Donner (presiding)

J. Mertens de \Wilmars and R, Monaco (Judges)

K. Roemer ( Advocate-General)

A. Trabucchi (presiding)
H. Kutscher and P. Pescatore ( Judges )

A. Dutheillet de Lamothe (Advocate-General)

A. Van Houtte

Actiuities ol the Court

503.' During 1970, 80 nev/ cases were btought before the Court of Justice.
The Court handed down 62 judgments, 4 cases were withdrawn, and 78

cases were still pending at 31 December 1970'

There was a marked increase on 1969 in the number of requests for
preliminary rulings, 32 as compared with 14.

The case law of the Court is dealt with in Chapter V of this Report
(Community law) where the various aspects are dealt with in more

detail; a full list of new cases and judgments rendered in L970 is given

at the end of that Chapter.l

t See atso l?ergtt det tlaraax de la Coar de Jastiye des Communautis euopiennet.en 1970
(Survey of the work of the Court of Justiie of_the E_utopean Communities in 1970),
Luxembourg, 1971, extensively quoted rn Bullelin 2-77.
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THE CONSULTATIVE BODIES

Tbe Econonic and Social Connittee

Composition

504. ^fhe second four-vear term of the members of the Committee ended
on 1.6 May L970.

Mr Mathias Berns (general interests, Luxembourg), the outgoing
Chairman, described the work the Committee had done during his period
of office, and urged that it be given still more share in the framing of
Community policies.

505. As when the Committee's first renewal of membership took place in
1966, so again in 1970 the appointment procedure under Articles 195 of
the EEC Treaty and 167 of the Euratom Treaty was not completed on
time; only in late August was the Council able to make the appointments
{or the reconstituted Committee, to run ftom 23 August 1,970 to
22 August 1974.

Basing itself on Articles 236 of the EEC Trcaty and 204 of the
Euratom Trcaty, the Commission took the step of proposing an amend-
ment to Articles t94 of the EEC Treaty and 166 of the Euratom Treaty
so as to avoid any future hiatus in the Committee's activities. The gist
of the proposal was that if the reconstitution procedure were not completed
in time the whole of the Committee should remain in office until all the
new members had been appointed. The Commission submitted this
proposal to the Council on 2 October; on 24 November 1970 the Council
consulted the European Parliament, which gave its opinion in a resolution
of 13 January 197I.

)06. TheCommittee resumed work on 22 September 1970. Mr J.D. Kui
pers (employers, Nethedands ) was elected Chairman, and Mr Albrecht
Aschoff ( general interests, Germany ) and Mr Maurice Bouladoux ( workers,
France) Vice-Chairmen, for 1970-72. After electing its officers the Com-
mittee set up a subcommittee and eight specialized sections, and also, in
accordance with Article 19 of its rules of procedure, groups representing
"the different categories of economic and. social life".

Sessions and actiuities

507. The Committee held eight sessions in 1970, including one extra-
ordinary session. It rendered 48 Opinions and took note of five reports.
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At its January session, which was attended by Mr Levi Sandri, the
former Vice-President of the Commission, the Committee rendered an

Opinion on the reform of the European Social Fund. An Opinion on the
financing of the common agricultural policy was rendered in Februaty.
Three other important Opinions, approved at the April and September

sessions, concerned regional development, the economic situation and the
social situation in the Community.l At the November session, at which
Vice-President \Tilhelm Haferkamp of the Commission v/as present, the
Committee adopted an Opinion on energy problems ( hydrocarbon import
programmes, communication of investment projects in the oil' natural gas

and electricity sectors ).

Reports submitted in 1970 dealt with the phased establishment of
economic and monetaty union (December session ), the applications for
accession to the Community ( April session ), the state of the agricultural
markets ( February session ) and the conventions on trade in wheat and on

food aid.

In January, the Committee heard a statement by Mr Barte, Vice-

President of the Commission, on the short-term economic situation of the

Community; in Seplember, at the constituent session, it was addressed

by Mr Rohwedder, German State Secretary for Economic Affairs,
representing the Council's President-in-office and Mr Albert Copp6, member

of the Commission, and in November by the President of the Commission,
Mr Franco Maria Malfatti.

Tbe ECSC Consultatiue Committee

Cbairmen

508. The Chairman of the Consultative Committee for 1969-70 was

Mr Van Berk (worke$, Germany), and the Vice-Chairmen Mr Taccone
(producers, Italy) and Mr Conrot (producers, Luxembourg).

On l0 October 1970 Mr Picard (consumers and dealers, Ftance) was

elected Chairman for 1970/7I, with two of the outgoing officers,Mr Van
Berk and Mr Conrot as Vice-Chairmen.

t f* f*,fr"t aetails of the various Opinions, see Balletin, Part Two, Ch. IV, Nos. 3,
4, 6,7I znd 12-70 and I znd 2-77.
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Sessions

509. Duting the calendar yeat 1970 the Consultative Committee met eight
times in all (131st to 138th sessions), one of them in constituent session

and one in extraordinary session (in October ). The meetings took place

in Luxembourg, except in June when the Committee met in Essen.

As in previous years, the Committee regularly heard statements by
the Commission; these were presented by Mr Rey, formet President of
the Commission, Mr Barre and Mr Haferkarirp, Vice-Presidents, Mr Copp6,
member, Mr Colonna di Paliano, former membet, and Mr Spinelli, member.

Each quarter the Consultative Committee rendered an Opinion on the
forward programmes for coal and steel. In March it considered a Com-
mission study on the outlook in the coal market in 1,970. In May it
approved a report on technical and social research. In June it adopted a

report on the situation and financial policy of ECSC and a report on its
social problems. In October it discussed a report on Community supplies
of coking coal and coke. In December the Committee rendered its Opinion
on the Community system of state aid to the coal industry, and expressed

itself in favour of the further extension of ECSC Decision l,-64.1

In 1970, the Committee rendered 21 Opinions endorsing proposed
technical research projects.

Connittees

The Monetary Comrtitteez

510. The Monetary Committee held 12 sessions in t970; in addition, the
alternates' committee met on several occasions. As required by Article 105

of the Treaty, the Committee regularly sutveyed the monetary and financial
situation in the Member States. In addition, in accordance with the
Council's decision of tZ July 1969 on the coordination of the Member
States' short-term economic policies, it acted a number of times in its
advisory capacity in prior consultations, and in response to the Council's
request gave its opinion on the implementing arrangements for a Com-
munitv svstem of medium-term financial aid.

1 For further details, see Bulletin, Part Two, Ch. IV, Nos. 4, 5,7,8, 11 and 12-7O

and 2-71.r The work of the Monetary Committee will be comprehensively coveted in its
13th Repot.
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Short-terrn Economic Policy Connittee

511. The Shon-term Economic Policy Committee met five times. As in
previous years, it regularly reviewed the short-term economic situation in
the Member States and in the world in general. Various short-term
economic measures planned by Member States were the subject of prior
consultations in the Committee. In July the Committee considered the
draft budgets of the Member States for 1971. At the Council's request
it went in detail into the problems caused by the present inflationary
trends.

Tbe Budget Policy ComruitteeL

512. The Budget Policy Committee met eight times in 1970. In accor-
dance with its terms of reference, it considered at the beginning of the
year the draft budgets of the Member States for L970,and in July made a

comparative examination of the main outlines of their budgetary policies
for 1971. On several occasions, in accordance with the Council's decisions
of 17 July 1969 and 16 February 1970, it conducted prior consultations
on budget and tax measures, at the request of various Member States.

The Committee also stated its views on those parts of the first draft for
the Third Medium-term Economic Policy Programme which deal with
public finance.

On the basis of a report by its alternates, the Committee studied the
problems of inmoducing PPBS techniques (planning and programming of
budget systems) in the administrations of the Member States; in view of
the importance of this matter, it was decided to hold a symposium on the
subject in the spring of 1971. Vith the aid of expert studies and an
alternates' report, the Committee worked out a method for evaluating the
stimulus applied by the budgets to home demand, which was used for the
first time in the autumn of 1970 in considering the Member States'budgets
f.or 1971.

THE EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK

513. The Board of Governors of the Eutopean Investrnent Bank, meeting
in Luxembourg on 9 September, appointed with effect from 10 September
the Management Committee for the next six years. Mr Yves Le Portz, a

r See also sec. 101.
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Vice-President since 1962, became President in succession to Mr Paride

Formentini, who was not standing again. Mt Formentini was given the title
of Honorary President.

The other outgoing Vice-Ptesident, Prof. Ulrich Meyer-Cording' was

maintained in his post, and Mr Sjoerd Boomstta, abeady a Director of the

Bank, was appointed a Vice-President. A third Vice-Presidency is to be

tt'eated, following amendment of the Protocol on the Statute of the EIB, on

a proposal by the Belgian Government; it is to be held by Prof. Luca
Rosania, who is to begin work with the Management Committee before
the procedural formalities are completed.

On 15 October the representatives of the Member States meeting in
Council signed the ffeaty amending the Protocol on the Statute of the
European Investment Bankr which is annexed to the EEC Treaty. The

nev/ treaty will enter into force on the first day of the month after the
'last signatory State has deposited the instrument of ratification.

The present Chairman of the Board of Governors, for one year from
September 1970 to the next annual meeting, is Mr Alex Mijller, the
German Finance Minister.

514. As noted elsewhete in this report,l a detailed account of the Bank's

activities during the 1970 financial year will be provided in its own annual
reDort.

t f"r . 
"""a"nsed 

account of the Bank's work in 1970, see sec. 531.
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2. Financing Community activities

NE'0tr PROVISIONS

515. The introduction of the new budgetary provisions following the
Council Decision of 21 April 1970 on replacing the Member States' finan-
cial contributions by the Communities' own resources, and also the Treaty
of 22 Aprl1970 amending certain budgetary provisions, will appreciably
modify both the financing of Community activities and the budgetary
powers of the European Parliament. As both the Treaty and the De-
cision had been duly ratified by 1 January L97t, the new arrangements
for financing the budget of the Communities will take effect from that
date.l The Commission's activities in the budgetary field, as defined in
the Treaties and in the rules and regulations in force when the executives
were merged, reflected a concept that has been substantially modified
by subsequent Community decisions.

To give a better insight into the scope of the new provisions,2 it
will be useful to give a general outline of the various points which
directly concern the budgetary and financial field. Four new elements
emerge from the Council decisions:

(a) The creation of own resources;

(b) Direct financing of the common agricultural policy;

(c) The new budgetary procedures and the creation of a single budget
for the Communities;

(d) The multiannual forecasts.

J16. These four elements may be analysed as follows:

The decision on own resources lays down that the Member States'
contributions to cover budgetary expenditure will be replaced by own
fesources consisting of agricultural levies and-step by step----of ostoms
duties; to these will be added from 1975 revenue corresponding to ar
most one percentage point of the value added tax levied on a uniform
basis of assessment throughout the Community.

1 For further information, see sec. 544 arrd also the publication compiled by the
Padiament under the title "The Communities' own resources and the budgetary
powers of the Eutopean Padiament", Luxembourg, June 1970.

2 See also Tbird General Relnrt, sec.362,
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In order to maintain a ceftain balance between each Member State's

share in the community budget, correctives will be applied. During

the interim periocl (1971-74), for example, each Member State's annual

share must not rise by more than l7o or fall by more than 1,.5Vo in

relation to its share for the preceding year. After the end of the

transitional pedod, the year-to-year change in each Member State's con-

tribution may not exceed 2Vo '

In the agricultuml sector, the changeover from reimbursement of
agricultural .*p.ttdit*. through a cLeaing system to direct financing will
ntean that the Member States will no longer, as is currently the case,

need to finance this expenditure pending reimbursement. As ttre c-om-

munity itself will be responsible for this direct financing, it will have

to have the necessary credits and liquid funds at its disposal in advance'

On budgetary procedure, the amendments to Articles 203 (EEC),

177 (Euratom) and 78 (ECSC) require the commission to submit the

preliminary draft budget to the council not later than 1 september; the

Council is given until i October to prepare the draft budget, and the

Parliament must then endorse of amend this draft budget within 45 days.

This means that the Commission will have to prepare the preliminary

draft at a much earlier date.

The new procedures will also lead to a more extensive dialogue

between the institutions, especially when Parliament and Council have

to give the Commission a discharge in respect of the implementation of
the preceding budget. The Communities' budget already combines the

administrative and operational expenditure of the three Communities as

a result of the Merger Treaty, and from L97I it will also include Eur-

atom's research and investment budget. Without embarking on the subject

of the problems involved in the adoption of this programme, it can be

said that the establishment of expenditure estimates will raise new

problems affecting the entire budgetary procedure.

Finally, the Council adopted a decision whereby the Commission

shall, each yeat, af.tet receiving the Opinion of the Budget Policy Com-

mittee, draw up a financial forecast for the three following financial years,

showing the financial implications for the Community of the regulations

and decisions in force and the proposals submitted by the Commission to
the Council. The forecasts must give an analysis of expenditure by cate-

gory.

Once the tansitional period has been replaced by the "norrnal"
period, the Commission shall, after consulting the Short-term Economic
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Policy committee and the Budget Policy committee, and bdore subrnit-
ting the preliminary dmft budget, determine a maximum rate of increase
for "expenditure other than that necessarily resulting from the provisions of
the Treaty". The maximum rare will be calculated on the basis of three
parameters to be determined by the council and communicated to the
other institutions, which will have to conform to it.

517. 'vith regard ro the commission and'particularly to the effects these
four innovations will have on the work of its departments, mention must
also be made of the decision of 14 ocrober tgzo on the gradual im-
plementation by the Commission of a planning, ptog."ro-iog and
budgetrrg system (PPBS). The introductron of thi svrtem oi o*n
resources will bring abour new budgetary problems in the coming years.
There-must consequently be full command of the volume of ."pendito".,
in order to adapt it to the requirements of the political and economic
situation as the commission's tasks and responsibilities grow in number
and in scope.

The commission will therefore have to take decisions which wiil
have to be pressed through with even more determination than in the
past, aRd must be absolutely sure that it will be able to distribute its
resources among its various policies to the best possible effect and so to
maximize the return on community expenditure. The commission will
however have to adapt its budgetary instruments and procedures to these
new requirements.

FINANCIAL CONTROL

518. rn the draft financial regulation submitted to the council on i0 No-
vember 1970 and 29 January 1.971, the commission has included fresh
provisions to fill in a number of gaps still to be found in the rules on
financial control. In this way the commission hopes to have at its
disposal the legal basis needed to ensure control over all the financial
operations with which it has been entrusted.

It can be claimed that since the Community reorganized its depart-
ments in 1968, it has by and large solved the greater part of the problems
of financial control which had arisen in those fields where it hal aheadv
been working. The integration of Europe will be complete only when
all the essential functions of the public authorities are exercised at com-
munity level, and financial control should undoubtedly be one of them.
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At present, the Commission is preparing gradually to implement the

operatio;l budget which may soon be appligd in certain sectors, including

tie Joint Resea-rch Centre, and this raises the question of the role to be

pl"y.d by financial conffol in a budgetary system of this sort. changes

occurringin the pressures exercised by the budget will entail cOrresponding

;h;;.r;; the iask of financial conirol, the main purpose of which will
be tJ ensure that credits are used in accordance with the objectives for

which tlreY are intended.

The new problems are connected with the commission's own re-

sources and EAGGF expenditure. These are best considered together,

as both fevenue a.rd most of the expenditure involved stem ffom similar

intemational tfade ffansactions carriid out at national level. The first

aim must be to establish a uniform control which, aided by the rapid

,"oory of full information, would be responsible for a systematic check

"" rtt implementing provisions that govern the work done in this field

by the national autliorities and for ensuring that they con{orm with Com-

munity law. The provisions adopted by the council, and those on which

a decision is due ihortly, shoull make it possible to achieve this first

objective before the end of 197t.

BUDGETARY AND FINANCIAL QUESTIONS

The operational budget

Financial year 1971

51_g. Thenew system for financing the community budget came into force

on 1 January 1971, after the M.mb.r States had duly informed the

i..r.r"ry-G.neral of' the Council that the procedures required by their

constitulional provisions for adoption of the Council Decision of 21 April
1970 had been completed and the instruments of ratification of the Treaty

of.22 Apil1970 h;d been deposited with the Government of the Italian

Republic. This led the commission ro propose to the council that both

rrr. uuag"r of the communities for the budget year'J.97I, adopted by the

Councilt 14 December 1970, and the corresponding Euratom research

"nd 
inu.rr*.nt budget, adopted on 17 December 1970, should be adjusted
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to conform with the new financing system. On 11 December 1970, the
Cornmission submitted to the Council a preliminary draf.t amended budget
of the European Communities for the 1.971 financid. year.

520. Sevetd, amendments to the budgets approved by the Council on
t4 and 17 December 1970 are contained in this preliminary draft. On
the expenditure side, a chapter XIX, entitled "flat-tate reimbursement of
Member States for costs incurred in collection of the Community's own
resources" has been added to section III (Commission). It provides for
a credit of. 12671,3350 u.a., corresponding to L}Vo of the estimated
total of Member States' bontributions to the Communities' own resources
{.or 1971. A chapter XXXIII, entitled "Research and investment ex-
penditure" and containing a credit of 66 588 400 u.a., has also been
created. This figute coresponds to the total of the research and develop-
ment budget for L97I, which becomes an annex to section III of the
general budget.

Incorporation in the general budget of the expenditure of the re-
seatch and investment budget has, of course, been accompanied by the
incorporation of the receipts also. Apart from various regular receipts,
the funds used to finance credits included in the amended budget for l97L
with the exception of credits financed in accordance with special scales

come partly from the Communities' own resources and partly from
Member States' contribution under the new scale. The credits financed
from funds conributed on special scales include Euratom'i supplementary
research and education programmes, EAGGF Guarantee Section expen-
diture relating to 1,966/67,1.967 /68 and 1968/69, and EAGGF Guidance
Section expenditure.

' Using data provided by the Member States, the Commission's depart-
ments have begun to work out the amount of the levies and, where
approximate, of the percentage of customs duties which the Member States
will contribute to the Communities as part of the 1971 budget, and to
calculate the financial contributions from the Member States needed to
balance the budget.

These contributions have been revised and amended to cohform with
the provisions under which the year-tGyear variation in each Member
State's share of the total contributions may not rise by more than 'J,Vo or
fall bv morc than I.5Eo.
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The original operational budget for. L97l amounted to:

3 709 162 9)9 u.a.

To this would be added:

(i) The flat-nte reimbursement of
Member States for collection costs:

(ii) The cedits needed for the research and

. investment budget:
bringing the total receipts and expenditure
in the preliminary &aft of the amended

1.26 713 350 u.a.

66 588 400 u.a.

budget of the European Communities for 1971 to 3 902 464 689 u.a.

52L. The budget adopted on 14 December 1970, in the light of the re-
solution passed by the European Parliament and the amended draft
amounted, as stated above, to 3 709 162 939 u.a. The expenditure au-
thorized for each institution is as follows:

12 013 220 u.a. for the European Parliament,
17 777 067 u.a. for the Council,

3 676741837 u.a. for the Commission,
2 630 815 u,a. for the Court of Justice.

The 3 676741837 u.a. allocated to the Commission comprises :

LL6774 320 u.a. for administrative expenditure,
55 000 000 u.a. for expenditure by the European Social Fund,

3 484 967 517 u.a. for expenditure by the European Agricultural
Guidance and Guarantee Fund,

20 000 000 u.a. for expenditure on food aid.

The total number of staff authorized for l97l is 5 493, an increase
of 193 over 1970 (47 A, 19 B, 72 C, 2l D, and 34 L/A)

Sapplernentary budgets lor 1970

522. In the light of the resolution adopted by the Parliament on 16 Sep-
tember 1970, the Council on 29 September adopted Supplementary
Budget No. 1 of the European Communities for 1970; this created 39
additional posts in the "Economic and Financial A{faits" and "Develop-
ment Aid" Directorates-General (I7 A, 10 B and 12 C).

In the light of the resolution adopted by the Parliament on
18 Novembet L970, the Council on L4 December adopted Supplementary
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Budget No. 2 of the European Communities for 1970; this provided
supplementary credits amounting to 1631974000 u.a. for the EAGGF
Guarantee Section for the period from 1 July to 31 December 1970.

Total credits in the Guarantee Section for 1970 are therefore:

(a) Otiginal amount under 1970 budget 2 455 785 000 u.a.

(b ) Supplementary amount under Supplementary
Budget No. 2/1970 I.631974 000 u.a.

making a total of 4 087 759 000 u.a.

This sum is to cover a period of 18 months, from 1 July 1969 to
J1 December 1970, and certain expenditure still outstanding from eatlier
periods.

The sum of 2058990000 u.a. included in the 1970 budget to
cover operations of the EAGGF Guarantee Section after L July 1969 was

apportioned between the various market otganizations.

At its session of 14 December 1970 and in the light of a further
resolution adopted by the Parliament on J December 1970, the Council
also adopted Supplementaty Budget No. 3 of the European Communities
fot 1970, providing supplementary credits amounting to 600 000 u.a.

This sum, together with a futher 500 000 u.a. obtained by a switch
within the Commission's budget, provides 1 100 000 u.a. in aid for the
victims of the disaster which befell Pakistan in Novembet 1970.

Euratom programme and badget

Decision on tbe 1971 programrne and badget

523. Since the work on new structures and future activities has not yet
been completed, the L969 and 1970 programmes and budgets will have
to apply again in 1971, in accordance with the Council resolution of
6 December 1969.

Proposals to this effect were submitted by the Commission to the
Council, which adopted the 1971. programme on 26 October 1970 and on
the same date drew up the draft budget for the I97I financial year.
On 17 December 1970, the Council adopted the Euratom Research and

Investment Budget f.or 197t. This budget is the financial side of the
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1971 research and training programme. Its fitst part provides fot

( a ) 62 57 5 000 units of account to cover commitments : this sum includes:

(i) 29094 000u.a. for the execution of the L97I ioint programme (in-
cluding the Dragon project ) ;

(ii) 30 537 000 u.a. for the execution of the 1971 supplementary prog-

rammes;

(iii) 2794000u.a. to pay sl;Trl., shown on the budget after l1 De-

(iv) 150 000 u.a. for studies on the new structutes of the Joint
Reseatch Centre and its use for non-nuclear activities.

Although the I97L programme and budget are merely a repetition of those
Ior 1969 and L970, the following two additional items of expenditure have

been included:

(i) 800 000 u.a. for studies on the construction of the pulse reactor
SORA (Article 151);

(ii) 250 000 u.a. for the financing of irradiations of graphite materials
and HTR fuels in the BR-2 reactor (Article 536 bis).

(b) 62 587 400 u.a. to cover payments.

The second part of the budget provides funds to cover other Com-
munity operations (loans to certain firms as part of the Euratom-United
States agreement for the construction'of pov/er reactots) which are not
included in the programmes, amounting to 4 001 000 u.a. for commitments
and payments.

Decision on tbe L970 programme and badget

524. On 6 December 1969 the Council agreed to extend Euratom's 1969
tesearch and tmining programme to 1970 and, if necessary, to 1971 so

that the capacity of the Joint Research Centre could be maintained pending
the result of the work and studies concerned with the reorganization
of the JRC and elaboration of the programme of future activities.l

In this context, the Council on L6 January L970 adopted the teseatch
and training programme fot 1970, and on 6 March L970 it drew up the

L Secs.224 et seq,
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research and investment budget for 1970. This budget made available:

(a) Commitments: 55 379 800 u.a., broken do'wn as followsr

(i) 26389 L00u.a. for execution of the ioint programme;

(ii) 25 7t6 400 u.a. for execution of supplementary programmes;

(iii) 3 274 3OO u.a. for certain expenses not included in the
programme.

(b) Payments: $ 642 400 u.a. (since commitments cover several years,

the funds made available for payments in any financial year stem

from commitments incurred partly during previous financial yeam,

partly during the current year).

ECSC FINANCING

525. lJnder the ECSC Trcaty, the funds needed by the Community in
carrying out its tasks come either from levies on the production of coal

and steel or from loans raised on the capital markets. The levies are

intended chiefly to cover ECSC administrative expenditure ( the share of
the European Communities' budget to be covered ftom this source is laid

down in the Merger Treaty), readaptation assistance, and promotion of
technical and economic research; borrowing, on the other hand, must be

used exclusively for re-lending.

Tbe leuy

526. Aftet discussing the matter with the relevant committees of the

European Parliament, the Commission decided on 22 December L970 to
maintain the rate of levies on the ptoduction of coal and steel at 0.30Vo

for the I97lL financial year.

In the Communities' budget for 1'971, the ECSC's requirements

amount to 62.05 million u.a.

In view of the fact that to cover part of these needs, 16.30 million
u.a. were provided from other sources, chiefly by income from investment

and the repayment of loans from special reserves, and that it was possible

to obtain a further 4.32 ftillion u.a. from certain resetves, the Commission

calculated that the amount to be covered by the proceeds of the year's

levy would be 41.5 million u.a., including allowance for a small surplus.

L Jounal ofrciel No. L 284,30 December 1970.
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The forecasts on expenditure, broken down under the following main
heads, are:

(a) Administration
(b) Readaptation

(c) Researcf contracts

(d) Assistance to coking coal and
metallutgical coke

( e ) Industrial redevelopment ( Article 56 )

(f ) Subsidization of interest (Article 54)

Anount
18 million u.a.

18 million u.a.

11 million u.a.

2.55 million u.a.

1.50 million u.a.

3.50 million u.a.

At the end of the year, the ECSC estimates of outturn for l97O
proved acflrrate for research ( 10 million u.a. ), for redevelopment
(3.5 million u.a.) and, to a lesser degree, fot readaptation (24 million u.a.

as against 26, owing to the late submission of certain applications). Part
of the reserves were used to cover the supplementary needs resulting from
the ECSC's contribution to a special fund created by the Commission in
1970, for the financing of assistance to coking coal and metallurgical
coke. Administrative expenditure (18 million u.a.) coresponds to the
contribution which, under Article 20 of. the Merger Treaty, ECSC makes
to the Communities' adminisuative expenditure.l

Financing of inuestnent

527. The Treaty of Paris empowers the Commission to "facilitate the
carrying out of investment programmes by granting loans to undertakings
or guaranteeing other loans which they may contract" (Article 54, first
paragraph ). As well as making loans towards capital schemes on the
coalmining and steelmaking sides proper, the Community can assist in the
samc ways with the financing of any projects and plant which "contribute
directly and primarily to increasing the production, reducing the production
costs or facilitating the marketing of products undet its jurisdiction" (At-
ticle 54, second paragraph). Such operations (which require the
unanimous endorsement of the Council) have so far been confined almost
exclusively to finance schemes for building workers' houses and large
power stations. Applications continued to be received from enterprises
for ECSC aid with the financing both of industrial programmes and of
programmes of the kind specified in Article 56 of the ECSC Treaty (te-
development loans ).

I Third General Report, sec. 368.
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No applications for fresh guarantees by the Commission, under either
Article 54 ot Article 56, were received in 1970. Payment on the

48.7 million u.a covered by earlier guarantees brought the total still
outstanding at 31 Decembet 1970 down to 32 million u.a.

528. The Commission's bottowing operations under Article 49 of the

ECSC Treaty today number 58, and the sums raised total 952.56 nnl-
lion u.a. D"ring the period' I Jamtary to J1 December 1970, the cost

of long-term capital was exceptionally high, and the Commission therefore

decided to grant financial assistance only to the most urgent programmes;

in this way enterprises were prwented from borrowing at excessive cost'
Only two loans were raised by the Commission during the year: a loan of
Bfrs. 500 million placed privately on the Belgian market and a loan of
50 million European monetary units offered for public subscription in
Luxembourg and Belgium, on the European caprtil market. The latter
loan is the ]irst issue in European monetary units to be symbolized by t'
the value of which will remain unchanged for the duration of the loan

at DM 3.66,Bftl50, FF 5.55419, Lit. 625, Lfrs. 50 or Fl. ).62 at the

holder's choice. This formula is a step towards the gradual establishment

of a European capital market, and its special attraction lies in the fact
that the paymeht of interest and the redemption of capital can be made

in whichever anrency the holder prefers and at the parity fixed at the

date of issue. These advantages are offset by the fact that the rate of
interest is appreciably lower than the rates available on the international
market at the time of issue.

529. Since the proceeds of the loan in European monetary units were
paid up only at the beginning of.1971, funds available in 1970 for lending
to enterprises totalled 14'30 million u'a': 

(rn,rion u.a.)
(i) Funds in hand at the beginning of

the year

(ii) Proceeds of loans in 1970

(iii) Repayment before due date

22.51

10.00

t.79

34.30

The loans paid out from this sum in 1970 amounted to 30.07 mil-
lion u.a. In 1970 the Commission also lent 1.59 million u.a. from its
own resources,
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About half the loans granted in 1970 were at cost, i.e. at 7.257o
up to 18 March L970 and thereafter at 8.25Vo; they helped to finance
the industrial programmes covered by Article 54.

In the main, however, the loans made to finance redevelopment
programmes under Article 56 of the ECSC Treaty vrere granted on more
advantageous terms, made possible by using part of tlre income derived
from the management of liquid assets. At the beginning of 1970, as

in previous years, only 4.57o per annum was charged on these for the
first five years; from 29 ApnI 1970 this special rate had to be raised to
5.5Vo. The rates payable after the first five years are the same as those
in the preceding paragraph. The lower rate of interest was in some cases

charged on the whole, in others on only part of the principal-depending,
for instance, on the number of new jobs the project was calculated to
create.

Under a decision published by the Commission in the officia)
gazette of the European Communities on 18 June 1,970, the same system
of lending at teduced interest will, in present circumstances and so far
as means arc availablq be used to finance certain investment schemes of
the coal and steel industries. The schemes must either offer special
interest for health and safety, or be multinational, or help eliminate the
worst bottlenecks, or establish research or vocational training centres.

The Community maintained its policy on the financing of workers'
housing in 1970. Its loans for this purpose are ordinarily granted out
of the special reserve referred to above, ^t a very low rate of interest
and on specially attractive redemption terms. The loans are made in the
currency of the payee's country to avoid any risk to the borrower. The
sums advanced during the period under review were once more for the
puqposes of Building Scheme VI. Disbursements totalled 1.59 million u.a.,
paid exclusively from the special reserve.

530. The share of industrial loans proper decreased and that of loans for
redevelopment under Article 56 incieased in the course of the year. Fot
industrial projects the ECSC set aside 11.89 million u.a. made available
entirely by bortowing. The programmes assisted may be broken down
among the types of investment given priority in the Community's
"General.Objectives" or under other policies laid down by the Com-
mission; these are:

In the coal industry:

Pithead power stations taking low-grade coal:
Charbonnages de France, Paris (Lorraine coalfield)
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In the iron and steel industry:

Oxygen steelmaking plant:

Italsider Spa, Genoa (Taranto plant)

Continuous casting plant:

Mannesmann AG, Diisseldorf ( Duisburg-Huckingen plant )

Rationalization and specialization of rolled steel production:
Cockerill-Ougree-Providence and Espdrance-Longdoz SA, Seraing
(Marchienne and Athus plants)
SA Minibre et mdtallurgique de Rodange, Rodange
SA Sid6rurgique maritime ("Sidmar"), Ghent.

A total of 16.18 million u.a. was paid out during the year in 14

redevelopment loans, distributed geographically as follows:

Germany

North Rhine - Westphalia:
Leichtmetall Gesellschaft mbH, Essen (Essen-Borbeck plant)
Signode System GmbH, Dinslaken
Mannesmann Aktiengesellschaft, Disseldorf ( Huckingen, Gelsenkir-
chen and Duisburg-Miindelheim plants )

Pigment Chemie GmbH, Cologne (Homberg/Niederrhein plant)
Lower Saxony:
Salzgitter Hiittenwerk Aktiengesellschaft, Salzgitter (Salzgitter-Driitte
plant)

France

North - Pas-de-Calais:
Soci6t6 anonyme constnrctions mdcaniques de Carvin, Carvin
Soci6td anonyme des usines Chausson, Asnibres-sur-Seine (Maubeuge
plant)
Lorraine:
SA Automobiles Citro€n, Paris (Metz-Borny plant)

Netherlands

Limburg:
Natronchemie NV, Rotterdam (Linne-Herten plant)
Raypak Produkten NV, Kerkrade
NV van der Burg's Borstelfabrieken, Kerkrade
NV Ventair, Maastdcht
NV Signano-Nederland, Heerlen
NV Interchrome Nederland. Maastricht
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Table 28 shows the loans paid out by the ECSC from the statt of
its financial operations to J1 December 1970, by category and country.

TABLE 28

Total lendings at 31 December 1970

(in million u.e. end Yo)

Communlty

Gemany
'ooo ooo I o/

u.&. | 'n

71.55

13.00
14.48
0.61
0.29
0.07

Total 506.73 773.60 200.66 1032.99 100.00

I Including loans under Article 54, second paragraph.

TI{E ETJROPEAN INVESTMEI.{T BANK1

531. The activities of the Bank for the financial veat 1970 will be
described in detail in its annual report.

In accordance with the provisions of the Trcaty of Rome, and the
association agreements or conventions, the Bank's operations have con-
cerned projects within the Community and in the Associated States.

Coal industryl
Iron-ore mines
Iron and steel industryr

Subtotal

rWorkers' housing
Redevelopment
Readaptation
Research
Miscellaneous

194.t3
10.55

t86.71

53.09
13.00
57.78

4.99
5.70

148.76

14.00
1.00

49.36

266.21
30.25

442.67

25.77
2.93

42.85

64.34
43.77
5.82
1.4t

723.87

21.65
26.95
0.53
0.60

739.07

734.29
149.56

6.35
3.00
0.72

159.45

14.22
26.76

0.23

64.36

34.08
52.08

0.76
0.72

152.00

1 See also sec. 513 above.
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Between I January and 1 December 1970, the Bank signed 46lvan
contracts for a total of 276.6 million u.a. in which were included three
grouped loans totalling 2L.3 million u.a. for subJending to small and
medium-sized enterprises in the Federal Republic, France and Italy. In
addition, the Bank gave guarantees for the firct time since it was founded;
these thrce guarantees brought the total number of contracts to 49 fot
a total of. 299.8 million u.a.

The loan total breaks down into 297 milTion u.a. in 47 ordrl:.Ly
loans and 2.8 million u.a. in two loans under the Special Section for
projects in Ivory Coast; the Special Section enables the Bank to grant loans
on favoutable tetms on the instructions of either the Community or
the Member States, at their sole risk and with funds supplied by them.

Between its foundation and L December 1,970, the Bank signed 312
loan and guarantee contracts totalling | 7 58.3 million u.a. of which ordinary
expenses represented I 557.I million u.a. spread over 264 loans and
guarantees, while the Special Section accounted fot 201.2 million u.a. in
48 loans. These figutes include six grouped loan contracts amounting to
38.7 million u.a., including one in Turkey for 3.8 million u.a. and three
guarantee conffacts-these all concern projects in Member States-for a

total of 23.2 million u.a.

532. Dur.ng the first eleven months of. 1970, 22 lvans for ordinary ex-
penses were concluded for a total of 15I.9 million u.a. for projects in
Italy, nine f.or 58.7 million u.a. f.or projects in France, seven for J5.2
million u.a. for projects in Germany, two for 22.0 million u.a. for projects
in Belgium, one for 2.8 million u.a. for a project in the Netherlands, one
for 1.0 million u.a. for a project in Luxembourg, one for 1.8 million u.a.
for a project in Cameroon and one for 0.45 million u.a. for a project in
Upper Volta. To these loans must be added the three guarantees already
mentioned, of which two, amounting to 20.5 million u.a., concern Italy,
while the third concerns a project in France.

In the Special Section, where 2 loans for Ivory Coast totallirtg 2.8
million u.a. were concluded, the operations were reduced during the first
eleven months of 1970. This was due to the expiry of the Financial
Protocol relating to Turkey and of the Convention of Association with
the AASM.I Under the new Financial Pnotocol for Turkey signed on
23 November 1970, special loans totalling 195 million ,r.a. ari to be

I Convention on the AASM supplemented by similar prov)sions for the overseas
countries and territories (OCT) decided by the Council of the Communities.
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granted before May 1976. Under the new Convention of Association

coming into force on 1 January 1971, loans will be granted by 1975 to
the AASM and the OCT for a total of 90 million u.a. out of EDF funds,

in the form of soft loans and contributions to the formation of risk
capital. Up to 100 million u.a. of ordinary EIB loans may be added to
this sum.

As regards the ordinary loans and guarantee contracts signed by
the Bank during the first eleven months of L970,35 loans tor L57.3 miI-
lion u.a. concern industrial investment, 4 for 48.2 million u.a. will help

to finance infrastructure of regional interest and 8, f.or 9L5 million n.r.,
will be used to establish infrastructute of Community interest.

533. The Bank continued its traditional work of helping less-developed

regions in the Community countries, particularly those Italian regions

which receive assistance from the Cassa per il Mezzogiotno (20 loans for
111.9 million u.a. and one guarantee for 6.8 million u.a.). In addition, for
the regions of Liguria and Tuscany,2loans (40 million u.a') and one

guarantee (13.7 million u.a.) were made available to establish infra-
structure of Community and regional utility. In France, the Bank granted

7 loans for 38.9 million u.a. for regional development and for conversion,
and 2 loans and one gtrarantee of Community interest, for 22.5 million u.a.

In the.Federal Republic, 7 loans totalling 35.2 mills,on u.a. wete grantd,
of which 3 (1.2.0 million u.a.) were for the redevelopment areas of the
Saar and Ruhr, the remaining 4 having been used to help finance projects
in various Federal development at6as. Finally, in the Netherlands, the
Bank provided aid in the province of Gelderland for a total of 2.8 mil-
lion u.a., and in Belgium, in the provinces of Limburg and Libge, for a

total of 22 million, in each case for one project.

r0fith regard to resources, at 1 December 1970 the Bank had floated
6 loans totalling 138.9 million u.a.; two of these were denominated in
dollars, the other four in DM, florins, Belgian francs and French francs.

Loans floated by the Bank and still outstanding at 30 November 1970,
plus the relevant redemption premiums, are shown in the balance-sheet

at 985.9 million u.a.
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L Information policy of the Commission

Tbe Directorate-General lor lnlormation

534. The outcome of the Hague Conference in December 1969 was

obviously bound to affect the Commission's-information work: there was

a marked increase in interest, both inside and outside the Community, in
all matters pertaining to European integration.

Inside the Community, one item in the Conference's final com-
muniqu6 which was of special relevance in this connection was Point 1.6,

in which the Heads of State or Govetnment stated that "all the creative
activities and the actions conducive t5 European growth decided upon
hete will be assured of a greater future if the younger generation is closely
associated with them. The Governments have endorsed this need and
the Communities will make provision for it". On 14 April 1970 the
Commission submitted to the Council an aide-m4nzoire on steps to give
effect to Point 16. At its session of 21 July, the Council agreed that
the Permanent Representatives Committee should set up an ad boc working
party of senior officials from Member States to draw up a report for the
Council. The working party based itsel{ on the Commission's proposals,

the Italian Government's memorandum of 20 April 1970, the findings
of the conference of 12-14 June 1970 on the younger generation and the
European Community and the proposals put forward by the various delega-

tions on the subject; it also bote in mind the positions adopted by youth
organizations.

The report, presented at the end of the year, stressed the need to
provide the younget generation with more detailed and more extensive
information on European questions. One of its ptoposals was that a

Standing Committee on Youth Questions should be set up, consisting of
senior officials responsible for mattets concerning youth in the Member
States and the Commission, with the function of ensuting that the
Member States vrorked in harmony with one anothet and with the Com-

mission in deciding what action should be taken to associate youth with
the building of Europe, both at Community and at national level. The
report goes on to outline various arrangements for informing and educating
the younger generation on Europe, and urges that international organiza-

tions and national youth councils be enabled to voice theit problems and

make suggestions on Community issues relating to youth.
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The conference on the younger generation and the European Com-
munity which the Commission had announced on 1 July 1958 that it
was planning to atrange was held in Brussels on 12-14 June.

The conference, which was carefully prepated in each country, was
the occasion for wide-ranging exchanges of views among the youth
organizations reptesented and between them and the Commission. For
the firct time, some 250 young people, from a large number of national
and international bodies of every stamp, in the political, ttade union, rutal
affairs, student and teaching fields, met to consider together the progress

of European unification and the problems of the young.

535. Actionplanned on Point 16 of the Hague communiqu6 also extends
to school and university education and to teacher'and student mobility.
The Council instructed the ad 6oc wotking party of senior education
officials to make preparations for a meeting of the Education Ministers of
the Membet States to discuss these matters.

On the basis o{ Community studies and of vatious proposals from
university quarters, taken in conjunction with the felt want of coordination
in the education field, some points have been roughed out for a policy
of establishing a real "European Academic and Education Community".
The Community assisted the work of a number of organizations and
universities which have taken up this mattet, and in particular co-sponsored
a conference in Grenoble on 29-31 October for the purpose of reviewing
existing inter-university cooperation in Europe and drawing up recommen-
dations to the Governments and the European institutions.

The Commission continued its information work in other fields-
notably among workers', farmers' and consumers' organizations-and
among the general public; thus some 60 information sessions wete held
fot wage-paid and salaried workers' unions, and about 220 for agricultural
organizations.

A special drive was also undertaken to give members of national
Parliaments and local councils, journalists, and others with influence on
public opinion a fuller pictute of Community activities by otganizing
on-the-spot visits. One hundred and seventy parties in all visited the
Commission, including a high proportion of delegations from the countries
seeking membership.

-I-16. Outside the Community, the negotiations in progress with many
countries, and in patticular with the applicants for membership, and the
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renev/al of the Association Agreement with the African States and Mada-
gascar, brought a sharp inctease in the demand for information on the
Community genetally and on Community policies.

In the United States special attention was devoted to keeping
Government and Press citcles adequately informed, by such means as

arranging for conributors to agricultutal journals to visit Europe, inviting
American provincial journalists to \07ashington, and so on; a memorandum
on the subject was submitted to the Council on27 May. A symposium on

the "brain drain" of European scientists gave the Commission a better
insight into why scientists were leaving and in what circumstances they

would be likely to return, and also what could be done to lessen the

outflow of young tesearchers going for good.

In Turkey, to mark the changeover of the association agreement

from the preparatory to the tansitional stage, the Community was

represented at the Izmir Ttade Fair and organized two other events in
Ankara and Istanbul.

In Japan the Community was represented at the Osaka Votld
Exhibition. Its pavilion, based on the theme "Imagination for Peace",

served at once as a record of the history of Eutopean civilization and a

display of the Community's objectives and achievements. On "Europe

Day" a delegation led by Mr Pierte Harmel, President of the Council
of Ministers, and Mr Jean Rey, President of the Commission, was received

by His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Japan and the Prime Minister
of the Japanese Government. In six months almost 2 million people

visited the pavilion, which aroused great interest in political and economic

circles and also among the general public, at a time when negotiations

were being opened for a trade agreement between the Community and

lapan.

537. As regards means used to make the public better acquainted with
Community matters, the Commission relied more especially on the issue of
magazines, bulletins and other publications specially designed for patticulat
countries and readerships. A notable innovation $tas a two-monthly

bulletin in Turkish, a further addition to the range of periodicals brought
out by the Commission in the four Community languages and in English,

Spanish and Greek.

In the audio-visual field, the number of radio and television

programmes in which the commission took part was mofe than double
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than in the previous year. Special mention should be made of the coopera-

tion with the producers of television programmes for schools.

Spokesman's Groap

JJ8. More and more newspaper, radio and television journalists from both
member and non-member counffies, and in particular from the countries
applying for membership, took to covering Community affairs and the
work of tlre Commission, and i considerable number of n9w regular and
special cotrespondents made,,thei.r. appearance in Brussels.

The Spokesman's Group maintained regular contact with the jour-
nalists accredited to the Commission, now 177 in number, and with the
special correspondents and visting journalists, thtough the daily Press
briefings, and through assistance with studies, surveys, and intetviews with
members and senior officials of the Commission. Attendance at the
Spokesman's weekly Press conferences, and at the periodic discussions
organized in the capitals of the Member States in .cooperation with the
Community information offices thete, increased markedly.

. The gteat interest of the media in Community developments was also
demonsttated by the larger number of joumalists repotting Council
meetings and sessions of the European Parliament, whete the Spokesman's
Group regulady gave them particulats of the substance, background and
implications of Commission proposals. The Group also continued to
prepare and issue te something like 1 500 recipients information handouts
and backgtound notes in the four Community languages and English, and
in addition disseminated 462 Commission replies to v/ritten parliamentary
questions.

The Spokesman's Group was also responsible for selecting all the basic
documents relating to Commission decisions and the main documents and
publication of the Directorates-General of the Commission and of the
other instituliens-serns 840 in all-for daily or weekly mailing to close
on 600 addressees in'Press, diplomatic and business quarters.

Guidelinles for tbe Conruission's inlormation
policy in 197L

5J9. At its meeting of 9 December 1970 the Commission laid down the
guidelines fot its information policy in 1971.
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It decided:

(i) to devote the maximum effon and funds to information on the
Community's policies and principal activities, with special priority for
the subjects of economic and monetary union, Community enlarge-
ment, social policy, commercial policy, development aid, the common
agricultural policy, regional policy, uansport policy, industrial policy,
and research and technology;

(ii) to beam its information work on the "information multipliers" in
all the circles having to do with these matterq with a certain priority
for the trade unions, the agdcultural organizations, the universities,
consumer bodies, and youth;

(iii ) for this purpose, to make use for preference of
(a) the Press, including regional newspapers, trade journals and

specialized periodicals ;

(b) magazines and bulletins having a single basic section and
branching out from that to deal with the various priority
subjects;

(c) television programmest

(d) infotmation visits, with priority for political figures, journalists,
, leaders of uade unions and trade associations and educationists
from the member and the applicant countries;

(iv) to display at world exhibitions only if the Member States agree to
group their own displays ih the same area round a small Community
pavilion, and at other exhibitions and fairs to install only stands or
inf,ormation points and treat these as forming part of broader
information campaigns;

(v) to make tegular and systematic use of opinion surveys, in order to
keep the Commission abreast of reactions to its decisions and afford
guidance for the Community's information work.
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CHAPTER V

COMMUNITY LAIT

540. The development of Community law has kept pace with irnportant
political and institutional events such as the extension of the Padiament's
budgetary powers and the end of the tansitional period. At the same

time it reflects the progress towards a fuller customs union, marked by a
more clearly unified market and by an incease in the number of legal
relationships affected by Community law.

Other important events have not, for the moment, had any direct
impact on the legal sphete. This is true, for instance, of the opening of
negotiations with the countries which have applied to join the Communi-
ties; the principle has been laid down that entry entails acceptance of all
the measures of every kind which have been adopted since the Treaties
came into force.

Howevet, the extension of their provisions requires technical adjust-
ments in certain cases. The examination and preparation of these
adjustments, and the need to dnaw up new official language versions of the
ptovisions in force, necessitate a study of all the rules enacted to rmplement
the Treaties. This work is being undertaken, in cooperation with the
applicant countries, in accordance with the relevant instructions from the
Council to the Commission.

For the moment, the development of Community law continues to
reflect chiefly the growth and consolidation of its distinctive features,
together with certain new contributions relating to the interpretation and

application of its substantive rules. In this respect, the case-law of the
Court of Justice and of nationail courts helps to es'tablish the basic principles
of Community law by continually filling in details. At the same time,
interpenetration of national law and Cornmunity law is becoming more
and more evident in the laws of all the Member States, and the irnportance
of this process goes far beyond the purely legal field.
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1. Distinctive featurcs of Communitv law

INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

541. Tlhepolitical iriportance and the contents of the provisions concern-
ing the allocation to the Communities of {inancial resources of their own,
the extension of the Padiament's budgetary powers and the introduction
of definitive arrangements for financing the common agricultural policy
have alteady been dealt with in the present Report.l In addition, the
Third General Report discussed the origins of these provisions.z Only
those aspects which are essential to the institutional development of the
Communities will be examined here.

Replacing fnancial contribations from Menber S tates
b1 tbe Conmunities' own fnancial reszurces

542. The Communities' acquisition of financial resources of thetr own,
which will gradually replace financial contributions from Member States,
reptesents an important step forward in the development of the Commu-
nities.s

From the outset, the Treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel
Community enabled the European Coal and Steel Community to meet its
expenditute out of its own financial resources, which it obtained by im-
posing a levy on the coal and steel industries. For the European Economic
Communi:ty and Euratom,the problem was simultaneously bigger and more
complicated. That is why the treaties establishing them providcd inidally
for financial conmibutions from Member States, and laid down conditions
rinder which these contributions could be replaced later by the Commu-
nities' own f€sources.

Article 20L of the EEC Trcatya did not lay down any binding
time-limit for this purpose. Howwer, it is very significant to observe that,
as the end of the transitional oeriod came nearer. the institutions of the

' Ch.rII, patt 2,1, and Ch. IV,2 (communiqu6 dated D Apil 1970).
' Introduction, III, and the main part of the Report secs. L38,362,36),489 and 491.
' On this point, see the collection of documents purblished by the European Padiament
in June 1970 undet the title "Tbe European Connunities' oun linancial resoil/ces
and tbe badgetary pouers ol the Parlianent".

' The same is true of the Euratom Treatv.
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Community did not believe 'that they could wait any longer m dcquire
resources of their own. The outline agreements concluded on this point
at the end of December 1969 were put into effect by the Council's decision
of 2l Aprtl 1970,r the provisions of which have been adopted by the
Member States in'accordance with their respective constitqtional rules.

Natura,lly enough, in order to meet the budget of the Communities,
thoughts turned primari{y to custorns duties and to the levies on imported
agricul,tur.al produce; but, to give a more balanced appearance to the system

.as a whole, it was also decided to allot to the Community, as trcm 1975,
pan of the value added tax collected in the Member States.z

It is interesting to note that the decision of 21 April 1970 is inspired
by the principles of budget law applied in the variou,s mernber countries,
and rules out the ear-marking of revenue (e.g. from agriculture) for
expenditure of the same character. In accordance with the same principle
of a single, all-embracing budget, the Treaty of. 22 Apil 19708 provides
that Eur,atom's revenue and expendituie on research and investments sha,ll

henceforth be included in the budget of the Communities.a

The implementation of the decision of 21 April 1970 will profoundly
alter the relationship between national administrations and the Commu-
nities; nationarl administrations'will remain responsible for collecting the
revenue in question, but it will belong wholly to the Communities. The
application of such a system of administrative cootrrration cannot fail to
raise legal problems of a more or less novel character in the life of the
Communities.

The introduction of defnitiae arrangements fnr
fnancing tlte conmon agricultural polic1

J4-3. Now that it has resources of its own, the Community will henceforth
assume financial responsibility for the implementation of the common

' Decision by the Council on the replacement of financial contributions from Mernber
States by the Communities' own resources, 21 April 7970: ]ournal olliciel No. L 94,
28 ApriJ 1970, p. 70.

' The rate may not excd t%o.
'Treaty of 22 ApnJ, 1970 amending certain budgetary provisions of the Treaty

establishing a single Council and a single C.ommission of the European Communities
and related documents.

' The only things now remaining outside the budget of the Communitic are the
costs of intervention (re-training and research) by the European Coal and Steel
Community, which are covered by the ECSC levies.
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agricultural policy. The remgnition of this principle proves conclusively
that the common agricutrtural policy is a matter sololy for the Community.

One particular result is that the Community's responsibilitv for the

costs of the common organization of agricultural markets will be complete
and direct. It will be complete, because the Fund will assu,me resp,onsi-

bility, not only for all the expont rebates,, but also for all the costs of
intetvention in the market. It will also be direct, because Member States

will no longer have to make payments and obtain rei,rnbursement tater from
the Comnrunity; the Fund will place the necessa'ry credits at the disposal

of the Membet States, so that the payments may be made by the appropriate

departments and bodies.

Strengtbening tbe budgetary powers of tbe

European Parlianent

544. T}rc allocation to the Comrnunitiss of resources of their own could
not fail to produce considerable institutional repercussions. As the Commu-
nities gradua,lly develop a system of financing of their own, it becomes

indispensable to re-establish democratic conmol at the Community level,
since such control can no longer be exercised at the national level. This
inter-connection does not appear to have been realized at the outset by the

drafters of the Tteaty, wlro did not link the implementation of Article 201

to an extension of the European Parliament's budgetary powers. But i't ia
dl the more,interesting to observe that a,llthe Member States finally agreed

to alter the budgetary provisions of the lreaties in order to increas- the
powers of the European Parliament.

During the first stage, wh,ich will last until the end of fiscal 1974,
the strengthening of 'the Parliament',s budgetary Pov/ers will take the form
of an alteration of the rules of procedure and of the rules about voting,
which will make it harder for the Council to reject amendments proposed

oy the Parliament; within the overaill trimits fixed by the drraft budget, the

requirement for a majority vote in order to adopt an amendment proposed

by the Parliament will be replaced by a requirement for a majority vote
in order to reject such an amendment. Furthermore, the Council has under-

taken not to alter the Parliament's estimate of its own expenditure, and has

retained only the power to check whether the bstimate conflicts with
Community provisions, particularly as regards the Staff Regulations.
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From fiscal {975 onwards, the Parliament witrl possess a genuine
power of decision over all expenditure other than expenditue necessarily
resulting from the freaties or from acts adopt€d thereunder. Indeed, it
will have not onrly the right to amend the draft budget (by a majority vote
of its members), but also the right to take the final decision (by a majority
vote of its membem, including three-fifths of the votes cast) whenever its
own amendments have been altered by a qualified majori,ty vote of the
Council.

However, these powers conferred on the Parliament wi,ll be limited
by the fact that a maximum rate of increase will be fixed each year for
the expenditure mentioned above. Moreover, it would be inadmissible
for the implementartion of rlegistrative provisions enacted by the Council or
Comrnission to be frustrated when the budget is being adopted.

The drafters of the Treaty of 22 Apil 1970 thought it necessary to
spell out this idea by providing that, in the case of expenditure of the
latter type, the Parliamen't should merely have the right to suggest (by
an absolute majority of the votes cast ) amendments to the dnaft budget to
the Counci{, and that the Council should take a decision on these amend-

ments by a qualified majority vote. The Council must, ho\r/ever, inform
Parli,ament what action has been taken on its ,suggested amendments. At
the end of the budgetaxy proc€dure, the President of the Assembly declaras

that the budgot has been finally adopted.

Finally, the extension of the Parliament's powers is not concerned

only with the adoption of the budget; the 'Ireaty of ZZ Apnl1970 provides

that henceforth the Parliament and the Counci,l shall be jointly responsible
for giving a discharge to the Commission in respect of the implementation
of the budget.

545. Thus the institutional development of the Communities takos the
course of giving the Parliarnent an ever-increasing share in decisions of a

financial character. It is true that the Partriament's interventions in the
legislative process is still limited to giving opinions. But, by a resolution
annexed to the Treaty of 22 April 1970, the Council expressed its
willingness to associate Par,liament more closely in examining the financial
implications of legislative ptovisions.

These developments are the beginning of a continu,ing process; this
is shown by the faot that the Commission intends,'after the ratification
of the Treaty of. z2 Aptil t970 and within two years at the latest, to
subrnit a new proposal for extending the budgetary pou/ets of the Parlia-
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ment, which the Council has undertaken to exam,ine "in the light o{ the

debates taking place in the Parliaments of the Member States, of the
development of the European situation and of the institr:rtionail problems

caused by the enlargement of the Community". Furthermore, a-s President
Malfatti stated on 15 September 1970 at Strasbourg, the Commission has

undertaken to submit proposal's on the Padiament's legislative powers

before the end of. 1,974.

The importance of the provisions adopted in April 1970 has not been

overlooked in high places. In France, for example, the question arose

whether the ratification of the Treaty of. 22 April' 'J.970 and the adoption
of the decision about the Communities' o.vn resources requ'ited an amend-

tnent to the Constitution. But the Constitutional Council replied in the

negative, and, as regards the Treaty, based its decision partly on the

argument that "this Treaty only contains provisions about the internatr

fulctioning of the Communities, altering thi division of powers between

the various organs o{ the Communities, and does not affect the ba,lance

of relations between the European Communities and the Member States".

As regards the decision about the Communities' own resources, the Consti-

tutional Council said that this decirsion "has the chanacter of a measure

implementing the provisions... of the Treaties establishing the European

Communities, since it was taken in accordance with the procedure specified

in particular by Ar icle 201 of the Treaty establishing the European Eco-

trorni. Cotttmunity and by Article 1.73 of the Treaty establishing the

European Atomic Energy Community, i.e. in accordance with the respective

constitutional rules of the Mernber States".l

NATURE AND SCOPE OF COMMUNITY LA\O

Direct applicabilitl

546. The Court of Justice has added to its case-law on the direct applica-

bility of provisions of Community law.

Under Article 189 of the EEC Treaty, regulations are binding in their
entirety and directly applic,able in all Member States. It is consequently
not only pointless, but actually corxtary ro the Treaty, to reproduce the

' Conseil mnstitutionnel, decision of 19 June 1970, Journal olliciel de la R|publique
frangaise, 21 June 1970, p. 5807.
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provisions of a regulation in national legislation. However, certain regula-

tions presuppose or expressly provide for implementing provisions to be
enacted by the competent national authorities. This intervention by
Member States, however, is subject to very strict limits, which have been
spelt out in.a number of judgments.

Thus, the Court had occasion to consider certain provisions of
Regulation No. 3 on the social security of migrant workers, particularly
Article 52 ttweof. It held that these provisions, drafted in mandatory
terrns, are capable of direct application. In these citcumstances, the func-
tion of bilateral agreements which States may conclude under Artiqle 52
is merely to add details, where necessary, as to how the Cornmunity provi-
sions should be applied.l

Similarly, the provisions of a regulation ordering Member States to
take all the s,teps needed for the application of a Community regulation
must be interpreted solely as requiring the necessary adaptations of their
national laws to Community law, particularly as regards the removal of
such obstacles to the application of the tegulation as might rcsult from the

States' national laws.z Such provisions do not allow Member States to
enact national provisions affecting the scope of the regulation itself.

On tlle other hand, the Court held that the provisions o{ the
old basic regulation on cereals, setting up a system of import and export
certificates, should be interpreted so as to allow Member States, before the
entry into force' of the implementing provisions to be enacted by the
Cornmunity, to take such provisional measurc of implementation as were

compatible with the principles of the said regulation and did not prejudice

future action by Community institutions.

These principles claify the scope of direcdy applicable provisions

of .Community law, and also throw light on the inter-connection between
the Community's legislative power's and the Member States' powers of
implementation.

' The latest case is Entr'aide m6dicale a. Assurances g6n6rales, 27-69) (Cmn of.

Justice of the Eutopean Communities (hereaftet CJEC), judgment of 12 Novem'
ber 1969), Recueil de la iurisprudence de la Cour (hereafter Recueil),1969, p. 405.
(The repons of the Coun are not published in English).

' CJEC 18 February 1970 (Hauptzollamt Harnblrg a. Bollmqn, 4G,69), Recueil,,l970,
p. 0S; CJEC 18 June L970 (Haupaollamt Bremen a. Waren-Import Gesellschaft
Krohn, 74-69), Recueil, 1970, p. 45L.

' CIEC 17 December 1970 (Sdhet z. Einfuhr und Vorratsstelle fiir Getreide und
Futtermittel, 30-70), See also judgment 40'69 infra.
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547. The case-law of the Court is just as important concerning provisions

capable of ptoducing direct effects in relations between Member States and

private individuals; many judgmentsl hold that decisions addressed to
Member States may contain provisions capable of producing direct effects

in relations between private individuals and the Member States to which
the decision is addressed, and of conferring on private individuals the right
to invoke such decisions in Court. According to these cases, the fact that,
under Article 189, regulations are by their very nature capable of producing
direct effects does not mean that other categories of acts refeired to in
Article 189 may never produce similar effects. An interpretation denying

the possibility of an individual invoking the obligation imposed by a

decision wotild be incompatible with the mandatory character of such acts,

would weaken their effectiveness and would be inconsistent with the
provisions of Article 177, which allorvs national courts to rcfer oases to the

Court concerning 'the validity and intemretation of all acts adopted by
Community institutions, without distinction. According to the Coun, it is

necessary to examine in each case whether the nature, subject'matter and

terms of a provision are capable of producing direct effects in relations

betrveen the party to whom the act is addressed and third'panies.

The cases submitted to the Court concerned the applicability of the

combined provisions of a decision and of a directive which addd certain

details to the decision. But the Court's reasoning, which was foreshadowed
in a case where the Court pointed out that certain decisions pave the way
for the implementation of direcdy applicable provisionsl does not
exclude the direct applicability of a directive. Thus, in a still more recent
judgmeni,s the Court held that the provisions of a directive by the

Commission obliging a Member State to eliminate a charge having 'the
equivalent effect of customs duties, combined with Articles 9 and I3(2)
of the EEC Treaty and with the Council's Decision No.66/532, produce

direct effects in re,lations between private individuals and the Member
State to which the directive was addressed, and confer on private individ-
u.als rights whidr municipal courts must protect. This marks an important
trend in a basic area of Community ,law.

' CIEC 6 Octobir 1970 (Franz Glg.d u. Finanzamt Traunstein, 9-70), Recueil, !970,
p.-825; CEC 21 Octobet 1970 (Ttansports Lesage r. Hauptzollamt Freiburg, 20'70),-Recueil, 

1970, p. 861; CJEC 21 October 1970 (Erich Haselhorst t. Finanzamt
Diisseldorf Altstadt, 2)-70), Recueil, L970, p. 881.

' CJEC 18 February 1970 (Commission t,. Italiar Republic, 38-69),Recyeil,l970,p.4,7.
' C]EC 17 Decem6er 1970 (SpA SACE of Bergamo a. Ministry of Finance of the

Italian Republic, fi-70).
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J48. National courts have also had occasion to rule on certain aspects of
the concept of direct applicability. For instance, the Hamburg Finanzgericht
confirmed that Article 95 of the EEC Treaty was directly applicable (a
finding already made by the Court in cases 57 -65 and 27 -67 ) , and clearly
distinguished its scope from that of the corresponding aticle (Article III)
of GATT.T

The development of problems relating to direct applicability is
directly relevant to relations between the Community law and the laws
of Member States. Other aspects of this question are worthy of consid-
efation.

Connuni$ law and national law

549. The problem of the relations between Community law and national
law has arisen in the special context of interference by Community law
with the fundamental rights guaranteed by national ,law. Member Slates
like the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy, which have made institu-
tional arrangements for reviewing the constitutionality of legislation, are

particu,trarly aware of this aspect of the development of Community law.

In particular, the question arises as to the extent to which Commu-
nity law must take account of the fundamental rights guaranteed by
national law or of analogous principles at the Community level, and whether
national measures giving effect to Community law need to respect the
fundamental rights guaranteed by national law.

In Germany the Federal Constitutional Court and the Bundesfinanz-
hof have had occasion to consider this question. The former merely raised

the question without answering it.z The Bundesfinanzhof, while
recog,nizing 'that Community organs were not bound by national consti-
tutional law, did not reiect the idea that constitutional law could stand in
tlre way of the application of Cornmunity law.B

' Hamburg Finanzgericht, judgment of 29 October 7969 (lntscheidungen-d,er Finanz'
rcrichte,'L970, p."145). The iame decision was reached in the judgrnent of the B'undes-
lin:rnz/not of iZ Decrmber 1968, mentioned in w. 527 af tIrc Tbird General Report.

'Judgment of 18 Octobet L967, Entscheidungen des Bandesuerfassungsgericbts,
vol. 22, p. 2%(299).

' Bundesfinanzhof, judgment of 10 July 1968. See secs. 632 and' 6)4 of. the Second
General Repoft.
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550. The Cout of Justice, on the other hand, has afiways emphasized'that

Community institu,tions 'were bound only by Community law and that 'their
acts must consequently be tested by reference to Community law; the Court

could not e*amine allegations that such acts infringed the national law of, a

Metnber State.l In case ll-7P the Court confirmed its prwious judg-

menrs by declaring that allegations of violations "of {und,amental rights,

as set out in the Constitution of a Mtxnber State, or of principles

forming part of a national Constitution, cannot affect the validity of an

act by the Community or its effect within the territory. of such State"-

iiut the Court had never 'ruiled on the question whether Community
law included unwritten fundamen a,l rights or simitrar guarantees' The most

it had done, on a number of occasions, was to appeail to "general principles

of law" and to rules generally accepted in all Member S'tates, in order to
support its reasoning.

In this context, judgrnent 29-69, which was delivered at the end of
last year and which could only be mentioned briefly in the Third'General
Repott,s acquires special importance. Aftet con{irming the existence of
"general principles of Community law", the Court held that these principles

included "the fundamenta,l rights of the individual", w|rich must be

protected by the Court.

In case. 11-70, already mentioned, the Court clarified the idea"of
fundamentail rights- in Community law. It declared that "protection of
these rights, although inspired by the constitutional tradi,tions common to

the Member States, must be secuted within the framework of the Commu-

nity's stfucture and objectives". In case 11-70 the Crourt seems to have

reco$nized implicitly that it was illegal to take measufes giving to incon-

.reniince that w,as excessive in relation to the intended resu,lts of such

measures,.

' CJEC 4 February 1959 (F' Stork z. High Autho'dty, !-5.8) and submissions bv the
ddvoc"toGetter"i, Recaeil, Ig58-I959, p.-42; CIEfr 15 JuIV 1959 and _submissions.by
the Advocatederal (Comptoire de vente charbons de la Ruhr o.,Higl' Authority,
joint cases )6 to 38 and 40-59), Recrcil, 1960, p. Q5], qubqu19ro1g.bv tb. Advocate-'G;*J Roemer for the C-ouit'e judgment of 20 March 1959 (Firme I. Nold KG
,. Hich Authority, 18-57), Recueil, 195&1959, p' 89,(119)'

'CrcC 17 Dece;'ber tiTo (Internationale 
-Handelsgesellschaft u. Ein{'hr- und

Vbrratsstelle ftir Getteide und Futtermittel, 11-70).
' CTEC 12 November 1969 (Stauder r,. Stadt Vlm, 2629), Recueil, L969, p' 4L9;
.Tbird General Report, sec. 533.
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This patticulady welcome development shou'ld meet the anxieties
which have led certain courts not to accept in full the supremacy of
Community l,aw over national law.

55L. Ttrc problems connected with respect for fundamental lights are not
li'mited to the question of the relationship between the two legal systems.
The Court's case-law has clarified a whole series of particular points, some-

times of considerable importance.

Thus, the Court regards respect for Mem,ber States' domestic jutis-
diction as a fundamental requirernent of the legal system. An act by a

Community institution iirtervening in an'area covercd by domestic juris-
diction would have no legal basis in Community law.l Conversely, a

Member State cannot, by exercising its domestic jurisdiction, take unilateral
measures which are forbidden by the Treity.

This division of power can be seen again when the Court emphasizes
that States have no powe,r to take protective measures in derogation from
the Treaty, without recourse to provisions of Community law which might
justify them.2

552. On another point, ,the Court also underlined the important difference
between Community law and taditional public international law.

In the case in question, it started by pointing out that an act which
was clearly a Community decision, by virtue of its subject-matter and the
institutional. framework within which it was adopted, cannot be regarded

as an international agreement. It went on to declare that the scope and

effects of such an,ac,t governed by Comrnunity law must be determined by
reference to its terms and cannot be restricted by any reservations or
declarations which might have beerr made during its adoption.e

'CJEC 10 D*."tber 1969 (Commission a. Frtnch Republic and Ftench Republic u.

Commission, joint cases 6-69 and LL-69), Recaeil, L969, p. 58.
'CJEC 18 February 1970 (C-ommission a. Italian Repurblic), Recueil, 197O, p.47.

On the division of powets, see also judgments 4O-69 atd,74-69, akeady mentioned,
holding that the grant of legislative powers to the Community deprives l4ember
States of tlre power to enact legislative prwisions in the sarne field. The same point
is made by the Court's judgment of 8 December 1970 (Fa, Deutsche Bakels GmbH
a. OFD Munich, .14-70).

' CJEC 18 February 1970 (Conmission o. Italian Republic,3S-39),Recueil, I970,p.47.
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TINIFORM APPLICATION OF' COMMIINITY LA\T

Perfornance b1 Member States of tbeir obligations

557 The Commission devotes special attention to the performance by
Mcn,l-'er States of their obligations. Article 169 of. the EEC Treaty, to-
gether with judicia,l cooperation of the kind contemplated by Article 177

of the EEC Treaty, which will be discussed later, represents an important
means of ensuring the e{fective and unifotm application of Community
law. The scope of these provisions, and of Article l4l of. the Euratom
Trcaty and Article 88 of the ECSC Treaty, which are intended to achieve

the same tesult, goes far beyond the scope of the rurles hitherto accepted

in traditional international law to ensure that States perform their obliga-
tions. So, during the last few years, the effectiveness of these procedures
has resu,lted in their acquiring an ever-growing importance, especially in the
field of the EEC Treaty.

In accordance with the obligations imposed on it by Article 155 of the
EEC Treaty, the Commission has, since the Treaty came into force, taken

action on more than 200 occasions against Mernber States which, in its
opinion, had not coff€atly applied Community law. As part of such action,
it has issued more than 70 reasoned opinions and begun proceedines in the
Court of Justice on 22 occasions.l The number of cases which have

been settled as a result of an inquiry, without any need for taking formail
action against the States in breach, is even larger.

In,the context of the ECSC, the High Authority and the Cor-nmission

have taken action on roughly 20 occasions.z One case undet Aiticle 141

of the Euratom Treaty is still pending.

Breaches of Community law may result either from a ditect violation
of the Treaties or from failure to respect the provisions (regulations, direc-
tives and decisions) adoptd undet the Treaties.

554. lf. the Commission considers that a Member State has failed to per-

form its obligations under the Treaties, it begins by e:rplaining its point of
view to the State concerned and by giving it a chance'to make comments.
A large number of cases are settled during this first "pre-judicial" stage.

t See the Commission's reply to written question

Journal olliciel No. C 73, 18 June 1970.

' See the Commission's reply to written question

Joarul olficiel No. C L59, L2 December 1969.

Mr

Mr

No.

No.

501-69 by

310-69 by

Vredeling,

Vredeling,
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A{ter the Comrnission fras examined the Member State's comments,
or if it has not received such comments within the specified time-limit,
it may:

a) in arcas covered by the EEC and Euratom Treaties, issue a

reasoned opinion with which the Member State must comply within a
specified timeJimit;

b) in ateas covered by the ECSC Treaty, take a reasoned decision
placing the relevant breach on record and imposing a tirne-limit on the
State for the performance of its obligations.

In the ECSC sector, according to Article 88, disregard of a reasoned
decision may be followed by sanctions imposed by the Commission; but,
under the EEC and Euratom treaties, the only way to eniorce a reasoned
opinion is to institute pmceedings in the Court of Justice. If the Court
holds that a bteach has occurred, t}re Member State in question is obliged,
under Article l7I of the EEC Treaty and Article 143 of the Euratom
Treaty, to take all the steps needed t9 give effect to the Court's judgment.

In the score of judgments delivered to date concerning breaches in the
EEC and Euratom sectors, the Court has developed many princrples, of
which the most important are the following:

As suggested by Article I7l of the EEC Treaty and Article 143 of.

the Euratom Trcaty, the purpose of proceedings for breach is riot simply
to place the breach on record, but rather to ensure that a Mernber State
performs its obligations. Consequently, the Court normaily refuses to hear
cases about breaches which have been rectified. For the samc reasons,
although the Court was at first prepared to hear cases in the EEC sector
where the Member State in question had only complied with the Commis-
sion's reasoned opinion after the expiry of the specified time-limit,l
it has recently examined proprio motu whether'the Commission can olaim
a ."sufficient interest" to justify it in continuing proceedings for a breach
which has been rctified pendente lite.z In the case ,in question, the
Court held that such an interest existed in respect of a question of principle

' CJEC 19 December 1?61 (EEC C,ommission a. Gwernment of the Italian Republic,
7-61), Recseil, 1961, p. 632(6r). The principles developed in this judgment
are implicit in other judgments. See CJEC 10 March 1970 (EEC Commiseion a.

Govemment of the Italian Republic, 749), Recaeil, L970, p. 111, and CJEC
15 April 1970 (Commission of the Eriropean Communities a. Government of the
Italian Republic, 28-69), Recueil, 1970, p. L87.

' CIE,C 9 July 1970 (EEC Commission a. Government of the Italian Republic, 2629),
Recreil 1970, p. 565.
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on which the outcome of similar cases depended. The precise scope of this
precedent, however, can only be asses,sed rn the light of duture judgments.

The Court has had occasion to rule on two cases in which legislation
in dispute was amended pendente lite. It thus had the opportunity to
specify the circumstances in which proceedings for b'reach may cover
legislation which is not the sadne as the legislation dealt with in the
"pre-judicial" procedure, but which infringes the treaties in other.respects.
In a case where the amendments made pendente lite to the provisions in
dispute were not such as to change the substance of the breach, the Court
allowed direct proceedings for the brcach of the treaty adsing from the
new legislation.l On the other hand, in a recent case,? it emphasized
the protection conferred on Member States by the "pre-judicial" procedure,
and it consequently re{used to examine the legal situation arising pendente
lite without the Mernber State con'cerned being able to state its case in
defence during the procedure prescribed in Article 169 of the EEC Trcaty.
In such cases, according to the Court, it was up to the Commission, where
necessary, to set the "pre-judicial" procedure in motion again, in order to
deal with amendments occurring after the institution of proceedings before
the Court of Justice.

Obligdtions under the reaties are binding on Member States as such.
The Court therefore considers that a .lMember State's responsibility is
engaged, whatever the organ of the State whose action or inaction is to
blame for the breach, even if the organ in question is constitutionally
independentls This finding explicitly rejects any defence which might
exempt a State from -liability on the grounds that the action or inaction
giving rise to a breach of the treaties emanatd from the legislature or
judiciaty.

In another case. the Court had occasion to hold that the reasoned

opinion issued by the Cornmission is a mere pre-judicial phase in a

procedure which ,may culminate in the institution of proceedings before
the Court, and that the question whether the opinion is well-founded
cannot be examined separately from the question whether the judicial
proceedings to rvhich it may give rise are well-founded.a

' CJEC 1 December 1965 (EEC Commission u. Govemment of the Italian Republic,
4544), Recaeil, L965, p. 1058 at p. 1068.

' CJEC l0 March L970 (7-69), ated supra.
' CJEC 5 May 1970 (Commiseion of the European Communities a. Kingdom of

Belgium, 77-69), Recueil, 1970, p.237; CJEC 11 November 1970 (Commiseion of
the European Communities u. Italian Republic, 8-70), Recueil, t970, p.237.

'CJEC 10 December 1969 (C.ommission a. French Republic, 6 and 11-69), Recaeil,
1969, p. 523.
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EXTENSION OF THE COURT'S TURISDICTION

5 5 5. The work done by a Councirl working party in order to elaborate
a,rrangem€nts for extending the Court's jurisdiction to the interpretation
of tlre conventions referred to in Article 220 of the EEC Treatyl has
resulted in the drawing-up of two draft protocols. One concerns the
interpretation of the Convention on the rnutual recognition of companies
and bodies corporate, signed on 29 February 1968, and the other concerns
tJre interpretation of the Convention on jurisdiction and the enforcement
of civil and commercial judgments, signed on 27 September 1968. These
texts will be put in their final form in the light of the opinion given
by the Court.

It is hoped that these protocols wi,ll be signed during 1971. Signature
would be all the more desirable since it might encourage those Mernber
States which have not yet fadfied the two Conventions to speed up the
process of ratification.

THE SOURCES OF COMMUNITY LA'W;

ACTS OF TEIE INSTITUTIONS

556. Apat. from the institutionarl developments which have already been

discussed, the main developments concerning the acts of the institutions
are to be found in the case-la'w of the Court, which has clarified the scope

of a number of them.

This is ttue, for instance,. of certain tnformal acts, such as cornmuni-
cations from the Commission, which do not confer an authoritative character
on the unofficial interpretation which they give of a tegulation.z

Another judgmenC discusses the Commission's legislative power
to implement ru,les laid down by the Council and the scope of the obligation
to consult,the Parliament.

In this case the Council had laid down the principle in Regulation
No. 17 that the Commission should hear the parties concerned, and the
question arose whether the rules defining the procedure to be followed
for this purpose constituted measures of implementation within the meaning

'Tbiril General Report, sec. 511; Second General Report, sec. 90'
' CJEC 18 June 1970 (Hauptzollamt Bremen-Freihafen a. rVaren-Import Gesellschaft

Krohn, 74-69), Recueil, 1970, p. 45L.
' CIEC 15 July 1970 (ACF Chemiefarma a. C-ommission,4I-69), Recueil, 1970, p. 66I'
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of Article 155; the Court replied in the affirmative. Having thus delimited
the respective powers of the Council and Commission on this point, by
interpreting the concept of measures of implementation, the Court ruled
on the extent of the obligation to consult the Parliament. The system of
fines laid down by Regurlation No. 17 differed ftom the system which had

been submitted to the Parliament. But that did not vitiate it, in the Court's
eyes, since the draft on which the Parliament had been consulted, taken
as a whole, had not been substantially affc'cted by the amendments made

in the regulation enacted by the Council.

In this context reference shou,ld be made to an important iudgment,
which cannot be discussed in detail in the present Report because it was

delivered at the end of December 1970, on the subject of the "manage-

ment committee procedure".r The ligitimacy of this procedure was

recognized, together with the Counci'l's standand practice of enacting
implementing nieasure in the sphere of agriculture on the basis of provisions

other than Article 43 of. the EEC Treaty.

557. The Nethenlands Tariefcommissie has given a ruling on the legal

nature of a decision by the representatives of the Member States' meeting

within the Council. According to the Tariefcommissie, the decision in
this caseP was a simple agreement between Member States, corrstituting
a declaration of intention. The Tariefcommissie drew the consequence that
this type of decision is only binding on Member States among themselves,

and that a private individual may ngt rely on it.

CONTENTIOUS PROCEEDINGS

Judicial protection oJ the indiuidual

558. Itis well known that the Treaties of Rome place fairly strict limits
on the right of individuals to bring proceeCings fot the annulment of acts

by the institutions. These limits relate in the first place to the nature of
the acts-in&viduals cannot bring direct proceedings for the annulment
of regulations. In addition, individuals cannot request the annulment of
an act which is not addressed to them unless the act concerns them directly

'CfEC 1? D**fur 1970 (Einfuhr und Vonatsstelle u. Kijster, Berodt & Cn',2r-70),
' fusion by the Tariefcornmissie of 26 Augrret 1969 concerning the decision of

21 June 1960, know as the Standstill Agreement (Common Market Lau Reaieu',
vol. 9, 1970, pp. 1-8).
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and individually. The Court has added useful clarifications on these two
points.

Three judgments delivered on 16 April 19701 dealt with the fint
condition. In particular, the Court confirmed its previous rulingsz that
"the fact that an act is a regu,latio'n is not undermined by the possibility
of determining with a greater or lesser degtee of precision the number or
even the identity of the parties to whom it applies at a given moment,
provided that it is clear that such application takes place by virtue of
objective legal and factual criteria defined by the act atd related to the
purpose of that act". On this basis, it held that a transitional rule forms
an integral part of the,provisions, old and new, which it is designed to
bring into harmony with one anothet, and shares the general character of
these provisions, even when i't applies only to cases arising before a date
which it fixes, i.e. tg cases which could have been counted be{ore its entry
into force.

As for the second condition, the Court's case-law hitherto was
particurlady rich in connection with the concEpt of a decision eoncerning
the plaintiffs "individually". The interest of the judgment of 15 June 1970
in case 53-69 lies in the fact that the Court dealt also with the concept o{
decisions concerning the plaintiffs "ditectly".

The Court held that decisions by the Commission authonizing the

opening of national tariff quotas merely had the effect of creating an

option for the Member States concerned, without conferring any right on

the possible beneficiaries of the measrues to be taken later by those States.

The Court drew the conclusion that such Cecisions did not directly concern

the undertakings which might have benefited from the quotas. This was

true, not only for a positive decision, but also for a decision refusing to
authorize the opening of quotas. A decision refusing to authorize the

opening of quotas cou,ld not concern individuals more than a positive
decisi,on; but a positive decision, which any ptoceedings on their part would
try to induce the Commission to take, could only concern Member

States.s

'CJEC 16 April 1970 (Compagnie frangaise commerciale a. Commission, 6t'69),
Recueil, 197b, p. 205; CJEC 16 April 1970 (qotqpasnie-d'appro-visionnement a.

Commiseion, 
-65-69), 

Recaeil, 1970, p. 229; CIEC 16 April 1970 (Compagnie
francaise commerciale u. Commission, 64-69), Recaeil, 1970, p. 221,

'CJEC 11 July 1968 (Zuckerfabrik I7atenstedt GmbH a. Council, 6-68), Recaeil'
1968, p. 595.

' CIEC i6 lon 1970 (Alcan Aluminium Reaten a. Commission, 69-69), Recueil,
1970, p. 385.
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559. Judrc:'al protection of individuails is also ensured by the machinery
for judicial cooperation to wh,ich the previous Gener'al Reports devoted
long passages. Such passages retain theit relevance in {ull, since proceed-

ings based on Aiticle 177 of the EEC Treaty continue to develop
.regulady and now constitute an essential aspect of the Court's activities.
The number of these prroceedings tripled between 1968 and 1970. This
increase, which has occurred in all the Member countries, is particularly
marked in the Gerrnan Federal Republic---over the past trro years about
twethirds of the cases have corne from that countly.

The rise in the nu'mber of proceedings btought under Artiole 177

shows the increasingly important place which Community law occupies in
the economic life of the Member States, and the ever-improving knowledge
of the possibitrities which this law offers to individuals. It also makes one
rcalize that national courts are cloarrly very conscious that they, together
with the Court of Justice are helping to build up C,ommunity law.
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2. Interpretation and application of substantive nrles
of Community law

560. T\rts year, once again, the interptetation of substantive rules of
Community. law is related mainly to the development of the customs union
and the application of the rules of competition.

THE CUSTOMS UNION

561. The progress achieved in the sphere of the customs union and the
increase in the number of the rolevant regulations will certainly result
in a large body of case.law. At present, more and mor€ cases relate to
the interpretation of customs nomenclatur+ei*rer the nomenclature of
the cornmon customs tariff itself or the nomenclature appearing in the
provisions on the cornmon organization of agricultural madrets.

In this connection, the first foundations have been laid by the
judgrnents delivered in three cases arising out of the difficulty of deter-
mining t}re precise tariff classification of certain agricultural products.l

I,n the first case, known as the 'lturkey rump case", the Court held
that goods should be classified under the heading of the goods to which
they bore the closest. analogy. This 'analogy should be derived not only
from a comparison of the physical characteristics of the products, but also

frsm a compariso,n of their use and commercial value. The authorities of
Member States are not, on the other hand, authorized to enact bi,nding
ru,les of interpretation for the descriptions of goods appearing in the
common customs tariff. However, the Court recognized that, in the
absence of Community provisions in this field, the explanatory notes and

recommendations for classification provided by the Convention on Nomen-
otrature for the classification of goods in customs tariffs are petsuasive as a

valid means of interpreting the hEadings in the conunon customs tarfif.z

' CJEC 18 February 1970 (Ilauptzollamt Hamburg a. Bollman, 40'69), Recaeil,
1970, p. 69 (on this judgment, see aJso stpra, ser.6 (V,1); CJEC 18 June 1970
(Hauptzollamt Bremen u. Bremer Handelsgesellschaft 72-69), Recucil, 1970, p.427;
CJEC 18 June 1970 (Hauptzollamt Bremen a. WarenJmportgesellschaft Krohn,
74-69), Recaeil, 1970, p. 45I; CJEC 8 December 1970 (Deutsche Bakels GmbH
a. OFD Munich, 14-70); CJEC 8 Decernber 1970 (KG & Fa. Otto \[itt a. Haupt-
zollamt Liineburg 28-70).

'Judgment 1470, mentioned above.
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In addition, the Court took the opportunity to make clear that the

interpretation of one tariff heading in relation to another must take

account not only of its function for customs purposes but also of its
firnction as regards the requirements of the organization of agricultural
markets.

In this sphere further developments may be expected during the years

to conrc.

Similarly, the Court gave judgment for the first time on a question

concerning the interpretation of Regu'lation No. 801/68 on the customs

v,alue of goods.r It held that the idea af. the normal price, used for
{etermining customs value, is mainly intended to establish the .true price

of the goods. Normally, the price actually charged for sale in conditio'ns
of full competition is the price which corresponds most closely to the

normal price. As regards the inclusion of the cost of ransport in the

customs value, the Court held that ( subject to excsptions mentioned

expressly ) it is the cost actually borne by the buyer which rnust be taken

into account, even if the cost of the norm'al mode of transport for the

same goods is lower.

Thus the application of Community provisions on ttre customs union
is assuming an increasingly important place in the development of
Communitv [aw.

THE RULES OF COMPETITION

562. But the enforcement of the rules of competition retains all the

importance which it acquired during previous years. Here, too, recent

developments coincide with developments in the case-law.

The interpretation of Article 85 of the EEC Treaty, and of the two
Regulations Nos. 17 and 27 enactd to implement it, gave rise to many

preliminary questions submitted to the Court.

563. In one of these cases, for instance, the Court held that an agreement

for exclusive supply, the performance rf which does not require the

crossing of national frontiers by the goods in question, does not concern

' ClgC 10 D.cernber 1970 (Entrepdee C'If' Edding z. Hauptzollamt Hamburg St

Annen, 27-70)
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impons or exports between Member States within the meani'ng of
Article 4(2) of Regurlation No. 17. Such rn agreement is therefore exempt
from notification.l

As such, the agreement temains valid as long as it has not been
declared void. By so holding, the C,ourt extended, to agreements which
were exernpt from notification and had not been notifiad, the principle of
provisional validity, which had previously been applied to'agreements duly
notified under Regulation No. 17.2 In the same case, the Cqrrt answered
the question, which had hitherto been doubtful, whether national courts
form part of national authorities within the meaning of Article 9(3) of
Regulation No. 17. The Court, relying on the fact that Article 88 of the
EEC Tteaty refers to national rules of procedure and c<rmpetence, answered
this question in the af'firmative.

At the same time the Court considered that national courts had
jurisdiction to determine the invalidity, under Comrnunity law, of an

agreement which, although fatrling under Article 85(1) of the Trcaty,
is exempt from noti,fiaation and has not been notified. However, national
courts may only declare such an agreement void for the futute.

No doubt it may be inferred from this judgrnent that national courts
may no lo,nger pass judgment on the application of Article 85(1) end (2)
of the EEC Treaty once the Commission has initiated procedure with a

view to exercising the powers conferred on it by Regulation No. 17.

564. The Court has also had to deal with the question of the provisionail

v"iidity of agreements refened to in Article S5(1) of the EEC Treaty
which are the exact reproduction of a standard-form contract concluded
before the entry into force of Regulation No. 17 and duly notified under
Regulation No. 17. The Court held that such agreements enjoy the same

stafus of provisio,r:al validity as the standard-form contrad.r8 In the
same judgment, the Court held that contracts existing when Regulation
No. 17 came into force, concluded betwcen two undertakings and duly
notifi€d as ,a standard-form contract within tlre meaning of Regulation
No. 27, must be regarded, for the purposes of Article 5 of Regurlation

No. 17, ,as agreements in which only two undertakings pafticipate, even

if they for,rn part of a network of parallel contracts.

CtnC tS M*.h 1970 (Brauerci Bilger u. Jehte,43-69), Recaeil, 1970, p. 127.

" Third General Rzport, ser.542.
' CJEC 30 Jung 1970 (Rochas a. Bitsch, L-70), Recueil, 197Q, p. 515.
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565. O*w questions concerning the interpretation of Article 85 and of
the provisions implementing it have been exarnined in the Court's
judgments. For instan&, the question arose of the consequences of the
silence of Regulation No. 17 concerning periods of ,limitation for breaches

of the rules of competition; $houldl the principles common.to national laws
be invoked and applied to Comrnunity rlaw ? The Court did not recognize

that it had the right to fill such a gap.on its own; this function belonged
to the Community legislator.l

In the same judgment, the Court recognized that the procedure
relating to rrstrictive p,ractices and leading to financial penalties had the

character of an administrative procedure. It also pointed out that the
object of the penalties was to punish illegal behaviour as well as to prevelrt
its renewal.. The Commission's power to impose penalties was in no way
affected by the fact that the behaviour constituting the offunce, and the
possibility of its harm{ul effects, had ceased.

AID GRANTED BY STATES

566. The Court had occasion to clarify the concept of aid by declaring
that a preferential rediscount rate on exports granted by a State only
to national products which lvere exported, in order to help them to compete
in other Member States with products originating in those Member States,
constituted aid within the meaning of Artide 92 of. the EEC Treatl.z

Another judgmenf provided an opportunity to claify the
relationship bet'qreen the provis,ions of Articles 92 et seq. and those of
Article 95. The Court emphasized that the fact that national measur€s
satisfied the requirements of Article 95 did not imply that they were
lawful under Articles 92 and 93. This judgment also clarifies the scope

of the powers granted to the Comrnission by Artic,le 93(2) of the EEC
Treaty.

The question of the compatibi,lity of aid with the common market
must take account of the whole factual and legal context of such aid. In

' CJEC 15 July 1970 (ACF Chemiefarma a. Commission, Buchler a. Commission,
Boeringer Mannheim a. Commission, 4I-69, 44-69 ar;.d 45-69), Recueil, L970, p. 66L,
7n,769.

'CJEC 10 December 1969 (Commission a. Government of theFterrctr Republic, 6and
ll-69), Recueil, 1969, p. 58.

' CJEC 25 l:une 1970 (French Republic a. Commission,4T-69), Recaeil, 1970, p. 487.
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particular, an exaririndtion of such aid. cannot be separated from an
examination of the way in which it is financed. The Commission did not
therefore exceed its powers by making the amount of aid codditional upon
an alteration of the basis of assessment for rhe quasi-fiscal charge intended
to finance it. However, the low quantitative level of aid may render it
admissible under Article 92(3) (c) if it has no qualitative features
aggravating its disruptive effect on trade.

567. Thrs, slowly but surely, the case-law of the Cour.t, in response to an
increasing nurirber of requests from national courts and from the parties
to cases pending in national courts, is developing large'areas of Community
law on the basis of the treati€s and of the law derived therefrom. Con-
tained in written provisions and clari{ied by the practice of the institutions
( particularly the Commission ), this law acquires a distinctive flavour
when the Court exercises its power of review. It is becoming increasingly
obvious that the cooperation between national law and Community law and
the balanced development of relations between the institutions in this field
are decisive factors in the dynamic development of Community lary.
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3. Information on dre development of Community law

J6g. Such a development of community law must be able to rely on

widespread knowledge of Community law. Practising,lawyers 'rrho are

well informed and academic lawyers vrho are aware of its functions are

the indispensable conditions for such a development. That is why the

Comrnission has, as in previous years, continued its drive to inform the

publ,ic concerning the development of Community law.

Representatives of the commission, especially of its Legal service,

took part in the work of the Legal Affairs Committee of the European

Parliament. During 1970 this work was not marked by debates on general

questions such as occurred in 19681 and 1969'2 However, it should

be pointed out that the problem of rule-making committees and, more

generally, the problenr of the procedures for enforcing secondary_ Community

f,"*, *.t. examined again in an opinion drafted by Mr De Gryse, which

the Legal Affairs Committee submitted to the Agricultural Committee

when a regullation on the manufacture of and trade in sugar was being

examined. This opinion conf,irmed the conclusions reached in Mr Jozeau-
Marign{'s fepor,r in 1968. In addition, tfue Legal Affairs committee is
rt,rdying the extelt to which the Councills dircctives for achieving the

righi oiestablishment and the freedom to supply services ate being applied

in Member States.

569. Yarious aspects of the application of Community law were studied in
detail at a numbef of colloquia and seminars-e.g. the ,law re,lating to
energy at Cologne in March, and the lau' on res6ictive practices in the

same city in October.

The legal consequences of the end of the transitionarl period were

examined at severatr meetings at Brussels in March, at Nice in May and

at Antwerp in June. The contribution by Community law to the develop-

ment of law was the theme of a day of study at Brussels in lvlay. The

importance of Community law was discussed during several meetings of
specialists in international law ( members of national Parliaments, academics,

practitioners)-at the colloquium at Grenoble in May, at the 54th

\iid G*rrot Report, sec. 659'

" Third General RePort, sec. 547.
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Conference of the International Law Association at the Hague in August
and at the 8th international congress on comparative law at Pescara at the
beginning of September.

The fifth congress of the International Federation for European Law
at Berlin in Septernber, devoted to cooperation between Community law
and national 'law, was attended by several iudges from the Court of Justice
of the European Communities, by judges from national cout'ts, by members
of national Parliaments, and by law teachers and practising lawyers
particularly interested in the developmcnt of Community law. The
Community',s institutions were represented at this meeting by a number o{
lawyers, as they were at the fifth colloquium on the merger of the European
Com,munities at Libge in December, which was devoted in 1970 'to the
European "economic constitution" in the context of the merger of the
Comm"nlties.

The interest in Community law shown by legal circles in the countries
which have applied to join the Communities and in the other member
countries of EFTA seems to have grown during the period covered by the
present report, as shown by the seminars organized at Dublin in March by
the British Institute of International and Comparative Law and at London
in the same rnonth by the International League against Unfait Competition.

Representatives of the Legal Services of the Commission and of the
Council took an active part in an international legal conference organized
at the beginning of October at Dublin by the British Institute of Inter-
national and Comparative Law. During this important meeting, the many
lawyers present from English-speaking and Scandinavian countries (judges,

law teachers and practitioners ) examined the legal repercussions which
would be caused by their counries' entry into the European Communities.

570. The Commission established further contacts with judges in different
countries and with seniot of{icials responsible for the application of
Community law in the Member States.

For ,instance, it was visited in November by a group of officials from
ttre Ministries of the Interior and of Tustice of the German Federal

Republic. Similarl',', visits to the Commission at Brussels and the Court
of Justice of the European Communities at Luxembourg were organized
in March for a group from the Belgian section of the International Union
of Judges and in Octobet for the future French judges fnrm the Cenre
national d'6tudes judiciaires.
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Many visits were paid to the Communities' headquarters by groups

of elected representatives,'officials, academics and practising lawyers, duling
which members of the Legal Service exptrained various aspects of the

development and application of Community law.

trt should be emphasized that the number of visits by lawyers from the

United Kingdorn and the Scandinarrian cortnmies has increased during the
priod covered by the present'report.

571. On the related question of documentation on Community law, the
Commission has this year completdd preparatory studies for an automated
documentation ,system, which may eventually cover the treaties, des
enacted or agreed upon to implement the meaties, case-traw and academic

writings. Tests' ate being carried out, with enco,uraging results.l
Thought will now have to be given to tbs necessary means and procedures

for recording within a few years all thi Cocumentation in this field, and

to the problerns which will. arise at a \ater stage concerning its
dissemination.

' Fot instance, discussions with the countries which have applied to join the C.om-

munities on the adaptation of secondary Community law have taken, as their
stafting poh, a catalogrre of the applicable law pardy drawn up by computer.
The problem of inde>rc-vhich is very different, although relating to the same
requirements-is bemg studied in connection with the loarnal olliciet. The Cout
has published very useful indexes of its case-law in its Recueil (see the volume
for 1969).
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TABLE 29

I(ork of the C-ourt of Justice in 1970

It-New-cases

Total: 80

a) Proceedings brought by the Comnission against a Member State under Article 169

ol tbe EEC Treaty: 2
of these

1 concerns agriculture, and
1 concerns the customs union.

b) Proceedings brought against a Commaxity institution ander Articles 173 and
175 ol the EEC Treaty or Article 88, second paragrapb, of tbe ECSC Treaty: 77,

of these
1 was brought by a Government,
L was brought by an institution,
9 were brought by individuals,

and
7 concern the common agricultural policy,
2 concern scrap compensation,
1 concerns the Community's powers in extemal relations conceming common

transport policy, and
1 concerns competition.

d) Reqaests by national courts lor preliminary ralings under Article 177 ol tbe
EEC Treaty (Article 150 ol tbe Eilratotn Treaty): 32

of these
15 concern the interpretation of Community provisions on agriculture,
5 concern the customs union,
4 concern social regulations, in pafticular the interpretation of those, on social

security for migrant wotkers,
I concern competition, and
5 concern tax questions.

d) Proceedings broaght by staff against tbeir institations (personnel administa-
tion):35.

B-Jadgments

T otal: 62

a) Judgments in proceedings brcaght by tbe Conmission under Article 169 ol
the EEC Treaty: 8

Cdse 749 (u. ltalian Republic). Judgment of 10 March 1970 dismissing the
proceedings brought by the Commission, which had challenged the legality, under
Article 95 of the EEC Treaty, of the tax levied in Italy, by way of turnover
tirx, on stripped wml and catded or combed wool from other Member States.l

I Jmnnl ofrdnl No. C 4r, 4 April 1970.
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Case 26-69 (4. French Republic). Judgment of 9 July 1970 dismissing on the
merits the proceedings brought by the Commission to obtain a finding that the
French Republic, by exduding from the levy irnports of olive oil of Tunisian
production and origin, was failing to fulfil its obligations under Regulation
(EEC) No. 136/66.r

Case 28-69 (u. kahan Republic). Judgment of 15 April 1970 finding that
Italy had btoken Article 95 of the EEC Treaty by applying a consumer tax to
cocoa powder imported from other Member States, but finding that there had
been no breach of this Article as regards products derived from cocoa beans.z

Case )L-69 (u. Italian Republic). Judgment of 17 February 1970 dismissing
the proceedings brought by the Commission to obtain a finding that Italy had
failed to fulfil its obligations under the agricultural regulations by its delay in
paying export rebates.B

Case 33-69 (a. kalian Republic). Judgment of 4 March 1970 finding that Italy,
by not establishing the viticultural land register prescibed by Council Regulation
No. 24, and failed to fulfil its obligations under that Reguladon.E

Case 38-69 (u. Italian Republic). Judgment of 18 February 1970 finding that
Italy, by not bringing its customs duties on imports of lead and zinc into line
with the cofirmon customs tariff before 1 July 1968, and by not abolishing
its customs duties on imports of those products on that date, had failed to
fulfil its obligations under Council Decision (EEC) No. 66/532 and. Article
23(l)(c) of the EEC Treaty.s

Carc 77-69 (a. Kingdom of Belgium). Judgment of 5 May 1970 finding that
Belgium had broken Article.g5 of the EEC Treaty by applying a tax of the
safte rate on indigenous felled or unfelled wood and on impomed wood, cal-
culated on its value at the time of entry for home use.4

Case 8-70 (a. Italian Republic). Judgment of 18 November 1970 finding that
the Italian Republic, by lerying a tax of O.5o/o for administrative services on
goods imported from other Member States, had failed to fulfil its obligations
under combined provisions of Article 189 of the EEC Treaty and of cenain
Council regulations on the common organization of agricultural markets, and
under the combined provisions of Article 1l of the EEC Treaty and of Drec-
tive (EEC) No. 68/31.s

ludgnents in proceedings brcugbt against a Commanity institution (apart from
proceedings brougbt by Community staff): 9

Five judgmente concerning agriculture:
Case 63-69 (Compagnie frangaise commerciale et financibre a. Commission).
Judgment of 16 April 1970 dismissing as inadmissible these proceedings for the
annulment of certain provisions of Regulation No. 1670/69 concerning measures

I Journal )frciel No, C 122, 7 October 19?0.r /Daf. No. C 03, 29 May 1970.
' IDrd. No. C 41, 4 Aprll 1970.
' Irid. No. C 83, 4 July 1970.
6 /Ddd. No,.C 3, 1l January 1971.

ot
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to be taken in the sectors of cereals and dce following the devaluation of the
French Franc.l

Case 6M9 (Compagnie frangaise comrnerciale et financiire u. Commission).
Judgment of 16 April 1970 dismissing as inadmissible these proceedings for the
annulment of certain provisions of Rbgulation No, 1660/69 concerning measures
to be taken in tl're sectors of cereals and rice following the devaluation of the
French Franc.l

Case 65-69 (Compagnie d'approvisionnement, de transport et de c€dit, SA a.
Commission). Judgment of 16 Apdl 1970 dismissing these proceedings (which
covered the same ground as ca:r* 6)-69, sapra) as inadmissible.t

Case 6-70 (C,onsorts Borromeo a. C-ommission). Judgment of 15 July 1970.
These proceedings against the Commission's failure to take action against the
Italian Government mncerning leases of farms in Member States were dismissed
as inadmissible.z

Case 15-70 M.A. Chevalley a. Commission). Judgment of 18 November 1970.
The proceedings against the Commission's failure to take action (which covered
the same ground as casr- 67o,supra) were dismissed as inadmissible.s

Three judgments concerning competition:

Joint cases 41, 44 and 45-69 (LGF Chemiefarma NV and others a. Commission).
Judgment of 15 July 1970 dismissing proceedings for the annulment of a
decision taken by the Commission on 16 July 1969 under Article 85 of the
EEC Treaty, imposing fines on the undertakings participating in the international
quinine cartel.a

Case 47-69 (French Republic z. Commission). Judgmert of 25 Julrc L970
tejecting proceedings for the annulment of the decision taken by the Commission
on 18 July 1969 concerning the French system of aid for encouraging research
and modernization in the textile industy.,s

Case 75-69 (Entreprise E. Hake a. Commission). Judgment of 8 July 1970
dismissing the proceedings, partly on the grounds that they were inadmissible,
and pardy on the grounds that the case had become moot. The proceedings
were agahst the allegedly wrongful failure of the Commission to take action
(under Artide 65 of the ECSC Treaty) against concerted practices on the German
scrap market.6

One judgment concerning the customs union:

Case 69-69 (SA Alcan Aluminium Raeren and others ,'. Commission). Judg-
ment of 16 June 1970 dismissing as inadmissible the proceedings for the an-

I Jourwl ofitinl No. C 63, 2S Mey 1970.I lbdd. No. C 138, r8 Noyember 1970.I lrxd. No. C 3, 1l Jenusry 1971.| IDtt. No. Q l3O,2l October 1970.! 1612. No. C 97, 29 July 1970.
' .tbid. No. C LgO,27 October 19?0.
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nulment of the Commission's decision of 12 May L969 refusing to grant the
Kingdom of Belgium and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg a tarlff. quota for
crude aluminium for 1.968,1

c) Judgnents on preliminary qaestiotts subnitted by nunicipal courts: 28

Fifteen judgments on the interpretation of Com-
munity provisions in the sphere of agriculture:

' 
Case 40-69 (Hatptzollamt HamburgOverelbe a. Firma P.G. Bollmann-Br-rndee-

finanzhof). Judgment of 18 February 1970 confirming the exclusive character
of the Community's powet in tariff questions, and holding that the descriptions
of goods contained in the common customs tariff constitute independent concepts
of Community law outside the power of national legislatures.z

Case 72-69 (Hauptzollamt Bremen-Freihafen u. Bremer Handelsgesellschaft
m.b.H.-Bundesfinanzhof). Judgment of 18 June 1970 interpretrng the expression
"flour of manioc" in Article 1 of Council Regulation No. 19 establishing a

common organization of markets in the cereals sector.S

Case 73-69 (Firma H. Oehlmann v. Hauptzollamt Miinster-Bundesfinanzhof).

Judgment of 24 lune 1970 holding that an examination of this case disclosed
no grounds for questioning the validity of Article 7(2) oI Council Regulation
No. 19, which prescribes countries, but not for those ftom Member States.s

t
Case 74-69 (Hauptzollamt Bremen-Freihafen a. Waren-Import-Gesellschaft Krohn-
Bundesfinanzhof). Judgment of 18 June 1970 intetpreting Article 23(1) of
Council Regulation No. 19 to mean that Member States are not allowed to
enact national provisions affecting the scope of the Regulation, and also inter-
preting the expression "flour of manioc" appearing in tlre same Regulation.B '

Case 77-70 (Firma Internationale Handelsgesellschaft m.b.H. u. Einfrrhr- utrd
Vomatsstelle fiir Getreide und Futtermittel - Verwaltungsgericht, Frankfurt on
Main). Judgment of 17 Decerqber 1970 confirming the validity of Artide 12(1),
third sub-paragraph, of Regulation No. 12O/67 and of Article 9 of Regulation
No. 483/67, which make issue of import or export certificates for cereals con-
ditional upon the payment of security to guarantee that the cereals will be
imported during the certificate's period of validity, .and confine repayment of
the security to circunstances which can be regarded as force maieare.

Case 12-70 (P. Craeynest and M. Vandewalle u. BelgSm State - C-ourt of Cas-
sation, Belgium). Judgment of 22 October 1970 interpreting Regulation (EEC)
No. 13/64 and the Commission's decision of 17 July 1962 to mean that goods
imported from other Member States may only benefit from the intra-Community
system if they are covered by a certificate DD4. The same interpretation
applies to the calculation of the amount of levies evaded as a result of a
fraudulent importation.a

I Jounnl, oftdel No. C 97, 20 Julv 19?0.. .IDrld. No. C 4r, 4 April 1970.| /r?d. No. C 97, 29 July 1970.
' Irld, No. C 145, I December 1970.
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Case 16-70 (C.V. Necomout G.A. z. Hoofdproduktschap voor Akk6rbouwpro.
dukten and Produktschap voor Granen, Zaden en Peulvruchten - College van
Betoep voor het Bedrijfsleven, The Hague). Judgment of 23 October 1970
interpreting Article 7, second paragraph, of Regulation (EEC) No. Ilt4/6&
to mean that the cancellation of any fixing in advance of levies or refunds
may apply to the balance of the quota still available on the date when the
application is lodged, but only to the totd amount of ouch balance.l

Case 17-70 (Koninklijke Lassie Fabrieken a. Hoofdproduktschap voor Akker-
bouwprodukten and Produktschap voor Granen, Zaden en Peulvruchten - Col-
lege van Beroep voor het Bedrijfsleven, The Hague). Judgment of 23 October
1970, identical to tlre judgment given in case 1670, supra.'

Case 25-70 (Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle fiir Getreide und Futtermittel a. Firma
Kiister, Berodt & Co. - Verwaltungsgerichtshof, Hesse). Judgment of 17 De
cember 1970 confirmiag the validity of Regulation No. 102/64 on import and
export certificates for cereals, particularly the provisions of Articles 7 and, 7
thereof concerning export certificates and security deposited in order to obtain
export ceftificates.

Case 26-70 (Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle fiir Getreide und Futtermittel u. Firma
G. Henck - Verwaltungsgerichtshof, Hesse). Judgment of 17 December 1970,
identical to the judgment given in czise 25-70, sapra.

Case 28-70 (K.G. in Firma O. Witt a. Hauptzollamt Liineberg - Finarzgericht,
Hamburg). Judgment of 8 December 1970 interpreting the description "poultry
hens" in headings 01.05 and 02.02 of. the common customs tariff and in
Article 1 of Regularion No. 22.

Case 30-70 (Firma O. Scheer a. Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle fiir Getreide und
Futtermittel - Verwaltungsgerichtshof, Hesse). Judgment of 17 December 1970
interpreting Article 16 of Regulation No. 19 concerning the national measures
for implementation to be taken by Member States on a transitional basis before
the enuy into force of Regulation No, 87, and confirming the validity of
Atticle 7, second paragraph, of Regulation No. 87 concerning the procedure fot
depositing and forfeiting seo:rity.

Case )7-70 (Deutsche Getreide und Futtermittel Handelsgesellschaft m.b.H. a.
Hauptzollamt Hamburg-Altona - Bundesfinanzhof.). Judgment of LJ December
1970 interpreting Regulation No. 19 to mean that imported maize which had
deteriorated in transit and thus lost part if its value should bear the same
levy as maize which had not deteriorated.

Case 34-70 (Syndicat national du commerce extdrieur des c6r6ales a. Office
national interprofessionnel des cdrdales and Minister of Agriculture - Conseil
d'Etat, France). Judgment of 17 December 1970 holding that the use of the
expression "any holder" in Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No. 1028/68 excludes
any condition relating to the definition o{ the holder, or to his entitlement to
make proper use of the machinery for intervention, from the scope of the con-
ditions for buying-in additional quantiries of cereals.

' ,l**nnta No. C 145, 8 December 1970.
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Case 36-70 (Firma Ge*eide-Import G.m.b.H. a. Einfuhr- und Vomatsstelle fiir
Getreide und Futtermittel - Bundesverwaltungsgerichtshof). Judgment of 16
December 1970 interpreting Artide 8(2) and (l) of Reeulation No. 102164

on import and er<port certificates for cereals to mean that omiseions in the
statement provided for in Artide 8(3) produce no legal effects for the parties

concerned.

Two judgments concerning competition:

Case 43-69 (Brauerei A. Bilger Siihne G.m.b.H. o. H. and M. Jehle - Ober-
landesgericht, Kadsruhe). Judgment of 18 March 1970 interpreting Article
4(2)(l) of Couricil Regulation No. 17 on the notification of agreements, with
special reference to a contf,rct fo'r exclusive supply,l

Case 1-70 (Parfums Marcel Rochas Vertrierbsgesellschaft m.b.H. a. H. Bitsch -

Oberlandesgericht, Karlsruhe). Judgment of l0 June 1970 interpreting Artide
85(1) of the EEC Treaty conceming the status of provisional validity oI
agteements notified to the Commission.z

Four judgments concerning the intetpretation oI
Community provisions on social security for migtant
wotkers:

Case 68-69 (E. Brock a. Bundeoknappschaft Bochum - Bundessazialgericht).

Judgment of 14 April 1970 conceming the retroactivity, of t}r more favourable
provisions inroduced by Council Regulation No. 130/61, and the interpretation
of the provisions of Council Regulation No. J about the revision of pensions
upon r€quest.8

Case )-70 (Caisse de compensation pour allocations familiales des charbonnages
du couchant de Mons a. F. dt Bella - Conseil de Prud'homme d'appel, Mons).
Judgment of 17 June 1970 interpreting the expression "came under the legis-
lation" in Article 42(6)(a) of Council Regulation No.3 on social seorrity for
migant vorkers.4

Case 32-70 (Union nationale des mutualitds socialistes u. La Marca - Commission
de ftclamation en matiCre d'assurance obligatoire conne la maladie et I'invalidit6,
Liige). Judgment of 1 December 1970 interpreting Article 28(2) of Council
Regulation No, 4 concerning the entitlement of workers who have \vorked in
several Member States to sickness and disability insumnce benefits.

Case 35-70 (S.a.r.l. Manpower u. Caisse primaire d'assurancemaladie, Strasbourg -

Commission de premiire instance du contentieux de la s€curitC sociale et de
la mutualit6 sociale agricole du Bas-Rhin). Judgment of 17 December 1970

I Journal ofrEitl No. C 41, 4 Apdl 1970.I fDdd. No. C 97, 29 July 1970.I IAdd. No. C 63,29 May 1970.
' Ibid. No. C 97, 29 July 1970.
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interpreting Article 13(a) of Council Regulation No. 3 to apply to workers
who are hired by an undertaking in a Member State and who, while still being
paid by that undertaking and remaining under its control, go, on its behalf, to
spend a period working in anotler undertaking in another Member State.

Three judgments concerning tax que6tions:

Case 9-70 (Firma F. Grad a. Finanzamt Ttaunstein - Finanzgericht, Munich).
Judgment of 6 October 1970 replying to certain legal questions put to the
Court concerning the compatibility of the German tax on road uansport with
the EEC Tteaty.r

Case 20-70 (Transports ksage & Cie. a. Hauptzollamt Freiburg - Finanzgericht,
Baden-\(iirttemberg). Judgment of 11 October 1970, identical to the iudgment
given in case 9-70, supra.z

Case 23-70 (E. Haselhorst, Giiterfernverkehrsunternehmer z. Finanzamt Diissel-
dorf-Altstadt - Finarzgericht, Disseldorf ). Judgment of 21 October 1970,
identical to the judgment given case 9-70, supra.z

Four judgments concerning the customs union:

Case L3-70 (F. Gnzano G.m.b.H. z. Hauptzollamt Saatbriicken - Bundesfinanz- .

hof). Judgment of 16 December 1970 holding that a duty levied on imports
o{ products from other Member States, linked to the existence of a national
monopoly and applied for the first time aftet the entry into fotce of the EEC
Treaty, does not constitute a breach of Article )7(2) of. the said Tteaty, if
the new duty does not fall more heavily on imported products than on national
products affected by the monopoly.

Case 74-70 (Deutsche Bakels G.m.b.h. o. Oberfinanzdirektion - Bundesfinanzhof).
Judgment of 8 December 1970 interpreting Regulation No. 950/68 to mian that
Member States are not allowed to enact binding national provisions affecting
the scope of the Regulation or of the tariff headings contained therein. In the
#sence of C-ommuniy provisions, explanatory notes drawn up by national
authorities are persuasive as a valid means of interpreting headings in the

common customs tariff.

Case 27-70 (Firma C.\0. Edding a. Hauptzollamt Hamburg-St.Annen - Finanz-
gericht, Hamburg). Judgment of 10 December 1970 interpreting Regulation
(EEC) No. 803/68 on the customs value of gogds to mean that the cost of a

mode of traneport which is more expensive than the usual mode of transport
should (subject to exceptions mentioned expressly) be taken into account for

. determining the normal price which constitutes the customs value.

, n"rr*nn"l"t No. C 188, 18 November 19?0.
' Ibid,. No. C 145, I December 1970.
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Case 33-70 (SACE, S.p.A. a. Ministry of Finance of the Italian Republic - Civil
and Criminal Court of first instance, Brescia). Judgment of 17 December 1970
interpreting Article 1l(2) of the EEC Treaty, on charges having an effect
equivalent to customs duties on imports, as creating, from the end of the
transitional period onwards, rights for individuals which national courts must
protect.

d) Judgments in proceedings brougbt against Cornmunity institations by their
stall: 77

Cases 12 and 10-68
Cases 13, 18,2t, 24, t2, )5, t6, 39, 42, 46 and 58-69
Joint cases L9,20,25 arrd 30-69

59 and 71-69
60, 6L and 62-69

Case 5-70.
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cif Cost, insurance, freight
CIPPT Centre International de Perfectionnement Pfofessionnel et Tech-

nique
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CIS Centre d'Information, de Sdcuritd et d'Hygidne du Travail
CLCA Liaison Committee on Automobile Manufacture
CLEIC Liaison and Research Committee of the Footwear Iodustry
CNEN Comitato Nazionale per l'Energia Nucleare
COGECA General Committee for Agdcultural Cooperation in EEC countries
COFACE European Communities' Committee of Family Organizations
COPA Committee of Agricultural Organizations in the EEC
CREST Committee on Reactor Safety Technology

DAC Development Aid Committee (OECD)
DB Deutsche Bundesbahn
DISC Domestic International Sales Corporation

EAC East African Community
EAEC Eutopean Atomic Energy Community
EAGGF European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund
EBU European Broadcasting Union
ECA Economic Comrirission for Africa (UN)
ECAC European Civil Aviation Conference
ECAFE Economic Commission for Asia and the Fat East (UN)
ECE Economic Commidsion for Europe (UN)
ECLA Economic Commission for Latin American (UN)
ECMT European Conference of Ministers of Ti"ansport
ECO Exp€rience Cdtique ORGEL (ORGEL critical experiment)
ECOSOC . Economic and Social Council of the UN
ECSC European Coal and Steel Community
EDF European Development Fund
EDF Electricit6 de France
EEC European Economic Community
F.EMO Exposition Eutop6enne de la Machine-Outil
EFTA Eutopean Ftee Trade Association
EIB European Investment Bank
ELDO European Space Vehicle Launcher Development Otganization
ELEC European League for Economic Cooperation
ENEA European Nuclear Energy Agency
ENPI ' Ente Nazionale Prevenzione Infornrni
ERDA EuropeanR&DAgency
ERDC EuropeanR & D Committee
ERM Ecole Royale Militaire
ESA European System of Integrated National Accounts
ESC Economic and Social Committee (EEC and EAEC)
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ESRO European Space Reseatch Otganization
ESSOR Essai ORGEL (experimental reactor)

EURACOS Enriched Utanium Converter System

EUREX Enriched Uranium Extraction

FAC Fonds d'Aide et de CooPdration
FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
FIFE Fdd€ration Internationale des Associations de Fabdcants de Pro-

duits d'Entretieh
'FOM Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie

GATT General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

GESCAL Gestione Case per Lavoratori
GfK Gesellschaft fur Ketnforschung
GKSS Gesellschaft fur Kernenergieverwerrung in Schiffbau und schifrahrt

GKN Gemeenschappeliike Kerneoergiecentrale Nededand

GNP Gross National Product
GNV Gesellschaft ftir Nukleare Verfahrenstechnik

HFR High Flux Reactor

HKG Hochtemperatut-Kernkraftwerk Gesellschaft

HTGR High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor

HTR High Tempemture Reactor

IAEC Internationd Atomic Energy Agency
IA-ECOSOC Inter-American Economic and Social Council

IANC Instituto de Asuntos Nucleares de Colombia

IBRD International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
ICEM Intergovetnmental Committee for European Migration
ICFTU International Confederation of Free Trade Unions

ICRC International Committee of the Red Ctoss

ICSID International centre for the settlement of Investment Disputes

IDA International Development Association

IDB Inter-American Development Bank

IFCTU International Federation of Christian Trade Unions

IGOSS Integrated Global Ocean Station System

ILA International Law Association
ILAFA Instituto Latinamericano del Hierro y del Acero

(Latin American Iron and Stell Institute)
ILO International Labour Office
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III-O International Labour Organization
IMCO Intefgovernmental Maritime Consultative Orga;nization
IMF International Monetary Fund
INDAC Integral Nuclear Data Center
iNEAC Institut National d'Etudes Agricoles au Congo-Ldopoldville
INFORTUNI Istituto Nazionale Prevenzione Infortuni
INIS International Nuclear Information System
IPP Institut ftir Plasmaphysik
IPR Investeringspremieregeling
IRAD Irradiateur mobile appartenant au CEA (CEA's mobile irradiator)
IRFED Instifut International de Recherche et de Formation en vue du

Ddveloppement Harmonis6
ISVET Istituto per gli Studi sullo Sviluppo ed il Progresso Tecnico
ITAL Instituirt voor Toepassing van Atoomenergie in de Landbouvr
ITO International Telecommunications Union

JCA Joint Church Aid
JRC Joint Research Cenre

KFA Kernforschungsanlage

LAFTA Latin American Ftee Trade Association

MASURCA Maquette Surg6n6ratrice I Cadarache (Cadarache breeder mockup)
MK-5 Organic loop for studying fuel elements in ESSOR te ctot
MRCA Multi Range Combat Aircraft
MTR Materials Testing Reactor

NICE Nomenclature des industries des Communautes Europ6ennes
NIMEXE Nomenclature harmonis6e pour les statistiques du commerce ex-

t6rieur des pays de la CEE
NPT Non-proliferation Tteaty

OAS Organization of American States
OCT Overseas Counaies and Territories (EEC)
OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
OTRACO OfFce d'Exploitation des Transports Congolais
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PEC Prova Elementi Combustibili (fuel element test reactor)

PPBS Planning Ptogramming Budgeting System

PREST Scientific and Technical Reseatch Policy Committee
PZEM Provinciale Zeeuwse Elektticiteitsmaatschappii

RAPSODIE Rapid Sodium Reactor
RCN Reactor Centrum Nededand

SDRs Special Dtawing Rights
SEFOR Southwest Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor

SIECA Permanent Secretariat of the General Tteaty of Central American
Economic Integration

SNCF Soci6t6 National des Chemins de Fer Frangais

SNEAK Schnellet Null-Energie-Anordnung Kadsruhe (Kadsruhe fast

zero-enetgy assembly)
SNR Schneller Natriumgekiihltet Reaktor (fast sodium-cooled reactor)

SOEC Statistical OfEce of the European Communities
SORA Sorgente Rapida (fast source)
SUAK Schnelle Unterktitische Anordnung Katlsruhe (Kadsruhe fast

subctitical assembly)

STARK Schnell-thermischerArgonautReaktorKadsruhe(Karlsruhe fast-

thetmal Argonaut reactor)

tce Ton coal equivalent
THTR Thorium-Hochtemperatur Reaktor (thotium high-temperature

reactor)

UCN Ultra Centrifuge Nededand
UDAO Union Douanidre de l'Afrique Occidentale
UDEAC Central African Customs and Economic Union
UiC International Union of Railways
UKAEA United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
ULB Univetsit6 Libre de Bruxelles
UNCTAD United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
UNCITRAL United Nations Commission on Internatiooal Trade Law

UNDP United Nations Development Programme

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
UNHCR United Nations High Commissioner fot Refugees

UNICE Union des Industries de la Communarte Europ6enne

UNICEF United Nations Children's Fund'
UNIDO UnitedNationslndustrialDevelopmentOtganization
UNIDROIT International Institute for the Unification of Private Lavr
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UNIPEDE Union Internationale des Producteurs et Distributeurs
d'Energie Electrique

UNITESA Unione Nazionale dell'Istruzione Tecnica e Professionale
UNR\fl4 United Nation Relief and \7otks Agency
UPU Universal Postal Union
URANEX Groupementd'int6r€tdconomiquepourla-commercialisationde

I'uranium (Economic interest group to market uranium)
USAEC United States Atomic Energy Commission

VAT Value-added tax

ltrVCL Vodd Confederation of Labour
\fEU Vestern European Union
\fFP Vodd Food Programme
\7HO Vodd Health Otganization
\7MO Vorld Meteorological Otganization
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